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Chapter 1

Introduction: What Is the Matter Here?

Pei Wang 1 and Ben Goertzel 2

1 Temple University, USA
2 Novamente LLC, USA

pei.wang@temple.edu, ben@goertzel.org

This chapter provides a general introduction to the volume, giving an overview of the AGI
field and the current need for exploration and clarification of its foundations, and briefly
summarizing the contents of the various chapters.

1.1 The Matter of Artificial General Intelligence

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), roughly speaking, refers to AI research and devel-

opment in which “intelligence” is understood as a general-purpose capability, not restricted

to any narrow collection of problems or domains, and including the ability to broadly gen-

eralize to fundamentally new areas [4]. The precise definition of AGI is part of the subject

matter of the AGI field, and different theoretical approaches to AGI may embody different

slants on the very concept of AGI. In practical terms, though, the various researchers in

the field share a strong common intuition regarding the core concerns of AGI – and how it

differs from the “narrow AI” that currently dominates the AI field.

In the earliest days of AI research, in the middle of the last century, the objective of

the field was to build “thinking machines” with capacity comparable to that of the human

mind [2,6,9]. In the decades following the founding of the AI field, various attempts arose

to attack the problem of human-level artificial general intelligence, such as the General

Problem Solver [7] and the Fifth Generation Computer Systems [3]. These early attempts

failed to reach their original goals, and in the view of most AI researchers, failed to make

dramatic conceptual or practical progress toward their goals. Based on these experiences,

1
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the mainstream of the AI community became wary of overly ambitious research, and turned

toward the study of domain-specific problems and individual cognitive functions. Some

researchers view this shift as positive, arguing that it brought greater rigor to the AI field

– a typical comment being that “it is now more common to build on existing theories than

to propose brand new ones, to base claims on rigorous theorems or hard experimental

evidence rather than on intuition, and to show relevance to real-world applications rather

than toy examples.” [8]. However, an alternate view would be that this greater focus on

narrow problems and mathematical and experimental results has come at a great cost in

terms of conceptual progress and practical achievement. The practical achievements of

applied AI in the last decades should not be dismissed lightly, nor should be the progress

made in various specialized AI algorithms. Yet, ultimately, the mounting corpus of AI

theorems and experimental results about narrow domains and specific cognitive processes

has not led to any kind of clear progress toward the initial goals of the AI field. AI as a

whole does not show much progress toward its original goal of general-purpose systems,

since the field has become highly fragmented, and it is not easy, if possible at all, to put the

parts together to get a coherent system with general intelligence [1].

Outside the mainstream of AI, a small but nontrivial set of researchers has continued to

pursue the perspective that intelligence should be treated as a whole. To distinguish their

work from the bulk of AI work focused on highly specific problems or cognitive processes

(sometimes referred to as “Narrow AI”), the phrase “Artificial General Intelligence” (AGI)

has sometimes been used. There have also been related terms such as “Human-Level AI”

[5]. The term AGI is meant to stress the general-purpose nature of intelligence – meaning

that intelligence is a capacity that can be applied to various (though not necessarily all

possible) environments to solve problems (though not necessarily being absolutely correct

or optimal). Most AGI researchers believe that general-purpose intelligent systems cannot

be obtained by simply bundling special-purpose intelligent systems together, but have to be

designed and developed differently [11]. Though AGI projects share many problems and

techniques with conventional AI projects, they are conceived, carried out, and evaluated

differently. In recent years, the AGI community has significantly grown, and now has its

regular conferences and publications.
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1.2 The Matter of Theoretical Foundation

Like all fields of science and technology, AGI relies on a subtle interplay of theory

and experiment. AGI has an engineering goal, the building of practical systems with a

high level of general intelligence; and also a scientific goal, the rigorous understanding of

the nature of general intelligence, and its relationship with an intelligent system’s internal

structures and processes, and the properties of its environment. This volume focuses on

the theoretical aspect of AGI, though drawing connections between the theoretical and

engineering aspects where this is useful to make the theory clearer. Even for those whose

main interest is AGI engineering, AGI theory has multiple values: a good theory enables

an engineer and empirical researcher to set objectives, to justify assumptions, to specify

roadmaps and milestones, and to direct evaluation and comparison.

Some AGI research is founded on theoretical notions in an immediate and transparent

way. Other AGI research is centered on system-building, with theory taking a back burner

to building things and making them work. But every AGI project, no matter how pragmatic

and empirical in nature, is ultimately based on some ideas about what intelligence is and

how to realize it in artifacts. And it is valuable, as part of the process of shaping and

growing an AGI project, that these ideas be clarified, justified, and organized into a coherent

theory. Many times the theory associated with an AGI project is partially presented in a

formal and symbolic form, to reduce the ambiguity and fuzziness in natural languages; but

this is not necessarily the case, and purely verbal and conceptual theories may have value

also. Some of the theories used in AGI research are inherited from other fields (such as

mathematics, psychology, and computer science), and some others are specially invented

for AGI. In cases where AGI theories are inherited from other fields, careful adaptations to

the context of AGI are often required.

At the current stage, there is no single widely accepted theory of AGI, which is why this

book uses a plural “foundations” in its title. For any AGI project, the underlying (explicit

or implicit) theoretical foundation plays a crucial role, since any limitation or error in the

theory will eventually show up in the project, and it is rarely possible to correct a theo-

retical mistake by a technical remedy. Comparing and evaluating the various competing

and complementary theoretical foundations existing in the field is very important for AGI

researchers, as well as for other interested individuals.

The existing AGI literature contains many discussions of AGI theory; but these are

often highly technical, and they are often wrapped up together with highly specific discus-

sions of system architecture or engineering, or particular application problems. We felt it
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would be valuable – especially for readers who are not intimately familiar with the AGI

field – to supplement this existing literature with a book providing a broad and relatively

accessible perspective on the theoretical foundations of AGI. Rather than writing a volume

on our own, and hence inevitably enforcing our own individual perspectives on the field,

we decided to invite a group of respected AGI researchers to write about what they con-

sidered as among the most important theoretical issues of the field, in a language that is

comprehensible to readers possessing at least modest scientific background, but not neces-

sarily expertise in the AGI field. To our delight we received many valuable contributions,

which are organized in the following chapters.

These chapters cover a wide spectrum of theoretical issues in AGI research. In the

following overview they are clustered into three groups: the nature of the AGI problem and

the objective of AGI research, AGI design methodology and system architecture, and the

crucial challenges facing AI research.

1.3 The Matter of Objective

In the broadest sense, all works in AI and AGI aim at reproducing or exceeding the

general intelligence displayed by the human mind in engineered systems. However, when

describing this “intelligence” using more detailed and accurate words, different researchers

effectively specify different objectives for their research [10]. Due to its stress on the gen-

eral and holistic nature of intelligence, the AGI field is much less fragmented than the main-

stream of AI [1], with many overarching aims and recurring themes binding different AGI

research programs together. But even so, substantial differences in various researchers’

concrete research objectives can still be recognized.

The chapter by Nick Cassimatis provides a natural entry to the discussion. One key

goal of AGI research, in many though not all AGI research paradigms, is to build computer

models of human intelligence; and thus, in many respects, AGI is not all that different from

what is called “cognitive modeling” in cognitive science. Cassimatis shows the need for an

“intelligence science”, as well as carefully selected challenge problems that must be solved

by modeling the right data.

The chapter by Selmer Bringsjord and John Licato addresses the question of how to

define and measure artificial general intelligence, via proposing a “psychometric” paradigm

in which AGI systems are evaluated using intelligence tests originally defined for humans.

Since these tests have been defined to measure the “g factor”, which psychologists consider
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a measure of human general intelligence, in a sense this automatically places a focus on

general rather than specialized intelligence.

Though human-level intelligence is a critical milestone in the development of AGI, it

may be that the most feasible route to get there is via climbing a “ladder of intelligence”

involving explicitly nonhuman varieties of intelligence, as suggested in the chapter by Sam
Adams and Steve Burbeck. The authors describe some interesting capabilities of octopi,

comparing them to those of human beings, and argues more broadly that each of the rungs

of the ladder of intelligence should be reached before trying a higher level.

The chapter by Marcus Hutter represents another alternative to the “human-level AGI”

objective, though this time (crudely speaking) from above rather than below. Hutter’s Uni-

versal Artificial Intelligence is a formalization of “ideal rational behavior” that leads to

optimum results in a certain type of environment. This project attempt “to capture the

essence of intelligence”, rather than to duplicate the messy details of the human mind.

Even though such an ideal design cannot be directly implemented, it can be approximated

in various ways.

1.4 The Matter of Approach

Just as important as having a clear objective for one’s AGI research, is having a work-

able strategy and methodology for achieving one’s goals. Here the difference between AGI

and mainstream AI shows clearly: while conventional AI projects focus on domain-specific

and problem-specific solutions (sometimes with the hope that they will be somehow even-

tually connected together to get a whole intelligence), an AGI project often starts with a

blueprint of a whole system, attempting to capture intelligence as a whole. Such a blueprint

is often called an “architecture”.

The chapter by Itamar Arel proposes a very simple architecture, consisting of a per-

ception module and an actuation module. After all, an AGI system should be able to take

proper action in each perceived situation. Both modules use certain (different) types of

learning algorithm, so that the system can learn to recognize patterns in various situations,

as well as to acquire proper response to each situation. Unlike in mainstream AI, here

the perception module and the actuation module are designed together; and the two are

designed to work together in a manner driven by reinforcement learning.

Some other researchers feel the need to introduce more modules into their architec-

tures, following results from psychology and other disciplines. The model introduced in
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the chapter by Usef Faghihi and Stan Franklin turns certain existing theories about hu-

man cognition into a coherent design for a computer system, which has a list of desired

properties. This architecture is more complicated than Arel’s, which can be both an advan-

tage and a disadvantage.

The chapter by Ben Goertzel et al. provides an integrative architecture diagram that

summarizes several related cognitive architectures, and a defense of this approach to archi-

tectural and paradigmatic integration. It is argued that various AGI architectures, that seem

different on the surface, are actually fundamentally conceptually compatible, and differ

most dramatically in which parts of cognition they emphasize. Stress is laid on the hypoth-

esis that the dynamics of an AGI system must possess “cognitive synergy”, that is, multiple

processes interacting in such a way as to actively aid each other when solving problems.

There are also researchers who do not want to design a fixed architecture for the system,

but stress the importance of letting an AGI system construct and modify its architecture by

itself. The chapter by Kris Thórisson advocates a “constructivist” approach to AI, which

does not depend on human designed architectures and programs, but on self-organizing

architectures and self-generated code that grow from proper “seeds” provided by the de-

signer.

Just because a system has the ability for self-modification, does not necessarily mean

that all the changes it makes will improve its performance. The chapter by Bas Steune-
brink and Jürgen Schmidhuber introduces a formal model that reasons about its own

programs, and only makes modifications that can be proved to be beneficial. Specified

accurately in a symbolic language, this model is theoretically optimal under certain as-

sumptions.

1.5 Challenges at the Heart of the Matter

Though AGI differs from mainstream AI in its holistic attitude toward intelligence, the

design and development of an AGI system still needs to be carried out step by step, and

some of the topics involved are considered to be more important and crucial than the others.

Each chapter in this cluster addresses an issue that the author(s) takes to be one, though by

no means the only one, major challenge in their research toward AGI.

The chapter by Tsvi Achler considers recognition as the foundation of other processes

that altogether form intelligence. To meet the general-purpose requirements of AGI, a more

flexible recognition mechanism is introduced. While the majority of current recognition al-
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gorithms are based on a “feedforward” transformation from an input image to a recognized

pattern, the mechanism Achler describes has a bidirectional “feedforward-feedback” struc-

ture, where the system’s expectation plays an important role.

Creativity is an aspect where computers are still far behind human intelligence. The

chapter by Maricarmen Martinez et al. proposes analogy making and theory blending

as ways to create new ideas. In this process, problem-solving theories are generalized

from a source domain, then applied in a different target domain to solve novel problems.

There is evidence showing that such processes indeed happen in human cognition, and are

responsible for much of the creativity and generality of intelligence.

Contrary to many peoples’ assumption that “intelligence” is cold and unemotional,

Joscha Bach argues that a model of intelligence must cover emotion and affect, since

these play important roles in motivational dynamics and other processes. Emotion emerges

via the system’s appraisal of situations and objects, with respect to the system’s needs and

desires; and it in turn influences the system’s responses to those situations and objects, as

well as its motivations and resource allocation.

Consciousness is one of the most mysterious phenomena associated with the human

mind. The chapter by Antonio Chella and Riccardo Manzotti concludes that conscious-

ness is necessary for general intelligence, and provides a survey of the existing attempts at

producing similar phenomena in computer and robot systems. This study attempts to give

some philosophical notions (including consciousness, free will, and experience) functional

and constructive interpretations.

The difficulty of the problem of consciousness partly comes from the fact that it is not

only a technical issue, but also a conceptual one. The chapter by Richard Loosemore
provides a conceptual analysis of the notion of consciousness, helping us to understand

what kind of answer might qualify as a solution to the problem. Such a meta-level reflection

is necessary because if we get the problem wrong, there is little chance to get the solution

right.

1.6 Summary

This book is not an attempt to settle all the fundamental problems of AGI, but merely to

showcase and comprehensibly overview some of the key current theoretical explorations in

the field. Given its stress on the generality and holistic nature of intelligence, AGI arguably

has a greater demand for coherent theoretical foundations than narrow AI; and yet, the task
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of formulating appropriate theories is harder for AGI than for narrow AI, due to the wider

variety of interdependent factors involved.

The last chapter by Pei Wang is an attempt to provide common criteria for the analysis,

comparison, and evaluation of the competing AGI theories. It is proposed that, due to the

nature of the field, a proper theory of intelligence for AGI should be correct according to

our knowledge about human intelligence, concrete on how to build intelligent machines,

and compact in its theoretical structure and content. Furthermore, these criteria should be

balanced against each other.

This collection of writings of representative, leading AGI researchers shows that there

is still no field-wide consensus on the accurate specification of the objective and method-

ology of AGI research. Instead, the field is more or less held together by a shared attitude

toward AI research, which treats the problem of AI as one problem, rather than as a group

of loosely related problems, as in mainstream AI. Furthermore, AGI researchers believe

that it is possible to directly attack the problem of general intelligence now, rather than to

postpone it to a unspecified future time.

The problems discussed in this book are not the same as those addressed by the tra-

ditional AI literatures or in AI’s various sibling disciplines. As we have argued previ-

ously [11], general-propose AI has its own set of problems, which is neither a subset, nor

a superset, of the problems studied in mainstream AI (the latter being exemplified in [8],

e.g.). Among the problems of AGI, many are theoretical in nature, and must be solved by

theoretical analysis – which in turn, must often be inspired and informed by experimental

and engineering work. We hope this book will attract more attention, from both inside

and outside the AGI field, toward the theoretical issues of the field, so as to accelerate the

progress of AGI research – a matter which has tremendous importance, both intellectually

and practically, to present-day human beings and our human and artificial successors.
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Cognitive modelers attempting to explain human intelligence share a puzzle with artificial
intelligence researchers aiming to create computers that exhibit human-level intelligence:
how can a system composed of relatively unintelligent parts (such as neurons or transistors)
behave intelligently? I argue that although cognitive science has made significant progress
towards many of its goals, that solving the puzzle of intelligence requires special standards
and methods in addition to those already employed in cognitive science. To promote such
research, I suggest creating a subfield within cognitive science called intelligence science
and propose some guidelines for research addressing the intelligence puzzle.

2.1 The Intelligence Problem

Cognitive scientists attempting to fully understand human cognition share a puzzle with

artificial intelligence researchers aiming to create computers that exhibit human-level in-

telligence: how can a system composed of relatively unintelligent parts (say, neurons or

transistors) behave intelligently?

2.1.1 Naming the problem

I will call the problem of understanding how unintelligent components can combine to

generate human-level intelligence the intelligence problem; the endeavor to understand how

the human brain embodies a solution to this problem understanding human intelligence;

and the project of making computers with human-level intelligence human-level artificial

intelligence.

11
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When I say that a system exhibits human-level intelligence, I mean that it can deal

with the same set of situations that a human can with the same level of competence. For

example, I will say a system is a human-level conversationalist to the extent that it can

have the same kinds of conversations as a typical human. A caveat to this is that artificial

intelligence systems may not be able to perform in some situations, not for reasons of their

programming, but because of issues related to their physical manifestation. For example, it

would be difficult for a machine without hand gestures and facial expressions to converse

as well as a human in many situations because hand gestures and facial expressions are so

important to many conversations. In the long term, it may be necessary therefore to sort

out exactly which situations matter and which do not. However, the current abilities of

artificial systems are so far away from human-level that resolving this issue can generally

be postponed for some time. One point that does follow from these reflections, though,

is the inadequacy of the Turing Test. Just as the invention of the airplane was an advance

in artificial flight without convincing a single person that it was a bird, it is often irrele-

vant whether a major step-step towards human-intelligence cons observers into believing a

computer is a human.

2.1.2 Why the Intelligence Problem is Important

Why is the human-level intelligence problem important to cognitive science? The the-

oretical interest is that human intelligence poses a problem for a naturalistic worldview in-

sofar as our best theories about the laws governing the behavior of the physical world posit

processes that do not include creative problems solving, purposeful behavior and other fea-

tures of human-level cognition. Therefore, not understanding how the relatively simple and

“unintelligent” mechanisms of atoms and molecules combine to create intelligent behavior

is a major challenge for a naturalistic world view (upon which much cognitive science is

based). Perhaps it is the last major challenge. Surmounting the human-level intelligence

problem also has enormous technological benefits which are obvious enough.

2.1.3 The State of the Science

For these reasons, understanding how the human brain embodies a solution to the

human-level intelligence problem is an important goal of cognitive science. At least at

first glance, we are quite far from achieving this goal. There are no cognitive models that

can, for example, fully understand language or solve problems that are simple for a young

child. This paper evaluates the promise of applying existing methods and standards in

www.allitebooks.com
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cognitive science to solve this problem and ultimately proposes establishing a new subfield

within cognitive science, called Intelligence Science1, and outlines some guiding principles

for that field.

Before discussing how effective the methods and standards of cognitive science are

in solving the intelligence problem, it is helpful to list some of the problems or questions

intelligence science must answer. The elements of this list are not original (see (Cassimatis,

2010) and (Shanahan, 1997)) or exhaustive. They are merely illustrative examples:

Qualification problem How does the mind retrieve or infer in so short a time the excep-

tions to its knowledge? For example, a hill symbol on a map means there is a hill in the

corresponding location in the real world except if: the mapmaker was deceptive, the hill

was leveled during real estate development after the map was made, or the map is of shift-

ing sand dunes. Even the exceptions have exceptions. The sand dunes could be part of a

historical site and be carefully preserved or the map could be based on constantly updated

satellite images. In these exceptions to the exceptions, a hill symbol does mean there is

a hill there now. It is impossible to have foreseen or been taught all these exceptions in

advance, yet we recognize them as exceptions almost instantly.

Relevance problem Of the enormous amount of knowledge people have, how do they

manage to retrieve the relevant aspects of it, often in less than a second, to sort from many

of the possible interpretations of a verbal utterance or perceived set of events?

Integration problem How does the mind solve problems that require, say, probabilis-

tic, memory-based and logical inferences when the best current models of each form of

inference are based on such different computational methods?

Is it merely a matter of time before cognitive science as it is currently practiced answers

questions like these or will it require new methods and standards to achieve the intelligence

problem?

2.2 Existing Methods and Standards are not Sufficient

Historically, AI and cognitive science were driven in part by the goal of understand-

ing and engineering human-level intelligence. There are many goals in cognitive science

and, although momentous for several reasons, human-level intelligence is just one of them.

Some other goals are to generate models or theories that predict and explain empirical data,
11Obviously, for lack of a better name.
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to develop formal theories to predict human grammatically judgments and to associate cer-

tain kinds of cognitive processes with brain regions. Methods used today in cognitive

science are very successful at achieving these goals and show every indication of contin-

uing to do so. In this paper, I argue that these methods are not adequate to the task of

understanding human-level intelligence.

Put another way, it is possible to do good research by the current standards and goals

of cognitive science and still not make much progress towards understanding human intel-

ligence.

Just to underline the point, the goal of this paper is not to argue that “cognitive science

is on the wrong track”, but that despite great overall success on many of its goals, progress

towards one of its goals, understanding human-level intelligence, requires methodological

innovation.

2.2.1 Formal linguistics

The goal of many formal grammarians is to create a formal theory that predicts whether

a given set of sentences is judged by people to be grammatical or not. Within this frame-

work, whether elements of the theory correspond to a mechanism humans use to understand

language is generally not a major issue. For example, at various times during the devel-

opment of Chomsky and his students’ formal syntax, their grammar generated enormous

numbers of syntactic trees and relied on grammatical principles to rule out ungrammatical

trees. These researchers never considered it very relevant to criticize their framework by

arguing that it was implausible to suppose that humans could generate and sort through this

many trees in the second or two it takes them to understand most sentences. That was the

province of what they call “performance” (the mechanisms the mind uses) not competence

(what the mind, in some sense, knows, independent of how it uses this knowledge). It is

possible therefore to do great linguistics without addressing the computational problems

(e.g. the relevance problem from the last section) involved in human-level language use.

2.2.2 Neuroscience

The field of neuroscience is so vast that it is difficult to even pretend to discuss it in

total. I will confine my remarks to the two most relevant subfields of neuroscience. First,

“cognitive neuroscience” is probably the subfield that most closely addresses mechanisms

relevant to understanding human intelligence. What often counts as a result in this field is a

demonstration that certain regions of the brain are active during certain forms of cognition.
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A simplistic, but not wholly inaccurate way of describing how this methodology would

apply to understanding intelligence would be to say that the field is more concerned with

what parts of the brain embody a solution to the intelligence problem, not how they actually

solve the problem. It is thus possible to be a highly successful cognitive neuroscientist

without making progress towards solving the intelligence problem.

Computational neuroscience is concerned with explaining complex computation in

terms of the interaction of less complex parts (i.e., neurons) obviously relevant to this dis-

cussion. Much of what I say about cognitive modeling below also applies to computational

neuroscience.

2.2.3 Artificial intelligence

An important aim of this paper is that cognitive science’s attempt to solve the intelli-

gence problem is also an AI project and in later sections I will describe how this has and

can still help cognitive science. There are, however, some ways AI practice can distract

from that aim, too. Much AI research has been driven in part by at least one of these two

goals.

(1) A formal or empirical demonstration that an algorithm is consistent with, approximates,

or converges on some normative standard. Examples include proving that a Bayes network

belief propagation algorithm converges on a probability distribution dictated by probability

theory or proving that a theorem prover is sound and complete with respect to a semantics

for some logic. Although there are many theoretical and practical reasons for seeking these

results (I would like nuclear power plant software to be correct as much as anyone), they

do not necessarily constitute progress towards solving the intelligence problem. For exam-

ple, establishing that a Bayes Network belief propagation algorithm converges relatively

quickly towards a normatively correct probability distribution given observed states of the

world does not in any way indicate that solving such problems is part of human-level intel-

ligence, nor is there any professional incentive or standard requiring researchers to argue

for this. There is in fact extensive evidence that humans are not normatively correct rea-

soners. It may even be that some flaws in human reasoning are a tradeoff required of any

computational system that solves the problems humans do.

(2) Demonstrating with respect to some metric that an algorithm or system is faster, con-

sumes fewer resources and/or is more accurate than some alternative(s). As with proving

theorems, one can derive great professional mileage creating a more accurate part of speech
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tagger or faster STRIPS planner without needing to demonstrate in any way that their so-

lution is consistent with or contributes to the goal of achieving human-level intelligence.

2.2.4 Experimental psychology

Cognitive psychologists generally develop theories about how some cognitive process

operates and run experiments to confirm these theories. There is nothing specifically in

this methodology that focuses the field on solving the intelligence problem. The field’s

standards mainly regard the accuracy and precision of theories, not the level of intelli-

gence they help explain. A set of experiments discovering and explaining a surprising new

phenomenon in (mammalian-level) place memory in humans will typically receive more

plaudits than another humdrum experiment in high-level human reasoning. To the extent

that the goal of the field is solely to find accurate theories of cognitive processes, this makes

sense. But it also illustrates the lack of an impetuous towards understanding human-level

intelligence. In addition to this point, many of Newell’s (Newell, 1973) themes apply to

the project of understanding human-level intelligence with experimental psychology alone

and will not be repeated here.

A subfield of cognitive psychology, cognitive modeling, does, at its best, avoid many

of the mistakes Newell cautions against and I believe understanding human cognition is

ultimately a cognitive modeling problem. I will therefore address cognitive modeling ex-

tensively in the rest of this paper.

2.3 Cognitive Modeling: The Model Fit Imperative

Cognitive modeling is indispensable to the project of understanding human-level intel-

ligence. Ultimately, you cannot say for sure that you have understood how the human brain

embodies a solution to the intelligence problem unless you have (1) a computational model

that behaves as intelligently as a human and (2) some way of knowing that the mechanisms

of that model, or at least its behavior, reflect what is going on in humans. Creating com-

puter models to behave like humans and showing that the model’s mechanisms at some

level correspond to mechanism underlying human cognition is a big part of what most cog-

nitive modelers aim to do today. Understanding how the human brain embodies a solution

to the intelligence problem is thus in part a cognitive modeling problem.

This section describes why I think some of the practices and standards of the cognitive

modeling community, while being well-suited for understanding many aspects of cognition,
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are not sufficient to, and sometimes even impede progress towards, understanding human-

level intelligence.

The main approach to modeling today is to create a model of human cognition in a task

that fits existing data regarding their behavior in that task and, ideally, predicts behavior in

other versions of the task or other tasks altogether. When a single model with a few param-

eters predicts behavior in many variations of a task or in many different tasks, that is good

evidence that the mechanisms posited by the model correspond, at least approximately, to

actual mechanisms of human cognition. I will call the drive to do this kind of work the

model fit imperative.

What this approach does not guarantee is that the mechanisms uncovered are impor-

tant to understanding human-level intelligence. Nor does it do impel researchers to find

important problems or mechanisms that have not yet been addressed, but which are key to

understanding human-level intelligence.

An analogy with understanding and synthesizing flight will illustrate these points2. Let

us call the project of understanding birds aviary science; the project of creating computa-

tional models of birds aviary modeling and the project of making machines that fly artificial

flight. We call the problem of how a system that is composed of parts that individually suc-

cumb to gravity can combine to defy gravity the flight problem; and we call the project of

understanding how birds embody a solution to this problem understanding bird flight.

You can clearly do great aviary science, i.e., work that advances the understanding of

birds, without addressing the flight problem. You can create predictive models of bird

mating patterns that can tell you something about how birds are constructed, but they will

tell you nothing about how birds manage to fly. You can create models that predict the

flapping rate of a bird’s wings and how that varies with the bird’s velocity, its mass, etc.

While this work studies something related to bird flight, it does not give you any idea of

how birds actually manage to fly. Thus, just because aviary science and aviary modeling

are good at understanding many aspects of birds, it does not mean they are anywhere near

understanding bird flight. If the only standard of their field is to develop predictive models

of bird behavior, they can operate with great success without ever understanding how birds

solve the flight problem and manage to fly.

I suggest that the model fit imperative in cognitive modeling alone is about as likely to

lead to an understanding of human intelligence as it would be likely to drive aviary science

towards understanding how birds fly. It is possible to collect data about human cognition,
2I have been told that David Marr has also made an analogy between cognitive science and aeronautics, but I

have been unable to find the reference.
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build fine models that fit the data and accurately predict new observations – it is possible

to do all this without actually helping to understand human intelligence. Two examples

of what I consider the best cognitive modeling I know of illustrate this point. (Lewis &

Vasishth, 2005) have developed a great model of some mechanisms involved in sentence

understanding, but this and a dozen more fine pieces of cognitive modeling could be done

and we would still not have a much better idea of how people actually mange to solve

all of the inferential problems in having a conversation, how they sort from among all the

various interpretations of a sentence, how they manage to fill in information not literally

appearing in a sentence to understand the speaker’s intent. Likewise, Anderson’s (Ander-

son, 2005) work modeling brain activity during algebraic problem solving is a big advance

in confirming that specific mechanisms in ACT-R models of cognition actually reflect real,

identifiable, brain mechanisms. But, as Anderson himself claimed3, these models only

shed light on behavior where there is a preordained set of steps to take, not where people

actually have to intelligently figure out a solution to the problem on their own.

The point of these examples is not that they are failures. These projects are great suc-

cesses. They actually achieved the goals of the researchers involved and the cognitive mod-

eling community. That they did so without greatly advancing the project of understanding

human intelligence is the point. The model fit imperative is geared towards understanding

cognition, but not specifically towards making sure that human-level intelligence is part

of the cognition we understand. To put the matter more concretely, there is nothing about

the model fit imperative that forces, say, someone making a cognitive model of memory to

figure out how their model explains how humans solve the qualification and relevance prob-

lems. When one’s goal is to confirm that a model of a cognitive process actually reflects

how the mind implements that process, the model fit imperative can be very useful. When

one has the additional goal of explaining human-level intelligence, then some additional

standard is necessary to show that this model is powerful enough to explain human-level

performance.

Further, I suggest that the model fit imperative can actually impeded progress towards

understanding human intelligence. Extending the analogy with the flight problem will help

illustrate this point. Let us say the Wright Brothers decided for whatever reason to subject

themselves to the standards of our hypothetical aviary modeling community. Their initial

plane at Kitty Hawk was not based on detailed data on bird flight and made no predictions

about it. Not only could their plane not predict bird wing flapping frequencies, its wings
3In a talk at RPI.
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did not flap at all. Thus, while perhaps a technological marvel, their plane was not much

of an achievement by the aviary modeling community’s model fit imperative. If they and

the rest of that community had instead decided to measure bird wing flapping rates and

create a plane whose wings flapped, they may have gone through a multi-decade diversion

into understanding all the factors that contribute to wing flapping rates (not to mention

the engineering challenge of making plane whose wings flaps) before they got back to the

nub of the problem, to discover the aerodynamic principles and control structures that can

enable flight and thereby solve the flight problem. The Wright Flyer demonstrated that

these principles were enough to generate flight. Without it, we would not be confident that

what we know about bird flight is enough to fully explain how they fly. Thus, by adhering

to the model fit imperative, aviary science would have taken a lot longer to solve the flight

problem in birds.

I suggest that, just as it would in aviary science, the model fit imperative can retard

progress towards understanding how the human brain embodies a solution to the intelli-

gence problem. There are several reasons for this, which an example will illustrate. Imag-

ine that someone has created a system that was able to have productive conversations about,

say, managing one’s schedule. The system incorporates new information and answer ques-

tions as good as a human assistant can. When it is uncertain about a statement or question

it can engage in a dialog to correct the situation. Such a system would be a tremendous

advance in solving the intelligence problem. The researchers who designed it would have

had to find a way, which has so far eluded cognitive science and AI researchers, to integrate

multiple forms of information (acoustic, syntactic, semantic, social, etc.) within millisec-

onds to sort through the many ambiguous and incomplete utterance people make. Of the

millions of pieces of knowledge about this task, about the conversants and about whatever

the conversants could refer to, the system must find just the right knowledge, again, within

a fraction of a second. No AI researchers have to this point been able to solve these prob-

lems. Cognitive scientists have not determined how people solve these problems in actual

conversation. Thus, this work is very likely to contain some new, very powerful ideas that

would help AI and cognitive science greatly.

Would we seriously tell these researchers that their work is not progress towards un-

derstanding the mind because their system’s reaction times or error rates (for example) do

not quite match up with those of people in such conversations? If so, and these researchers

for some reason wanted our approval, what would it have meant for their research? Would

they have for each component of their model run experiments to collect data about that
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component and calibrate the component to that data? What if their system had dozens of

components, would they have had to spend years running these studies? If so, how would

they have had the confidence that the set of components they were studying was important

to human-level conversation and that they were not leaving out components whose impor-

tance they did not initially anticipate? Thus, the data fit model of research would either

have forced these researchers to go down a long experimental path that they had little con-

fidence would address the right issues or they would have had to postpone announcing,

getting credit for and disseminating to the community the ideas underlying their system.

For all these reasons, I conclude that the model fit imperative in cognitive modeling

does not adequately drive the field towards achieving an understanding of human intelli-

gence and that it can even potentially impede progress towards that goal.

Does all this mean that cognitive science is somehow exceptional, that in every other

part of science, the notion of creating a model, fitting it to known data and accurately

predicting new observations does not apply to understanding human-level intelligence?

Not at all. There are different levels of detail and granularity in data. Most cognitive

modeling involves tasks where there is more than one possible computer program known

that can perform in that task. For example, the problem of solving algebraic equations

can be achieved by many kinds of computer programs (e.g., Mathematica and production

systems). The task in that community is to see which program the brain uses and to select

a program that exhibits the same reaction times and error rates as humans is a good way

to go about this. However, in the case of human-level intelligence, there are no known

programs that exhibit human-level intelligence. Thus, before we can get to the level of

detail of traditional cognitive modeling, that is, before we can worry about fitting data

at the reaction time and error rate level of detail, we need to explain and predict the most

fundamental datum: people are intelligent. Once we have a model that explains this, we can

fit the next level of detail and know that the mechanisms whose existence we are confirming

are powerful enough to explain human intelligence.

Creating models that predict that people are intelligent means writing computer pro-

grams that behave intelligently. This is also a goal of artificial intelligence. Understanding

human intelligence is therefore a kind of AI problem.
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2.4 Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Modeling Can Help Each Other

I have so far argued that existing standards and practices in the cognitive sciences do

not adequately drive the field towards understanding human intelligence. The main prob-

lems are that (1) each field’s standards make it possible to reward work that is not highly

relevant to understanding human intelligence; (2) there is nothing in these standards to en-

courage researchers to discover each field’s gaps in its explanation of human intelligence;

and (3) that these standards can actually make it difficult for significant advances towards

understanding human-intelligence to gain support and recognition. This section suggests

some guidelines for cognitive science research into human intelligence.

Understanding human-intelligence should be its own subfield Research towards un-

derstanding human intelligence needs to be its own subfield, intelligence science, within

cognitive science. It needs its own scientific standards and funding mechanisms. This

is not to say that the other cognitive sciences are not important for understanding human

intelligence; they are in fact indispensable. However, it will always be easier to prove the-

orems, fit reaction time data, refine formal grammars or measure brain activity if solving

the intelligence problem is not a major concern. Researchers in an environment where

those are the principal standards will always be at a disadvantage professionally if they

are also trying to solve the intelligence problem. Unless there is a field that specifically

demands and rewards research that makes progress towards understanding how the brain

solves the intelligence problem, it will normally be, at least from a professional point of

view, more prudent to tackle another problem. Just as it is impossible to seriously propose

a comprehensive grammatically theory without addressing verb use, we need a field where

it is impossible to propose a comprehensive theory of cognition or cognitive architecture

without at least addressing the qualification, relevance, integration and other problems of

human-level intelligence.

Model the right data I argued earlier and elsewhere (Cassimatis et al., 2008) that the

most important datum for intelligence scientists to model is that humans are intelligent.

With respect to the human-level intelligence problem, for example, to worry about whether,

say, language learning follows a power or logarithmic law before actually discovering how

the learning is even possible is akin to trying to model bird flap frequency before under-

standing how wings contribute to flight.

The goal of building a model that behaves intelligently, instead of merely modeling

mechanisms such as memory and attention implicated in intelligent cognition, assures that
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the field addresses the hard problems involved in solving the intelligence problem. It is hard

to avoid a hard problem or ignore an important mechanisms if, say, it is critical to human-

level physical cognition and building a system that makes the same physical inferences that

humans can is key to being published or getting a grant renewed.

A significant part of motivating and evaluating a research project in intelligence science

should be its relevance for (making progress towards) answering problems such as the

qualification, relevance and integration problems.

Take AI Seriously Since there are zero candidate cognitive models that exhibit human-

level intelligence, researchers in intelligence science are in the same position as AI re-

searchers aiming for human-level AI: they are both in need of and searching for compu-

tational mechanisms that exhibit a human-level of intelligence. Further, the history of AI

confirms its relevance to cognitive science. Before AI many philosophers and psycholo-

gists did not trust themselves or their colleagues to posit internal mental representations

without implicitly smuggling in some form of mysticism or homunculus. On a technical

level, search, neural networks, Bayesian networks, production rules, etc. were all in part

ideas developed by AI researchers but which play an important role in cognitive modeling

today.

Chess-playing programs are often used as examples of how AI can succeed with brute-

force methods that do not illuminate human intelligence. Note, however, that chess pro-

grams are very narrow in their functionality. They only play chess. Humans can play many

forms of games and can learn to play these rather quickly. Humans can draw on skills in

playing one game to play another. If the next goal after making computer programs chess

masters was not to make them grandmasters, but to make them learn, play new games and

transfer their knowledge to other games, brute force methods would not have been suffi-

cient and researchers would have had to develop new ideas, many of which would probably

bear on human-level intelligence.

Have a success Many AI researchers have retreated from trying to achieve human-level

AI. The lesson many have taken from this is that one should work on more tractable prob-

lems or more practical applications. This attitude is tantamount to surrendering the goal

of solving the human intelligence problem in our lifetimes. The field needs a success to

show that real progress is capable soon. One obstacle to such a success is that the bar, espe-

cially in AI, has been raised so high that anything short of an outright demonstration of full

human-level AI is considered by many to be hype. For a merely very important advance
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towards human-level intelligence that has no immediate application, there is no good way

to undeniably confirm that importance. We thus need metrics that push the state of the art

but are at the same time realistic.

Develop realistic metrics Developing realistic methods for measuring a system’s intelli-

gence would make it possible to confirm that the ideas underlying it are an important part

of solving the intelligence problem. Such metrics would also increase confidence in the

prospects of intelligence science enabling quicker demonstrations of progress. My work

on a model of physical cognition has illustrated the value of such metrics (Cassimatis, in

press). I have so far tested this model by presenting it with sequences of partially occluded

physical events that I have partly borrowed from the developmental psychology literature

and have partly crafted myself. My strategy has been to continually find new classes of

scenarios that require different forms of reasoning (e.g., probabilistic, logical, defeasible,

etc.) and update my model so that it could reason about each class of scenarios. Using

superficially simple physical reasoning problems in this way has had several properties that

illustrate the value of the right metric.

Difficulty Challenge problems should be difficult enough so that a solution to them re-

quires a significant advance in the level of intelligence it is possible to model. Human-level

intelligence in the physical cognition domain requires advances towards understanding the

frame problem, defeasible reasoning and how to integrate perpetual and cognitive models

based on very different algorithms and data structures.

Ease While being difficult enough to require a real advance, challenge problem should

be as simple as possible so that real progress is made while avoiding extraneous issues and

tasks. One benefit of the physical cognition domain over, for example, Middle East politics

is the smaller amount of knowledge required for a system to have before it can actually

demonstrate intelligent reasoning.

Incremental It should be possible to demonstrate advances towards the goal short of

actually achieving it. For example, it is possible to show progress in the physical cognition

domain without actually providing a complete solution by showing that an addition to the

model enables and explains reasoning in a significantly wider, but still not complete, set of

scenarios.

General The extent to which a challenge problem involves issues that underlie cognition

in many domains makes progress towards solving that problem more important. For exam-
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ple, I have shown (Cassimatis, 2004) how syntactic parsing can be mapped onto a physical

reasoning problem. Thus, progress towards understanding physical cognition amounts to

progress in two domains.

2.5 Conclusions

I have argued that cognitive scientists attempting to understand human intelligence can

be impeded by the standards of the cognitive sciences, that understanding human intelli-

gence will require its own subfield, intelligence science, and that much of the work in this

subfield will assume many of the characteristics of good human-level AI research. I have

outlined some principles for guiding intelligence science that I suggest would support and

motivate work towards solving the intelligence problem and understanding how the human

brain embodies a solution to the intelligence problem.

In only half a century we have made great progress towards understanding intelligence

within fields that, with occasional exceptions, have not been specifically and wholly di-

rected towards solving the intelligence problem. We have yet to see the progress that can

happen when large numbers of individuals and institutions make this their overriding goal.
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Psychometric AGI (PAGI) is the brand of AGI that anchors AGI science and engineering to
explicit tests, by insisting that for an information-processing (i-p) artifact to be rationally
judged generally intelligent, creative, wise, and so on, it must pass a suitable, well-defined
test of such mental power(s). Under the tent of PAGI, and inspired by prior thinkers, we
introduce the Piaget-MacGyver Room (PMR), which is such that, an i-p artifact can credi-
bly be classified as general-intelligent if and only if it can succeed on any test constructed
from the ingredients in this room. No advance notice is given to the engineers of the artifact
in question, as to what the test is going to be; only the ingredients in the room are shared
ahead of time. These ingredients are roughly equivalent to what would be fair game in the
testing of neurobiologically normal Occidental students to see what stage within Piaget’s
theory of cognitive development they are at. Our proposal and analysis puts special empha-
sis on a kind of cognition that marks Piaget’s Stage IV and beyond: viz., the intersection of
hypothetico-deduction and analogical reasoning, which we call analogico-deduction.

3.1 Introduction

Psychometric AGI (PAGI; pronounced “pay guy”), in a nutshell, is the brand of

AGI that anchors AGI science and engineering to explicit tests, by insisting that for an

information-processing1 (i-p) artifact to be rationally judged generally intelligent, creative,
∗We are greatly indebted to not only the editors, but to two anonymous referees for invaluable feedback on

earlier drafts of our paper.
1By using ‘information-processing’ rather than ‘computational’ we leave completely open the level of

information-processing power — from that of a standard Turing machine, to so-called “hypercomputers” — the
artifact in question has. Note that we also for the most part steer clear of the term ‘agent,’ which is customary in

25
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wise, and so on, the artifact must be capable of passing a suitable, well-defined test of

such mental power(s), even when it hasn’t seen the test before. (PAGI is built upon PAI,

psychometric AI; see Bringsjord and Schimanski, 2003).) For example, someone might

claim that IBM’s i-p artifact Deep Blue is really and truly intelligent, in light of the fact

that if you test it by seeing whether it can prevail against the best human chessplayers, you

will find that it can. And someone might claim that natural-language-processing artifact

Watson, another i-p artifact from IBM (Ferrucci et al., 2010), is really and truly intelligent

because it can vanquish human opponents in the game of Jeopardy!. However, while both

of these artifacts are intelligent simpliciter, they most certainly aren’t general-intelligent.

Both Deep Blue and Watson were explicitly engineered to specifically play chess and Jeop-

ardy!, nothing more; and in both cases the artifacts knew what their final tests would be.

Inspired by PAGI, and by a line of three thinkers (Descartes, Newell, and esp. Piaget)

who gave much thought to the hallmarks of general intelligence, we define a room, the

Piaget-MacGyver Room (PMR), which is such that, an i-p artifact can credibly be clas-

sified as general-intelligent if and only if it can succeed on any test constructed from the

ingredients in this room. No advance notice is given to the engineers of the artifact in

question as to what the test is going to be. This makes for rather a different situation than

that seen in the case of both Deep Blue and Watson; for in both of these cases, again, the

AI engineering that produced these i-p artifacts was guided by a thorough understanding

and analysis, ahead of time, of the tests in question. In fact, in both cases, again, all along,

the engineering was guided by repeatedly issuing pre-tests to both artifacts, and measuring

their performance with an eye to making incremental improvements. This is particularly

clear in the case of Watson; see (Ferrucci et al., 2010). Of course, we happily concede

that both Deep Blue and Watson are intelligent; we just don’t believe that either is general-

intelligent.2

As we say, only the ingredients in PMR are shared ahead of time with the relevant

engineers. These ingredients are equivalent to what would be fair game in the testing, by

Piaget, of a neurobiologically normal Occidental student who has reached at least Piaget’s

Stage III of cognitive development. If you will, Piaget is in control of the ingredients in the
AI. We do so because ‘agent’ is usually taken to imply a function that is Turing-computable or easier; e.g., see the
use of ‘agent’ in (Russell and Norvig, 2002).

2Our attitude is anticipated e.g. by Penrose, who for instance pointed out that Deep Blue would be paralyzed if
challenged on the spot to play variants of chess; see (Penrose, 1994). In the case of Watson, questions based on
neologisms would paralyze the system. E.g., “Supposing that bloogering! is to take a prime and blooger it (add it
to itself), and then blooger thrice more times, what is bloogering! 7?”
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room, and, with a general understanding of the MacGyver television series,3 and of course

with an understanding of his own account of cognitive development, assembles from the

ingredients in the room a test of an artificial agent that is purportedly general-intelligent.

For example, Piaget might be “armed” with the ingredients shown in Figure 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 A Possible Set of Ingredients From Which Piaget Can Work (weights, marbles (and its
playing field), human confederates, familiar shapes, magnets, etc.)

If the artifact passes what Piaget assembles, we can safely say that it’s indeed general-

intelligent; if it fails, we declare that it isn’t. We shall allow a range of responses that fall

into these two categories, since some with the general intelligence of a Feynman, after be-

ing given the test, might well be able to find an abundance of solutions.4 As will be seen

below, our proposal and analysis puts special emphasis on cognition that marks (Piage-

tian) Stage IV and beyond: viz., the intersection of hypothetico-deduction and analogical

reasoning (which we call analogico-deduction). In hypothetico-deduction one creates hy-
3For a description of the series, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacGyver. The hero and protagonist, Mac-

Gyver, is stunningly resourceful, and hence hard to trap, seriously injure, or kill; he always manages to carry
out some physical manipulation that solves the problem at hand. In the harder of Piaget’s tests, a high degree
of resourcefulness is a sine qua non; and the tests invariably call à la MacGyver for physical manipulation that
confirms the resourcefulness.

4See http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ericlippert/archive/2011/02/14/what-would-feynman-do.aspx).
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potheses h1,h2, . . . ,hn, conditionals of the form hi→ ri, and then tests to see whether the

results ri do indeed obtain, following upon an instantiation of hi. If ri doesn’t obtain, modus

tollens immediately implies that hi is to be rejected. When analogical reasoning undergirds

either the generation of the hypotheses or the conditionals, or the negation of a result ri, the

overall process falls under analogico-deduction. In order to focus matters we shall restrict

our attention to not only such reasoning, but to such reasoning applied to a representative

test fashioned by Piaget: his ingenious magnet test.

The plan of the chapter is as follows. We first (§ 3.2) explain in a bit more detail what

PAGI is, and why the roots of this brand of AGI are to be explicitly found in the thinking

of Newell, and before him, in two tests described by Descartes. We then (§ 3.3) look at

these two tests in a bit more detail. Next, in section 3.4, we give a barbarically quick

overview of Piaget’s view of thinking, and present his magnet challenge. We then (§ 3.5)

briefly describe the LISA system for modeling analogical reasoning. Following this, we

model and simulate, using the linked information-processing system Slate+LISA (Slate is

an argument-engineering environment that can be used in the purely deductive mode for

proof engineering), human problem-solving cognition in the magnet challenge (§ 3.6). A

brief pointer to the next research steps in the PAGI research program in connection with

PMR (which, ultimately, we have every intention of building and furnishing), wraps up the

chapter.

3.2 More on Psychometric AGI

Rather long ago, Newell (1973) wrote a prophetic paper: “You Can’t Play 20 Questions

with Nature and Win.” This paper helped catalyze both modern-day computational cogni-

tive modeling through cognitive architectures (such as ACT-R, NARS, Soar, Polyscheme,

etc.), and AI’s — now realized, of course — attempt to build a chess-playing machine

better at the game than any human. However, not many know that in this paper Newell sug-

gested a third avenue for achieving general machine intelligence, one closely aligned with

psychometrics, and one — as we shall see — closely aligned as well with the way Piaget

uncovered the nature of human intelligence. In the early days of AI, at least one thinker

started decisively down this road for a time (Evans 1968); but now the approach, it may be

fair to say, is not all that prominent in AI. We refer to this approach as Psychometric AGI,

or just PAGI (rhymes with “pay guy”).
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3.2.1 Newell & the Neglected Route Toward General Machine Intelligence

In the “20 Questions” paper, Newell bemoans the fact that, at a symposium gather-

ing together many of the greatest psychologists at the time, there is nothing whatsoever to

indicate that any of their work is an organized, integrated program aimed seriously at un-

covering the nature of intelligence as information processing. Instead, Newell perceives a

situation in which everybody is carrying out work (of the highest quality, he cheerfully ad-

mits) on his or her own specific little part of human cognition. In short, there is nothing that,

to use Newell’s phrase, “pulls it all together.” He says: “We never seem in the experimental

literature to put the results of all the experiments together.” (1973: 298) After making clear

that he presupposes that “man is an information processor,” and that therefore from his

perspective the attempt to understand, simulate, and replicate human intelligence is by def-

inition to grapple with the challenge of creating machine intelligence, Newell offers three

possibilities for addressing the fragmentary nature of the study of mind as computer.

The first possibility Newell calls “Complete Processing Models.” He cites his own work

(with others; e.g., Simon; the two, of course, were to be a dynamic duo in AI for many

decades to come) based on production systems, but makes it clear that the production-

system approach isn’t the only way to go. Of course today’s cognitive architectures [e.g.,

NARS (Wang, 2006); SOAR (Rosenbloom, Laird and Newell, 1993); ACT-R (Anderson,

1993; Anderson and Lebiere, 1998; Anderson and Lebiere, 2003); Clarion (Sun, 2001);

and Polyscheme (Cassimatis, 2002; Cassimatis, Trafton, Schultz and Bugajska, 2004)] can

be traced back to this first possibility.

The second possibility is to “Analyze a Complex Task.” Newell sums this possibility

up as follows.

A second experimental strategy, or paradigm, to help overcome the difficulties enumerated
earlier is to accept a single complex task and do all of it . . . the aim being to demonstrate that
one has a significant theory of a genuine slab of human behavior. . . . A final example [of
such an approach] would be to take chess as the target super-task (Newell 1973: 303–304).

This second possibility is one most people in computational cognitive science and AI

are familiar with. Though Deep Blue’s reliance upon standard search techniques having

little cognitive plausibility perhaps signaled the death of the second avenue, there is no

question that, at least for a period of time, many researchers were going down it.

The third possibility, “One Program for Many Tasks,” is the one many people seem to

have either largely forgotten or ignored. Newell described it this way:

The third alternative paradigm I have in mind is to stay with the diverse collection of small
experimental tasks, as now, but to construct a single system to perform them all. This single
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system (this model of the human information processor) would have to take the instructions
for each, as well as carry out the task. For it must truly be a single system in order to provide
the integration we seek (Newell 1973: 305).

For those favorably inclined toward the test-based approach to AI or AGI, it’s the spe-

cific mold within Newell’s third possibility that is of acute interest. We read:

A . . . mold for such a task is to construct a single program that would take a standard
intelligence test, say the WAIS or the Stanford-Binet. (Newell 1973: 305)

We view this remark as a pointer to PAGI, and to a brief explication of this brand of AGI

we now turn.

3.2.2 So, What is Psychometric AGI?

What is AI? We’d be willing to wager that many of you have been asked this question

— by colleagues, reporters, friends and family, and others. Even if by some fluke you’ve

dodged the question, perhaps you’ve asked it yourself, maybe even perhaps (in secret mo-

ments, if you’re a practitioner) to yourself, without an immediate answer coming to mind.

At any rate, AI itself repeatedly asks the question — as the first chapter of many AI text-

books reveals. Unfortunately, many of the answers standardly given don’t ensure that AI

tackles head on the problem of general intelligence (whether human or machine). For in-

stance, Russell and Norvig (2002) characterize AI in a way (via functions from percepts to

actions; they call these functions intelligent agents) that, despite its many virtues, doesn’t

logically entail any notion of generality whatsoever: An agent consisting solely in the fac-

torial function qualifies as an intelligent agent on the R-N scheme. Our answer, however, is

one in line with Newell’s third possibility, and one in line with a perfectly straightforward

response to the “What is AI?” question.

To move toward our answer, note first that presumably the ‘A’ part of ‘AGI’ isn’t the

challenge: We seem to have a fairly good handle on what it means to say that something is

an artifact, or artificial. It’s the ‘G’ and the ‘I’ parts that seem to throw us for a bit of a loop.

First, what’s intelligence? This is the first of the two big, and hard, questions. Innumerable

answers have been given, but many outside the test-based approach to AI seem to forget

that there is a particularly clear and straightforward answer available, courtesy of the field

that has long sought to operationalize the concept in question; that field is psychometrics.

Psychometrics is devoted to systematically measuring psychological properties, usually

via tests. These properties include the ones most important in the present context: both

intelligence, and general intelligence. In a nutshell, the initial version of a psychometrics-
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oriented account of general intelligence (and this definition marks an answer to the second

big question: What’s general intelligence?) is simply this: Some i-p artifact is intelligent

if and only if it can excel at all established, validated tests of neurobiologically normal

cognition, even when these tests are new for the artifact.

Of course, psychometrics is by definition devoted to specifically defining and measur-

ing human intelligence; the SAT, part of the very fabric of education in the United States

(with its counterparts in widespread use in other technologized countries), is for example

administered to humans, not machines. Some hold that it’s neither possible nor necessary

for AI to be identical to human intelligence. After all, it seems possible for an AI to have a

vision system that covers a different frequency range of light, compared to of a normal hu-

man. Consequently, such a system may fail some tests that require color recognition. In this

context, someone might object: “What makes the two of you think, then, that intelligence

tests can be sensibly applied to i-p artifacts?”

Full analysis and rebuttal of this worry would occupy more space than we have; we

must rest content with a brief response, via three points:

(1) Judgments regarding whether i-p artifacts are intelligent are already informally, but firmly,
rooted in the application of tests from the human sphere. We know that Kasparov is quite
an intelligent chap; and we learned that Deep Blue, accordingly, is intelligent; a parallel moral
emerged from the victory of Watson. We are simply, at bottom, extending and rigorizing this
already-established human-centric way of gauging machine intelligence.

(2) The field of psychometrics is in reality constrained by the need for construct validity, but in
PAGI this constraint is cheerfully defenestrated. Tests that are construct-valid are such that,
when successfully taken, they ensure that the relevant underlying structures and processes have
been active “inside” the agent in question. But in PAGI, the bottom line is “getting the job done,”
and in fact we assume that i-p machines will, “under the hood,” depart from human techniques.

(3) The third point in our answer flows from the second, and is simply a reminder that while in the
human sphere the scoring of tests of mental ability is indeed constrained by comparison to other
human test-takers (an IQ “score,” after all, is meaningless without relative comparison to other
humans who take the relevant test), PAGI is founded upon a much more coarse-grained view of
intelligence tests — a view according to which, for instance, a perfect score on the part of an
i-p artifact indicates that it’s intelligent simpliciter, not that it’s intelligent within some human-
centric continuum. This general point applies directly to PMR: For example, prowess in PMR
specifically requires sensorimotor prowess, but not human sensorimotor adroitness. We assume
only that one side of general intelligence, as that concept covers both human and i-p machine, is
perceiving and moving, in planful ways, physical objects.

We anticipate that some will insist that while intelligence tests are sensibly applicable to

i-p artifacts in principle, the fact remains that even broad intelligence tests are still just too

narrow, when put in the context of the full array of cognitive capacities seen in homo sapi-

ens. But one can understand general intelligence, from the standpoint of psychometrics, to
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include many varied, indeed for that matter all, tests of intellectual ability. Accordingly,

one can work on the basis of a less naïve definition of PAGI, which follows.5

Psychometric AGI is the field devoted to building i-p artifacts capable of at least solid
performance on all established, validated tests of intelligence and mental ability, without
having seen these tests beforehand at all; the class of tests in play here includes not just the
rather restrictive IQ tests, but also tests of the many different forms of intelligence seen in
the human sphere.6

This definition, when referring to tests of mental ability, is pointing to much more than

IQ tests. For example, following Sternberg (1988), someone with much musical aptitude

would count as brilliant even if their scores on tests of “academic” aptitude (e.g., on the

SAT, GRE, LSAT, etc.) were low. Nonetheless, even if, hypothetically, one were to restrict

attention in PAGI to intelligence tests, a large part of cognition would be targeted. Along

this line, in choosing the WAIS, Newell knew what he was doing.

To see this, we begin by going back to the early days of AI, specifically to a time

when Psychometric AI was at least implicitly entertained. For example, in the mid 1960s,

the largest Lisp program on earth was Evans’ (1968) ANALOGY program, which could

solve problems like those shown in Figure 3.2. Evans himself predicted that systems able

to solve such problems would “be of great practical importance in the near future,” and

he pointed out that performance on such tests is often regarded to be the “touchstone” of

human intelligence. However, ANALOGY simply hasn’t turned out to be the first system in

a longstanding, comprehensive research program (Newellian or otherwise). Why is this?

Given our approach and emphasis, this question is a penetrating one. After all, we focus on

analogical reasoning, and ANALOGY certainly must be capable of such reasoning. (There

is no deduction required by a program able to solve problems in the class in question, but if

the artifact was asked to rigorously justify its selection, deduction would unstoppably enter

the picture.) So again: Given that Evans was by our own herein-advertised lights on the

right track, why the derailment?

We think the main reason is summed up in this quote from Fischler & Firschein (1987):

If one were offered a machine purported to be intelligent, what would be an appropriate
method of evaluating this claim? The most obvious approach might be to give the ma-
chine an IQ test. . . . However, [good performance on tasks seen in IQ tests would not] be
completely satisfactory because the machine would have to be specially prepared for any
specific task that it was asked to perform. The task could not be described to the machine in
a normal conversation (verbal or written) if the specific nature of the task was not already

5For more on PAI, which of course forms the foundation for PAGI, readers can consult a recent issue of the
Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Artificial Intelligence devoted to the topic: 23.3.

6The notion that intelligence includes more than academic intelligence is unpacked and defended by numerous
psychologists. E.g., see (Sternberg, 1988).
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Fig. 3.2 Sample Problem Solved by Evan’s (1968) ANALOGY Program. Given sample geometric
configurations in blocks A, B, and C, choose one of the remaining five possible configurations that
completes the relationship: A is to B as C is to . . .?. Subjects asked to prove that their answers are
correct must resort to analogico-deduction.

programmed into the machine. Such considerations led many people to believe that the
ability to communicate freely using some form of natural language is an essential attribute
of an intelligent entity (Fischler & Firschein 1987, p. 12; emphasis ours).

3.2.3 Springboard to the Rest of the Present Paper

Our response to this response is three-fold. One, there is nothing here that tells against

the suspicion that the marriage of analogical and deductive reasoning, which is specifically

called for by problems of the sort that the ANALOGY system solved, is at the heart of gen-

eral intelligence, whether that intelligence is embodied in the mind of a person or machine.

Two, a test-based approach to AI can, despite what F&F say, take full account of the re-

quirement that a truly intelligent computing machine must not simply be pre-programmed.

Indeed, this is one of the chief points of the PMR. And finally, three, a test-based approach
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to uncovering the nature of human intelligence, when broadened in the manner of Piaget,

provides a suitable guide to engineering aimed at producing artificial general intelligence.

At this point the reader has sufficient understanding of PAGI to permit us to move on.7

3.3 Descartes’ Two Tests

Descartes was quite convinced that animals are mechanical machines. He felt rather

differently about persons, however: He held that persons, whether of the divine variety

(e.g., God, the existence of whom he famously held to be easily provable) or the human,

were more than mere machines.

Someone might complain that Descartes, coming before the likes of Turing, Church,

Post, and Gödel, could not have had a genuine understanding of the concept of a comput-

ing machine, and therefore couldn’t have claimed the human persons are more than such

machines. There are two reasons why this complaint falls flat. One, while we must admit

that Descartes didn’t exactly have in the mind the concept of a computing machine in the

manner of, say, of a universal Turing machine, or a register machine, and so on, what he did

have in mind would subsume such modern logico-mathematical devices. For Descartes, a

machine was overtly mechanical; but there is a good reason why recursion theory has been

described as revolving around what is mechanically solvable. A Turing machine, and ditto

for its equivalents (e.g., register machines) are themselves overtly mechanical.

Descartes suggested two tests to use in order to separate mere machines from human

persons. The first of these directly anticipates the so-called “Turing Test.” The second test

is the one that anticipates the Piaget-MacGyver Room. To see this, consider:

If there were machines which bore a resemblance to our body and imitated our actions as
far as it was morally possible to do so, we should always have two very certain tests by
which to recognize that, for all that, they were not real men. The first is, that they could
never use speech or other signs as we do when placing our thoughts on record for the benefit
of others. For we can easily understand a machine’s being constituted so that it can utter
words, and even emit some responses to action on it of a corporeal kind, which brings about
a change in its organs; for instance, if it is touched in a particular part it may ask what we
wish to say to it; if in another part it may exclaim that it is being hurt, and so on. But it
never happens that it arranges its speech in various ways, in order to reply appropriately to
everything that may be said in its presence, as even the lowest type of man can do. And
the second difference is, that although machines can perform certain things as well as or
perhaps better than any of us can do, they infallibly fall short in others, by which means
we may discover that they did not act from knowledge, but only for the disposition of their
organs. For while reason is a universal instrument which can serve for all contingencies,

7For more on PAI, the foundation for PAGI, readers can consult a recent issue of the Journal of Experimental
and Theoretical Artificial Intelligence devoted to the topic: 23.3.
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these organs have need of some special adaptation for every particular action. From this it
follows that it is morally impossible that there should be sufficient diversity in any machine
to allow it to act in all the events of life in the same way as our reason causes us to act
(Descartes 1911, p. 116).

We now know all too well that “machines can perform certain things as well or perhaps

better than any of us” (witness Deep Blue and Watson, and perhaps, soon enough, say,

auto-driving cars that likewise beat the pants off of human counterparts); but we also know

that these machines are engineered for specific purposes that are known inside and out

ahead of time. PMR is designed specifically to test for the level of proficiency in using

what Descartes here refers to as a “universal instrument.” This is so because PMR inherits

Piaget’s focus on general-purpose reasoning. We turn now to a brief discussion of Piaget

and this focus.

3.4 Piaget’s View of Thinking & The Magnet Test

Many people, including many outside psychology and cognitive science, know that Pi-

aget seminally — and by Bringsjord’s lights, correctly — articulated and defended the view

that mature human reasoning and decision-making consists in processes operating for the

most part on formulas in the language of classical extensional logic (e.g., see Inhelder and

Piaget, 1958b).8 You may yourself have this knowledge. You may also know that Piaget

posited a sequence of cognitive stages through which humans, to varying degrees, pass; we

have already referred above to Stages III and IV. How many stages are there, according to

Piaget? The received answer is: four; in the fourth and final stage, formal operations, neu-

robiologically normal humans can reason accurately and quickly over formulas expressed

in the logical system known as first-order logic, LI . This logic allows for use of relations,

functions, the universal and existential quantifiers, the familiar truth-functional connectives

from the propositional calculus, and includes a so-called “proof theory,” that is, a mechan-

ical method for deriving some formulas from others.9 One cornerstone of every classical

proof theory, as the reader will likely well know, is modus ponens, according to which the

formula ψ can be derived from the formulas φ and φ → ψ (read: if φ then ψ).
8Many readers will know that Piaget’s position long ago came under direct attack, by such thinkers as Wason

and Johnson-Laird (Wason, 1966; Wason and Johnson-Laird, 1972). In fact, unfortunately, for the most part
academics believe that this attack succeeded. Bringsjord doesn’t agree in the least, but this isn’t the place to visit
the debate in question. Interested readers can consult (Bringsjord, Bringsjord and Noel, 1998; Rinella, Bringsjord
and Yang, 2001). Piaget himself retracted any claims of universal use of formal logic: (Piaget, 1972).

9A full overview of logic, LI included, in order to model and simulate large parts of cognition, can be found in
(Bringsjord, 2008).
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Fig. 3.3 Piaget’s famous “rigged” rotating board to test for the development of Stage-III-or-better
reasoning in children. The board, A, is divided into sectors of different colors and equal surfaces;
opposite sectors match in color. B is a rotating disk with a metal rod spanning its diameter—but the
catch is that the star cards have magnets buried under them (hidden inside wax), so the alignment
after spinning is invariably as shown here, no matter how the shapes are repositioned in the sectors
(with matching shapes directly across from each other). This phenomenon is what subjects struggle
to explain. Details can be found in (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958b).

Judging by the cognition taken by Piaget to be stage-III or stage-IV (e.g., see Fig-

ure 3.3, which shows one of the many problems presented to subjects in (Inhelder and

Piaget, 1958b), the basic scheme is that an agent A receives a problem P (expressed as a

visual scene accompanied by explanatory natural language), represents P in a formal lan-

guage that is a superset of the language of ŁI , producing [P], and then reasons over this

representation (along with background knowledge, which we can assume to be a set Γ of

formal declarative statements) using at least a combination of some of the proof theory of

Ł1 and “psychological operators.”10 This reasoning allows the agent to obtain the solution

[S]. To ease exposition, we shall ignore the heterodox operations that Piaget posits (see

note 10) in favor of just standard proof theory, and we will moreover view [P] as a triple

(φ ,C,Q), where φ is a (possibly complicated) formula in the language of LI , C is fur-

ther information that provides context for the problem, and consists of a set of first-order
10 The psychological operators in question cannot always be found in standard proof theories. For example,
Piaget held that the quartet I N R C of “transformations” were crucial to thought at the formal level. Each member
of the quartet transforms formulas in certain ways. E.g., N is inversion, so that N(p∨q) = ¬p∧¬q; this seems
to correspond to DeMorgan’s Law. But R is reciprocity, so R(p∨q) = ¬p∨¬q, and of course this isn’t a valid
inference in the proof theory for the propositional calculus or LI .
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formulas, and Q is a query asking for a proof of φ from C∪Γ. So:

[P] = (φ ,C,Q =C∪Γ � φ?)

At this point a reader might be puzzled about the fact that what we have so far described

is exclusively deductive, given that we have said that our focus is reasoning that includes not

just deduction, but also analogical reasoning; the key term, introduced above, is analogico-

deduction. To answer this, and to begin to give a sense of how remarkably far-reaching

Piaget’s magnet challenge is, first consider how this deduction-oriented scheme can be

instantiated.

To begin, note that in the invisible magnetization problem shown in Figure 3.3, which

requires stage-III reasoning in order to be solved, the idea is to explain how it is that φ��,

that is, that the rotation invariably stops with the two stars selected by the rod. Since Pi-

aget is assuming the hypothetico-deductive method of explanation made famous by Popper

(1959), to provide an explanation is to rule out hypotheses until one arrives deductively at

φ��. In experiments involving child subjects, a number of incorrect (and sometimes silly)

hypotheses are entertained—that the stars are heavier than the other shaped objects, that the

colors of the sections make a difference, and so on. Piaget’s analysis of those who discard

mistaken hypotheses in favor of φ�� is that they expect consequences of a given hypothesis

to occur, note that these consequences fail to obtain, and then reason backwards by modus

tollens to the falsity of the hypotheses. For example, it is key in the magnet experiments

of Figure 3.3 that “for some spins of the disk, the rod will come to rest upon shapes other

than the stars” is an expectation. When expectations fail, disjunctive syllogism allows φ��

to be concluded. However, the reasoning patterns so far described are only those at the “top

level,” and even at that level exclude the generation of hypotheses. Beneath the top level,

many non-deductive forms of reasoning are perfectly compatible with Piaget’s framework,

and one thing that is crystal clear on a reading of his many experiments is that subjects

draw from past experience to by analogy rule our hypotheses, and to generate hypotheses

in the first place.

Hence the magnet challenge, like other famous challenges invented and presented by

Piaget, is a portal to a remarkably wide landscape of the makings of general intelligence.

This is confirmed not just by taking account of the magnet challenge in the context of Pi-

aget’s framework, and more generally in the context of deliberative reasoning and decision-

making; it’s also confirmed by placing the magnet challenge (and counterparts that can be

fashioned from the raw materials for PMR) in the context of broad characterizations of in-

telligence offered even by AI researchers more narrowly oriented than AGI researchers. For
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example, the magnet challenge taps many elements in the expansive, more-than-deduction

view of rational intelligence laid out by Pollock (1989), and likewise taps much of the

functionality imparted to the more sophisticated kinds of agents that are pseudo-coded in

Russell and Norvig (2009).

As will soon be seen, our modeling and simulation of the magnet challenge reflects

its requiring much more than straight deduction. But before moving in earnest to that

modeling and simulation, we provide a rapid overview of the system we use for analogical

reasoning: LISA.

3.5 The LISA model

LISA (Learning and Inference with Schemas and Analogies) is the formidable fruit

of an attempt to create a neurally-plausible model of analogical reasoning by using a hy-

brid connectionist and symbolic architecture (Hummel and Holyoak, 2003a; Hummel and

Holyoak, 2003b). We here provide only a very brief summary of some relevant features of

LISA; for a more detailed description the reader is directed to (Hummel & Holyoak, 2003)

and (Hummel & Landy, 2009).

LISA allows for explicit representation of propositional knowledge, the arguments of

which can be either token objects or other propositions.11 Propositional knowledge is or-

ganized into analogs, which contain the proposition nodes, along with other related units:

the sub-propositional units which help to bind relational roles within propositions to their

arguments, nodes representing the objects (one object unit corresponds to a token object

across all propositions within an analog), predicate units which represent the individual

roles within a proposition, and higher-level groupings of propositions (Hummel and Landy,

2009). Semantic units, which are outside of and shared by all of the analogs, connect to the

object and predicate units.

In self-supervised learning, LISA performs analogical inference by firing the proposi-

tional units in a preset order, which propagates down to the semantic units. This allows for

units in different analogs to be temporarily mapped to each other if they fire in synchrony,

and for new units to be recruited (or inferred) if necessary. Of course, many details are left

out here in the interests of space; for more, see (Hummel & Holyoak 2003).
11E.g., knows(Tom, loves(Sally,Jim)) .
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3.6 Analogico-Deductive Reasoning in the Magnet Test

The ways in which analogical and deductive reasoning interact in a typical human rea-

soner are, we concede, complex to the point of greatly exceeding any reasoning needed to

excel in the narrower-than-real-life PMR; and, in addition, these ways no doubt vary con-

siderably from person to person. A model such as the one we present here can thus only

hope to be a simulation of a possible way that a reasoner might solve a problem on the

order of the magnet challenge and its relatives.

This said, and turning now to the Piagetian task on which we focus, we first note again

that analogical reasoning can often be useful in generation of hypotheses and theories to

explain unfamiliar phenomena. For example, Holyoak et al. (2001) explain that the wave

theory of sound, as it became better understood, was the basis for creating an analogy that

described the wave theory of light. Such an analogical mapping would presumably be re-

sponsible for inferring the existence of a medium through which light would travel, just as

sound needs air or something like it (indeed, the luminiferous aether was of course pro-

posed to be this very medium). In contrast, Newton’s particle theory of light would provide

an analogical mapping that would not require a medium. Thus, we have two different ana-

logical mappings; and each then suggests slightly different groups of hypotheses, members

of which, in both cases, could in turn be tested with a combination of experimentation and

deductive reasoning.

Now let’s get more specific. Analogico-deductive reasoning in the Piagetian hidden-

magnet experiment can be modeled using LISA and Slate together; specifically, a dialogue

between an experimenter and a subject referred as ‘Gou’ provides an interesting basis for

doing so (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958a). Gou, who is developmentally in Piaget’s concrete

operations stage (Stage III), after being presented with the hidden-magnets challenge, does

from the start suspect that magnets are responsible — but quickly abandons this hypothesis

in favor of the one claiming that the weight of the objects is what leads the needle to repeat-

edly stop on the stars. The experimenter then asks Gou what he would have to do in order

to “prove that it isn’t the weight,” to which Gou responds by carrying out a series of small

experiments designed to prove that weight isn’t responsible for the bar’s stopping. One of

these experiments involves removing the star and diamond boxes, and checking to see if the

bar still stops on the heaviest of the remaining boxes. Predictably (given our understanding

of the background’s mechanisms), it does not; this provides Gou with empirical evidence

that weight is not causally responsible for the bar’s stopping as it invariably does (although
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he continues to subsequently perform small experiments to further verify that weight is not

responsible).

In our overall model of Gou’s reasoning as being of the analogico-deductive variety,

we of course must make use of both deduction and analogical reasoning, woven together.

The overall reasoning abides by the deductive framework known as proof by cases, which

is straightforward and bound to be familiar to all our readers. The core idea is that if one

knows that a disjunction

φ1∨φ2∨ . . .∨φn

holds, and knows as well that one or more of the disjuncts φi fail to hold, then one can infer

a new disjunction lacking the false disjuncts. In the case at hand, in light not only of Gou’s

thinking, but that of many other subjects, there are four hypotheses in play, as follows (with

underlying S-expressions in FOL given in each case).12

H1 Weight accounts for the invariance.

• (Initially boardWeighted)

H2 Color accounts for the invariance.

• (Initially boardColored)

H3 Magnets account for the invariance.

• (Initially boardMagnetized)

H4 Order accounts for the invariance.

• (Initially boardOrdered)

The overall proof, which makes use of LISA to carry out analogical reasoning to rule out

the hypothesis that weight is the causally responsible element in the test, is shown in Figure

3.4, which we encourage the reader to take a few minutes to assimilate.

We can model Gou’s reasoning process, by first assuming that he already understands

that there is some force or property Pstop that causes the bar to stop. We can model this

by invoking a predicate More_P(x,y), which is true iff a pair of boxes x is more likely to

stop the rotating bar than another pair of boxes y. Gou does know that some boxes are

heavier than others, which can be represented by predicates of the form Heavier(x,y).

We will assume that Gou has some knowledge of the transitivity of weight. Finally,

the causal relationship suggested to Gou by the experimenter — that weight is causally
12Modeling and simulating the generation of the full quartet of hypotheses is outside our scope, and we thus
commence our analysis in earnest essentially at the point when this quartet is being entertained.
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Fig. 3.4 The Top-Level Reasoning Strategy.
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Fig. 3.5 Propositional knowledge used in LISA for the Gou example. Domain D′ is inferred from D
using LISA’s analogical inferencing capability. Propositions representing semantic connections are
not pictured here.

responsible for the bar’s stopping — is represented using the special-group proposition

Causes(Heavier(x,y),More_P(x,y)).13

In the first stage of this simulation, the set D, consisting of both propositional

knowledge held by Gou and semantic knowledge about the objects in D, is repre-

sented in Slate’s memory. Semantic knowledge is represented using a special predicate

Semantic_Prop, which simply connects an object to its relevant semantic unit. For exam-

ple, Semantic_Prop(bill, tall) and Semantic_Prop( jim, tall) connect the objects bill and

jim to the semantic unit tall.

D is then subjected to reasoning by analogical inference. To do this, D must first be

divided into two subsets: Dsource and Dtarget. Note that these two subsets need not be

mutually exclusive or collectively exhaustive — they only need to each be subsets of D.

Choosing which propositions to include in Dsource and Dtarget may be an iterative process,

the details of which we do not provide at this time. For now, we can assume that in a

relatively simple problem such as this, a useful division such as the one we will describe

shortly will occur.
13Proposition groupings are treated differently in LISA than regular propositions (Hummel and Holyoak, 2003a).
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Fig. 3.6 Structured knowledge used in LISA for the Gou example. The units in dotted lines are
generated using analogical inference.

Dsource and Dtarget are then sent to LISA, where they are each used to create an analog.

Analogical inference then produces the structure seen in Figure 3.6. Note that the semantic

connections from the inferred predicate are mapped to the relevant semantic values as a

result of the analogical inference process (Hummel and Holyoak, 2003a). The inferred

predicates and semantic connections are then collected as the set D′ (Figure 3.5), which is

returned to Slate, where it is then subjected to further deductive reasoning. This reasoning

over D∪D′ may ideally derive one of two things: a testable hypothesis, which a reasoner

would then empirically verify or refute; or a contradiction. A failure to derive either can

result in either a repeat of the analogical process with different subsets chosen for Dsource

and Dtarget, or a general failure condition. In the present example, Figure 3.5 shows that

D′ contains the proposition More_P(circle,square). Gou’s experiment, however, shows

¬More_P(circle,square). This leads to a contradiction exploited in Slate, and hence the

possibility that weight is causally responsible for whatever force is stopping the metal bar

is rejected.
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One might ask at this point whether analogical reasoning is necessary to carry out

this process. The answer is clearly “No.” But the question is wrong-headed. After all,

every elementary logic textbook covering not just deduction, but also induction, abduction,

and analogical reasoning,14 presents the alert reader with formal facts that allow her to

see that, in principle, deduction can be used to arrive at whatever conclusion is produced

in heterogeneous fashion — if additional premises are added. (This is actually an easily

proved theorem, given that the commonality to all forms of reasoning is that the content

reasoned over is relational and declarative.) Accordingly, while we are not arguing that the

precise procedure we have chronicled exactly models the thought processes all reasoners

go through, it seems that analogical reasoning produces a plausible explanation.

In fact, consider the following. After Gou is asked to investigate what force or property

Pstop was responsible for stopping the bars, he might then perform some experiments on

the assumption that Pstop is transitive. For example, he might think that if the star boxes

are heavier than the square boxes, and a set of boxes b existed that were heavier than the

star boxes, then the b boxes should be more likely to stop the bar than the star boxes.

However, it doesn’t follow from deductive reasoning alone that Pstop is transitive. After

all, it may be the case that stacking two boxes on top of each other would cancel out their

relative contributions to Pstop, or that the boxes together would have no stronger effect on

stopping the rotating bar than they would have alone. He may have suspected that Pstop

behaved in a similar way to forces familiar to him; forces like gravity or magnetism. If so,

analogical ability neatly explains how he would have mapped the properties of magnetism

— for example, its ability to pull on some objects more than others — on to Pstop. This

process suggests to us that he previously understood the transitivity of weight, analogically

inferred that Pstop was similarly transitive, and formed an easily testable hypothesis.

Note that in the previous paragraph we say “suggests to us.” Although we have stated

that complete psychological plausibility is not a primary goal of our simulation (it fo-

cuses more on possible ways in which analogical and deductive reasoning can interact),

we should note here that Piaget himself was suspicious of the existence of analogical rea-

soning in children who have not yet reached Stage III. A series of experiments he carried

out with Montangero and Billeter seemed to suggest that young children are not capable

of consistently performing stable analogical reasoning, and that they instead tend to reason

using surface similarity in analogical problems (Piaget, Montangero and Billeter, 2001).

Goswami and Brown (1990) recreated a similar experiment with items and relations more
14E.g., Copi, Cohen and MacMahon (2011)
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likely to be familiar to small children; she demonstrated that they indeed had more ana-

logical ability than Piaget suspected. Further experimentation by other researchers showed

analogical ability in pre-linguistic children as well (Goswami, 2001). In any case, these

results point to the complexity and ever-changing nature of the ways in which analogical

and deductive reasoning mix.

Recent work by Christie & Gentner (2010) suggests that at least in the case of young

children, analogical reasoning is not likely to be used in generating hypotheses — unless the

relevant stimuli are presented simultaneously, in a manner that invites side-by-side compar-

ison and higher-level relational abstraction. Instead, the magnet experiment’s format would

encourage hypotheses based on surface similarity, which presumably would lack the depth

to provide a satisfactory set of testable hypotheses. (We see this with most of Piaget’s

younger subjects: after a while, they simply give up (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958a).) The

example we presented here does not have the child initially using analogy to generate a

theory about weight. Instead, the mapping from weight is triggered by a suggestion from

the experimenter himself. Analogico-deductive reasoning is then used to elaborate on this

suggestion, and ultimately refute its validity.

3.7 Next Steps

Fig. 3.7 Rendering of the Scale in Piaget’s Famous Balance Challenge.
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Alert readers will have observed that under the assumption that Piaget can draw from

the ingredients in Figure 3.1 to construct a PAGI challenge in PMR, rather more than the

magnet challenge is possible. Our next foray into PAGI via analogico-deduction, now

underway, involves another of Piaget’s challenges: the balance problem. In this challenge,

subjects are presented with a scale like that shown in Figure 3.7. To crack this puzzle, the

subject must reason to the general rule r that balance is achieved under weight differentials

when distance from the vertical post for hanging weights is proportional to the amount of

weight in question. Victorious problem-solvers here, like MacGyver, manage in relatively

short order to figure out that weights of different sizes can nonetheless by hung so that

balance is achieved, as long as r is apprehended, and followed in the physical manipulation.

In our work-in-progress, r is represented by a formula in FOL, and is arrived at via — no

surprise here — analogico-deduction. Use of such reasoning is supported by what is seen

in the subjects; for example in the case of a child who finds the secret to the balance puzzle

in the game of marbles, which, if you look carefully, you will indeed see listed in Figure 3.1

as raw material for PMR.
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General intelligence varies with species and environment. Octopuses are highly intelligent,
sensing and rapidly learning the complex properties of their world. But as asocial creatures,
all their learned knowledge dies with them. Humans, on the other hand, are exceedingly
social, gathering much more complex information and sharing it with others in their family,
community and wider culture. In between those extremes there are several distinct types,
or levels, of reasoning and information sharing that we characterize as a metaphorical “lad-
der” of intelligence. Simple social species occupy a “rung” above octopuses. Their young
passively learn the ways of their species from parents and siblings in their early lives. On
the next rung, “cultural” social animals such as primates, corvids, cetaceans, and elephants
actively teach a complex culture to their young over much longer juvenile learning periods.
Human-level intelligence relies on all of those lower rungs and adds three more: infor-
mation sharing via oral language, then literacy, and finally civilization-wide sharing. The
human mind, human behavior, and the very ontology with which we structure and reason
about our world relies upon the integration of all these rungs. AGI researchers will need to
recapitulate the entire ladder to produce a human-like mind.

4.1 Introduction

Multi-strategy problem solving, spatial reasoning, rich sensory perception in multi-

ple modalities, complex motor control, tool usage, theory-of-mind and even possibly con-

sciousness – these and other capabilities form the target for digital systems designed to ex-

hibit Artificial General Intelligence (hereafter AGI) across a broad range of environments

and domains.

49
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The ultimate goal of most AGI research is to create a system that can perform as well

as humans in many scenarios and perhaps surpass human performance in some. And yet

most of the capabilities listed above are already exhibited by the octopus, a solitary asocial

creature that does not interact with its own kind save for a brief mating period at the end

of its short life. The octopus learns very quickly and solves problems in idiosyncratic and

creative ways. Most AGI researchers, let alone businesses and governments, would be

thrilled to have systems that function with as much learning ability, creativity, and general

intelligence as an adult octopus, and yet no system today comes even close.

This chapter examines the lessons AGI researchers can learn from the capabilities of

the octopus and the more social animals up to and including humans. We do not attempt

to characterize the intelligence of animals and humans, but rather focus on what sort of

information they have to reason with, dependencies between different sorts of information,

and the degree to which they learn from or pass information to others of their species.

4.2 Octopus Intelligence

The octopus is an asocial genius that survives by its wits. The common octopus (Octo-

pus vulgaris) lives from 12 to 18 months. A mature female mates, lays tens of thousands of

eggs [1], tends them until they hatch, and dies soon thereafter. The tiny octopus hatchlings

disperse quickly and seldom encounter others of their species until they eventually mate.

The hatchlings spend 45 to 60 days floating in ocean currents and feeding in the plankton

layer where most of them perish, becoming food for other predators. The small propor-

tion that survive this stage grow rapidly, “parachute” to the sea floor, and begin a bottom

dwelling life in an environment that is quite different from the plankton environment [2].

When they land on the bottom, typically far away from where they hatched, octopuses must

learn very quickly and be very lucky to survive.

The typical adult octopus has a relatively large brain, estimated at 300 million neu-

rons [3]. The ratio of octopus brain to body mass is much higher than that of most fish

and amphibians, a ratio more similar to that of birds and mammals. The complex lobes

of the octopus brain support an acute and sensitive vision system, good spatial memory,

decision-making, and camouflage behavior. “Sensory and motor function is neatly sepa-

rated into a series of well-defined lobes... There are two parallel learning systems, one

for touch and one for vision, and a clear hierarchy of motor control [4].” Each arm has

smaller, mostly independent neural systems (about 50 million neurons each) that deal with
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chemical sensors, delicate touch sensors, force sensors, and control of the muscles in that

arm. All this processing power supports general intelligence, but at a cost. Neurons use

more energy than other cells. Just the photoreceptors in the eyes of a fly consume 8% of

the fly’s resting energy [5]. The metabolic costs of an octopus’ large brain must be justified

by its contribution to rapid learning of more effective foraging and more effective defenses

against predators.

Adult octopuses are quite clever, adaptable, and rapid learners. Experts speculate that

most octopus behaviors are learned independently rather than being based on instinct. At

least one researcher [6] posits that cephalopods may even have a primitive form of con-

sciousness.

The following anecdotes illustrate some of their most notable learning and creative

talents:

Opening a screw top jar

A five-month-old female octopus in a Munich zoo learned to open screw-top jars con-

taining shrimp by pressing her body on the lid, grasping the sides with her eight tentacles

and repeatedly twisting her body. She apparently learned this trick by watching human

hands do the same task.

Using coconut halves as portable shelters

An octopus in Indonesia was observed (and filmed [7]) excavating a half of a coconut

husk buried in sand, carrying it to the location of another similar half many meters away,

crawling into one half and pulling the other over itself to hide from predators.

Shooting out the lights

An aquarium in Coburg, Germany was experiencing late-night blackouts. Upon inves-

tigation it turned out that their octopus had learned to “... swing onto the edge of his tank

and shoot out the 2000 Watt spot light above him with a carefully directed jet of water [8].”

Spatial learning

Studies show that octopuses learn maps of the territory in which they hunt. Researchers

have “... traced young Octopus vulgaris in Bermuda on many of these hunting excursions

and returns [typically returning by routes different from their outward path]. The octopuses
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seemed to cover different parts of their home range one after another on subsequent hunts

and days [9].” In controlled laboratory experiments octopuses learn to navigate mazes and

optimize their paths. They find short cuts as if they could reason about the maze in its

entirety from an internal map they have constructed for themselves.

Observational learning

Formal experiments show that captive octopuses can learn to choose the “correct” col-

ored ball from a pair placed in their tank by observing other octopuses trained to do the

task [10]. More noteworthy is that it required between 16 and 22 trials to train the “demon-

strator” octopuses via formal conditioning (food reward for “correct” choices and electric

shock punishment for “wrong” choices), yet the “observer” octopuses learned in as few as

five trials.

Camouflage and behavioral mimicry

All cephalopods can dramatically alter their appearance by changing the color, pattern-

ing, and texture of their skin [11]. A few species of octopus also disguise themselves by

mimicking the shape and movements of other animals in their environment. One Caribbean

octopus that inhabits flat sandy bottoms disguises itself by imitating the coloring, shape and

swimming behavior of a kind of flounder (a bottom dwelling flatfish) [12]. An Indonesian

octopus (Thaumoctopus mimicus) learns to mimic the shape, coloring, and movement of

various poisonous or dangerous fish that the octopus’ potential predators avoid [13]. It

impersonates several species and may shift between impersonations as it crosses the ocean

floor. Individual octopuses apparently learn these tricks on their own. Researchers point out

that “... all animals were well separated (50m–100m apart) and all displays were observed

in the absence of conspecifics [14].”

Using its siphon to squirt an offending spotlight and using coconut halves to build a

shelter against predators have been asserted to qualify as a sort of tool use. Whether or

not that assertion is fully justified, the behaviors are quite creative. Furthermore, octo-

pus mimicry suggests an intelligent response, even a possible meta-cognitive “theory of

predator behavior” that is used to avoid unwanted interaction with predators. Less tangible

evidence of octopus general intelligence comes from the assertion by many professional

aquarists that octopuses have distinct personalities [15].

Octopuses seem to be so clever, learn so fast, and are so creative that one might wonder

why 99.99% of them fail to survive long enough to reproduce. However, we must be
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cautious about drawing conclusions from the behavior of the rare octopus that reaches

adulthood. Octopuses learn so rapidly in such complex environments that many of the

associations they learn can best be thought of as ineffective or even counterproductive

superstitions that may be fatal the next time they are invoked. AGI systems that jump

to conclusions too quickly may face a similar fate.

4.3 A “Ladder” of Intelligence

Unlike the octopus, humans can rely upon a large legacy of knowledge learned from,

and actively taught by, parents, peers, and the culture at large. Social animals also make

use of legacies of information that they are able to effectively transfer from one individual

to the next and one generation to the next. More effective knowledge legacies go hand-

in-hand with more intelligent reasoning although the correlation is far from perfect, as the

octopus demonstrates.

Here we discuss a metaphorical ladder of cognitive abilities, each successive rung of

which is characterized by larger and more complex legacies of knowledge. Reasoning at

each rung of the ladder subsumes the capabilities of the lower rungs and accumulates addi-

tional sorts of information required to reason about and interact with more complex aspects

of the world. Animals on the lowest rung, the octopus being perhaps the most intelligent,

are asocial. They sense and act within their own bodies and their immediate environment,

learning by trial-and-error with no cooperative interactions with others. What they learn

dies with them. Less solitary animals participate in increasingly complex social interac-

tions that communicate information learned by their ancestors and peers. Humans can

act more intelligently than animals in part because we are able to share more information

more effectively via oral language, music, art, crafts, customs, and rituals. Based upon oral

language, humans have developed written language that supports logic, science, formal

government, and ultimately civilization-wide sharing of knowledge. Human intelligence,

the eventual target for AGI, depends upon the combined capabilities of all of the rungs as

described below.

Asocial reasoning, the lowest rung, does not require cooperation or communication

with other animals. Asocial animals reproduce via eggs, often large numbers of eggs,

and the young fend for themselves from birth without any parental guidance or protec-

tion. These animals learn nothing from others of their species, do not cooperate with other

creatures, and pass nothing they learn on to the next generation. Asocial animals learn
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regularities in the world on their own by interacting with an environment that is at best

indifferent and at worst predatory or dangerous. Typically, only a small percentage of them

survive to adulthood.

Social reasoning arises in animals where the young are tended by parents and interact

with siblings and perhaps others of their species. As a result, they learn in an environment

largely shaped by the parents. One generation thereby passes some knowledge to the next:

what is edible and where to find it in the environment, how to hunt, or what predators to

avoid and how to do so.

Animal cultural reasoning, found in species such as primates, elephants, corvids, dol-

phins, wolves, and parrots, requires considerably more transfer of information from one

generation to the next. Parents and others of such species actively teach the young over

relatively long childhoods. Communication in these species includes non-linguistic but

nonetheless complex vocalizations and gestures. Parents must teach those communication

skills in addition to accumulated culture.

Oral linguistic reasoning is unique to humans despite proto-linguistic behavior at the

animal cultural rung. Language not only supports a much richer transfer of intergenera-

tional information, but also a much richer sort of reasoning. Oral language is evanescent,

however, not lingering in the minds of either speaker or listener for long unless deliberately

memorized. Thus oral cultures are rich in social practices that aid memory such as ritual,

storytelling, and master-apprentice relationships.

Literate reasoning depends upon oral language, but is qualitatively different from oral

linguistic reasoning. For its first thousand years, writing merely preserved oral utterances.

Reading required speaking out-loud until the ninth century [16] and even today many read-

ers silently verbalize internally as they read. In the western hemisphere, literate skills were

confined to a small subculture of priests and scribes for hundreds of years until literacy

began to spread rapidly in the Renaissance.

Language committed to writing has several advantages over speech. Writing can im-

mortalize long complex structures of words in the form of books and libraries of books. The

preserved words can be reread and reinterpreted over time and thereby enable much longer

and more complex chains of reasoning that can be shared by a larger group of thinkers.

The collaboration enabled by written language gave birth to science, history, government,

literature and formal reasoning that could not be supported by oral communication alone.
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Finally, Civilization-scale reasoning applies to the ideas and behavior of large popula-

tions of humans, even entire civilizations. Such ideas impact what every individual human

says or does. Long-lasting ideas (memes) evolve, spread and recombine in huge, slow, in-

terconnected human systems exemplified by philosophies, religions, empires, technologies

and commerce over long timescales and large geographies. Recent technologies such as

the Internet and worldwide live satellite television have accelerated the spread and evolu-

tion of memes across these temporal and geographic scales. Nonetheless, long-standing

differences in language, religion, philosophy, and culture still balkanize civilizations.

Within a human mind, all rungs are active at all times, in parallel, with different agendas

that compete for shared resources such as where to direct the eyes, which auditory inputs

to attend to (the “cocktail party effect” [17]), what direction to move (e.g., fight or flight

decisions), or what the next utterance will be. For example, direction of gaze is a social

signal for humans and many animals precisely because it provides information about which

of many internal agendas has priority.

4.4 Linguistic Grounding

Linguistic communication depends upon understanding the meaning of words (the fa-

miliar “Symbol Grounding Problem” [18]) as well as the meaning of longer utterances. In

social circumstances, the meaning of an utterance may include context from a prior utter-

ance in the current conversation or at some time in the past. Or the meaning may “simply”

be that it was uttered at all in a particular social context [19].

Each rung of the ladder surfaces in human language. The meaning of individual words

and multi-word utterances often are grounded far lower than the verbal rung and often

involve memes at more than one level. For example, stumble, crawl, fall, hungry, startle,

pain, and sleep are grounded on basic facts of human bodies. We also use such words

metaphorically e.g., “stumble upon some problem or situation” or “trip over an awkward

fact.” We also “hunger for love” and “slow to a crawl”. Words such as regret and remorse

are grounded in the subtleties of human emotion and memory. An AGI cannot be expected

to understand such words based only on dictionary definitions, or a semantic net, without

having some exposure to the underlying phenomena to which they refer.

Consider the rungs at which the root meanings of the following English words are

grounded:
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• Hide, forage, hunt, kill, flee, eat, what and where are most deeply grounded on the

asocial rung. They typically signal object parsing (what), spatial reasoning (where)

and other survival issues crucial even to an asocial individual. Yet these same words

may take on other meanings in a human social arena when they involve group behavior.

To properly interpret such words either literally or metaphorically requires some “gut-

level” grounding on the asocial rung.

• Nurture, protect, feed, bond, give, and share are grounded within the social rung. They

refer to issues fundamental to the social relations within groups of animals, including

humans. “Who” is especially crucial because humans and other social animals often

must recognize individuals of their species to determine if they are likely to be friendly,

neutral, dangerous, or a competitor. Individuals are distinguishable from one another

by subtle visual, olfactory, auditory, or movement cues that do not translate readily

into language.

• Follow, cooperate, play, lead, warn, trick, steal (as opposed to simply take), and teach

(in the sense of interacting in a way designed to maximize its teaching value) are

grounded within the non-linguistic animal cultural rung where more instinctive social

behaviors extend into intentional meta-cognition (e.g., theory-of-mind). These behav-

iors occur in groups of elephants, corvids, cetaceans, parrots and primates, among

others. They depend not only upon accurate classification of relationships and recog-

nition of individuals and their relative roles, but also on memories of the history of

each relationship.

• Promise, apologize, oath, agree, covenant, name (as in a person’s name or the name of

an object or place), faith, god, game, gamble, plan, lie (or deceive), ritual, style, status,

soul, judge, sing, clothing (hence nakedness), and above all why, are grounded in the

human oral linguistic rung and depend on shared culture, customs and language – but

are not grounded in literacy.

• Library, contract, fiction, technology, essay, spelling, acronym, document, and book

are grounded in literate culture that has accumulated collective wisdom in written doc-

uments. New but similar conventions have already grown around video and audio

recordings. Not only can such documents be read, debated, and reasoned about over

wide geographies and time periods, but they also support more complex interrelated

arguments across multiple documents.

• Above the level of human current affairs, there are more abstract concepts such as

democracy, empire, philosophy, science, mathematics, culture, economy, nation, liter-
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ature and many others that are about vast collections of memes evolving over decades

or centuries within the minds of large numbers of people. Individual humans have

some local sense of the meaning of such concepts even though their understanding

may be little better than a fish’s awareness of water.

An AGI that could not convincingly use or understand most of the above words and thou-

sands more like them will not be able to engage even in flat, monotone, prosaic human

conversations. In our view, such an AGI would simply not be at the human-level no matter

how well it can do nonverbal human tasks. AGI systems will need to be evaluated more

like human toddlers [20] instead of adult typists in a Turing Test.

4.5 Implications of the Ladder for AGI

The ladder metaphor highlights the accumulation of knowledge from generation to gen-

eration and the communication of that knowledge to others of the species. Each rung of the

ladder places unique requirements on knowledge representation and the ontologies required

for reasoning at that level.

The term ontology is used differently, albeit in related ways, in philosophy, anthropol-

ogy, computer science, and in the “Semantic Web” [21]. One definition of ontology com-

monly used in computer science is: “a formal representation of a set of concepts within a

domain and the relationships between those concepts.” In philosophical metaphysics, on-

tology is concerned with what entities exist or can be said to exist, how such entities can be

grouped or placed in some hierarchy, or grouped according to similarities and differences.

Within recent anthropological debates, it has been argued that ontology is just another word

for culture [22]. None of the above definitions quite do the trick in our context. For the

purposes of the following discussion, the term ontology is used to describe the organization

of the internal artifacts of mental existence in an intelligent system or subsystem, including

an AGI system.

It is not our goal here to define a specific ontology for an AGI. In fact we argue that

goal is pointless, if not impossible, because an ontology appropriate for a solitary asocial

octopus has little in common with one appropriate for a herd herbivore such as a bison,

a very long lived highly social animal such as an elephant, or a linguistically competent

human. Instead, we seek to explore the implications of the different design choices faced

by researchers seeking to develop AGI systems [23]. Since we are concerned here with

human-level AGI, we will discuss the ontological issues related to the human version of
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the rungs of the ladder: asocial, social, animal cultural, linguistic, literate, and civilization-

level. Let us examine each in turn.

Asocial ontologies – Humans share with many asocial animals the ability to process

and act upon visual 2D data and other spatial maps. Octopuses, insects, crabs and even

some jellyfish [24] use visual information for spatial navigation and object identification.

The octopus is exceptionally intelligent, with complex behavior befitting its large brain and

visual system. Its ontology has no need for social interaction and may encompass no more

than a few hundred categories or concepts representing the various predators and prey it

deals with, perhaps landmarks in their territories, maps of recent foraging trips and tricks

of camouflage. It presumably does not distinguish one instance of a class from another,

for example, one particular damselfish from another. Octopus ontology also presumably

supports the temporal sequences that underlie the ability of the octopus to make and execute

multi-step plans such as shooting out the lights, opening shrimp jars, or building coconut

shell shelters, although one can posit other mechanisms. Humans also have equivalents of

other asocial processing abilities such as the ability to sense and process information about

temporal ordering, proprioception, audition, and the chemical environment (smell, taste).

What can AGI researchers learn from such parallels?

In humans, the rungs are not as separable as AGI researchers might wish. Human

infants are hardwired to orient to faces, yet that hardwired behavior soon grows into a social

behavior. Infants cry asocially at first, without consideration of impact or implications on

others, but they soon learn to use crying socially. The same can be said for smiling and

eating, first applied asocially, and then adapted to social purposes. In summary, many

of our asocial behaviors and their supporting ontology develop over infancy into social

behaviors. The social versions of asocial behaviors seem to be elaborations, or layers, that

obscure but do not completely extinguish the initial asocial behavior, e.g., unceremoniously

wolfing down food when very hungry, or crying uncontrollably when tragedy strikes.

Many behaviors apparent in infants are asocial simply because they are grounded in

bodies and brains. Yet we learn to become consciously aware of many of our asocial be-

haviors, which then become associated with social concepts and become social aspects of

our ontology. Because humans learn them over many years in the midst of other simulta-

neously operating rungs, the ontological categories inevitably become intertwined in ways

difficult to disentangle. Learning to understand the issues characteristic of the asocial rung

by building an asocial octopus-level AGI would therefore be a good strategy for separation

of concerns.
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Social ontologies – Social interaction provides a richer learning experience than does

hatching into an asocial existence. It ensures that learned ontologies about the environ-

ment, foods, and early experiences are biased by the parents and siblings. By sharing a nest

or other group-defined environment the experiences of the young are much more like one

another, teaching them what they need to know socially. What they learn may be commu-

nicated via posture, “body language,” herd behavior, behavioral imprinting (e.g., ducklings

imprinting on their mother), pheromones, and many other means. Indirect interaction also

may occur via persistent signals deposited on inanimate features of the environment, a phe-

nomenon known as stigmergy [25]. Stigmergy is best understood in social insects where

signals deposited on physical structures, e.g., termite mounds, honeycombs, or ant trails,

affect and partially organize the behavior of the insects. Any modification of the environ-

ment by an individual that can influence the behavior of others of its kind can also produce

stigmergy. Nearly all higher animals, including humans, make extensive use of such indi-

rect communication channels. Humans create especially rich stigmergy structures: clothes,

jewelry, pottery, tools, dwellings, roads, cities, art, writing, video and audio recordings, and

most recently the Internet.

Social animals necessarily have larger and more complex ontologies than asocial ani-

mals because, in addition to what a comparable asocial animal must learn, social animals

must learn how to communicate with others of their species. That requires concepts and

ontological categories for the communicative signals themselves (body postures, chemical

signals such as urine as a territorial marker, sounds, touch, facial expressions and many

others) as well as the ability to associate them to specific behaviors that the learner can

interpret or mimic.

The human version of such primitive social behavior includes social dominance and

submission signals, group membership awareness, predator awareness and warnings. These

cognitive skills are crucial to successful cooperation and perhaps to forming primitive

morals, such as those that minimize fratricide or incest.

Cultural ontologies – The most intelligent social species actively teach their young.

Examples include elephants, primates, corvids (ravens, crows, magpies, etc.), parrots, dol-

phins, whales and wolves. Many of these explicitly pass on information via structured and

emotive utterances that lack the syntactic structure necessary to qualify as a language – call

them proto-languages.

Elephant groups in the wild communicate with each other using “... more than 70

kinds of vocal sounds and 160 different visual and tactile signals, expressions, and ges-
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tures in their day-to-day interactions” [26]. Wild elephants exhibit behaviors associated

with grief, allomothering (non-maternal infant care), mimicry, a sense of humor, altru-

ism, use of tools, compassion, and self recognition in a mirror [27]. Parrots develop and

use individual unique names for each other that also encode their family and close knit

“clan” relationships [28]. Crows even recognize and remember individual human faces and

warn each other about humans that have been observed mistreating crows. These warnings

spread quickly throughout the flock [29]. Aided by theory-of-mind insights into the juve-

nile learner’s forming mind, these species purposefully teach about what foods are safe,

what predators to flee, the meaning of group signals such as postures and vocalization, the

best places to hunt or find water, cooperative behaviors when hunting, and who’s who in

the social structure of the group.

Ontologies needed to support animal social cultures must be rich enough to allow for

learning the vocal and non-vocal signals used to organize cooperative behavior such as

group hunting or defense. The ontology must also support recognition of individuals, place-

ment of those individuals in family and clan relationships, and meta-cognitive (Theory of

Mind) models of individuals.

Human versions of the animal cultural rung are quite similar to the animal version when

the knowledge to be transferred is not well suited to verbal description. Non-verbal exam-

ples might include playing musical instruments, dancing, fishing, athletic activities such as

skiing, and perhaps the art of cooking. We are, however, so skilled at developing vocabu-

lary to teach verbally that completely non-verbal human teaching is relatively uncommon.

Building a non-verbal cultural AGI beginning with a primitive social AGI may be a difficult

step because it will require non-verbal theory-of-mind.

It may be strategically important for AGI researchers to first learn to build a primitive

social AGI before attempting to address human culture because it is very difficult to de-

termine whether a given human juvenile behavior has been learned by passive proximity

(i.e., social mimicry) rather than by active teaching by adults or siblings (i.e., culture). That

distinction is nonetheless important because humans tend to be less conscious of behavior

learned by passive mimicry than behavior actively taught. And some behaviors, such as

empathy, are very difficult, if not impossible, to teach. A common example is epitomized

by a parent saying, “I just don’t know how Mary learned that,” when everyone else recog-

nizes that Mary learned it by mimicking the parent. Moreover, an AGI that did not learn

important primitive human social skills, skipping instead to the cultural learning rung may
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turn out to be an AGI sociopath: a completely asocial, completely selfish predator with an

overlaid set of behavioral rules taught without the necessary social grounding.

Oral linguistic ontologies – Human language (including fully syntactic sign language)

facilitates an explosion of concepts which at this level are more appropriately called

memes [30]. Meme, as we use the term here, approximates the notion of a concept, of-

ten but not necessarily expressible in words. Language both supports and reflects a richer

and more complex meme structure than is possible without language. Oral cultures are not

“dumbed-down” literate cultures (a common misconception). Primary oral cultures – those

that have never had writing – are qualitatively different from literate cultures [31].

Language in primary oral societies uses a more complex and idiosyncratic syntax than

written language, with rules and customs for combining prefixes, suffixes, and compound

words that are more flexible than those used in writing. The rules of oral language have to

do with the sound, intonation and tempo of the language as spoken throughout prehistory

and in the many non-literate societies that still exist. Such rules define allowable vowel

and consonant harmonies, or restrict allowable phoneme usage such as two phonemes that

may not occur in the same word [32]. Oral cultures use constructs such as rhyme and

rhythm, alliteration and other oratorical patterns to aid in the memorability of utterances

without the aid of a written record. Oral cultures also aid memorability via rituals, chanting,

poetry, singing, storytelling, and much repetition. And they employ physical tokens and

other stigmergy structures such as ritual masks and costumes, notched sticks for recording

counts, decorations on pottery or cave walls, clothing and decorations symbolic of status,

astrology (used for anticipating and marking seasons, e.g., Stonehenge) and the like.

AGI researchers will need to be exceedingly careful to properly develop an oral-

language human-level AGI because academics are so thoroughly steeped in literate in-

telligence that they may find it difficult to put that experience aside. For example, literate

people find it very difficult to grasp that the notion of a “word” is not necessarily well

defined and hence it is not necessarily the atomic base of language nor the fundamental

ontological concept for a primary oral language (or sign language) [33].

Literate ontologies – Writing emerged from spoken language in complicated ways

that vary with the specific language and culture [34]. Writing and other forms of long-term

recorded thought allow generations and populations far removed from each other, tempo-

rally or physically, to share verbal knowledge, reasoning, experience of events (history),

literature, styles of thought, philosophy, religion and technologies. Caravans and ships that

once transmitted verbal gossip, tall tales, and rumors, began also to carry scrolls and letters
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which communicated more authoritative information. Literacy exposes people to a wider

variety of memes than does an oral culture. As literacy became more common, the memes

transmitted via writing grew in number and importance.

The specificity and permanence of a written work also allows more formal and longer-

range relationships between the parts of the written “argument” than can be accomplished

solely with real-time verbal communication. The development in the last century of

recorded audio and video has similarly and dramatically changed the way we learn and

reason. And now that these kinds of media are globally available over the Internet, we can

expect further changes in human reasoning and ontology.

Since AGI researchers are familiar with the relationship between language and intelli-

gence, little more need be said here. But that familiarity does not necessarily tell us what

must be added to the ontology or the reasoning skills of an oral-language AGI to support

literacy. It took a millennium after the invention of writing for humans to widely adopt

literacy. We suspect that there are some mysteries hidden in the transition that will surface

only when AGI researchers attempt to add literacy to an oral-only system. Understanding

written material and writing original material are not simple modifications of conversation.

Writing does not provide for immediate feedback between the writer and the reader to sig-

nal understanding or disagreement, nor a clear context in which the information exchange

is embedded. The reader cannot interrupt to ask what the writer really means, or why the

author even bothered to write the material in the first place. What would AGI researchers

need to add to an orally competent conversational AGI for it to pick up a book on its own

and read it? Or sequester itself in some upper room to write a book, or even a prosaic email,

or a tweet? We simply don’t know.

Civilization-scale ontologies – Over the longer term and wider geography, literacy

and other persistent forms of human knowledge can affect large numbers of people who

combine and recombine ideas (memes) in new ways to form new memes. These memes

spread throughout and across cultures to be further combined and recombined and accepted

or forgotten by large portions of the population. Ideas like money, capitalism, democracy,

orchestral music, science, agriculture, or Artificial Intelligence can gain or lose momentum

as they travel from mind to mind across generations, centuries, and cultures. Cultural

memes of this sort are not phenomena that operate at the level of individuals, or even small

groups of individuals. They do not run their course in only a few months or years. For

example, the idea of humans landing on the moon played out over a century (from Jules

Verne, a French author writing in the early 1860’s, by way of German rocket scientists in
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the 1940s, to the American Apollo 11 landing in 1969). At no time did any human mind

encompass more than a tiny portion of the knowledge required for Neil Armstrong to make

his “one giant leap for mankind.”

Humanity collectively reasons about the world in slow, subtle and unobservable ways,

and not necessarily with the help of literacy. Some ancient civilizations appear not to have

relied on writing, e.g., the Indus Valley civilization [35]. Modern civilizations are contin-

ually being changed by audio and video shared over radio, television, mobile phones, and

the Internet. Live television broadcasts allowed people worldwide to share the experience

of the Apollo-11 moon landing, the 2001 destruction of the World Trade Towers, the re-

cent Arab-spring events, and disasters such as floods, earthquakes and tsunamis. Widely

shared events or manifestations of ideas directly affect civilization-level reasoning that is

seldom observable in any individual human, yet is increasingly easy to observe in the Inter-

net [36]. The ontological requirements for supporting intelligence at this level are largely

unexplored.

The civilization-level may turn out to be where researchers first succeed in building an

AGI that can surpass some of the abilities of humans on the basis of orders of magnitude

more memory and search speed. IBM’s WATSON [37] seemed to do so, but WATSON

isn’t even an AGI, let alone a human-level AGI. Time will tell. First, the AGI needs to be

competent in all the other rungs simply to make any sense of what it reads, sees, and hears

in the libraries of civilization, or their digital equivalents on the Internet.

4.6 Conclusion

The octopus is clearly quite clever. Building an AGI with intelligence roughly equiva-

lent to that of an octopus would be quite a challenge, and perhaps an unwise one if it were

allowed to act autonomously. A human-level AGI is far more challenging and, we believe,

quite hopeless if one attempts to start at the higher rungs of the intelligence ladder and

somehow finesse the lower rungs or fill them in later.

From the beginning of ancient philosophical discourse through the recent decades of AI

and now AGI research, mankind’s quest to understand and eventually emulate the human

mind in a machine has borne fruit in the ever-increasing understanding of our own intel-

ligence and behavior as well as the sometimes daunting limitations of our machines. The

human mind does not exist in splendid isolation. It depends on other minds in other times

and places interacting in multiple ways that we characterize in terms of a metaphorical lad-
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der. Mapping out the journey ahead and acknowledging the challenges before us, we must

begin at the base of the ladder and climb one rung at a time.
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The first decade of this century has seen the nascency of the first mathematical theory of
general artificial intelligence. This theory of Universal Artificial Intelligence (UAI) has
made significant contributions to many theoretical, philosophical, and practical AI ques-
tions. In a series of papers culminating in book [24] an exciting sound and complete
mathematical model for a super intelligent agent (AIXI) has been developed and rigor-
ously analyzed. While nowadays most AI researchers avoid discussing intelligence, the
award-winning PhD thesis [38] provided the philosophical embedding and investigated
the UAI-based universal measure of rational intelligence, which is formal, objective and
non-anthropocentric. Recently, effective approximations of AIXI have been derived and
experimentally investigated in JAIR paper [79] This practical breakthrough has resulted in
some impressive applications, finally muting earlier critique that UAI is only a theory. For
the first time, without providing any domain knowledge, the same agent is able to self-
adapt to a diverse range of interactive environments. For instance, AIXI is able to learn
from scratch to play TicTacToe, Pacman, Kuhn Poker, and other games by trial and error,
without even providing the rules of the games.
These achievements give new hope that the grand goal of Artificial General Intelligence is
not elusive.
This chapter provides an informal overview of UAI in context. It attempts to gently intro-
duce a very theoretical, formal, and mathematical subject, and discusses philosophical and
technical ingredients, traits of intelligence, some social questions, and the past and future
of UAI.

“The formulation of a problem is often more essential than its solution, which may be
merely a matter of mathematical or experimental skill. To raise new questions, new possi-
bilities, to regard old problems from a new angle, requires creative imagination and marks
real advance in science.”

— Albert Einstein (1879–1955)
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5.1 Introduction

The dream. The human mind is one of the great mysteries in the Universe, and arguably

the most interesting phenomenon to study. After all, it is connected to consciousness and

identity which define who we are. Indeed, a healthy mind (and body) is our most precious

possession. Intelligence is the most distinct characteristic of the human mind, and one we

are particularly proud of. It enables us to understand, explore, and considerably shape our

world, including ourselves. The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is concerned with the

study and construction of artifacts that exhibit intelligent behavior, commonly by means

of computer algorithms. The grand goal of AI is to develop systems that exhibit general

intelligence on a human-level or beyond. If achieved, this would have a far greater impact

on human society than all previous inventions together, likely resulting in a post-human

civilization that only faintly resembles current humanity [31, 36].

The dream of creating such artificial devices that reach or outperform our own intel-

ligence is an old one with a persistent great divide between “optimists” and “pessimists”.

Apart from the overpowering technical challenges, research on machine intelligence also

involves many fundamental philosophical questions with possibly inconvenient answers:

What is intelligence? Can a machine be intelligent? Can a machine have free will? Does a

human have free will? Is intelligence just an emergent phenomenon of a simple dynamical

system or is it something intrinsically complex? What will our “Mind Children” be like?

How does mortality affect decisions and actions? to name just a few.

What was wrong with last century’s AI. Some claim that AI has not progressed much in

the last 50 years. It definitely has progressed much slower than the fathers of AI expected

and/or promised. There are also some philosophical arguments that the grand goal of creat-

ing super-human AI may even be elusive in principle. Both reasons have lead to a decreased

interest in funding and research on the foundations of Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).

The real problem in my opinion is that early on, AI has focussed on the wrong

paradigm, namely deductive logical; and being unable to get the foundations right in this

framework, AI soon concentrated on practical but limited algorithms. Some prominent

early researchers such as Ray Solomonoff, who actually participated in the 1956 Dart-

mouth workshop, generally regarded as the birth of AI, and later Peter Cheeseman and

others, advocated a probabilistic inductive approach but couldn’t compete with the soon

dominating figures such as Marvin Minsky, Nils Nilsson, and others who advocated a sym-
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bolic/logic approach as the foundations of AI. (of course this paragraph is only a caricature

of AI history).

Indeed it has even become an acceptable attitude that general intelligence is in princi-

ple unamenable to a formal definition. In my opinion, claiming something to be impossible

without strong evidence sounds close to an unscientific position; and there are no convinc-

ing arguments against the feasibility of AGI [6, 38].

Also, the failure of once-thought-promising AI-paradigms at best shows that they were

not the right approach or maybe they only lacked sufficient computing power at the time.

Indeed, after early optimism mid-last century followed by an AI depression, there is re-

newed, justified, optimism [56, Sec. 1.3.10], as is evident by the new conference series on

Artificial General Intelligence, the Blue Brain project, the Singularity movement, and this

book prove. AI research has come in waves and paradigms (computation, logic, expert sys-

tems, neural nets, soft approaches, learning, probability). Finally, with the free access to

unlimited amounts of data on the internet, information-centered AI research has blossomed.

New foundations of A(G)I. Universal Artificial Intelligence (UAI) is such a modern

information-theoretic inductive approach to AGI, in which logical reasoning plays no di-

rect role. UAI is a new paradigm to AGI via a path from universal induction to prediction

to decision to action. It has been investigated in great technical depth [24] and has already

spawned promising formal definitions of rational intelligence, the optimal rational agent

AIXI and practical approximations thereof, and put AI on solid mathematical foundations.

It seems that we could, for the first time, have a general mathematical theory of (rational)

intelligence that is sound and complete in the sense of well-defining the general AI prob-

lem as detailed below. The theory allows a rigorous mathematical investigation of many

interesting philosophical questions surrounding (artificial) intelligence. Since the theory is

complete, definite answers can be obtained for a large variety of intelligence-related ques-

tions, as foreshadowed by the award winning PhD thesis of [38].

Contents. Section 5.2 provides the context and background for UAI. It will summarize

various last century’s paradigms for and approaches to understanding and building artifi-

cial intelligences, highlighting their problems and how UAI is similar or different to them.

Section 5.3 then informally describes the ingredients of UAI. It mentions the UAI-based

intelligence measure only in passing to go directly to the core AIXI definition. In which

sense AIXI is the most intelligent agent and a theoretical solution of the AI problem is

explained. Section 5.4 explains how the complex phenomenon of intelligence with all its
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facets can emerge from the simple AIXI equation. Section 5.5 considers an embodied ver-

sion of AIXI embedded into our society. I go through some important social questions and

hint at how AIXI might behave, but this is essentially unexplored terrain. The technical

state-of-the-art/development of UAI is summarized in Section 5.6: theoretical results for

AIXI and universal Solomonoff induction; practical approximations, implementations, and

applications of AIXI; UAI-based intelligence measures, tests, and definitions; and the hu-

man knowledge compression contest. Section 5.7 concludes this chapter with a summary

and outlook how UAI helps in formalizing and answering deep philosophical questions

around AGI and last but not least how to build super intelligent agents.

5.2 The AGI Problem

The term AI means different things to different people. I will first discuss why this is so,

and will argue that this due to a lack of solid and generally agreed-upon foundations of AI.

The field of AI soon abandoned its efforts of rectifying this state of affairs, and pessimists

even created a defense mechanism denying the possibility or usefulness of a (simple) for-

mal theory of general intelligence. While human intelligence might indeed be messy and

unintelligible, I will argue that a simple formal definition of machine intelligence is possi-

ble and useful. I will discuss how this definition fits into the various important dimensions

of research on (artificial) intelligence including human↔rational, thinking↔acting, top-

down↔bottom-up, the agent framework, traits of intelligence, deduction↔induction, and

learning↔planning.

The problem. I define the AI problem to mean the problem of building systems that possess

general, rather than specific, intelligence in the sense of being able to solve a wide range of

problems generally regarded to require human-level intelligence.

Optimists believe that the AI problem can be solved within a couple of decades [36].

Pessimists deny its principle feasibility on religious, philosophical, mathematical, or tech-

nical grounds (see [56, Chp. 26] for a list of arguments). Optimists have refuted/rebutted

all those arguments (see [6, Chp. 9] and [38]), but haven’t produced super-human AI either,

so the issue remains unsettled.

One problem in AI, and I will argue key problem, is that there is no general agreement

on what intelligence is. This has lead to endless circular and often fruitless arguments, and

has held up progress. Generally, the lack of a generally-accepted solid foundation makes

high card houses fold easily. Compare this with Russell’s paradox which shattered the
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foundations of mathematics, and which was finally resolved by the completely formal and

generally agreed-upon ZF(C) theory of sets.

On the other hand, it is an anomaly that nowadays most AI researchers avoid discussing

or formalizing intelligence, which is caused by several factors: It is a difficult old subject,

it is politically charged, it is not necessary for narrow AI which focusses on specific ap-

plications, AI research is done primarily by computer scientists who mainly care about

algorithms rather than philosophical foundations, and the popular belief that general intel-

ligence is principally unamenable to a mathematical definition. These reasons explain but

only partially justify the limited effort in trying to formalize general intelligence. There is

no convincing argument that this is impossible.

Assume we had a formal, objective, non-anthropocentric, and direct definition, mea-

sure, and/or test of intelligence, or at least a very general intelligence-resembling formalism

that could serve as an adequate substitute. This would bring the higher goals of the field

into tight focus and allow us to objectively and rigorously compare different approaches

and judge the overall progress. Formalizing and rigorously defining a previously vague

concept usually constitutes a quantum leap forward in the field: Cf. the history of sets,

numbers, logic, fluxions/infinitesimals, energy, infinity, temperature, space, time, observer,

etc.

Is a simple formal definition of intelligence possible? Isn’t intelligence a too complex

and anthropocentric phenomenon to allow formalization? Likely not: There are very sim-

ple models of chaotic phenomena such as turbulence. Think about the simple iterative map

z→ z2 + c that produces the amazingly rich, fractal landscape, sophisticated versions of it

used to produce images of virtual ecosystems as in the movie Avatar. Or the complexity of

(bio)chemistry emerges out of the elegant mathematical theory Quantum Electro Dynam-

ics.

Modeling human intelligence is probably going to be messy, but ideal rational behavior

seems to capture the essence of intelligence, and, as I claim, can indeed be completely

formalized. Even if there is no unique definition capturing all aspects we want to include

in a definition of intelligence, or if some aspects are forever beyond formalization (maybe

consciousness and qualia), pushing the frontier and studying the best available formal proxy

is of utmost importance for understanding artificial and natural minds.

Context. There are many fields that try to understand the phenomenon of intelligence

and whose insights help in creating intelligent systems: cognitive psychology [67] and

behaviorism [64], philosophy of mind [7, 61], neuroscience [18], linguistics [8, 17], an-
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thropology [51], machine learning [5,74], logic [44,77], computer science [56], biological

evolution [33, 75], economics [46], and others.

Cognitive science studies how humans

think, Behaviorism and the Turing test how

humans act, the laws of thought define ratio-

nal thinking, while AI research increasingly fo-

cusses on systems that act rationally.

What is AI? Thinking Acting

humanly Cognitive Turing test,
Science Behaviorism

rationally Laws of Doing the
Thought Right Thing

In computer science, most AI research is bottom-up; extending and improving exist-

ing or developing new algorithms and increasing their range of applicability; an interplay

between experimentation on toy problems and theory, with occasional real-world appli-

cations. A top-down approach would start from a general principle and derive effective

approximations (like heuristic approximations to minimax tree search). Maybe when the

top-down and bottom-up approaches meet in the middle, we will have arrived at practical

truly intelligent machines.

The science of artificial intelligence may be defined as the construction of intelligent

systems (artificial agents) and their analysis. A natural definition of a system is anything

that has an input and an output stream, or equivalently an agent that acts and observes.

This agent perspective of AI [56] brings some order and unification into the large variety

of problems the fields wants to address, but it is only a framework rather than providing a

complete theory of intelligence. In the absence of a perfect (stochastic) model of the en-

vironment the agent interacts with, machine learning techniques are needed and employed

to learn from experience. There is no general theory for learning agents (apart from UAI).

This has resulted in an ever increasing number of limited models and algorithms in the past.

What distinguishes an intelligent system from a non-intelligent one? Intelligence can

have many faces like reasoning, creativity, association, generalization, pattern recogni-

tion, problem solving, memorization, planning, achieving goals, learning, optimization,

self-preservation, vision, language processing, classification, induction, deduction, and

knowledge acquisition and processing. A formal definition incorporating every aspect of

intelligence, however, seems difficult.

There is no lack of attempts to characterize or define intelligence trying to capture

all traits informally [39]. One of the more successful characterizations is: Intelligence

measures an agents ability to perform well in a large range of environments [40]. Most

traits of intelligence are implicit in and emergent from this definition as these capacities
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enable an agent to succeed [38]. Convincing formal definitions other than the ones spawned

by UAI are essentially lacking.

Another important dichotomy is whether an approach focusses (more) on deduction or

induction. Traditional AI concentrates mostly on the logical deductive reasoning aspect,

while machine learning focusses on the inductive inference aspect. Learning and hence

induction are indispensable traits of any AGI. Regrettably, induction is peripheral to tradi-

tional AI, and the machine learning community in large is not interested in A(G)I. It is the

field of reinforcement learning at the intersection of AI and machine learning that has AGI

ambitions and takes learning seriously.

UAI in perspective. The theory of Universal Artificial Intelligence developed in the last

decade is a modern information-theoretic, inductive, reinforcement learning approach to

AGI that has been investigated in great technical depth [24].

Like traditional AI, UAI is concerned with agents doing the right thing, but is otherwise

quite different: It is a top-down approach in the sense that it starts with a single completely

formal general definition of intelligence from which an essentially unique agent that seems

to possess all traits of rational intelligence is derived. It is not just another framework with

some gaps to be filled in later, since the agent is completely defined.

It also takes induction very seriously: Universal learning is one of the agent’s two key

elements (the other is stochastic planning). Indeed, logic and deduction play no fundamen-

tal role in UAI (but are emergent). This also naturally dissolves Lucas’ and Penrose’ [52]

argument against AGI that Goedel’s incompleteness result shows that the human mind is

not a computer. The fallacy is to assume that the mind (human and machine alike) are

infallible deductive machines.

The status of UAI might be compared to Super String theory in physics. Both are

currently the most promising candidates for a grand unification (of AI and physics, re-

spectively), although there are also marked differences. Like the unification hierarchy of

physical theories allows relating and regarding the myriad of limited models as effective

approximations, UAI allows us to regard existing approaches to AI as effective approxima-

tions. Understanding AI in this way gives researchers a much more coherent view of the

field.

Indeed, UAI seems to be the first sound and complete mathematical theory of (rational)

intelligence. The next section presents a very brief introduction to UAI from [29], together

with an informal explanation of what the previous sentence actually means. See [24] for

formal definitions and results.
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5.3 Universal Artificial Intelligence

This section describes the theory of Universal Artificial Intelligence (UAI), a modern

information-theoretic approach to AI, which differs essentially from mainstream A(G)I re-

search described in the previous sections. The connection of UAI to other research fields

and the philosophical and technical ingredients of UAI (Ockham, Epicurus, Turing, Bayes,

Solomonoff, Kolmogorov, Bellman) are briefly discussed. The UAI-based universal intel-

ligence measure and order relation in turn define the (w.r.t. this measure) most intelligent

agent AIXI, which seems to be the first sound and complete theory of a universal opti-

mal rational agent embedded in an arbitrary computable but unknown environment with

reinforcement feedback. The final paragraph clarifies what this actually means.

Defining Intelligence. Philosophers, AI researchers, psychologists, and others have sug-

gested many informal=verbal definitions of intelligence [39], but there is not too much

work on formal definitions that are broad, objective, and non-anthropocentric. See [40] for

a comprehensive collection, discussion and comparison of intelligence definitions, tests,

and measures with all relevant references. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss

them.

Intelligence is graded, since agents can be more or less intelligent. Therefore it is more

natural to consider measures of intelligence, rather than binary definitions which would

classify agents as intelligent or not based on an (arbitrary) threshold. This is exactly what

UAI provides: A formal, broad, objective, universal measure of intelligence [40], which

formalizes the verbal characterization stated in the previous section. Agents can be more

or less intelligent w.r.t. this measure and hence can be sorted w.r.t. their intelligence [24,

Sec. 5.1.4]. One can show that there is an agent, coined AIXI, that maximizes this measure,

which could therefore be called the most intelligent agent.

I will not present the UAI-based intelligence measure [40] and order relation [24] here,

but, after listing the conceptual ingredients to UAI and AIXI, directly proceed to defining

and discussing AIXI.

UAI and AIXI ingredients [29]. The theory of UAI has interconnections with (draws from

and contributes to) many research fields, encompassing computer science (artificial intelli-

gence, machine learning, computation), engineering (information theory, adaptive control),

economics (rational agents, game theory), mathematics (statistics, probability), psychol-

ogy (behaviorism, motivation, incentives), and philosophy (inductive inference, theory of

knowledge). The concrete ingredients in AIXI are as follows: Intelligent actions are based
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on informed decisions. Attaining good decisions requires predictions which are typically

based on models of the environments. Models are constructed or learned from past obser-

vations via induction. Fortunately, based on the deep philosophical insights and powerful

mathematical developments, all these problems have been overcome, at least in theory:

So what do we need (from a mathematical point of view) to construct a universal optimal

learning agent interacting with an arbitrary unknown environment? The theory, coined UAI,

developed in the last decade and explained in [24] says: All you need is Ockham, Epicurus,

Turing, Bayes, Solomonoff [65], Kolmogorov [35], and Bellman [1]: Sequential decision

theory [4] (Bellman’s equation) formally solves the problem of rational agents in uncertain

worlds if the true environmental probability distribution is known. If the environment is

unknown, Bayesians [2] replace the true distribution by a weighted mixture of distribu-

tions from some (hypothesis) class. Using the large class of all (semi)measures that are

(semi)computable on a Turing machine bears in mind Epicurus, who teaches not to discard

any (consistent) hypothesis. In order not to ignore Ockham, who would select the sim-

plest hypothesis, Solomonoff defined a universal prior that assigns high/low prior weight to

simple/complex environments [54], where Kolmogorov quantifies complexity [43]. Their

unification constitutes the theory of UAI and resulted in the universal intelligence measure

and order relation and the following model/agent AIXI.

The AIXI Model in one line [29]. It is possible to write down the AIXI model explicitly

in one line, although one should not expect to be able to grasp the full meaning and power

from this compact and somewhat simplified representation.

r1|o1 r2|o2 r3|o3 r4|o4 r5|o5 r6|o6 ...

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 ...

work Agent tape ... work Environ-ment tape ...

����� �����

�����������	

.AIXI is an agent that interacts with

an environment in cycles k = 1,2, ...,m.

In cycle k, AIXI takes action ak (e.g. a

limb movement) based on past perceptions

o1r1..ok−1rk−1 as defined below. Thereafter,

the environment provides a (regular) obser-

vation ok (e.g. a camera image) to AIXI and a real-valued reward rk. The reward can be

very scarce, e.g. just +1 (-1) for winning (losing) a chess game, and 0 at all other times.

Then the next cycle k+ 1 starts. This agent-environment interaction protocol can be de-

picted as on the right. Given the interaction protocol above, the simplest version of AIXI

is defined by

AIXI ak := argmax
ak

∑
okrk

...max
am

∑
omrm

[rk + ...+ rm] ∑
q :U(q,a1..am)=o1r1..omrm

2−�(q)
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The expression shows that AIXI tries to maximize its total future reward rk + ...+ rm.

If the environment is modeled by a deterministic program q, then the future perceptions

...okrk..omrm = U(q,a1..am) can be computed, where U is a universal (monotone Turing)

machine executing q given a1..am. Since q is unknown, AIXI has to maximize its expected

reward, i.e. average rk + ...+ rm over all possible future perceptions created by all possible

environments q that are consistent with past perceptions. The simpler an environment, the

higher is its a-priori contribution 2−�(q), where simplicity is measured by the length � of

program q. AIXI effectively learns by eliminating Turing machines q once they become

inconsistent with the progressing history. Since noisy environments are just mixtures

of deterministic environments, they are automatically included [54, Sec. 7.2], [82]. The

sums in the formula constitute the averaging process. Averaging and maximization have

to be performed in chronological order, hence the interleaving of max and Σ (similarly to

minimax for games).

One can fix any finite action and perception space, any reasonable U , and any large

finite lifetime m. This completely and uniquely defines AIXI’s actions ak, which are limit-

computable via the expression above (all quantities are known).

Discussion. The AIXI model seems to be the first sound and complete theory of a univer-

sal optimal rational agent embedded in an arbitrary computable but unknown environment

with reinforcement feedback. AIXI is universal in the sense that it is designed to be able

to interact with any (deterministic or stochastic) computable environment; the universal

Turing machines on which it is based is crucially responsible for this. AIXI is complete

in the sense that it is not an incomplete framework or partial specification (like Bayesian

statistics which leaves open the choice of the prior or the rational agent framework or the

subjective expected utility principle) but is completely and essentially uniquely defined.

AIXI is sound in the sense of being (by construction) free of any internal contradictions

(unlike e.g. in knowledge-based deductive reasoning systems where avoiding inconsisten-

cies can be very challenging). AIXI is optimal in the senses that: no other agent can

perform uniformly better or equal in all environments, it is a unification of two optimal the-

ories themselves, a variant is self-optimizing; and it is likely also optimal in other/stronger

senses. AIXI is rational in the sense of trying to maximize its future long-term reward. For

the reasons above I have argued that AIXI is a mathematical “solution” of the AI problem:

AIXI would be able to learn any learnable task and likely better so than any other unbiased

agent, but AIXI is more a theory or formal definition rather than an algorithm, since it is

only limit-computable. How can an equation that fits into a single line capture the diver-
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sity, complexity, and essence of (rational) intelligence? We know that complex appearing

phenomena such as chaos and fractals can have simple descriptions such as iterative maps

and the complexity of chemistry emerges from simple physical laws. There is no a-priori

reason why ideal rational intelligent behavior should not also have a simple description,

with most traits of intelligence being emergent. Indeed, even an axiomatic characterization

seems possible [72, 73].

5.4 Facets of Intelligence

Intelligence can have many faces. I will argue in this section that the AIXI model

possesses all or at least most properties an intelligent rational agent should possess. Some

facets have already been formalized, some are essentially built-in, but the majority have to

be emergent. Some of the claims have been proven in [24] but the majority has yet to be

addressed.

Generalization is essentially inductive inference [54]. Induction is the process of inferring

general laws or models from observations or data by finding regularities in past/other data.

This trait is a fundamental cornerstone of intelligence.

Prediction is concerned with forecasting future observations (often based on models of

the world learned) from past observations. Solomonoff’s theory of prediction [65, 66] is a

universally optimal solution of the prediction problem [26, 54]. Since it is a key ingredient

in the AIXI model, it is natural to expect that AIXI is an optimal predictor if rewarded for

correct predictions. Curiously only weak and limited rigorous results could be proven so

far [24, Sec. 6.2].

Pattern recognition, abstractly speaking, is concerned with classifying data (patterns).

This requires a similarity measure between patterns. Supervised classification can es-

sentially be reduced to a sequence prediction problem, hence formally pattern recogni-

tion reduces to the previous item, although interesting questions specific to classification

emerge [24, Chp. 3].

Association. Two stimuli or observations are associated if there exists some (cor)relation

between them. A set of observations can often be clustered into different categories of sim-

ilar=associated items. For AGI, a universal similarity measure is required. Kolmogorov

complexity via the universal similarity metric [9] can provide such a measure, but many

fundamental questions have yet to be explored: How does association function in AIXI?
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How can Kolmogorov complexity well-define the (inherently? so far?) ill-defined cluster-

ing problem?

Reasoning is arguably the most prominent trait of human intelligence. Interestingly deduc-

tive reasoning and logic are not part of the AIXI architecture. The fundamental assumption

is that there is no sure knowledge of the world, all inference is tentative and inductive, and

that logic and deduction constitute an idealized limit applicable in situations where uncer-

tainties are extremely small, i.e. probabilities are extremely close to 1 or 0. What would be

very interesting to show is that logic is an emergent phenomenon, i.e. that AIXI learns to

reason logically if/since this helps collect reward.

Problem solving might be defined as goal-oriented reasoning, and hence reduces to the

previous item, since AIXI is designed to achieve goals (which is reward maximization in

the special case of a terminal reward when the goal is achieved). Problems can be of very

different nature, and some of the other traits of intelligence can be regarded as instances of

problem solving, e.g. planning.

Planning ability is directly incorporated in AIXI via the alternating maximization and sum-

mation in the definition. Algorithmically AIXI plans through its entire life via a deep expec-

timax tree search up to its death, based on its belief about the world. In known constrained

domains this search corresponds to classical exact planning strategies as e.g. exemplified

in [24, Chp. 6].

Creativity is the ability to generate innovative ideas and to manifest these into reality. Cre-

ative people are often more successful than unimaginative ones. Since AIXI is the ultimate

success-driven agent, AIXI should be highly creative, but this has yet to be formalized and

proven, or at least exemplified.

Knowledge. AIXI stores the entire interaction history and has perfect memory. Addition-

ally, models of the experienced world are constructed (learned) from this information in

form of short(est) programs. These models guide AIXI’s behavior, so constitute knowl-

edge for AIXI. Any ontology is implicit in these programs. How short-term, long-term,

relational, hierarchical, etc. memory emerges out of this compression-based approach has

not yet been explored.

Actions influence the environment which reacts back to the agent. Decisions can have

long-term consequences, which the expectimax planner of AIXI should properly take into

account. Particular issues of concern are the interplay of learning and planning (the in-
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famous exploration↔exploitation tradeoff [37]). Additional complications that arise from

embodied agents will be considered in the next section.

Learning. There are many different forms of learning: supervised, unsupervised, semi-

supervised, reinforcement, transfer, associative, transductive, prequential, and many others.

By design, AIXI is a reinforcement learner, but one can show that it will also “listen” to an

informative teacher, i.e. it learns to learn supervised [24, Sec. 6.5]. It is plausible that AIXI

can also acquire the other learning techniques.

Self-awareness allows one to (meta)reason about one’s own thoughts, which is an im-

portant trait of higher intelligence, in particularly when interacting with other forms of

intelligence. Technically all what might be needed is that an agent has and exploits not

only a model of the world but also a model of itself including aspects of its own algorithm,

and this recursively. Is AIXI self-aware in this technical sense?

Consciousness is possibly the most mysterious trait of the human mind. Whether anything

rigorous can ever be said about the consciousness of AIXI or AIs in general is not clear

and in any case beyond my expertise. I leave this to philosophers of the mind [7] like the

world-renowned expert on (the hard problem of) consciousness, David Chalmers [6].

5.5 Social Questions

Consider now a sophisticated physical humanoid robot like Honda’s ASIMO but

equipped with an AIXI brain. The observations ok consist of camera image, microphone

signal, and other sensory input. The actions ak consist of controlling mainly a loud speaker

and motors for limbs, but possibly other internal functions it has direct control over. The

reward rk should be some combination of its own “well-being” (e.g. proportional to its

battery level and condition of its body parts) and external reward/punishment from some

“teacher(s)”.

Imagine now what happens if this AIXI-robot is let loose in our society. Many questions

deserving attention arise, and some are imperative to be rigorously investigated before

risking this experiment.

Children of higher animals require extensive nurturing in a safe environment because

they lack sufficient innate skills for survival in the real world, but are compensated for their

ability to learn to perform well in a large range of environments. AIXI is at the extreme

of being “born” with essentially no knowledge about our world, but a universal “brain” for
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learning and planning in any environment where this is possible. As such, it also requires

a guiding teacher initially. Otherwise it would simply run out of battery.

AIXI has to learn vision, language, and motor skills from scratch, similarly to higher

animals and machine learning algorithms, but more extreme/general. Indeed, Solomonoff

[65] already showed how his system can learn grammar from positive instances only, but

much remains to be done. Appropriate training sequences and reward shaping in this early

“childhood” phase of AIXI are important. AIXI can learn from rather crude teachers as

long as the reward is biased in the ‘right’ direction. The answers to many of the following

questions likely depend on the upbringing of AIXI:

• Schooling: Will a pure reward maximizer such as AIXI listen to and trust a teacher

and learn to learn supervised (=faster)? Yes [24, Sec. 6.5].

• Take Drugs (hacking the reward system): Likely no, since long-term reward would be

small (death), but see [55].

• Replication or procreation: Likely yes, if AIXI believes that clones or descendants

are useful for its own goals.

• Suicide: Likely yes (no), if AIXI is raised to believe to go to heaven (hell) i.e. maximal

(minimal) reward forever.

• Self-Improvement: Likely yes, since this helps to increase reward.

• Manipulation: Manipulate or threaten teacher to give more reward.

• Attitude: Are pure reward maximizers egoists, psychopaths, and/or killers or will they

be friendly (altruism as extended ego(t)ism)?

• Curiosity killed the cat and maybe AIXI, or is extra reward for curiosity necessary

[48, 60]?

• Immortality can cause laziness [24, Sec. 5.7]!

• Can self-preservation be learned or need (parts of) it be innate.

• Socializing: How will AIXI interact with another AIXI [29, Sec. 5j], [53]?

A partial discussion of some of these questions can be found in [24] but many are es-

sentially unexplored. Point is that since AIXI is completely formal, it permits to formal-

ize these questions and to mathematically analyze them. That is, UAI has the potential

to arrive at definite answers to various questions regarding the social behavior of super-

intelligences. Some formalizations and semi-formal answers have recently appeared in the

award-winning papers [49, 55].
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5.6 State of the Art

This section describes the technical achievements of UAI to date. Some remarkable and

surprising results have already been obtained. Various theoretical consistency and optimal-

ity results for AIXI have been proven, although stronger results would be desirable. On the

other hand, the special case of universal induction and prediction in non-reactive environ-

ments is essentially closed. From the practical side, various computable approximations of

AIXI have been developed, with the latest MC-AIXI-CTW incarnation exhibiting impres-

sive performance. Practical approximations of the universal intelligence measure have also

been used to test and consistently order systems of limited intelligence. Some other related

work such as the compression contest is also briefly mentioned, and references to some

more practical but less general work such as feature reinforcement learning are given.

Theory of UAI. Forceful theoretical arguments that AIXI is the most intelligent general-

purpose agent incorporating all aspects of rational intelligence have been put forward,

supported by partial proofs. For this, results of many fields had to be pulled together or

developed in the first place: Kolmogorov complexity [43], information theory [10], sequen-

tial decision theory [4], reinforcement learning [74], artificial!intelligence [56], Bayesian

statistics [3], universal induction [54], and rational agents [62]. Various notions of opti-

mality have been considered. The difficulty is coming up with sufficiently strong but still

satisfiable notions. Some are weaker than desirable, others are too strong for any agent to

achieve. What has been shown thus far is that AIXI learns the correct predictive model [24],

is Pareto optimal in the sense that no other agent can perform uniformly better or equal in

all environments, and a variant is self-optimizing in the sense that asymptotically the accu-

mulated reward is as high as possible, i.e. the same as the maximal reward achievable by a

completely informed agent [23]. AIXI is likely also optimal in other/stronger senses. An

axiomatic characterization has also been developed [72, 73].

The induction problem. The induction problem is a fundamental problem in philosophy

[12,54] and science [15,32,80], and a key sub-component of UAI. Classical open problems

around induction are the zero prior problem and the confirmation of (universal) hypotheses

in general and the Black ravens paradox in particular, reparametrization invariance, the

old-evidence problem and ad-hoc hypotheses, and the updating problem [12]. In a series

of papers (see [26] for references) it has been shown that Solomonoff’s theory of universal

induction essentially solves or circumvents all these problems [54]. It is also predictively

optimal and has minimal regret for arbitrary loss functions.
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It is fair to say that Solomonoff’s theory serves as an adequate mathematical/theoretical

foundation of induction [54], machine learning [30], and component of UAI [24].

Computable approximations of AIXI. An early critique of UAI was that AIXI is in-

computable. The down-scaled still provably optimal AIXItl model [24, Chp. 7] based on

universal search algorithms [16, 22, 42] was still computationally intractable. The Optimal

Ordered Problem Solver [59] was the first practical implementation of universal search and

has been able to solve open learning tasks such as Towers-of-Hanoi for arbitrary number

of disks, robotic behavior, and others.

For repeated 2× 2 matrix games such as the Prisoner’s dilemma, a direct brute-force

approximation of AIXI is computationally tractable. Despite these domains being tiny, they

raise notoriously difficult questions [62]. The experimental results confirmed the theoreti-

cal optimality claims of AIXI [53], as far as limited experiments are able to do so.

A Monte-Carlo approximation of AIXI has been proposed in [50] that samples pro-

grams according to their algorithmic probability as a way of approximating Solomonoff’s

universal a-priori probability, similar to sampling from the speed prior [58].
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The most powerful system-

atic approximation, implementa-

tion, and application of AIXI

so far is the MC-AIXI-CTW

algorithm [78]. It combines

award-winning ideas from uni-

versal Bayesian data compression

[81] and the recent highly success-

ful (in computer Go) upper confi-

dence bound algorithm for expec-

timax tree search [34]. For the first time, without any domain knowledge, the same agent

is able to self-adapt to a diverse range of environments. For instance, AIXI, is able to learn

from scratch how to play TicTacToe, Pacman, Kuhn Poker, and other games by trial and

error without even providing the rules of the games [79].

Measures/tests/definitions of intelligence. The history of informal definitions and mea-

sures of intelligence [39] and anthropocentric tests of intelligence [76] is long and

old. In the last decade various formal definitions, measures and tests have been sug-

gested: Solomonoff induction and Kolmogorov complexity inspired the universal C-

test [19, 21], while AIXI inspired an extremely general, objective, fundamental, and
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formal intelligence order relation [24] and a universal intelligence measure [38, 40],

which have already attracted the popular scientific press [14] and received the SIAI

award. Practical instantiations thereof [20, 41] also received quite some media attention

(http://users.dsic.upv.es/proy/anynt/).

Less related/general work. There is of course other less related, less general work, similar

in spirit to or with similar aims as UAI/AIXI, e.g. UTree [45], URL [13], PORL [69, 70],

FOMDP [57], FacMDP [68], PSR [63], POMDP [11], and others. The feature reinforce-

ment learning approach also belongs to this category [27, 28, 47, 71].

Compression contest. The ongoing Human Knowledge Compression Contest [25] is an-

other outgrowth of UAI. The contest is motivated by the fact that being able to compress

well is closely related to being able to predict well and ultimately to act intelligently, thus

reducing the slippery concept of intelligence to hard file size numbers. Technically it is a

community project to approximate Kolmogorov complexity on real-world textual data. In

order to compress data, one has to find regularities in them, which is intrinsically difficult

(many researchers live from analyzing data and finding compact models). So compressors

better than the current “dumb” compressors need to be smart(er). Since the prize wants

to stimulate the development of “universally” smart compressors, a “universal” corpus of

data has been chosen. Arguably the online encyclopedia Wikipedia is a good snapshot of

the Human World Knowledge. So the ultimate compressor of it should “understand” all

human knowledge, i.e. be really smart. The contest is meant to be a cost-effective way of

motivating researchers to spend time towards achieving AGI via the promising and quanti-

tative path of compression. The competition raised considerable attention when launched,

but to retain attention the prize money should be increased (sponsors are welcome), and the

setup needs some adaptation.

5.7 Discussion

Formalizing and answering deep philosophical questions. UAI deepens our understand-

ing of artificial (and to a limited extent human) intelligence; in particular which and how

facets of intelligence can be understood as emergent phenomena of goal- or reward-driven

actions in unknown environments. UAI allows a more quantitative and rigorous discus-

sion of various philosophical questions around intelligence, and ultimately settling these

questions. This can and partly has been done by formalizing the philosophical concepts

related to intelligence under consideration, and by studying them mathematically. Formal

www.allitebooks.com

http://www.allitebooks.org
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definitions may not perfectly or not one-to-one or not uniquely correspond to their intuitive

counterparts, but in this case alternative formalizations allow comparison and selection. In

this way it might even be possible to rigorously answer various social and ethical ques-

tions: whether a super rational intelligence such as AIXI will be benign to humans and/or

its ilk, or behave psychopathically and kill or enslave humans, or be insane and e.g. commit

suicide.

Building more intelligent agents. From a practical point of building intelligent agents,

since AIXI is incomputable or more precisely only limit-computable, it has to be approx-

imated in practice. The results achieved with the MC-AIXI-CTW approximation are only

the beginning. As outlined in [79], many variations and extensions are possible, in partic-

ular to incorporate long-term memory and smarter planning heuristics. The same single

MC-AIXI-CTW agent is already able to learn to play TicTacToe, Kuhn Poker, and most

impressively Pacman [79] from scratch. Besides Pacman, there are hundreds of other ar-

cade games from the 1980s, and it would be sensational if a single algorithm could learn

them all solely by trial and error, which seems feasible for (a variant of) MC-AIXI-CTW.

While these are “just” recreational games, they do contain many prototypical elements of

the real world, such as food, enemies, friends, space, obstacles, objects, and weapons. Next

could be a test in modern virtual worlds (e.g. bots for VR/role games or intelligent software

agents for the internet) that require intelligent agents, and finally some selected real-world

problems.

Epilogue. It is virtually impossible to predict the future rate of progress but past progress

on UAI makes me confident that UAI as a whole will continually progress. By providing

rigorous foundations to AI, I believe that UAI will also speed up progress in the field of

A(G)I in general. In any case, UAI is a very useful educational tool with AIXI being a gold

standard for intelligent agents which other practical general purpose AI programs should

aim for.
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Deep machine learning and reinforcement learning are two complementing fields within
the study of intelligent systems. When combined, it is argued that they offer a promising
path for achieving artificial general intelligence (AGI). This chapter outlines the concepts
facilitating such merger of technologies and motivates a framework for building scalable
intelligent machines. The prospect of utilizing custom neuromorphic devices to realize
large-scale deep learning architectures is discussed, paving the way for achieving human-
level AGI.

6.1 Introduction: Decomposing the AGI Problem

A fundamental distinction between Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and “conven-

tional” Artificial Intelligence (AI) is that AGI focuses on the study of systems that can

perform tasks successfully across different problem domains, while AI typically pertains

to domain-specific expert systems. General problem-solving ability is one that humans nat-

urally exhibit. A related capability is generalization, which allows mammals to effectively

associate causes perceived in their environment with regularities observed in the past. An-

other critical human skill involves decision making under uncertainty, tightly coupled with

generalization since the latter facilitates broad situation inference.

Following this line of thought, it can be argued that at a coarse level, intelligence in-

volves two complementing sub-systems: perception and actuation. Perception can be inter-

preted as mapping sequences of observations, possibly received from multiple modalities,

to an inferred state of the world with which the intelligence agent interacts. Actuation is
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often framed as a control problem, centering on the goal of selecting actions to be taken

at any given time so as to maximize some utility function. In other words, actuation is a

direct byproduct of a decision making process, whereby inferred states are mapped to se-

lected actions, thereby impacting the environment in some desirable way. This high-level

view is depicted in Figure 6.1.

Fig. 6.1 Bipartite AGI architecture comprising of a perception and control/actuation subsystem.
The role of the perception subsystem is viewed as state inference while the control subsystem maps
inferred states to desired actions. Actuation impacts subsequent perceptive stimuli, as denoted by the
feedback signal.

Two relatively new thrusts within machine learning contribute, respectively, to the core

AGI components mentioned above. Deep machine learning (DML) is a niche that fo-

cuses on scalable information representation architectures that loosely mimic the manner

by which the mammalian cortex interprets and represents observations. As a direct conse-

quence, deep learning architectures [5] can serve as scalable state inference engines, driving

perception subsystems.

Complementing DML is Reinforcement learning (RL) [11] – a fairly mature field of

study, concerning algorithms that attempt to approximately solve an optimal control prob-

lem, whereby action selection is guided by the desire to maximize an agent’s expected

reward prospect. RL is inspired by many studies of recent years, supporting the notion

that much of the learning that goes on in mammalian brain is driven by rewards and their

expectations, both positive and negative.

This chapter hypothesizes that the merger of these two technologies, in the context of

the bipartite system architecture outlined above, may pave the way for a breakthrough in
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our ability to build systems that will eventually exhibit human-level intelligence. Such

merger is coined deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Moreover, recent advances in VLSI

technology, particularly neuromorphic circuitry, suggest that the means to fabricate large-

scale DRL systems are within our reach.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we review deep learning

architectures and motivate their role in designing perception engines. Section 6.3 reviews

reinforcement learning and outlines how it can be merged with deep learning architectures.

Section 6.4 discusses the scalability implications of designing AGI systems using emerging

neuromorphic technology, while in Section 6.5 conclusions are drawn and future outlook

is discussed.

6.2 Deep Learning Architectures

6.2.1 Overcoming the Curse of Dimensionality

Mimicking the efficiency and robustness with which the human brain represents infor-

mation has been a core challenge in artificial intelligence research for decades. Humans

are exposed to myriad of sensory data received every second of the day and are somehow

able to capture critical aspects of this data in a way that allows for its future recollection.

Over 50 years ago, Richard Bellman, who introduced dynamic programming theory and

pioneered the field of optimal control, asserted that high dimensionality of data is a fun-

damental hurdle in many science and engineering applications. The main difficulty that

arises, particularly in the context of real-world observations such as large visual fields, is

that the learning complexity grows exponentially with linear increase in the dimensionality

of the data. He coined this phenomenon the curse of dimensionality [1].

The mainstream approach of overcoming the Curse of Dimensionality has been to pre-

process the data in a manner that would reduce its dimensionality to that which can be ef-

fectively processed, for example by a classification engine. This dimensionality reduction

scheme is often referred to as feature extraction. As a result, it can be argued that the intelli-

gence behind many pattern recognition systems has shifted to the human-engineered feature

extraction process, which at times can be challenging and highly application-dependent [2].

Moreover, if incomplete or erroneous features are extracted, the classification process is in-

herently limited in performance.

Recent neuroscience findings have provided insight into the principles governing infor-

mation representation in the mammal brain, leading to new ideas for designing systems that
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represent information. Some researchers claim that that the neocortex, which is associated

with many cognitive abilities, does not explicitly pre-process sensory signals, but rather

allows them to propagate through a complex hierarchy [3] of modules that, over time, learn

to represent observations based on the regularities they exhibit [4]. This discovery mo-

tivated the emergence of the subfield of deep machine learning [5, 6], which focuses on

computational models for information representation that exhibit similar characteristics to

that of the neocortex.

In addition to the spatial dimensionality of real-life data, the temporal component also

plays a key role. A sequence of patterns that we observe often conveys a meaning to us,

whereby independent fragments of this sequence would be hard to decipher in isolation.

We often infer meaning from events or observations that are received close in time [7, 8].

To that end, modeling the temporal component of the observations plays a critical role

in effective information representation. Capturing spatiotemporal dependencies, based on

regularities in the observations, is therefore viewed as a fundamental goal for deep learning

systems.

Recent literature treats pure multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks with more

than two hidden layers as deep learning architectures. Although one can argue that techni-

cally that is a correct assertion, the mere fact that a learning system hosts multiple layers

is insufficient to be considered as a deep learning architecture. The latter should also en-

compass the idea of a hierarchy of abstraction, whereby as one ascends the hierarchy more

abstract notions are formed. This is not directly attainable in a simple MLP consisting of a

large number of layers.

6.2.2 Spatiotemporal State Inference

A particular family of DML systems is compositional deep learning architectures. The

latter are characterized by hosting multiple instantiations of a basic cortical circuit (or node)

which populate all layers of the architecture. Each node is tasked with learning to represent

the sequences of patterns that are presented to it by nodes in the layer that precede it. At

the very lowest layer of the hierarchy nodes receive as input raw data (e.g. pixels of the

image) and continuously construct a belief state that attempts to compactly characterize the

sequences of patterns observed. The second layer, and all those above it, receive as input the

belief states of nodes at their corresponding lower layers, and attempt to construct their own

belief states that capture regularities in their inputs. Figure 6.2 illustrates a compositional

deep learning architecture.
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Deep-layer 
Inference Network

Fig. 6.2 Compositional deep machine learning architecture, comprising of multiple instantiations
of a common cortical circuit, illustrated in the context of visual information processing.

Information flows both bottom up and top down. Bottom up processing essentially

constitutes a feature extraction process, in which each layer aggregates data from the layer

below it. Top down signaling helps lower layer nodes improve their representation accuracy

by assisting in correctly disambiguating distorted observations.

An AGI system should be able to adequately cope in a world where partial observabil-

ity is assumed. Partial observability means that any given observation (regardless of the

modalities from which it originates) does not provide full information needed to accurately

infer the true state of the world. As such, an AGI system should map sequences of observa-

tions to an internal state construct that is consistent for regular causes. This implies that a

dynamic (i.e. memory-based) learning process should be exercised by each cortical circuit.

For example, if a person looks at a car in a parking lot he/she would recognize it as such

since there is consistent signaling being invoked in their brain whenever car patterns are

observed. In fact, it is sufficient to hear a car (without viewing it) to invoke similar signaling

in the brain. While every person may have different signaling for common causes in the

world, such signaling remains consistent for each person. This consistency property allows
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a complementing control subsystem to map the (inferred) states to actions that impact the

environment in some desirable way.

If a deep learning architecture is to form an accurate state representation, it should

include both spatial and temporal information. As a result, each belief state should capture

spatiotemporal regularities in the observations, rather than just spatial saliencies.

The learning process at each node is unsupervised, guided by exposure to a large set of

observations and allowing the salient attributes of these observations to be captured across

the layers. In the context of an AGI system, signals originating from upper-layer nodes can

be extracted to serve as inferred state representations. This extracted information should

exhibit invariance to common distortions and variations in the observations, leading to

representational robustness. In the context of visual data, robustness refers to the ability

to exhibit invariance to a diverse range of transformations, including mild rotation, scale,

different lighting conditions and noise.

It should be noted that although deep architectures may appear to completely solve or

overcome the curse of dimensionality, in reality they do so by hiding the key assumption

of locality. The latter means that the dependencies that may exist between two signals (e.g.

pixels) that are spatially close are captured with relative detail, where as relationships be-

tween signals that are distant (e.g. pixels on opposite sides of a visual field) are represented

with very little detail. This is a direct result of the nature of the architecture depicted in Fig-

ure 6.2, in which fusion of information from inputs that are distant to the hierarchy occurs

at the higher layers.

It is also important to emphasize that deep learning architectures are not limited by

any means to visual data. In fact, these architectures are modality agnostic, and attempt

to discover underlying structure in data of any form. Moreover, fusion of information

originating from different modalities is natural in deep learning and a pivotal requirement

of AGI. If one imagines the architecture shown in Figure 6.1 to receive input at its lowest

layer from multiple modalities, as one ascends the hierarchy, fusion of such information

takes place by capturing regularities across the modalities.

6.3 Scaling Decision Making under Uncertainty

6.3.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning

While the role of the perception subsystem may be viewed as that of complex state

inference, an AGI system must be able to take actions that impact its environment. In
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other words, an AGI system must involve a controller that attempts to optimize some cost

function. This controller is charged with mapping the inferred states to an action. In real-

world scenarios, there is always some uncertainty. However, state signaling should exhibit

the Markov property in the sense that it compactly represents the history that has led to the

current state-of-affairs. This is a colossal assumption, and one that is unlikely to accurately

hold. However, it is argued that while the Markov property does practically not hold,

assuming that it does paves the way for obtaining “good enough”, albeit not optimal, AGI

systems [21].

Reinforcement learning (RL) corresponds to a broad class of machine learning tech-

niques that allow a system to learn how to behave in an environment that provides reward

signals. A key related concept is that the agent learns by itself, based on acquired expe-

rience, rather than by being externally instructed or supervised. RL inherently facilitates

autonomous learning as well as addresses many of the essential goals of AGI: it emphasizes

the close interaction of an agent with the environment, it focuses on perception-to-action

cycles and complete behaviors rather than separate functions and function modules, it relies

on bottom-up intelligent learning paradigms, and it is not based on symbolic representa-

tions.

It should be emphasized that it is inferred states, rather than pure perceptive stimuli,

that is mapped to actions by the system. On that note, although it is argued that RL-based

AGI is not achieved via explicit symbolic representations, the latter do form implicitly

in the architecture, primarily in the form of attractors in both the perception and control

subsystems. As an example, regularities in the observations that offer semantic value to the

agent, as reflected by sequences of rewards, will receive an internal representation, relative

to other notions acquired, thereby resembling classical symbolic knowledge maps.

The ability to generalize is acknowledged as an inherent attribute of intelligent systems.

Consequently, it may be claimed that no system can learn without employing some degree

of approximation. The latter is particularly true when we consider large-scale, complex

real-world scenarios, such as those implied by true AGI. Deep learning architectures can

serve this exact purpose: they can provide a scalable state inference engine that a reinforce-

ment learning based controller can map to actions.

A recent and very influential development in RL is the actor-critic approach to model-

free learning, which is based on the notion that two distinct core functions accomplish

learning: the first (the “actor”) produces actions derived from an internal model and the

second (the “critic”) refines the action selection policy based on prediction of long-term
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reward signals. As the actor gains proficiency, it is required to learn an effective mapping

from inferred states of the environment to actions. In parallel to the growing support of

RL theories in modern cognitive science, recent work in neurophysiology provides some

evidence arguing that the actor-critic RL theme is widely exploited in the human brain.

The dominant mathematical methods supporting learning approximately solve the

Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation of dynamic programming (DP) to iteratively ad-

just the parameters and structure of an agent as a means of encouraging desired behav-

iors [5]. A discounted future reward is typically used; however, researchers are aware of the

importance of multiple time scales and the likelihood that training efficiency will depend

upon explicit consideration of multiple time horizons. Consequently, the trade-offs be-

tween short and long term memory should be considered. Cognitive science research sup-

ports these observations, finding similar structures and mechanisms in mammalian brains

[9].

The HJB equation of DP requires estimation of expected future rewards, and a suitable

dynamic model of the environment that maps the current observations and actions (along

with inferred state information) to future observations. Such model-free reinforcement

learning assumes no initial knowledge of the environment, and instead postulates a generic

structure, such as a deep learning architecture, that can be trained to model environmental

responses to actions and exogenous sensory inputs.

Contrary to existing function approximation technologies, such as standard multi-layer

perceptron networks, current neurophysiology research reveals that the structure of the hu-

man brain is dynamic, with explosive growth of neurons and neural connections during

fetal development followed by pruning. Spatial placement also plays critical roles, and it is

probable that the spatial distribution of chemical reward signals selectively influences neu-

ral adaptation to enhance learning [10]. It is suspected that the combination of multi-time

horizon learning and memory processes with the dynamic topology of a spatially embed-

ded deep architecture will dramatically enhance adaptability and effectiveness of artificial

cognitive agents. This is expected to yield novel AGI frameworks that can overcome the

limitations of existing AI systems.

RL can thus be viewed as a biologically-inspired decision making under uncertainty

framework that is centered on the notion of learning from experience, through interaction

with an environment, rather than by being explicitly guided by a teacher. What sets RL

apart from other machine learning methods is that it aims to solve the credit assignment

problem, in which an agent is charged with evaluating the long-term impact of actions it
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takes. In doing so, the agent attempts to choose actions that maximize its estimated value

function, based only on state information and nonspecific reward signals.

In a real-world setting, the agent constructs an estimated value function that expresses

the prospect of rewards the agent expects to experience by taking a specific action at a given

state. Temporal difference (TD) learning [11] is a central idea in reinforcement learning,

and is primarily applied to model-free learning problems. The TD paradigm draws from

both dynamic programming [1] and Monte Carlo methods [11]. Similar to dynamic pro-

gramming, TD learning bootstraps in that it updates value estimates based on other value

estimates, as such not having to complete an episode before updating its value function rep-

resentation. Like Monte Carlo methods, TD is heuristic in that it uses experience, obtained

by following a given policy (i.e. mapping of states to actions), to predict subsequent value

estimates. TD updates are performed as a single step look-ahead that typically takes the

form of

V (t + 1) =V (t)+α ∗ (target−V(t)). (6.1)

where target is derived from the Bellman equation [11] and depends on how rewards are

evaluated over time, Vt denotes the value estimate of a given state at time t, and α is a small

positive constant.

In real-world settings, particularly those relevant to AGI, only partial information re-

garding the true state of the world is available to the agent. The agent is thus required to

form a belief state from observations it receives of the environment. Assuming the Markov

property holds, but state information is inaccurate or incomplete, we say that the problem

is partially observable. Deep learning architectures help overcome partial observability

by utilizing their internal state constructs (across the different layers) to capture tempo-

ral dependencies. The latter disambiguate observations that are partial, noisy or otherwise

insufficient to infer the state of the environment.

6.3.2 Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning Themes in Cognitive Science

The fundamental notion of learning on the basis of rewards is shared among several

influential branches of psychology, including behaviorism and cognitive psychology. The

actor-critic architecture reflects recent trends in cognitive neuroscience and cognitive psy-

chology that highlight task decomposition and modular organization. For example, visual

information-processing is served by two parallel pathways, one specialized to object loca-

tion in space and the other to object identification or recognition over space and time [12,

13]. This approach exploits a divide-and-conquer processing strategy in which particular
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components of a complex task are computed in different cortical regions, and typically

integrated, combined, or supervised by the prefrontal cortex.

Computational models of this dual-route architecture suggest that it has numerous ben-

efits over conventional homogenous networks, including both learning speed and accuracy.

More generally, the prefrontal cortex is implicated in a wide range of cognitive functions,

including maintaining information in short-term or working memory, action planning or

sequencing, behavioral inhibition, and anticipation of future states. These functions high-

light the role of the prefrontal cortex as a key location that monitors information from

various sources and provides top-down feedback and control to relevant motor areas (e.g.,

premotor cortex, frontal eye fields, etc.). In addition to recent work in cognitive neuro-

science, theoretical models of working memory in cognitive psychology also focus on the

role of a central executive that actively stores and manipulates information that is relevant

for solving ongoing tasks.

A unique feature of the proposed AGI approach is a general-purpose cognitive struc-

ture for investigating both external and internal reward systems. Cognitive psychologists

conceptualize these two forms of reward as extrinsic and intrinsic motivation [14]. Extrin-

sic motivation corresponds to changes in behavior as a function of external contingencies

(e.g., rewards and punishments), and is a central element of Skinner’s theory of learning.

Meanwhile, intrinsic motivation corresponds to changes in behavior that are mediated by

internal states, drives, and experiences, and is manifested in a variety of forms including

curiosity, surprise, and novelty. The concept of intrinsic motivation is ubiquitous in theories

of learning and development, including the notions of (1) mastery motivation (i.e., a drive

for proficiency [15], (2) functional assimilation (i.e., the tendency to practice a new skill,

e.g., Piaget, 1952), and (3) violation-of-expectation (i.e., the tendency to increase attention

to unexpected or surprising events, e.g., [16]).

It is interesting to note that while external rewards play a central role in RL, the use of

intrinsic motivation has only recently begun to receive attention from the machine-learning

community. This is an important trend, for a number of reasons. First, intrinsic motivation

changes dynamically in humans, not only as a function of task context but also general

experience. Implementing a similar approach in autonomous-agent design will enable the

agent to flexibly adapt or modify its objectives over time, deploying attention and compu-

tational resources to relevant goals and sub-goals as knowledge, skill, and task demands

change. Second, the integration of a dual-reward system that includes both external and
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intrinsic motivation is not only biologically plausible, but also more accurately reflects the

continuum of influences in both human and non-human learning systems.

In parallel to the growing support of model-free Actor-Critic models in modern psy-

chology, recent work in neurophysiology provides evidence suggesting that the Actor-Critic

paradigm is widely exploited in the brain. In particular, it has been recently shown that the

basal ganglia [17] can be coarsely modeled by an Actor-Critic version of temporal differ-

ence (TD) learning. The frontal dopaminergic input arises in a part of the basal ganglia

called ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra (SN). The signal generated

by dopaminergic (DA) neurons resembles the effective reinforcement signal of temporal

difference (TD) learning algorithms.

Another important part of the basal ganglia is the striatum. This structure is comprised

of two parts, the matriosome and the striosome. Both receive input from the cortex (mostly

frontal) and from the DA neurons, but the striosome projects principally to DA neurons in

VTA and SN. The striosome is hypothesized to act as a reward predictor, allowing the DA

signal to compute the difference between the expected and received reward. The matrio-

some projects back to the frontal lobe (for example, to the motor cortex). Its hypothesized

role is therefore in action selection.

6.4 Neuromorphic Devices Scaling AGI

The computational complexity and storage requirements from deep reinforcement

learning systems limit the scale at which they may be implemented using standard digi-

tal computers. An alternative would be to consider custom analog circuitry as means of

overcoming the limitations of digital VLSI technology. In order to achieve the largest pos-

sible learning system within any given constraints of cost or physical size, it is critical that

the basic building blocks of the learning system be as dense as possible. Many operations

can be realized in analog circuitry with a space saving of one to two orders of magnitude

compared to a digital realization. Analog computation also frequently comes with a sig-

nificant reduction in power consumption, which will become critical as powerful learning

systems are migrated to battery-operated platforms.

This massive improvement in density is achieved by utilizing the natural physics of

device operation to carry out computation. The benefits in density and power come with

certain disadvantages, such as offsets and inferior linearity compared to digital implemen-

tations. However, the weaknesses of analog circuits are not major limitations since the
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feedback inherent in the learning algorithms naturally compensates for errors/inaccuracies

introduced by the analog circuits. The argument made here is that the brain is far from

being 64-bit accurate, so relaxing accuracy requirements of computational elements, for

the purpose of aggressively optimized for area, is a valid tradeoff.

The basic requirements of almost any machine learning algorithm include multiplica-

tion, addition, squashing functions (e.g. sigmoid), and distance/similarity calculation, all

of which can be realized in a compact and power-efficient manner using analog circuitry.

Summation is trivial in the current domain as it is accomplished by joining the wires with

the currents to be summed. In the voltage domain, a feedback amplifier with N + 1 resis-

tors in the feedback path can compute the sum of N inputs. A Gilbert cell [18] provides

four-quadrant multiplication while using only seven transistors.

Table 6.1 contrasts the component count of digital and analog computational blocks.

As discussed above, the learning algorithms will be designed to be robust to analog circuit

imperfections, allowing the use of very small transistors. Digital designs vary widely in

transistor count, as area can frequently be traded for speed. For the comparison, we used

designs that are optimized for area and appropriate for the application. For example, an N-

bit “shift-and-add” multiplier uses a single adder by performing the multiplication over N

clock cycles. A fast multiplier might require as many as N times more adders. Digital regis-

ters were chosen over SRAMs, despite their larger size because SRAMs require significant

peripheral circuitry (e.g. address decoders, sense amplifiers) making them poorly suited to

a system requiring many small memories. For the analog elements, we also counted any

necessary resistors or capacitors.

Table 6.1 Transistor Count Comparison of Analog and Digital Elements.
Operation Analog Digital (N bits) Notes

Summation 12 24N Feedback voltage adder; Ripple-carry adder

Multiplication 7 48N Shift & add multiplier

Storage 15 12N Feedback floating-gate cell; Digital register

A particularly suitable analog circuit, which is often used for computational purposes,

is the floating gate transistor [19] (shown in Figure 6.3). Floating gates have proved them-

selves to be useful in many different applications; they make good programmable switches,

allow for threshold matching in transistor circuits, and have been successfully used in the

design of various adaptive systems.
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Floating gates lack a DC path to ground, so any charge stored on the gate will stay

there. Through the use of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and hot electron injection, this

trapped charge can be modified. Floating-gate memories can provide a finely tuned volt-

age to match thresholds between multiple transistors, for example, to yield a circuit which

has nearly perfect matching, improving accuracy relative to conventional techniques. In

learning systems, a floating gate can be used to store a weight or learned parameter.

Fig. 6.3 (A) Cutout showing parts of a typical floating gate transistor. (B) A floating gate in
schematic.

6.5 Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter has outlined a deep reinforcement learning based approach for achiev-

ing AGI. The merger between deep architectures as scalable state inference engines and

reinforcement learning as a powerful control framework offers the potential for an AGI

breakthrough. It was further argued that large-scale intelligence systems can be built using

existing neuromorphic technology.

Many issues remain in enhancing the introduced approach to address the various crit-

ical attributes of true AGI systems. The capacity and role of intrinsic rewards, generated

as a product on internal cognitive processes, needs to be better understood. The manner by

which virtual goals are created in the brain merits further studying and modeling. The im-

pact of traumatic experiences, for example, plays a key role in the human psyche, serving

a critical purpose of imprinting vital information and/or experiences for long haul recol-

lection and inference. While many such cognitive phenomena are poorly understood and

are likely to pose modeling challenges, the paradigm proposed in this chapter is inherently

generic and serves as solid basis for AGI research in the years to come. Pragmatically
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speaking, the technology needed to experiment with deep reinforcement learning based

AGI exists today. Moreover, such technology is within reach for many research institu-

tions, rendering AGI breakthrough a possible reality in the near future.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) initially aimed at creating “thinking machines,” that is, com-
puter systems having human level general intelligence. However, AI research has until
recently focused on creating intelligent, but highly domain-specific, systems. Currently,
researchers are again undertaking the original challenge of creating AI systems (agents)
capable of human-level intelligence, or “artificial general intelligence” (AGI). In this chap-
ter, we will argue that Learning Intelligent Distribution Agent (LIDA), which implements
Baars’ Global Workspace Theory (GWT), may be suitable as an underlying cognitive ar-
chitecture on which others might build an AGI. Our arguments rely mostly on an analysis
of how LIDA satisfies Sun’s “desiderata for cognitive architectures” as well as Newell’s
“test for a theory of cognition.” Finally, we measure LIDA against the architectural fea-
tures listed in the BICA Table of Implemented Cognitive Architectures, as well as to the
anticipated needs of AGI developers.

7.1 Introduction

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) initially aimed at creating “thinking machines,”

that is, creating computer systems having human level general intelligence. However,

AI research has until recently mostly focused on creating intelligent, but highly domain-

specific, computer systems. At present however, researchers are again undertaking the

original challenge of creating AI systems (agents) capable of human-level intelligence, or

“artificial general intelligence” (AGI).

To do so it may well help to be guided by following question, how do minds work?

Among different theories of cognition, we choose to work from the Global Workspace

103
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Theory (GWT) of Baars [1,2] the most widely accepted psychological and neurobiological

theory of the role of consciousness in cognition [3–6].

GWT is a neuropsychological theory of the role of consciousness in cognition. It views

the nervous system as a distributed parallel system incorporating many different specialized

processes. Various coalitions of these specialized processes facilitate making sense of the

sensory data currently coming in from the environment. Other coalitions sort through the

results of this initial processing and pick out items requiring further attention. In the compe-

tition for attention a winner emerges, and occupies what Baars calls the global workspace,

the winning contents of which are presumed to be at least functionally conscious [7]. The

presence of a predator, enemy, or imminent danger should be expected, for example, to

win the competition for attention. However, an unexpected loud noise might well usurp

consciousness momentarily even in one of these situations. The contents of the global

workspace are broadcast to processes throughout the nervous system in order to recruit an

action or response to this salient aspect of the current situation. The contents of this global

broadcast enable each of several modes of learning. We will argue that Learning Intelli-

gent Distribution Agent (LIDA) [8], which implements Baars’ GWT, may be suitable as an

underlying cognitive architecture on which to build an AGI.

The LIDA architecture, a work in progress, is based on the earlier IDA, an intelligent,

autonomous, “conscious” software agent that does personnel work for the US Navy [9].

IDA uses locally developed artificial intelligence technology designed to model human

cognition. IDA’s task is to find jobs for sailors whose current assignments are about to

end. She selects jobs to offer a sailor, taking into account the Navy’s policies, the job’s

needs, the sailor’s preferences, and her own deliberation about feasible dates. Then she

negotiates with the sailor, in English via a succession of emails, about job selection. We use

the word “conscious” in the functional consciousness sense of Baars’ Global Workspace

Theory [1, 2], upon which our architecture is based (see also [7]) .

7.2 Why the LIDA model may be suitable for AGI

The LIDA model of cognition is a fully integrated artificial cognitive system capable of

reaching across a broad spectrum of cognition, from low-level perception/action to high-

level reasoning. The LIDA model has two faces, its science side and its engineering side.

LIDA’s science side fleshes out a number of psychological and neuropsychological the-

ories of human cognition including GWT [2], situated cognition [10], perceptual sym-
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bol systems [11], working memory [12], memory by affordances [13], long-term working

memory [14], and the H-CogAff architecture [15].

The LIDA architecture engineering side explores architectural designs for software

agents that promise more flexible, more human-like intelligence within their domains. It

employs several modules that are designed using computational mechanisms drawn from

the “new AI.” These include variants of the Copycat Architecture [16, 17], Sparse Dis-

tributed Memory [18, 19], the Schema Mechanism [20, 21], the Behavior Net [22], and

the Subsumption Architecture [23]. However, an AGI developer using LIDA need make

no commitment to any of these mechanisms. The computational framework of the LIDA

architecture [24] allows free substitution of such mechanisms (see below). The required

commitment is relatively modest, consisting primarily of a weak adherence to the LIDA

cognitive cycle (see below). In addition, the LIDA architecture can accommodate the myr-

iad features1 that will undoubtedly be required of an AGI (see below). Thus the LIDA

architecture, empirically based on psychological and biological principles, offers the flexi-

bility to relatively easily experiment with different paths to an AGI. This makes us think of

LIDA as eminently suitable for an underlying foundational architecture for AGI.

7.3 LIDA architecture

Any AGI will have to deal with tremendous amounts of sensory inputs. It will therefore

need attention to filter the incoming sensory data to recruit resources in order to respond,

and to learn. Note that this greatly resembles the Global Workspace Theory broadcast. By

definition, every AGI must be able to operate in a wide variety of domains. It must therefore

be capable of very flexible decision making. Flexible motivation, resulting from and modu-

lated by feelings and emotions are in turn crucial to this end. The LIDA framework is setup

accordingly. LIDA can be thought of as a proof of concept model for GWT. Many of the

tasks in this model are accomplished by codelets [16] implementing the processors in GWT.

Codelets are small pieces of code, each running independently. A class of codelets called

attention codelets serves, with the global workspace, to implement attention. An attention

codelet attempts to bring the contents of its coalition to the ‘consciousness’ spotlight. A

broadcast then occurs, directed to all the processors in the system, to recruit resources with

which to handle the current situation, and to learn.
1Here we distinguish between features of an architecture such as one of its main components (e.g., Sensory

Processing) and features of, say, an object such as its colors.
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The LIDA architecture is partly symbolic and partly connectionist with all perceptual

symbols being grounded in the physical world in the sense of Brooks [25]. Thus the

LIDA architecture is embodied. (For further information on situated or embodied cog-

nition, please see [26–29]. LIDA performs through its cognitive cycles (Figure 7.1), which

occur five to ten times a second [30, 31], and depend upon saliency determination by the

agent. A cognitive cycle starts with a sensation and usually ends with an action. The cogni-

tive cycle is conceived of as an active process that allows interactions between the different

components of the architecture. Thus, cognitive cycles are always on-going.

We now describe LIDA’s primary mechanisms.

1) Perceptual Associative Memory (PAM): This corresponds neurally to the parts of

different sensory cortices in humans (visual, auditory and somatosensory), plus parts of

other areas (e.g. enterhinal cortex). PAM allows the agent to distinguish, classify and

identify external and internal information. PAM is implemented in the LIDA architecture

with a version of the slipnet [16]. There are connections between slipnet nodes. Segments

of the slipnet are copied into the agent’s Workspace as parts of the percept [32]. In LIDA,

perceptual learning is learning to recognize new objects, new categorizations, and new

relationships. With the conscious broadcast (Figure 7.1), new objects, categories, and the

relationships among them and between them and other elements of the agent’s ontology are

learned by adding nodes (objects and categories) and links (relationships) to PAM. Existing

nodes and links can have their base-level activations reinforced. The conscious broadcast

begins and updates the process of learning to recognize and to categorize, both employing

perceptual memory [8].

2) Workspace: This roughly corresponds to the human preconscious buffers of work-

ing memory [33]. This is the “place” that holds perceptual structures, which come from

perception. It also includes previous percepts not yet decayed away, and local associations

from episodic memories. These local associations are combined with the percepts to gen-

erate a Current Situational Model, the agent’s understanding of what is going on right now.

Information written in the workspace may reappear in different cognitive cycles until it

decays away.

3) Episodic memories: These are memories for events (what, where and when). When

the consciousness mechanism broadcasts information, it is saved into transient episodic

memory (TEM) and is later consolidated into LIDA’s declarative memory (DM) [34]. In

LIDA, episodic learning refers to the memory of events – the what, the where and the
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when [12,35]. In the LIDA model such learned events are stored in transient episodic mem-

ory [34, 36] and in the longer-term declarative memory [34]. Both are implemented using

sparse distributed memory [18], which is both associative and content addressable, and has

other characteristics that correspond to psychological properties of memory. In particular

it knows when it doesn’t know, and exhibits the tip of the tongue phenomenon. Episodic

learning in the LIDA model is also a matter of generate and test, with such learning oc-

curring at the conscious broadcast of each cognitive cycle. Episodic learning is initially

directed only to transient episodic memory. At a later time and offline, the undecayed con-

tents of transient episodic memory are consolidated [37] into declarative memory, where

they still may decay away or may last a lifetime.

4) Attentional Memory (ATM): ATM is implemented as a collection of a particular

kind of codelet called an attention codelet. All attention codelets are tasked with finding

their own specific content in the Current Situational Model (CSM) of the Workspace. For

example, one codelet may look for a node representing fear. When an attention codelet

finds its content it creates a coalition containing this content and related content. The

coalition is added to the Global Workspace to compete for consciousness. Each attention

codelet has the following attributes: 1) concern: that content, whose presence in the CSM,

can trigger the codelet to act; 2) a base-level activation, a measure of the codelet’s useful-

ness in bringing information to consciousness, as well as its general importance; and 3) a

current activation which measures the degree of intersection between its concern and the

content of the current situational model. The total activation measures the current saliency

of its concern. We use a sigmoid function to both reinforce and decay the base-level and

the current activations. The ATM includes several kinds of attention codelets. The default

attention codelet reacts to whatever content it finds in the Current Situational Model in the

Workspace, trying to bring its most energetic content to the Global Workspace. Specific at-

tention codelets are codelets that may have been learned. They bring particular Workspace

content to the Global Workspace. Expectation codelets, created during action selection,

attempt to bring the result (or non-result) of a recently-executed action to consciousness.

Intention codelets are attention codelets that bring any content that can help the agent reach

a current goal to consciousness. That is, when the agent makes a volitional decision, an

intention codelet is generated. There are attention codelets that react to the various dimen-

sions of saliency, including novelty informativeness, importance, insistence, urgency and

unexpectedness. Attentional learning is the learning of what to attend to [38, 39]. In the

LIDA model attentional learning involves attention codelets, small processes whose job
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it is to focus the agent’s attention on some particular portion of its internal model of the

current situation. Again, learning occurs with the conscious broadcast with new attention

codelets being created and existing attention codelets being reinforced.

5) Procedural Memory, Action Selection and Sensory-motor Memory: LIDA’s pro-

cedural memory deals with deciding what to do next. It is similar to Drescher’s schema

mechanism but with fewer parameters [20,40]. The scheme net is a directed graph in which

each of the nodes has a context, an action, and results. As a result of the conscious broad-

cast, schemes from Procedural Memory are instantiated and put into the Action Selection

mechanism. The Action Selection mechanism then chooses an action and Sensory-Motor

Memory executes the action (Figure 7.1). LIDA uses Maes’ Behavior Network with some

modifications [41] as its Action Selection mechanism [22]. Thus, in LIDA’s architecture,

while Procedural Memory and the Action Selection mechanism are responsible for decid-

ing what will be done next, Sensory-Motor memory is responsible for deciding how tasks

will be performed. Thus, each of these memory systems requires distinct mechanisms. In

LIDA, procedural learning encodes procedures for possibly relevant behaviors into Proce-

dural Memory (Figure 7.1). It is the learning of new actions and action sequences with

which to accomplish new tasks. It is the learning of under what circumstances to perform

new behaviors, or to improve knowledge of when to use existing behaviors. These proce-

dural skills are shaped by reinforcement learning, operating by way of conscious processes

over more than one cognitive cycle [8].

It must be noted that the LIDA model for the four aforementioned modes of learning,

supports the instructionalist learning of new memory entities as well as the selectionist

reinforcement of existing entities.

7.4 Cognitive architectures, features and the LIDA model

An AGI has to be built on some cognitive architecture, and by its nature, should

share many features with other cognitive architectures. The most widely known cogni-

tive architectures include Newell’s Soar architecture [42–44], Anderson’s ACT-R architec-

ture [45–47], Sun’s CLARION architecture [48], and Franklin’s LIDA architecture [8]. The

aforementioned cognitive architectures each have their strengths and weaknesses when it

comes to defining a theory of mind [49, 50]. Some researchers have also tried to identify

the most important features needed to construct biologically-inspired cognitive architec-

tures (BICA). In particular, an AGI may well need the features listed by Sun (2004), and
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by Newell [51], as well as features from the BICA table [52]. The BICA table is not shown

in this paper because its size is beyond the size of this document (readers can refer to the

online version for full details). The LIDA model seems to have room for all these features.

In the next sections, we describe Sun’s desiderata and Newell’s functional criteria for cog-

nitive architectures and, in italics, the LIDA model’s features that correspond to each of

these cognitive architecture criteria. An assessment of LIDA against the features from the

BICA table follows.

Fig. 7.1 LIDA’s Architecture

7.4.1 Ron Sun’s Desiderata [53]

In his article, Sun “proposes a set of essential desiderata for developing cognitive ar-

chitectures,” and argues “for the importance of taking into full consideration these desider-

ata in developing future architectures that are more cognitively and ecologically realistic.”

Though, AGI is not explicitly mentioned – the article predates the use of the term “AGI” –

one could infer that Sun would consider them desiderata for an AGI as well. Here are some
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of his desiderata interspersed with our assessment of how well the LIDA model does, or

does not, achieve them.

Ecological realism: “Taking into account everyday activities of cognitive agents in

their natural ecological environments.”

LIDA does allow ecological realism. It was designed for the everyday life of animals

and/or artificial agents. Animals typically respond to incoming stimuli, often in search of

food, mates, safety from predators, etc. Doing so requires frequent sampling of the envi-

ronment, interpreting stimuli, attending to the most salient, and responding appropriately.

The cascading LIDA cognitive cycles provides exactly this processing.

Bio-evolutionary realism supplements ecological realism. This feature refers to the

idea that intelligences in species are on a continuum, and that cognitive models of human

intelligence should not be limited to strictly human cognitive processes, but rather should

be reducible to models of animal intelligence as well.

The LIDA model integrates diverse research on animal cognition. It has been used

to provide both an ontology of concepts and their relations, and a working model of an

animal’s cognitive processes [54, 55]. In addition to helping to account for a broad range

of cognitive processes, the LIDA model can help to comparatively assess the cognitive

capabilities of different animal species.

Cognitive realism. Cognition is highly variable within species. Cognitive realism refers

to the idea that cognitive architectures should seek to replicate only essential characteristics

of human cognition.

The reader is referred to the “Why the LIDA model may be suitable for AGI” section

above to see that this condition is satisfied.

Eclecticism of methodologies and techniques. Adhering too closely to any methodol-

ogy or paradigm will only prevent the creation of new or improved cognitive architectures.

It is best to take a more broad-based approach.

Again the reader is referred to the “Why the LIDA model may be suitable for AGI”

section.

Reactivity. Reactivity refers to fixed responses to given stimuli (as opposed to full-

fledged analyses of stimuli to select a response) that characterize many human behav-

iors [15].
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The LIDA model’s reactive part is setup as a relatively direct connection between in-

coming sensory data and the outgoing actions of effectors. At the end of every cognitive

cycle LIDA selects an appropriate behavior in response to the current situation. This con-

sciously mediated, but unconscious, selection is always reactive.

Sequentiality. Sequentiallity refers to the chronological nature of human everyday ac-

tivities.

In LIDA, cognitive cycles allow the agent to perform its activities in a sequential man-

ner. The cycles can cascade. But, these cascading cognitive cycles must preserve the se-

quentiality of the LIDA agent’s stream of functional consciousness, as well as its selection

of an action in each cycle [56].

Routineness. Routineness refers to the fact that humans’ every day behaviors are made

of routines, which are constantly and smoothly adapting to the changing environment.

The LIDA model is equipped with both reactive and deliberative high-level cogni-

tive processes. Such processes become routine when they are incorporated (learned) into

LIDA’s procedural memory as schemes representing behavior streams.

Trial-and-error adaptation. Trial-and-error adaptation refers to the trial-and-error pro-

cess through which humans learn and develop reactive routines.

LIDA learns from experience, which may yield several lessons over several cognitive

cycles. Such lessons include newly perceived objects and their relationship to already

known objects and categories, relationships among objects and between objects and ac-

tions, effects of actions on sensation, and improved perception of sensory data. All of

LIDA’s learning be it, perceptual, episodic, or procedural, is very much trial and error

(generate and test as AI researchers would say). LIDA is profligate in its learning, with

new entities and reinforcement of existing entities learned with every broadcast. Those that

are sufficiently reinforced (tested) remain. The others decay away as “errors.”

7.4.2 Newell’s functional criteria (adapted from Lebiere and Anderson 2003)

Newell proposed multiple criteria that a human cognitive architecture should satisfy in

order to be functional [57, 58]. Lebiere and Anderson [51] combined his two overlapping

lists into the twelve criteria, phrased as questions, listed below. Each criterion described

will be followed by an analysis of how LIDA does, or does not, satisfy it.
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Flexible behavior: Does the architecture behave as an (almost) arbitrary function of

the environment? Is the architecture computationally universal with failure?

This criterion demands flexibility of action selection. In LIDA, motivation for actions,

learning and perceiving, come from feelings and emotions. These provide a much more

flexible kind of motivation for action selection than do drives, causations or rules, produc-

ing more flexible action selection. In LIDA, various types of learning, including learning to

recognize or perform procedures, also contribute to flexible behavior. LIDA’s sophisticated

action selection itself allows such flexibility as switching back and forth between various

tasks. LIDA is flexible in what to attend to, at any given time, increasing the flexibility

of action selection as well. We suspect that LIDA cannot do everything that can be done

with a Turing machine; it is not computationally universal. We also suspect that this is not

necessary for AGI.

Real-time operation: Does the architecture operate in real time? Given its timing

assumptions, can it respond as fast as humans?

LIDA’s cognitive cycles individually take approximately 300 ms, and they sample the

environment cascading at roughly five to ten times per-second [59]. There is considerable

empirical evidence from neuroscience suggestive of, and consistent with, such cognitive

cycling in humans [60–66]. An earlier software agent, IDA (see above), based on the

LIDA architecture, found new billets for sailors in about the same time as it took a human

“detailer” [59].

Rationality: Does the architecture exhibit rational, i.e., effective adaptive behavior?

Does the system yield functional behavior in the real world?

In the LIDA model, feelings and emotions play important role in decision making. The

LIDA model can feature both the affective and rational human-inspired models of decision

making [67]. LIDA’s predecessor IDA, controlled by much the same architecture, was quite

functional [68], promising the same for LIDA controlled agents.

Knowledgeable in terms of size: Can it use vast amounts of knowledge about the envi-

ronment? How does the size of the knowledge base affect performance?

In the LIDA model, selective attention filters potentially large amounts of incoming sen-

sory data. Selective attention also provides access to appropriate internal resources that

allow the agent to select appropriate actions and to learn from vast amounts of data pro-

duced during interactions in a complex environment. The model has perceptual, episodic,
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attentional and procedural memory for the long term storage of various kinds of informa-

tion.

Knowledgeable in terms of variety: Does the agent integrate diverse knowledge? Is it

capable of common examples of intellectual combination?

A major function of LIDA’s preconscious Workspace is precisely to integrate diverse

knowledge in the process of updating the Current Situational Model from which the con-

tents of consciousness is selected. Long-term sources of this knowledge include Perceptual

Associative Memory and Declarative Memory. There are several sources of more immedi-

ate knowledge that come into play. LIDA is, in principle, “capable of common examples

of intellectual combination,” though work has only begun on the first implemented LIDA

based agent promising such capability.

Behaviorally robust: Does the agent behave robustly in the face of error, the unex-

pected, and the unknown? Can it produce cognitive agents that successfully inhabit dy-

namic environments?

LIDA’s predecessor, IDA, was developed for the US Navy to fulfill tasks performed by

human resource personnel called detailers. At the end of each sailor’s tour of duty, he

or she is assigned to a new billet. This assignment process is called distribution. The

Navy employs almost 300 full time detailers to effect these new assignments. IDA’s task

is to facilitate this process, by automating the role of detailer. IDA was tested by former

detailers and accepted by the Navy [68].

Linguistic: Does the agent use (natural) language? Is it ready to take a test of language

proficiency?

IDA communicates with sailors by email in unstructured English. However, we think of

this capability as pseudo-natural-language, since it is accomplished only due to the rela-

tively narrow domain of discourse. Language comprehension and language production are

high-level cognitive processes in humans. In the LIDA model, such higher-level processes

are distinguished by requiring multiple cognitive cycles for their accomplishment. In LIDA,

higher-level cognitive processes can be implemented by one or more behavior streams; that

is, streams of instantiated schemes and links from procedural memory. Thus LIDA should,

in principle, be capable of natural language understanding and production. In practice,

work on natural language has just begun.

Self-awareness: Does the agent exhibit self-awareness and a sense of self? Can it

produce functional accounts of phenomena that reflect consciousness?
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Researchers in, philosophy, neuroscience and psychology postulate various forms of a

“self” in humans and animals. All of these selves seem to have a basis in some form of con-

sciousness. GWT suggests that a self-system can be thought of “... as the dominant context

of experience and action.” [2, Chapter 9]. Following others (see below) the various selves

in an autonomous agent may be categorized into three major components, namely: 1) the

Proto-Self; 2) the Minimal (Core) Self; and 3) the Extended Self. The LIDA model provides

for the basic building blocks from which to implement the various parts of a multi-layered

self-system as hypothesized by philosophers, psychologists and neuroscientists [69]. In the

following, we discuss each component, and their sub-selves, very briefly (for more detail

see [69]).

1) The Proto-Self: Antonio Damasio conceived the Proto-self as a short-term collec-

tion of neural patterns of activity representing the current state of the organism [70]. In

LIDA, the Proto-self is implemented as the set of global and relevant parameters in the

various modules including the Action Selection and the memory systems, and the under-

lying computer system’s memory and operating system; 2) the Minimal (Core) Self: The

minimal or core self [71] is continually regenerated in a series of pulses, which blend

together to give rise to a continuous stream of consciousness. The Minimal Self can be

implemented as sets of entities in the LIDA ontology, that is, as computational collections

of nodes in the slipnet of LIDA’s perceptual associative memory; and 3) the Extended Self:
The extended self consists of (a) the autobiographical self, (b) the self-concept, (c) the vo-

litional or executive self, and (d) the narrative self. In human beings, the autobiographical

self develops directly from episodic memory. In the LIDA model, the autobiographical self

can be described as the local associations from transient episodic memory and declarative

memory which come to the workspace in every cognitive cycle. The self-concept consists

of enduring self-beliefs and intentions, particularly those relating to personal identity and

properties. In the LIDA model, the agent’s beliefs are in the semantic memory and each

volitional goal has an intention codelet. The volitional self provides executive function. In

the LIDA model, deliberate actions are implemented by behavior streams. Thus, LIDA has

a volitional self. The narrative self is able to report actions, intentions, etc., sometimes

equivocally, contradictorily or self-deceptively. In the LIDA model, feeling, motivation,

and attention nodes play a very important role in the Narrative Self. That is, after under-

standing a self-report request, the LIDA model could, in principle, generate a report based

on its understanding of such a request.
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Adaptive through learning: Does the agent learn from its environment? Can it produce

the variety of human learning?

LIDA is equipped with perceptual, episodic, procedural, attentional learning, all mod-

ulated by feelings and emotions. As humans do, LIDA learns continually and implicitly

with each conscious broadcast in each cognitive cycle.

Developmental: Does the agent acquire capabilities through development? Can it ac-

count for developmental phenomena?

Since LIDA learns as humans do, we would expect a LIDA controlled agent to go

through a developmental period of rapid learning as would a child. The work on repli-

cating data from developmental experiments has just begun.

Evolvable: Can the agent arise through evolution? Does the theory relate to evolution-

ary and comparative considerations?

Since LIDA is attempted to model humans and other animals, presumably the model

should be evolvable and comparative, at least in principle.

Be realizable within the brain: Do the components of the theory exhaustively map

onto brain processes?

Shanahan [6] devotes two chapters to a compelling argument that the brain is organized

so as to support a conscious broadcast. LIDA is beginning to build on this insight, using

the work of Freeman and colleagues [72], to create a non-linear dynamical systems bridge

between LIDA and the underlying brain. Whether this bridge will lead to an exhaustive

mapping is not at all clear as yet.

7.4.3 BICA table

Any AGI is likely to be produced by a very diverse collection of cognitive modules

and their processes. There is a computational framework for LIDA [24] that requires only

a modest commitment to the underlying assumptions of the LIDA architecture. One can

introduce into LIDA’s framework a large variety of differently implemented modules and

processes so that, many possible AGI architectures could be implemented from the LIDA

framework. One advantage of doing it in this way is that all of these AGI architectures

implemented on the top of the LIDA’s framework, would use a common ontology based on

the LIDA model as presented to AGI 2011 [24].
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In the following, we will give an assessment of the LIDA model against the features

of the BICA Table of Implemented Cognitive Architectures [52]. Column 1 of the BICA

Table contains a list of features proposed by developers of cognitive architectures to be at

least potentially useful, if not essential, for the support of an AGI. Subsequent columns

are devoted to individual cognitive architectures with a cell describing how its column

architecture addresses its row feature. The rest of this section is an expansion of the column

devoted to LIDA in the BICA table.

Note that all the Basic overview features listed in the BICA’s first column are detailed

earlier in this chapter. We will discuss the rest of the features in the following:

Support for Common Components: The LIDA model supports all features mentioned

in this part such as episodic and semantic memories. However, the auditory mechanism is

not implemented in a LIDA-based agent as yet.

Support for Common Learning Algorithms: The LIDA model supports different

types of learning such as episodic, perceptual, procedural, and attentional learning. How-

ever, the Bayesian Update and Gradient Descent Methods (e.g., Backpropagation) are not

implemented in a LIDA-based agent.

Common General Paradigms Modeled: The LIDA model supports features listed in

this part such as decision making and problem solving. However, perceptual illusions,

meta-cognitive tasks, social psychology tasks, personality psychology tasks, motivational

dynamics are not implemented in a LIDA-based agent.

Common Specific Paradigms Modeled columns: 1) Stroop; 2) Task Switching;

3) Tower of Hanoi/London; 4) Dual Task; 5) N-Back; 6) Visual perception with com-

prehension; 7) Spatial exploration; 8) Learning and navigation; 9) Object/feature search in

an environment; 10) Learning from instructions; 11) Pretend-play.

Although the Common Specific Paradigms Modeled features listed above are not imple-

mented in LIDA, in principle LIDA is capable of implementing each of them. For instance,

a LIDA-based agent is replicating some attentional tasks à la Van Bockstaele’s and his

colleagues [73].

Meta-Theoretical Questions:

1) Uses only local computations? Yes, throughout the architecture with the one exception

of the conscious broadcast which is global;

2) Unsupervised learning? Yes. The LIDA model supports four different modes of learning,

perceptual, episodic, attentional and procedural;
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3) Supervised learning? While in principle possible for a LIDA agent, supervised learning

per se is not part of the architecture;

4) Can it learn in real time? Yes (see above);

5) Can it do fast stable learning; i.e., adaptive weights converge on each trial without

forcing catastrophic forgetting? Yes. One shot learning in several modes occurs with

the conscious broadcast during each cognitive cycle. With sufficient affective support

and/or sufficient repeated attention, such learning can be quite stable;

6) Can it function autonomously? Yes. A LIDA-based agent can, in principle,operate

machines and drive vehicles autonomously;

7) Is it general-purpose in its modality; i.e., is it brittle? A LIDA-based agent can, in

principle, be developed to be general purpose and robust in real world environments;

8) Can it learn from arbitrarily large databases; i.e., not toy problems? Yes, this question is

already answered in the previous sections;

9) Can it learn about non-stationary databases; i.e., environmental rules change unpre-

dictably? Yes, a LIDA-based agent is, in principle, capable of working properly in an

unpredictable environment;

10) Can it pay attention to valued goals? Yes, already explained earlier in this chapter;

11) Can it flexibly switch attention between unexpected challenges and valued goals? Yes.

A LIDA-based agent attends to what is most salient based on its situational awareness;

12) Can reinforcement learning and motivation modulate perceptual and cognitive decision-

making? Yes;

13) Can it adaptively fuse information from multiple types of sensors and modalities? In

principle, yes, but it has yet to be implemented in particular domains with multiple

senses.

7.5 Discussion, Conclusions

In this chapter, we argue that LIDA may be suitable as an underlying cognitive archi-

tecture on which others might build an AGI. Our arguments rely mostly on an analysis of

how LIDA satisfies Sun’s “desiderata for cognitive architectures” as well as Newell’s “test

for a theory of cognition.” We also measured LIDA against the architectural features listed

in the BICA Table of Implemented Cognitive Architectures, as well as to the anticipated

needs of AGI developers.
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As can be seen in Section 7.4 above, the LIDA model seems to meet all of Sun’s “...

essential desiderata for developing cognitive architectures,” and Newell’s criteria that a hu-

man cognitive architecture should satisfy in order to be functional. In addition, the LIDA

architecture seems to be able, at least in principle, of incorporating each of the features

listed in the BICA Table of Implemented Cognitive Architectures. Thus the LIDA archi-

tecture would seem to offer the requisite breadth of features.

The LIDA computational framework offers software support for the development of

LIDA based software agents, as well as LIDA based control systems for autonomous

robots [24]. As described in Section 7.2 above, developing an AGI based loosely on the

LIDA architecture requires only a modest commitment. Higher-level cognitive processes

such as reasoning, planning, deliberation, etc., must be implemented by behavior streams,

that is, using cognitive cycles. But this is not a strong commitment, since, using the LIDA

computational framework, any individual module in LIDA’s cognitive cycle can be modi-

fied at will, or even replaced by another designed by the AGI developer. Thus we are left

with the contention that various AGI systems can effectively be developed based loosely on

the LIDA architecture and its computational framework. Such systems would lend them-

selves to relatively easy incremental improvements by groups of developers and, due to

their common foundation and ontology, would also allow relatively straightforward testing

and comparison. Thus the LIDA architecture would seem to be an ideal starting point for

the development of AGI systems.
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By exploring the relationships between different AGI architectures, one can work toward
a holistic cognitive model of human-level intelligence. In this vein, here an integrative ar-
chitecture diagram for human-like general intelligence is proposed, via merging of lightly
modified version of prior diagrams including Aaron Sloman’s high-level cognitive model,
Stan Franklin and the LIDA group’s model of working memory and the cognitive cycle,
Joscha Bach and Dietrich Dörner’s Psi model of motivated action and cognition, James Al-
bus’s three-hierarchy intelligent robotics model, and the author’s prior work on cognitive
synergy in deliberative thought and metacognition, along with ideas from deep learning
and computational linguistics. The purpose is not to propose an actual merger of the var-
ious AGI systems considered, but rather to highlight the points of compatibility between
the different approaches, as well as the differences of both focus and substance. The result
is perhaps the most comprehensive architecture diagram of human-cognition yet produced,
tying together all key aspects of human intelligence in a coherent way that is not tightly
bound to any particular cognitive or AGI theory. Finally, the question of the dynamics
associated with the architecture is considered, including the potential that human-level in-
telligence requires cognitive synergy between these various components is considered; and
the possibility of a “trickiness” property causing the intelligence of the overall system to
be badly suboptimal if any of the components are missing or insufficiently cooperative.
One idea emerging from these dynamic consideration is that implementing the whole inte-
grative architecture diagram may be necessary for achieving anywhere near human-level,
human-like general intelligence.

8.1 Introduction

Cognitive science appears to have a problem with integrative understanding. Over the

last few decades, cognitive science has discovered a great deal about the structures and
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dynamics underlying the human mind. However, as in many other branches of science,

there has been more focus on detailed analysis of individual aspects, than on unified holistic

understanding. As a result of this tendency, there are not many compelling examples of

holistic “cognitive architecture diagrams” for human intelligence – diagrams systematically

laying out all the pieces needed to generate human intelligence and how they interact with

each other.

Part of the reason why global human cognitive architecture diagrams are not so com-

mon is, of course, a lack of agreement in the field regarding all the relevant issues. Since

there are multiple opinions regarding nearly every aspect of human intelligence, it would

be difficult to get two cognitive scientists to fully agree on every aspect of an overall hu-

man cognitive architecture diagram. Prior attempts to outline detailed mind architectures

have tended to follow highly specific theories of intelligence, and hence have attracted only

moderate interest from researchers not adhering to those theories. An example is Minsky’s

work presented in The Emotion Machine [13], which arguably does constitute an architec-

ture diagram for the human mind, but which is only loosely grounded in current empirical

knowledge and stands more as a representation of Minsky’s own intuitive understanding.

On the other hand, AGI appears to have a problem with the mutual comprehensibility

and comparability of different research approaches. The AGI field has in recent years seen

a proliferation of cognitive architectures, each purporting to cover all aspects needed for

the creation of human-level general intelligence. However, the differences of language

and focus among the various approaches has often made it difficult for researchers to fully

understand each others’ work, let alone collaborate effectively.

This chapter describes a conceptual experiment aimed at addressing both of the above

problems together. We aim to present a coherent, overall architecture diagram for human,

and human-like, general intelligence, via combining the architecture diagrams associated

with a number of contemporary AGI architectures. While the exercise is phrased in terms

of diagrams, of course the underlying impetus is conceptual integration; and our hope is

that the exercise described here will serve as a starting point for ongoing exploration of the

relationships between multiple AGI architectures and cognitive theories.

The architecture diagram we give here does not reflect our own idiosyncratic under-

standing of human intelligence, as much as a combination of understandings previously

presented by multiple researchers (including ourselves), arranged according to our own

taste in a manner we find conceptually coherent. With this in mind, we call it “the integra-

tive diagram” (a longer, grander and more explanatory name would be “The First Integra-
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tive Human-Like Cognitive Architecture Diagram”). We have made an effort to ensure that

as many pieces of the integrative diagram as possible are well grounded in psychological

and even neuroscientific data, rather than mainly embodying speculative notions; however,

given the current state of knowledge, this could not be done to a complete extent, and there

is still some speculation involved here and there.

While based largely on understandings of human intelligence, the integrative diagram

is intended to serve as an architectural outline for human-like general intelligence more

broadly. For example, the OpenCog AGI architecture which we have co-created is explic-

itly not intended as a precise emulation of human intelligence, and does many things quite

differently than the human mind, yet can still fairly straightforwardly be mapped into the

integrative diagram.

Finally, having presented the integrative diagram which focuses on structure, we

present some comments on the dynamics corresponding to that structure, focusing on the

notion of cognitive synergy: the hypothesis that multiple subsystems of a generally intelli-

gent system, focused on learning regarding different sorts of information, must interact in

such a way as to actively aid each other in overcoming combinatorial explosions. This rep-

resents a fairly strong hypothesis regarding how the different components in the integrative

diagram interact with each other. Further, it gives a way of addressing one of the more vex-

ing issues in the AGI field: the difficulty of measuring partial progress toward human-level

AGI. We will conjecture that this difficulty is largely attributable to a “trickiness” prop-

erty of cognitive synergy in the integrative diagram. One of the upshots of our discussion

of dynamics is: We consider it likely that to achieve anything remotely like human-like

general intelligence, it will be necessary to implement basically all the components in the

integrative diagram, in a thorough and richly interconnected way. Implementing half the

boxes in the diagram is not likely to get us to a system with half the general intelligence of

a human. The architecture of human-like cognition is a richly interconnected whole.

8.2 Key Ingredients of the Integrative Human-Like Cognitive Architecture
Diagram

In assembling the integrative diagram, we have drawn on the work of researchers at the

intersection of AGI and cognitive science – that is, researchers largely motivated by human

cognitive science and neuroscience, but with aims of producing comprehensive architec-

tures for human-like AGI. The main ingredients used in assembling the diagram are:
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• Aaron Sloman’s high-level architecture diagram of human intelligence [14], drawn

from his CogAff archtiecture, which it strikes us as a particularly clear embodiment

of “modern common sense” regarding the overall architecture of the human mind.

We have added only a couple items to Sloman’s high-level diagram, which we felt

deserved an explicit high-level role that he did not give them: emotion, language and

reinforcement.

• The LIDA architecture diagram presented by Stan Franklin and Bernard Baars [3]. We

think LIDA is an excellent model of working memory and what Sloman calls “reactive

processes”, with well-researched grounding in the psychology and neuroscience liter-

ature. We have adapted the LIDA diagram only very slightly for use here, changing

some of the terminology on the arrows, and indicating where parts of the LIDA dia-

gram indicate processes elaborated in more detail elsewhere in the integrative diagram.

• The architecture diagram of the Psi model of motivated cognition, presented by Joscha

Bach in [4] based on prior work by Dietrich Dörner [5]. This diagram is presented

without significant modification; however it should be noted that Bach and Dörner

present this diagram in the context of larger and richer cognitive models, the other

aspects of which are not all incorporated in the integrative diagram.

• James Albus’s three-hierarchy model of intelligence [1], involving coupled perception,

action and reinforcement hierarchies. Albus’s model, utilized in the creation of intel-

ligent unmanned automated vehicles, is a crisp embodiment of many ideas emergent

from the field of intelligent control systems.

• Deep learning networks as a model of perception (and action and reinforcement learn-

ing), as embodied for example in the work of Itamar Arel [2] and Jeff Hawkins [10].

The integrative diagram adopts this as the basic model of the perception and action

subsystems of human intelligence. Language understanding and generation are also

modeled according to this paradigm.

• The OpenCog [7] integrative AGI architecture (in which we have played a key role),

which places greatest focus on various types of long-term memory and their interrela-

tionship, and is used mainly to guide the integrative architecture’s treatment of these

matters.

Most of these ingredients could be interpreted as holistic explanations of human-like in-

telligence on their own. However, each of them places a focus in a different place, more

elaborated in some regards than others. So it is interesting to collage the architecture di-

agrams from the different approaches together, and see what results. The product of this
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exercise does not accord precisely with any of the component AGI architectures, and is not

proposed as an architecture diagram for an AGI. However, we believe it has value as an

exercise in integrative cognitive science. It is a mind-architecture diagram, drawing pref-

erentially on different cognitive-science-inspired AGI approaches in those aspects where

they have been most thoroughly refined.

One possible negative reaction to the integrative diagram might be to say that it’s a kind

of Frankenstein monster, piecing together aspects of different theories in a way that violates

the theoretical notions underlying all of them! For example, the integrative diagram takes

LIDA as a model of working memory and reactive processing, but from the papers on

LIDA it’s unclear whether the creators of LIDA construe it more broadly than that. The

deep learning community tends to believe that the architecture of current deep learning

networks, in itself, is close to sufficient for human-level general intelligence – whereas

the integrative diagram appropriates the ideas from this community mainly for handling

perception, action and language. Etc.

On the other hand, in a more positive perspective, one could view the integrative di-

agram as consistent with LIDA, but merely providing much more detail on some of the

boxes in the LIDA diagram (e.g. dealing with perception and long-term memory). And

one could view the integrative diagram as consistent with the deep learning paradigm –

via viewing it, not as a description of components to be explicitly implemented in an AGI

system, but rather as a description of the key structures and processes that must emerge in

deep learning network, based on its engagement with the world, in order for it to achieve

human-like general intelligence.

It seems to us that different communities of cognitive science and AGI researchers

have focused on different aspects of intelligence, and have thus each created models that

are more fully fleshed out in some aspects than others. But these various models all link

together fairly cleanly, which is not surprising as they are all grounded in the same data re-

garding human intelligence. Many judgment calls must be made in fusing multiple models

in the way that the integrative diagram does, but we feel these can be made without vio-

lating the spirit of the component models. In assembling the integrative diagram, we have

made these judgment calls as best we can, but we’re well aware that different judgments

would also be feasible and defensible. Revisions are likely as time goes on, not only due

to new data about human intelligence but also to evolution of understanding regarding the

best approach to model integration.
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Another possible argument against the ideas presented here is that there’s nothing new –

all the ingredients presented have been given before elsewhere. To this our retort is to quote

Pascal: “Let no one say that I have said nothing new ... the arrangement of the subject is

new.” The various architecture diagrams incorporated into the integrative diagram are either

extremely high level (Sloman’s diagram) or focus primarily on one aspect of intelligence,

treating the others very concisely by summarizing large networks of distinction structures

and processes in small boxes. The integrative diagram seeks to cover all aspects of human-

like intelligence at a roughly equal granularity – a different arrangement.

8.3 An Architecture Diagram for Human-Like General Intelligence

The integrative diagram is presented here in a series of seven figures.

Fig. 8.1 High-Level Architecture of a Human-Like Mind

Figure 8.1 gives a high-level breakdown into components, based on Sloman’s high-

level cognitive-architectural sketch [14]. This diagram represents, roughly speaking, “mod-

ern common sense” about how a human-like mind is architected. The separation between
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structures and processes, embodied in having separate boxes for Working Memory vs. Re-

active Processes, and for Long Term Memory vs. Deliberative Processes, could be viewed

as somewhat artificial, since in the human brain and most AGI architectures, memory and

processing are closely integrated. However, the tradition in cognitive psychology is to

separate out Working Memory and Long Term Memory from the cognitive processes act-

ing thereupon, so we have adhered to that convention. The other changes from Sloman’s

diagram are the explicit inclusion of language, representing the hypothesis that language

processing is handled in a somewhat special way in the human brain; and the inclusion of

a reinforcement component parallel to the perception and action hierarchies, as inspired

by intelligent control systems theory (e.g. Albus as mentioned above) and deep learning

theory. Of course Sloman’s high level diagram in its original form is intended as inclusive

of language and reinforcement, but we felt it made sense to give them more emphasis.

Fig. 8.2 Architecture of Working Memory and Reactive Processing, closely modeled on the LIDA
architecture

Figure 8.2, modeling working memory and reactive processing, is essentially the LIDA

diagram as given in prior papers by Stan Franklin, Bernard Baars and colleagues [3]. The

boxes in the upper left corner of the LIDA diagram pertain to sensory and motor pro-

cessing, which LIDA does not handle in detail, and which are modeled more carefully by

deep learning theory. The bottom left corner box refers to action selection, which in the

integrative diagram is modeled in more detail by Psi. The top right corner box refers to
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Long-Term Memory, which the integrative diagram models in more detail as a synergetic

multi-memory system (Figure 8.4).

The original LIDA diagram refers to various “codelets”, a key concept in LIDA theory.

We have replaced “attention codelets” here with “attention flow”, a more generic term. We

suggest one can think of an attention codelet as a piece of information that it’s currently

pertinent to pay attention to a certain collection of items together.

Fig. 8.3 Architecture of Motivated Action

Figure 8.3, modeling motivation and action selection, is a lightly modified version of

the Psi diagram from Joscha Bach’s book Principles of Synthetic Intelligence [4]. The main

difference from Psi is that in the integrative diagram the Psi motivated action framework

is embedded in a larger, more complex cognitive model. Psi comes with its own theory of

working and long-term memory, which is related to but different from the one given in the
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integrative diagram – it views the multiple memory types distinguished in the integrative

diagram as emergent from a common memory substrate. Psi comes with its own theory

of perception and action, which seems broadly consistent with the deep learning approach

incorporated in the integrative diagram. Psi’s handling of working memory lacks the de-

tailed, explicit workflow of LIDA, though it seems broadly conceptually consistent with

LIDA.

In Figure 8.3, the box labeled “Other parts of working memory” is labeled “Protocol

and situation memory” in the original diagram. The Perception, Action Execution and

Action Selection boxes have fairly similar semantics to the similarly labeled boxes in the

LIDA-like Figure 8.2, so that these diagrams may be viewed as overlapping. The LIDA

model doesn’t explain action selection and planning in as much detail as Psi, so the Psi-like

Figure 8.3 could be viewed as an elaboration of the action-selection portion of the LIDA-

like Figure 8.2. In Psi, reinforcement is considered as part of the learning process involved

in action selection and planning; in Figure 8.3 an explicit “reinforcement box” has been

added to the original Psi diagram, to emphasize this.

Fig. 8.4 Architecture of Long-Term Memory and Deliberative and Metacognitive Thinking

Figure 8.4, modeling long-term memory and deliberative processing, is derived from

our own prior work studying the “cognitive synergy” between different cognitive processes

associated with different types of memory. The division into types of memory is fairly

standard. Declarative, procedural, episodic and sensorimotor memory are routinely distin-

guished; we like to distinguish attentional memory and intentional (goal) memory as well,
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and view these as the interface between long-term memory and the mind’s global control

systems. One focus of our AGI design work has been on designing learning algorithms,

corresponding to these various types of memory, that interact with each other in a syn-

ergetic way [7], helping each other to overcome their intrinsic combinatorial explosions.

There is significant evidence that these various types of long-term memory are differently

implemented in the brain, but the degree of structure and dynamical commonality underly-

ing these different implementations remains unclear.

Each of these long-term memory types has its analogue in working memory as well. In

some cognitive models, the working memory and long-term memory versions of a mem-

ory type and corresponding cognitive processes, are basically the same thing. OpenCog is

mostly like this – it implements working memory as a subset of long-term memory con-

sisting of items with particularly high importance values. The distinctive nature of working

memory is enforced via using slightly different dynamical equations to update the impor-

tance values of items with importance above a certain threshold. On the other hand, many

cognitive models treat working and long term memory as more distinct than this, and there

is evidence for significant functional and anatomical distinctness in the brain in some cases.

So for the purpose of the integrative diagram, it seemed best to leave working and long-term

memory subcomponents as parallel but distinguished.

Figure 8.4 also encompasses metacognition, under the hypothesis that in human be-

ings and human-like minds, metacognitive thinking is carried out using basically the same

processes as plain ordinary deliberative thinking, perhaps with various tweaks optimizing

them for thinking about thinking. If it turns out that humans have, say, a special kind of rea-

soning faculty exclusively for metacognition, then the diagram would need to be modified.

Modeling of self and others is understood to occur via a combination of metacognition and

deliberative thinking, as well as via implicit adaptation based on reactive processing.

Figure 8.5 models perception, according to the basic ideas of deep learning theory. Vi-

sion and audition are modeled as deep learning hierarchies, with bottom-up and top-down

dynamics. The lower layers in each hierarchy refer to more localized patterns recognized

in, and abstracted from, sensory data. Output from these hierarchies to the rest of the mind

is not just through the top layers, but via some sort of sampling from various layers, with

a bias toward the top layers. The different hierarchies cross-connect, and are hence to

an extent dynamically coupled together. It is also recognized that there are some sensory

modalities that aren’t strongly hierarchical, e.g. touch and smell (the latter being better

modeled as something like an asymmetric Hopfield net, prone to frequent chaotic dynam-
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Fig. 8.5 Architecture for Multimodal Perception

ics [12]) – these may also cross-connect with each other and with the more hierarchical

perceptual subnetworks. Of course the suggested architecture could include any number of

sensory modalities; the diagram is restricted to four just for simplicity.

The self-organized patterns in the upper layers of perceptual hierarchies may become

quite complex and may develop advanced cognitive capabilities like episodic memory, rea-

soning, language learning, etc. A pure deep learning approach to intelligence argues that

all the aspects of intelligence emerge from this kind of dynamics (among perceptual, ac-

tion and reinforcement hierarchies). Our own view is that the heterogeneity of human brain

architecture argues against this perspective, and that deep learning systems are probably

better as models of perception and action than of general cognition. However, the integra-

tive diagram is not committed to our perspective on this – a deep-learning theorist could

accept the integrative diagram, but argue that all the other portions besides the perceptual,

action and reinforcement hierarchies should be viewed as descriptions of phenomena that

emerge in these hierarchies due to their interaction.

Figure 8.6 shows an action subsystem and a reinforcement subsystem, parallel to the

perception subsystem. Two action hierarchies, one for an arm and one for a leg, are shown

for concreteness, but of course the architecture is intended to be extended more broadly. In
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Fig. 8.6 Architecture for Action and Reinforcement

the hierarchy corresponding to an arm, for example, the lowest level would contain control

patterns corresponding to individual joints, the next level up to groupings of joints (like

fingers), the next level up to larger parts of the arm (hand, elbow). The different hierarchies

corresponding to different body parts cross-link, enabling coordination among body parts;

and they also connect at multiple levels to perception hierarchies, enabling sensorimotor

coordination. Finally there is a module for motor planning, which links tightly with all the

motor hierarchies, and also overlaps with the more cognitive, inferential planning activities

of the mind, in a manner that is modeled different ways by different theorists. Albus [1]

has elaborated this kind of hierarchy quite elaborately.
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The reward hierarchy in Figure 8.6 provides reinforcement to actions at various levels

on the hierarchy, and includes dynamics for propagating information about reinforcement

up and down the hierarchy.

Fig. 8.7 Architecture for Language Processing

Figure 8.7 deals with language, treating it as a special case of coupled perception and

action. The traditional architecture of a computational language comprehension system is a

pipeline [9, 11], which is equivalent to a hierarchy with the lowest-level linguistic features

(e.g. sounds, words) at the bottom, and the highest level features (semantic abstractions)

at the top, and syntactic features in the middle. Feedback connections enable semantic and

cognitive modulation of lower-level linguistic processing. Similarly, language generation

is commonly modeled hierarchically, with the top levels being the ideas needing verbaliza-

tion, and the bottom level corresponding to the actual sentence produced. In generation the

primary flow is top-down, with bottom-up flow providing modulation of abstract concepts

by linguistic surface forms.

So, that’s it – an integrative architecture diagram for human-like general intelligence,

split among 7 different pictures, formed by judiciously merging together architecture di-

agrams produced via a number of cognitive theorists with different, overlapping foci and

research paradigms.

Is anything critical left out of the diagram? A quick perusal of the table of contents

of cognitive psychology textbooks suggests to me that if anything major is left out, it’s

also unknown to current cognitive psychology. However, one could certainly make an

argument for explicit inclusion of certain other aspects of intelligence, that in the integrative
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diagram are left as implicit emergent phenomena. For instance, creativity is obviously

very important to intelligence, but, there is no “creativity” box in any of these diagrams

– because in our view, and the view of the cognitive theorists whose work we’ve directly

drawn on here, creativity is best viewed as a process emergent from other processes that

are explicitly included in the diagrams.

8.4 Interpretation and Application of the Integrative Diagram

A tongue-partly-in-cheek definition of a biological pathway is “a subnetwork of a bio-

logical network, that fits on a single journal page.” Cognitive architecture diagrams have a

similar property – they are crude abstractions of complex structures and dynamics, sculpted

in accordance with the size of the printed page, and the tolerance of the human eye for ab-

sorbing diagrams, and the tolerance of the human author for making diagrams.

However, sometimes constraints – even arbitrary ones – are useful for guiding creative

efforts, due to the fact that they force choices. Creating an architecture for human-like gen-

eral intelligence that fits in a few (okay, 7) fairly compact diagrams, requires one to make

many choices about what features and relationships are most essential. In constructing the

integrative diagram, we have sought to make these choices, not purely according to our

own tastes in cognitive theory or AGI system design, but according to a sort of blend of

the taste and judgment of a number of scientists whose views we respect, and who seem to

have fairly compatible, complementary perspectives.

What is the use of a cognitive architecture diagram like this? It can help to give new-

comers to the field a basic idea about what is known and suspected about the nature of

human-like general intelligence. Also, it could potentially be used as a tool for cross-

correlating different AGI architectures. If everyone who authored an AGI architecture

would explain how their architecture accounts for each of the structures and processes

identified in the integrative diagram, this would give a means of relating the various AGI

designs to each other.

The integrative diagram could also be used to help connect AGI and cognitive psy-

chology to neuroscience in a more systematic way. In the case of LIDA, a fairly careful

correspondence has been drawn up between the LIDA diagram nodes and links and various

neural structures and processes [6]. Similar knowledge exists for the rest of the integrative

diagram, though not organized in such a systematic fashion. A systematic curation of links

between the nodes and links in the integrative diagram and current neuroscience knowl-
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edge, would constitute an interesting first approximation of the holistic cognitive behavior

of the human brain.

Finally (and harking forward to the next section), the big omission in the integrative

diagram is dynamics. Structure alone will only get you so far, and you could build an

AGI system with reasonable-looking things in each of the integrative diagram’s boxes,

interrelating according to the given arrows, and yet still fail to make a viable AGI system.

Given the limitations the real world places on computing resources, it’s not enough to have

adequate representations and algorithms in all the boxes, communicating together properly

and capable doing the right things given sufficient resources. Rather, one needs to have

all the boxes filled in properly with structures and processes that, when they act together

using feasible computing resources, will yield appropriately intelligent behaviors via their

cooperative activity. And this has to do with the complex interactive dynamics of all the

processes in all the different boxes – which is something the integrative diagram doesn’t

touch at all. This brings us again to the network of ideas we’ve discussed under the name

of “cognitive synergy,” to be discussed more extensively below.

It might be possible to make something similar to the integrative diagram on the level

of dynamics rather than structures, complementing the structural integrative diagram given

here; but this would seem significantly more challenging, because we lack a standard set of

tools for depicting system dynamics. Most cognitive theorists and AGI architects describe

their structural ideas using boxes-and-lines diagrams of some sort, but there is no standard

method for depicting complex system dynamics. So to make a dynamical analogue to the

integrative diagram, via a similar integrative methodology, one would first need to create

appropriate diagrammatic formalizations of the dynamics of the various cognitive theories

being integrated – a fascinating but onerous task.

When we first set out to make an integrated cognitive architecture diagram, via combin-

ing the complementary insights of various cognitive science and AGI theorists, we weren’t

sure how well it would work. But now we feel the experiment was generally a success – the

resultant integrated architecture seems sensible and coherent, and reasonably complete. It

doesn’t come close to telling you everything you need to know to understand or implement

a human-like mind – but it tells you the various processes and structures you need to deal

with, and which of their interrelations are most critical. And, perhaps just as importantly,

it gives a concrete way of understanding the insights of a specific but fairly diverse set of

cognitive science and AGI theorists as complementary rather than contradictory.
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8.5 Cognitive Synergy

The architecture of the mind, ultimately, has no meaning without an associated dynam-

ics. Architecture emerges from dynamics, and channels dynamics. The cognitive dynamics

of AGI systems is a large topic which we won’t attempt to thoroughly pursue here, but we

will mention one dynamical principle that we feel is essential for properly interpreting the

integrative diagram: cognitive synergy.

Cognitive synergy has been proposed as a “general principle of feasible general intel-

ligence” [8]. It is both a conceptual hypothesis about the structure of generally intelligent

systems in certain classes of environments, and a design principle that one may used to

guide the architecting of AGI systems.

First we review how cognitive synergy has been previously developed in the context

of “multi-memory systems” – i.e., in the context of the diagram given above for long-term

memory and deliberative processing, Figure 8.4. In this context, the cognitive synergy hy-

pothesis states that human-like, human-level intelligent systems possess a combination of

environment, embodiment and motivational system that makes it important for them to pos-

sess memories that divide into partially but not wholly distinct components corresponding

to the categories such as:

• Declarative memory

• Procedural memory (memory about how to do certain things)

• Sensory and episodic memory

• Attentional memory (knowledge about what to pay attention to in what contexts

• Intentional memory (knowledge about the system’s own goals and subgoals)

The essential idea of cognitive synergy, in the context of multi-memory systems pos-

sessing the above memory types, may be expressed in terms of the following points:

(1) Intelligence, relative to a certain set of environments, may be understood as the capa-

bility to achieve complex goals in these environments.

(2) With respect to certain classes of goals and environments, an intelligent system re-

quires a “multi-memory” architecture, meaning the possession of a number of spe-

cialized yet interconnected knowledge types, including: declarative, procedural, atten-

tional, sensory, episodic and intentional (goal-related). These knowledge types may be

viewed as different sorts of pattern that a system recognizes in itself and its environ-

ment.
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(3) Such a system must possess knowledge creation (i.e. pattern recognition / formation)

mechanisms corresponding to each of these memory types. These mechanisms are

also called “cognitive processes.”

(4) Each of these cognitive processes, to be effective, must have the capability to recognize

when it lacks the information to perform effectively on its own; and in this case, to

dynamically and interactively draw information from knowledge creation mechanisms

dealing with other types of knowledge

(5) This cross-mechanism interaction must have the result of enabling the knowledge cre-

ation mechanisms to perform much more effectively in combination than they would

if operated non-interactively. This is “cognitive synergy.”

Interactions as mentioned in Points 4 and 5 in the above list are the real conceptual

meat of the cognitive synergy idea. One way to express the key idea here is that most AI

algorithms suffer from combinatorial explosions: the number of possible elements to be

combined in a synthesis or analysis is just too great, and the algorithms are unable to filter

through all the possibilities, given the lack of intrinsic constraint that comes along with

a “general intelligence” context (as opposed to a narrow-AI problem like chess-playing,

where the context is constrained and hence restricts the scope of possible combinations that

needs to be considered). In an AGI architecture based on cognitive synergy, the different

learning mechanisms must be designed specifically to interact in such a way as to palliate

each others’ combinatorial explosions – so that, for instance, each learning mechanism

dealing with a certain sort of knowledge, must synergize with learning mechanisms dealing

with the other sorts of knowledge, in a way that decreases the severity of combinatorial

explosion.

One prerequisite for cognitive synergy to work is that each learning mechanism must

recognize when it is “stuck,” meaning it’s in a situation where it has inadequate information

to make a confident judgment about what steps to take next. Then, when it does recognize

that it’s stuck, it may request help from other, complementary cognitive mechanisms.

The key point we wish to make here regarding cognitive synergy is that this same

principle, previously articulated mainly in the context of deliberative processes acting on

long-term memory, seems intuitively to hold on the level of the integrative diagram. Most

likely, cognitive synergy holds not only between the learning algorithms associated with

different memory systems, but also between the dynamical processes associated with dif-

ferent large-scale components, such as are depicted in the different sub-diagrams of the

integrative diagram depicted above. If this is so, then all the subdiagrams depend inti-
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mately on each other in a dynamic sense, meaning that the processes within each of them

must be attuned to the processes within each of the others, in order for the whole system to

operate effectively. We do not have a proof of this hypothesis at present, so we present it

as our intuitive judgment based on informal integration of a wide variety of evidence from

cognitive science, neuroscience and artificial intelligence.

Of course, some pieces of the integrative diagram are bound to be more critical than

others. Removing the language box might result in an AGI system with the level of in-

telligence of a great ape rather than a human, whereas removing significant portion of the

perception box might have direr consequences. Removing episodic memory might yield

behavior similar to certain humans with brain lesions, whereas removing procedural mem-

ory would more likely yield an agent with a basic inability to act in the world. But the point

of cognitive synergy is not just that all the boxes in the integrative diagram are needed for

human-level intelligence, but rather that the dynamics inside all the boxes need to interact

closely in order to achieve human-level intelligence. For instance, it’s not just removing

the perception box that would harm the system’s intelligence – forcing the perception box

to operate dynamically in isolation from the processes inside the other boxes would have a

similar effect.

8.6 Why Is It So Hard to Measure Partial Progress Toward Human-Level
AGI?

Why it is so hard to measure partial progress toward human-level AGI? The reason

is not so hard to understand, if one thinking in terms of cognitive synergy and system

integration.

Supposing the integrative diagram is accurate – then why can’t we get, say, 75% of

the way to human level intelligence by implementing 75% of the boxes in the integrative

diagram? The reason this doesn’t work, we suggest, is that cognitive synergy possesses a

frustrating but important property called “trickiness.”

Trickiness has implications specifically for the evaluation of partial progress toward

human-level AGI. It’s not entirely straightforward to create tests to measure the final

achievement of human-level AGI, but there are some fairly obvious candidates for eval-

uation methods. There’s the Turing Test (fooling judges into believing you’re human, in

a text chat) the video Turing Test, the Robot College Student test (passing university, via

being judged exactly the same way a human student would), etc. There’s certainly no agree-
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ment on which is the most meaningful such goal to strive for, but there’s broad agreement

that a number of goals of this nature basically make sense.

On the other hand, it’s much less clear how one should measure whether one is, say, 50

percent of the way to human-level AGI? Or, say, 75 or 25 percent?

It’s possible to pose many “practical tests” of incremental progress toward human-level

AGI, with the property that IF a proto-AGI system passes the test using a certain sort

of architecture and/or dynamics, then this implies a certain amount of progress toward

human-level AGI based on particular theoretical assumptions about AGI. However, in each

case of such a practical test, it seems intuitively likely to a significant percentage of AGI

researchers that there is some way to “game” the test via designing a system specifically

oriented toward passing that test, and which doesn’t constitute dramatic progress toward

AGI.

Some examples of practical tests of this nature would be

• The Wozniak “coffee test”: go into an average American house and figure out how to

make coffee, including identifying the coffee machine, figuring out what the buttons

do, finding the coffee in the cabinet, etc.

• Story understanding – reading a story, or watching it on video, and then answering

questions about what happened (including questions at various levels of abstraction)

• Graduating (virtual-world or robotic) preschool

• Passing the elementary school reading curriculum (which involves reading and an-

swering questions about some picture books as well as purely textual ones)

• Learning to play an arbitrary video game based on experience only, or based on expe-

rience plus reading instructions

One interesting point about tests like this is that each of them seems to some AGI re-

searchers to encapsulate the crux of the AGI problem, and be unsolvable by any system not

far along the path to human-level AGI – yet seems to other AGI researchers, with different

conceptual perspectives, to be something probably game-able by narrow-AI methods. And

of course, given the current state of science, there’s no way to tell which of these practical

tests really can be solved via a narrow-AI approach, except by having a lot of people try

really hard over a long period of time.

A question raised by these observations is whether there is some fundamental reason

why it’s hard to make an objective, theory-independent measure of intermediate progress

toward advanced AGI. Is it just that we haven’t been smart enough to figure out the right

test – or is there some conceptual reason why the very notion of such a test is problematic?
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We suggest that a partial answer is provided by the “trickiness” of cognitive synergy.

Recall that, in its simplest form, the cognitive synergy hypothesis states that human-level

AGI intrinsically depends on the synergetic interaction of multiple components. In this

hypothesis, for instance, it might be that there are 10 critical components required for a

human-level AGI system. Having all 10 of them in place results in human-level AGI, but

having only 8 of them in place results in having a dramatically impaired system – and

maybe having only 6 or 7 of them in place results in a system that can hardly do anything

at all.

Of course, the reality is almost surely not as strict as the simplified example in the

above paragraph suggests. No AGI theorist has really posited a list of 10 crisply-defined

subsystems and claimed them necessary and sufficient for AGI. We suspect there are many

different routes to AGI, involving integration of different sorts of subsystems. However,

if the cognitive synergy hypothesis is correct, then human-level AGI behaves roughly like

the simplistic example in the prior paragraph suggests. Perhaps instead of using the 10

components, you could achieve human-level AGI with 7 components, but having only 5 of

these 7 would yield drastically impaired functionality – etc. Or the point could be made

without any decomposition into a finite set of components, using continuous probability

distributions. To mathematically formalize the cognitive synergy hypothesis in its fully

generality would become quite complex, but here we’re only aiming for a qualitative argu-

ment. So for illustrative purposes, we’ll stick with the “10 components” example, just for

communicative simplicity.

Next, let’s suppose that for any given task, there are ways to achieve this task using a

system that is much simpler than any subset of size 6 drawn from the set of 10 components

needed for human-level AGI, but works much better for the task than this subset of 6

components (assuming the latter are used as a set of only 6 components, without the other

4 components).

Note that this supposition is a good bit stronger than mere cognitive synergy. For lack of

a better name, we’ll call it tricky cognitive synergy. The tricky cognitive synergy hypothesis

would be true if, for example, the following possibilities were true:

• creating components to serve as parts of a synergetic AGI is harder than creating com-

ponents intended to serve as parts of simpler AI systems without synergetic dynamics

• components capable of serving as parts of a synergetic AGI are necessarily more com-

plicated than components intended to serve as parts of simpler AGI systems.
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These certainly seem reasonable possibilities, since to serve as a component of a synergetic

AGI system, a component must have the internal flexibility to usefully handle interactions

with a lot of other components as well as to solve the problems that come its way. In a

CogPrime context, these possibilities ring true, in the sense that tailoring an AI process for

tight integration with other AI processes within CogPrime, tends to require more work than

preparing a conceptually similar AI process for use on its own or in a more task-specific

narrow AI system.

It seems fairly obvious that, if tricky cognitive synergy really holds up as a property

of human-level general intelligence, the difficulty of formulating tests for intermediate

progress toward human-level AGI follows as a consequence. Because, according to the

tricky cognitive synergy hypothesis, any test is going to be more easily solved by some

simpler narrow AI process than by a partially complete human-level AGI system.

8.7 Conclusion

We have presented an integrative diagram summarizing and merging multiple re-

searchers’ views regarding the architecture of human-level general intelligence. We believe

the results of our work demonstrate a strong degree of overlap and synergy between dif-

ferent contemporary perspectives on AGI, and illustrate that a substantial plurality of the

AGI field is moving toward consensus on the basic architecture of human-like general in-

telligence. Also, we suggest the integrative diagram may be useful from a purely cognitive

science view, as a coherent high-level picture of all the parts of the human mind and how

they work together.

We have also presented an argument that, to achieve anything remotely similar to

human-level general intelligence, it will be necessary to implement all of the integrative

diagram, not just isolated bits and pieces. We believe the arguments given here regarding

trickiness provide a plausible explanation for the empirical observation that positing tests

for intermediate progress toward human-level AGI is a very difficult prospect. If the theo-

retical notions sketched here are correct, then this difficulty is not due to incompetence or

lack of imagination on the part of the AGI community, nor due to the primitive state of the

AGI field, but is rather intrinsic to the subject matter. And in that case, the practical impli-

cation for AGI development is, very simply, that one shouldn’t worry a lot about producing

intermediary results that are compelling to skeptical observers. Just at 2/3 of a human brain

may not be much use, similarly, 2/3 of an AGI system may not be much use. Lack of
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impressive intermediary results may not imply one is on a wrong development path; and

comparison with narrow AI systems on specific tasks may be badly misleading as a gauge

of incremental progress toward human-level AGI.

Thus our overall conclusion is both optimistic and pessimistic. If one implements a sys-

tem instantiating the integrative diagram, and fills in each box with processes that cooperate

synergetically with the processes in the other boxes to minimize combinatorial explosion –

then one will get a human-level general intelligence. On the other hand, due to the trick-

iness of cognitive synergy, such a system may not display dramatic general intelligence

until it is just about finished!
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The development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems has to date been largely one of man-
ual labor. This constructionist approach to AI has resulted in systems with limited-domain
application and severe performance brittleness. No AI architecture to date incorporates, in a
single system, the many features that make natural intelligence general-purpose, including
system-wide attention, analogy-making, system-wide learning, and various other complex
transversal functions. Going beyond current AI systems will require significantly more
complex system architecture than attempted to date. The heavy reliance on direct human
specification and intervention in constructionist AI brings severe theoretical and practical
limitations to any system built that way.
One way to address the challenge of artificial general intelligence (AGI) is replacing a
top-down architectural design approach with methods that allow the system to manage its
own growth. This calls for a fundamental shift from hand-crafting to self-organizing archi-
tectures and self-generated code – what we call a constructivist AI approach, in reference
to the self-constructive principles on which it must be based. Methodologies employed
for constructivist AI will be very different from today’s software development methods;
instead of relying on direct design of mental functions and their implementation in a cog-
nitive architecture, they must address the principles – the “seeds” – from which a cognitive
architecture can automatically grow. In this paper I describe the argument in detail and
examine some of the implications of this impending paradigm shift.

9.1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence researchers have traditionally been rather optimistic about the rate of

progress in the field. The origin of this optimism dates back numerous deacdes, possibly

145
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as far back as our understanding of the electrical properties of neurons and their role in

controlling animal behavior, but at the very least to the invention of using electricity for au-

tomatic calculation and related tasks – tasks that only humans used to be capable of. These

realizations seemed so laden with potential that even the most ardent skeptics couldn’t help

imagining near-future scenarios where electrical machines would be doing all sorts of tasks

requiring intelligence, helping out in every area of human endeavor.

In spite of measurable progress since the early discoveries, one big question still re-

mains unanswered: How does the human and animal mind work? Bits and pieces of

answers have been popping out of neuroscience, cognitive science, psychology, and AI

research, but a holistic picture seems as far in the future as ever. What we would like to see

– and this is a vision shared by many of those who started the field of AI over 50 years ago

– is an artificial system that can learn numerous disparate tasks and facts, reliably perform

them in a variety of circumstances and environments of real-world complexity; a system

that can apply itself to learning a wide range of skills in a wide range of domains. Such

a system would be considered by most as “generally intelligent”. A trivial example is an

AI that can learn, over a period of say 3 months, to cook dinner, do the dishes, and fix

automobiles. An AI that can acquire the skills to invent new things, solve global warming,

and negotiate peace treaties would be yet another step forward, but for all we know, this

might not be too far-fetched if we can achieve the former.

A functioning brain is a reasonably good place to start studying how thought works –

after all natural intelligence is what gave us the idea to build artificial minds in the first

place. Consider functions of natural minds such as global attention with introspective ca-

pabilities, the ability to discover, understand and abstract facts and causal chains, to make

analogies and inferences, and to learn a large amount of vastly different skills, facts and

tasks, including the control of one’s own thoughts. These are features that seem simply

too critical to leave out when attempting to build an intelligent system. It is in part the

historical neglect of such key features – but especially their integration – that motivates the

present discussion.

The vast collection of atoms and molecules found in everything we see in this universe

tells us little about familiar phenomena such as oceans, rainforests and Picasso paintings.

In the same way, brain neurons are but one of the many building blocks behind the complex

phenomenon we normally recognize as intelligence. Just like the atoms in the trunk of a tree

or water molecules on the surface of the Earth, neurons participate in pattens of interaction

that form complex structures of lower granularity, all of which are more complex than any
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single neuron alone. Without the right superstructures, brain neurons are nothing more than

fancy amoebas, and just as far from what we recognize as high-level intelligence.

Studying only neurons for finding out how the mind works is akin to restricting oneself

to atoms when studying weather patterns. Similarly, languages used today for programming

computers are too restrictive – instead of helping us build complex animated systems they

focus our attention on grains of sand, which are then used to implement bricks – software

modules – which, no surprise, turn out to be great for building brick houses, but are too

inflexible for creating the mobile autonomous robot we were hoping for. In short, modern

software techniques are too inflexible for helping us realize the kinds of complex dynamic

systems necessary to support general intelligence.

What is called for are new methodologies that can bring more power to AI development

teams, enabling them to study cognition in a much more holistic way than possible today,

and focus on architecture – the operation of the system as a whole. To see why this is so

we need to look more closely at what it is that makes natural intelligence special.

9.2 The Nature of (General) Intelligence

Whether or not natural intelligence is at the center of our quest for thinking machines,

it certainly gives us a benchmark; even simple animals are capable of an array of skills way

beyond the most advanced man-made machines. Just to take an example, a fully grown

human brain must contain millions of task-specific abilities. This fact in itself is impres-

sive, but pales in comparison to the fact that these skills have been acquired largely au-

tonomously by the system itself, through self-directed growth, development, and training,

and are managed, selected, improved, updated, and replaced dynamically, while the system

is in use. An integrated system with these capabilities is able to apply acquired skills in

realtime in varied circumstances; it can determine – on the fly – when and how to combine

them to achieve its goals. And in spite of already having a vast amount of acquired skills,

it must retain the ability to acquire new ones, some of which may have very little overlap

with any prior existing knowledge.

The field of artificial intelligence has so far produced numerous partial solutions to

what we normally call intelligent behavior. These address isolated sub-topics such as play-

ing board games, using data from a camera to perform a small set of predetermined oper-

ations, transcribing spoken words into written ones, and learning a limited set of actions

from experience. In systems that learn, the learning targets (goals) are hand-picked by the
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programmer; in systems that can to some extent “see” their environment, the variations in

operating contexts and lighting must be highly restricted; in systems that can play board

games, the types of games are limited in numerous ways – in short, there are significant

limitations to the systems in each of these areas. No system has yet been built that can

learn two or more of these domains by itself, given only the top-level goal of simply learn-

ing “any task that comes your way”. These systems are nonetheless labeled as “artificially

intelligent” by a majority of the research community.

In contrast, what we mean by “general” intelligence is the ability of a system to learn

many skills (e.g. games, reading, singing, playing racketball, building houses, etc.) and to

learn to perform these in many different circumstances and environments. To some extent

one could say that the ability to “learn to learn” may be an important characteristic of such

a system. Wang (2004) puts this in the following way:

“If the existing domain-specific AI techniques are seen as tools, each of which

is designed to solve a special problem, then to get a general-purpose intelligent

system, it is not enough to put these tools into a toolbox. What we need here

is a hand. To build an integrated system that is self-consistent, it is crucial to

build the system around a general and flexible core, as the hand that uses the tools

[assuming] different forms and shapes.”

Many abilities of an average human mind, that are still largely missing from present

AI systems, may be critical for higher-level intelligence, including: The ability to learn

through experience via examples or through instruction; to separate important things from

unimportant ones in light of the system’s goals and generalize this to a diverse set of situa-

tions, goals and tasks; steering attention to important issues, objects and events; the ability

to quickly judge how much time to spend on the various subtasks of a task in a com-

plex sequence of actions; the ability to continuously improve attention steering; to make

analogies between anything and everything; the ability to learn a wide range of related or

unrelated skills without damaging what was learned before; and the ability to use intro-

spection (thinking about one’s own thinking) as a way to understand and improve one’s

own behavior and mental processes, and ultimately one’s performance and existence in the

world.

These are but a few examples of many pan-architectural abilities that involve large

parts of the entire system, including the process of their development, training, and situated

application. All of these abilities are desirable for a generally intelligent artificial mind,
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and many of them may be necessary. For example, a system working on the docks and

helping to tie boats to the pier must be able to ignore rain and glaring sun, the shouts of

others doing their own tasks, detect the edge of the pier, catch a glimpse of the rope in

the air, prepare its manipulators to catch it, catch it, and tie it to the pier – all within the

span of a few seconds. In a real-world scenario this task has so many parameters that the

system’s realtime attentional capabilities must be quite powerful. It is hard to see how

a general-purpose intelligence can be implemented without an attention mechanism that

can – in realtime – learn to shift focus of attention effectively from internal events (e.g.

remembering the name of a colleague) to external events (e.g. apologizing to those present

for not remembering her name), and at runtime – while operating – improve this skill based

on the goals presented by social norms. Natural intelligences probably include many such

attention mechanisms, at different levels of detail. Attention is just one of the seemingly

complex transversal skills – pan-architectural skills that represent in some way fundamental

operational characteristics of the system – without which it seems rather unlikely that we

will ever see artificial general intelligence, whether in the lab or on the street.

The enormous gap in size and complexity between a single neuron and a functioning

animal brain harbors a host of challenging questions; the size and nature of this challenge

is completely unclear. What is clear, however, is that a fully formed brain is made up of

a network of neurons forming substructure upon substructure of causal information con-

nections, which in turn form architectures within architectures within architectures, nested

at numerous levels of granularity, each having a complex relationship with the others both

within and between layers of granularity [10, 34]. This relationship, in the form of data

connections, determines how the mind deals with information captured by sensory organs,

how it is manipulated, responded to, and learned from over time. The architectures imple-

ment highly coordinated storage systems, comparison mechanisms, reasoning systems, and

control systems. For example, our sense of balance informs us how to apply forces to our

arm when we reach for a glass of water while standing on a rocking boat. Past experience

in similar situations tells us to move slowly. Our sense of where the glass is positioned

in space informs our movement; the information from our eyes and inner ear combines to

form a plan, and produce control signals for the muscles, instructing them how to get the

hand moving in the direction of the glass without us falling down or tipping the glass over.

A system that can do this in real-time is impressive; a system that can learn to do this, for

a large set of variations thereof, along with a host of other tasks, must also have a highly

flexible architecture.
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Elsewhere I have discussed how the computational architecture, software implementa-

tion, and the cognitive architecture that it implements, need not be isomorphic [35]. Thus,

the arguments made here do not rest on, and do not need to rest on, assumptions about the

particular kind of architecture in the human and animal mind; in the drive for a new method-

ology we are primarily concerned with the operational characteristics that the system we

aim to build – the architecture – must have. Past discussions about cognitive architecture,

whether the mind is primarily “symbol-based” (cf. [20]), “dynamical” (cf. [9, 41]), “mas-

sively modular” (cf. [2]), or something else entirely, can thus be put aside. Instead we focus

on the sheer size of the system and the extreme architectural plasticity, while exhibiting a

tight integration calling for a high degree of interdependencies between an enormous set

of functions. Just as an ecosystem cannot be understood by studying one lake and three

inhabiting animal species, intelligence cannot be realized in machines by modeling only a

few of its necessary features; by neglecting critical interdependencies of its relatively large

number of heterogeneous mechanisms most dissections are prevented from providing more

than a small fragment of the big picture. General intelligence is thus a system that imple-

ments numerous complex functions organized at multiple levels of organization. This is the

kind of system we want to build, and it cannot be achieved with the present methodologies,

as will become evident in the next section.

To summarize, work towards artificial general intelligence (AGI) cannot ignore neces-

sary features of such systems, including:

• Tight integration: A general-purpose system must tightly and finely coordinate a host

of skills, including their acquisition, transitions between skills at runtime, how to com-

bine two or more skills, and transfer of learning between them over time at many levels

of temporal and topical detail.

• Transversal functions: Related to the last point, but a separate issue; lies at the heart

of system flexibility and generality: The system must have pan-architectural charac-

teristics that enable it to operate consistently as a whole, to be highly adaptive (yet

robust) in its own operation across the board, including meta-cognitive abilities. Some

such functions have been listed already, namely attention, learning, analogy-making

capabilities, and self-inspection, to name some.

• Time: Ignoring (general) temporal constraints is not an option if we want AGI. Time

is a semantic property, and the system must be able to understand – and be able to

learn to understand – time as a real-world phenomenon in relation to its own skills and

architectural operation.
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• Large architecture: An architecture that is considerably larger and more complex than

systems being built in AI labs today is likely unavoidable, unless we are targeting

toy systems. In a complex architecture the issue of concurrency of processes must be

addressed, a problem that has not yet been sufficiently resolved in present software

and hardware. This scaling problem cannot be addressed by the usual “we’ll wait for

Moore’s law to catch up” [19] because the issue does not primarily revolve around

speed of execution, but around the nature of the architectural principles of the system

and their runtime operation.

This list could be extended even further with various other desirable features found

in natural intelligences such as predictable robustness and graceful degradation; the im-

portant point to understand here is that if some (or all) of these features must exist in the

same system, then it is highly unlikely that we can create a system that addresses them

unless we address them at the same time, for (at least) one obvious reason: For any par-

tially operating complex architecture, retrofitting one or more of these into it would be a

practical – and possibly a theoretical – impossibility (cf. [11]). As I myself and others have

argued before [43], the conclusion can only be that the fundamental principles of an AGI

must be addressed holistically. This is clearly a reason to think long and hard about our

methodological approach to the work at hand.

9.3 Constructionist AI: A Critical Look

In computer science, architecture refers to the layout of a large software system made

up of many interacting parts, often organized as structures within structures, and an op-

eration where the “whole is greater than the sum of the parts”. Although not perfect, the

metaphorical reference to physical structures and urban layout is not too far off; in both

cases system designs are the result of compromises that the designers had to make based

on a large and often conflicting set of constraints, which they resolved through their own

insight and ingenuity. In both cases traffic and sequence of events is steered by how things

are connected; in the case of software architecture, it is the traffic of information – who

does what when and who sends and receives what information when.1

There is another parallel between urban planning and software development that is even

more important; it has to do with the tools and methodologies used to design and imple-
1I use the term “software architecture” here somewhat more inclusively than the metaphorical sense might imply,

to cover both the parts responsible for system operation, processing, and data manipulation, as well as the data
items and data structures that they operate on.
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ment the target subject. When using computer simulations as an integral part of a research

methodology, as is done increasingly in many fields including astrophysics, cognitive sci-

ence, and biology, an important determinant of the speed of progress is how such software

models are developed and implemented; the methodology used to write the software and

the surrounding software framework in which they are developed and run, is in fact a key

determinant of progress. Could present methodologies in computer science be used to

address the challenges that artificial general intelligence (AGI) presents?

Since software systems are developed by human coders, the programming languages

now used have been designed for human use and readability, and it is no surprise that they

reflect prototypical ways in which humans understand the world. For instance, the most

popular method for organizing programming languages in recent years is based on “object

orientation,” in which data structures and processes are organized into groups intended to

give the human designer a better overview of the system being developed. Dependencies

between the operation and information flow in such groups, that is, what particulars of what

groups of processes are allowed to receive, process, and output the various types of data, is

decided at design time. This also holds for the groups’ operational semantics, where each

group is essentially a special-purpose processor that has special-purpose behavior, with a

pre-defined role in the system as a whole, defined by the software coder at design time. In

this constructionist approach variables, commands, and data, play the role of bricks; the

software developer takes the role of the “construction worker.”

The field of artificial intelligence too relies on a constructionist approach: Systems are

built by hand, and both the gross and fine levels of architectures are laid down “brick by

brick.” This is where we find the most important similarity between architecture and soft-

ware development, and the one with which we are primarily concerned here; in both cases

everything – from the fine points to the overall layout of the final large-scale processing

structures – is defined, decided and placed in the system by human designers.

As history unequivocally shows, all AI systems developed to date with constructionist

methodologies have had the following drawbacks, when compared to natural intelligence:

• They are extremely limited in what they can do, and certainly don’t come anywhere

close to addressing the issues discussed in the prior section, especially transversal

functions such as global attention mechanisms and system-wide learning.

• They are brittle, stripped of the ability to operate outside of the limited scope targeted

by their designer. More often than not they also tend to be brittle when operating

within their target domain, especially when operating for prolonged periods, which
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reveals their sensitivity to small errors in their implementation and lack of graceful

degradation in respect to partial failure of some components.

To be sure, AI researchers often extend and augment typical software development

methodologies in various ways, going beyond what can be done with “standard” ap-

proaches. The question then becomes, how far could constructionist methodology be

taken?

Over the last few decades only a handful of methodologies have been proposed for

building large, integrated AI systems – Behavior-Oriented Design (BOD; [5]), the Sub-

sumption Architecture [4], Belief, Desires, Intentions (BDI; cf. [28]), and the Construc-

tionist Design Methodology (CDM) [37] are among them. CDM rests on solid present-day

principles of software engineering, but is specifically designed to help developers man-

age system expansion; its principles allow continuous architecture-preserving expansion of

complex systems involving large numbers of executable modules, computers, developers,

and research teams.2

The Cognitive Map architecture [22], implemented on the Honda ASIMO robot, en-

ables it to play card games with children using reciprocal speech and gesture. Imple-

menting and coordinating state of the art vision and speech recognition methods, novel

spatio-temporal interpretation mechanisms and human-robot interaction, this system is

fairly large, and it is among the relatively few that make it a specific goal to push the

envelope on scale and breadth of integration.

The Cognitive Map architecture has benefited greatly from the application of the CDM

to its construction, as system development has involved many developers over several years.

The architecture is implemented as multiple semi-independent modules running on multi-

ple CPUs interacting over a network. Each module is responsible for various parts of the

robot’s operations, including numerous perceptors for detecting and indexing perceived

phenomena and various types of deciders, spatial, and semantic memory systems, action

controllers, etc. Each of the modules is a (hand-crafted) piece of software, counting any-

where from a few dozen lines of code to tens of thousands. As most of the modules are

at the smaller end of this spectrum, interaction and network traffic during system runtime

is substantial. The components in the Cognitive Map architecture are coordinated via an

infrastructure called Psyclone AIOS, a middleware that targets large AI systems based on

multiple dynamically interacting modules, with powerful blackboard-based data sharing
2Results of the application of CDM have been collected for several types of systems, in many contexts, at three

different research institutions, CADIA [15, 29, 38], Honda Research Labs (HRI-US) [21, 22] and the Computer
Graphics and User Interfaces Lab at Columbia University [37].
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mechanisms [39]. Psyclone AIOS allows multiple programming languages to be used to-

gether, supports easy distribution of processes over a network, handles data streams that

must be routed to various destinations at runtime (e.g. from video cameras), and offers

various other features that help with AI architecture development. The system supports

directly the principles of the CDM and is certainly among the most flexible such systems

involving the creation and management of large architectures.3

In light of progress within the field of robotics and AI, the ASIMO Cognitive Map ar-

chitecture is a strong contender: It integrates a large set of functionality in more complex

ways than comparable systems did only a few years ago. It relies on a methodology specif-

ically targeted to AI and robotic systems, where multiple diverse functions implemented

via thousands of lines of code must be tightly integrated and coordinated in realtime. So

how large is the advancement demonstrated by this system?

The resulting system has all of the same crippling flaws as the vast majority of such sys-

tems built before it: It is brittle, and complex to the degree that it is becoming exponentially

more expensive to add features to it – we are already eyeing the limit. Worst of all, it has

still not addressed – with the exception of a slight increase in breadth – a single one of the

key features listed above as necessary for AGI systems. In spite of good intentions, neither

the CDM – nor any of the other methodologies, for that matter – could help address the

difficult questions of transversal functions and architectural construction which are orders

of magnitude larger than attempted to date.

Some of the systems I have been involved with developing have contained an unusually

large number of modules, with sizes varying from very small (a few dozen lines of code)

to very large (tens of thousands). We refer to them as “granular” architectures (cf. [15]).

In these systems the algorithms coordinating the modules (i.e. the gross architecture) dy-

namically control which components are active at what time, which ones receive input

from where, etc. Some of the components can change dynamically, such as the Index-

ers/Deciders in the Cognitive Map [21], and learn, such as the module complex for learn-

ing turntaking in the artificial radio-show host [15]. Increased granularity certainly helps

making the architecture more powerful. But yet again, the modules in these systems are

typically black-box with prescribed dependencies, which precludes them from automati-

cally changing their operation, expand their reach, or even modify their input and output

profiles in any significant way, beyond what the coder could prescribe. Their inputs and

outputs are directly dependent on the surrounding architecture, which is restricted by the
3Other solutions addressing similar needs include Elvin [33], the Open Agent Architecture [18] and NetP [13].
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inability of components to change their operation. Many component technologies used in

these architectures are built from different theoretical assumptions about their operating

context, increasing this dependency problem.

On the practical side, many problems get worse as the architectures get bigger, e.g. for

lack of fault tolerance (such as code-level bugs). Some new problems are introduced, espe-

cially architecture-level problems and those we call interaction problems: Loosely-coupled

modules often have complex (and infrequent) patterns of interaction that are difficult to un-

derstand for the developers in the runtime system; interaction problems grow exponentially

as the system gets bigger. A constructionist approach does not help us unlock tight inter-

dependencies between components, or remove the need for humans to oversee and directly

interact with the system at the code level.

Examples of other AI architectures with ambitions towards artificial general intelli-

gence include LIDA [8], AKIRA [25], NARS [45], SOAR [16], CLARION [32], ACT-

R [1], OSCAR [27], and Ikon Flux [23]. However, those that have been tested on non-trivial

tasks, such as ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION, are based on constructionist methodologies

with clear limitations in scaling arising thereof; those that promise to go beyond current

practices, e.g. Ikon Flux, NARS, LIDA, and OSCAR, suffer from having either been ap-

plied only to toy problems, or are so new that thorough evaluation is still pending.

No matter how dynamic and granular the components of an architecture are made, or

which expanded version of a constructionist methodology is being applied, a heavy reliance

on manual construction has the following effects:

• System components that are fairly static. Manual construction limits the complexity

that can be built into each component.

• The sheer number of components that can form a single architecture is limited by what

a designer or team can handle.

• The components and their interconnections in the architecture are managed by algo-

rithms that are hand-crafted themselves, and thus also of limited flexibility.

Together these three problems remove hopes of autonomous architectural adaptation and

system growth. Without system-wide adaptation, the systems cannot break free of tar-

geted learning. Like most if not all other engineered systems of a comparable scale and

level of integration, e.g. telephone networks, CPUs, and power grids, these systems are

incapable of architecture-level evolution, precluding architecture-wide learning (what one

might metaphorically think of as “cognitive growth”) and deep automatic adaptation, all of

which precludes general-purpose systems capable of applying themselves autonomously to
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arbitrary problems and environments. That is precisely the kind of flexibility we want a

new methodology to enable us to imbue an AI architecture with.

The solution – and most fruitful way for AI in the coming decades – rests on the de-

velopment of a new style of programming, with greater attention given to the architectural

makeup, structure, and nature of large complex systems, bringing with it the element of

automated systems management, resting on the principles of transparent operational se-

mantics.

9.4 The Call for a New Methodology

Available evidence strongly indicates that the power of general intelligence, arising

from a high degree of architectural plasticity, is of a complexity well beyond the maximum

reach of traditional software methodologies. At least three shortcomings of constructionist

AI need to be addressed in a new methodology: Scale, integration, and flexibility. These

are fundamental shortcomings of all software systems developed to date, yet, as we have

seen above, they must all be overcome at the same time in the same system, if we wish to

achieve artificial general intelligence. Any approach that is successful in addressing these

must therefore represent a fundamentally new type of methodology.

Scale matters in at least two ways. First, we have reason to believe that a fairly large set

of cognitive functions is necessary for even modestly complex real-world environments. A

small system, one that was of a size that could be implemented by a handful of engineers

in half a decade, is not likely to support the reliable running of supernumerary functions.

And historical evidence certainly does not help refute this claim: In spite of decades of

dealing with the various problems of scaling beyond toy contexts (“context” interpreted

in a rather general form, as in “the ocean” versus “the desert”; “indoors” versus “out-

doors,” etc.), standard component-based software methodology has theoretical limitations

in the size of systems that it can allow to be built; as these systems are programmed by

humans, their size and complexity is in fact restricted by the industriousness of a dedicated

team of researchers in the same way that building a house is. This is the reason why we

still have not seen systems that scale easily. What is needed is the equivalent of a highly

automated factory. Second, a small system is not very likely to lend sufficient support

to the kind of functions that characterize higher-level intelligences, such as system-wide

analogy-making, abstraction, cross-domain knowledge and knowledge transfer, dynamic
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and learnable attention, all of which require transversal functionality of some sort to be of

general use.4

The issue of integration ultimately revolves around software architecture. Most archi-

tectures built to date are coarse-grained, built of relatively large modules, because this is

the kind of architecture that traditional methodologies most naturally support. The size

of components in constructionist systems built to date varies from “a few” to “dozens”,

depending on which system you look at. To take some concrete examples, in our own

single-mind (as opposed to multi-agent) systems we have had close to 100 modules, most

of which are only a few pages of C++ code each, but often include two or three significantly

larger ones (thousands of lines or more) in the full system (see e.g. [38]). Each of these may

have somewhere from 0 to, at most, 20 parameters that can be changed or tuned at runtime.

Such a system simply does not permit the highly dynamic communication and behavior

patterns required for these sophisticated functionalities. More importantly, the architecture

is too inflexible for sub-functions to be shared between modules at the gross-architecture

level. In such an arrangement tight integration is precluded: For AGIs we need a tighter,

deeper integration of cognitive functions; we need a methodology that allows us to design

architectures composed of tens of thousands of components with ease – where the smallest

component is peewee-size (the size of a medium-size C++ operation [40]) and where the

combination of these into larger programs, and their management, is largely automatic.

We are looking for more than a linear increase in the power of our systems to operate

reliably, and in a variety of (unforeseen) circumstances; experience strongly suggests that a

linear increase in present methods will not bring this about: Nothing in traditional methods

shows even a hint of how more flexible systems could be built using that approach. One of

the biggest challenges in AI today is to move away from brittle, limited-domain systems.

Hand-crafted software systems tend to break very easily, for example when taking inputs

outside the scope of those anticipated by their designers or because of unexpected interac-

tion effects amongst the systems’ components. What seems clear is that a new methodology

must inevitably revolve around what could be thought of as “meta”-programs; programs

that guide the creation of new programs that guide the system’s interaction patterns with

the world, and possibly test these in simulation mode beforehand, as a “mental exercise”,

to predict how well they might work. The systems need to have a reliable way to judge

whether prior knowledge exists to solve the problem, and whether the problem or situation
4Although system-wide learning and self-modification could be realized in isolation by a small system, these

features are likely to be impossible to maintain in a large system when taking a constructionist approach, and we
need the system to incorporate all of these features in a unified manner.
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falls within what the system has already encountered or whether it finds itself in completely

new circumstances. So, we need a methodology for designing a system whose output, cog-

nitive work, is a set of programs that are more or less new compared to what existed in the

system before; programs that can be given a chance to guide the system in its interactions

with new operating contexts (domains), and ways to assess the results of such “hypothesis

testing”: The programs must be compared and evaluated on the grounds of the results they

achieve. It may even be necessary for the evaluation itself to be learnable, for, after all,

the system should be as self-organizing as possible. For a large system, doing all of this

with present reinforcement learning and genetic algorithm techniques is likely to be too

limited, too slow, or, most probably, impossible; the system must therefore be endowed

with analogy making, reasoning, and inference capabilities to support such skills.

If we can create systems that can adapt their operating characteristics from one context

to another, and propose what would have to be fairly new techniques with a better chance

of enabling the system’s operation in the new envrionment, then we have created a system

that can change its own architecture. And that is exactly what I believe we need: For any

real-world domain (e.g. an indoor office environment) that is sufficiently different from

another real-world domain (e.g. a busy street), creating a system that can not only operate

but learn to operate in both, as well as in new domains, must be a system that can change

its own operation in fundamentally new ways – these systems would have self-organizing

architectures that largely manage their own growth.

9.5 Towards a New Constructivist AI

A system that can learn to change its own architecture in sensible ways is a construc-

tivist AI system, as it is to some significant extent self-constructive [36]. The name and

inspiration comes partly from Piaget [26], who argued that during their youth humans de-

velop cognitive faculties via a self-directed “constructive” process, emphasizing the active

role that a learning mind itself has in any learning process. Piaget’s ideas later became the

foundation for the work by Drescher [7], who brought this idea to artificial intelligence,

arguing that AI should study the way minds grow. The present work shares Drescher’s

aim for more powerful ways of learning, aligning with the general hypothesis behind his

work that an (artificial) mind requires sophisticated abilities to build representations and

grow its knowledge about the world based on its own direct experiences. But in the present

work we take this idea a step further by arguing for a fundamental change in methodolog-
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ical assumptions, emphasizing the need for new principles of automatic management of

whole AI architectures – i.e. the mind itself: It is not only the system’s learning but the

control structures themselves that must be part of such cognitive development and con-

stant (auto-)construction. The methodologies employed for such AI development – con-

structivist AI – are likely to be qualitatively different from today’s software development

methods.

Here a drive for constructivist AI – that is, a system that can modify its own internal

structures to improve its own operational characteristics, based on experience – arises thus

from two fundamental assumptions, namely that (a) constructionist methodologies (i.e. by

and large all traditional software development techniques) are not sufficient – both in princi-

ple and in practice – to realize systems with artificial general intelligence; (b) the hypothesis

that automation of not just parameter tuning or control of (coarse-grained) module opera-

tion but of architectural construction (as understood in computer science) and management

is what is needed to address this shortcoming. This is in line with the ideas presented by

the proponents of second-order cybernetics and cybernetic epistemology [42] [12], which

studies the nature of self-regulation.

In our approach we are by and large ruling out all methodologies that require some

form of hand-coding of domain-level operational functionality (what Wang metaphorically

referred to as “tools” [43]), as well as any and all approaches that require extensive hand-

coding of the final static architecture for an artificial general intelligence (metaphorically

referred to as “hand” by [43], limiting initial (manual) construction to a form of “seed” – a

kind of meta-program – which automates the management of all levels below. This is what

we call constructivist AI. Pure constructivist systems do not exist yet in practice, but some

theoretical work already shows promise in this direction.

The following are topics that I consider likely to play a critical role in the impending

paradigm shift towards constructivist AI. The topics are: Temporal grounding, feedback

loops, pan-architectural pattern matching, small white-box components, and architecture

meta-programming and integration. Other key factors probably exist that are not included

here, so this list should be considered a necessary but insufficient set of topics to focus on in

the coming decades as we turn our sights to building larger, more self-organizing systems.

9.5.1 Temporal Grounding

As now seems widely accepted in the AI community, it is fairly useless to talk of an

entity being “intelligent” without referencing the context in which the entity operates. In-
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telligence must be judged by its behavioral effects on the world in particular circumstances

which are not part of the entity’s operation: We cannot rightfully show an entity to be

smart unless we consider both what the entity does and what kinds of challenges the envi-

ronment presents. This means that intelligent behavior requires grounding – a meaningful

“hook-up” between an intelligent system’s thoughts and the world in which it operates.

This grounding must include a connection to both space and time: Ignoring either would

cripple the entity’s possibility of acting intelligently in its world, whether real or virtual.

So, for one, the entity must have a means to be situated in this world – it must have a

body, a (limited) collection of sensors to accept raw data through and some (limited) set of

actuators – to affect its surroundings. By the same token, its body must be connected to

the entity’s internal thought/computational processes to transfer the results of its thinking

to the body.5

The issue goes beyond situatedness, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition

for grounding: via situated perception and action, a feedback loop is created allowing the

system to adapt to its environment and to produce models of the world that enable it to

plan in that world, using predicted results of sequences of actions (plans). Results that do

not match predictions become grounds for revision of its models of the world, and thus

enable it to learn to exist in the given environment (cf. [44]). Therefore, to be grounded, an

intelligent entity must be able to compute using processes that have a causal, predictable

relationship with the external reality.

This leads us to a discussion of time. As any student of computer science knows, com-

putation can be discussed, scrutinized and reasoned about without regard for how long it

actually takes in a particular implemented system. It may be argued that this simplification

has to some extent helped advance the fields of computer science and engineering. How-

ever, lack of a stronger foundation for the semantics of the actual, realtime execution of

computational operations has hampered progress in fields dealing with highly time-critical

topics, such as embedded systems, user interfaces, distributed networks, and artificial in-

telligence systems. As others have pointed out, timeliness is a semantic property [17] and

must be treated as such. To be grounded, the computational operations of an intelligent

entity must have a causal, temporally contextualized and predictable – and thus temporally

meaningful – relationship with the external reality.

To make an intelligent machine that does not understand time is a strange undertak-

ing. No example of natural intelligence exists where time isn’t integral in its operation:
5Froese (2007) gives a good overview of past research on these topics.
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When it comes to doing intelligent things in the world, time is of the essence. Indeed, in

a world without the arrow of time there would be little need for the kind of intelligence

we see in nature. The lack of a strong connection between computational operations and

the temporal dimension is preventing a necessary theoretical and practical understanding

of the construction of large architectural solutions that operate predictably under external

time constraints. We need to find ways to build an operational knowledge of external time

into AI architectures.

To use its own mental powers wisely an intelligent machine must not only be able to

understand the march of the real-world clock itself, it should preferably understand its own

capabilities and limitations with regards to time, lest it cannot properly make plans to guide

its own learning or evolution. One method is to link the execution of the software tightly

with the CPUs operation and inputs from the system’s operating environment to create a

clear semantic relationship between logical operations and the passing of realtime (running

of the CPU), in a way that allows the system to do the inferencing and modeling of this

relation itself and use this in its own operation throughout the abstraction layers in the

entire architecture, producing a temporally grounded system. This is not mere conjecture;

in the Ikon Flux system [23] lambda terms were used to implement this idea in a system

containing hundreds of thousands of such terms, showing that this is indeed possible on

large architectural scales, even on present hardware. And as mentioned above, the full

perception-action loop needs to be included in these operational semantics.

There are thus at least three key aspects of temporal representation. The first is the

perception of external time. The system exists in some world; this world has a clock;

any system that cannot reasonably and accurately sense time at a resolution relevant to its

operation will not be able to take actions with regards to events that march along to this

clock, and thus – by definition – is not intelligent. Second, an intelligent system must have

a representation of mental time and be able to estimate how long its own mental operations

take. Third, an AI architecture must understand how the first two aspects relate, so that

mental actions can be planned for based on externally or internally-imposed timelines and

deadlines. The challenge is how to implement this in distributed, fine-grained architectures

with parallel execution of subcomponents.

9.5.2 Feedback Loops

Any generally intelligent system operating in the real world, or a world of equivalent

complexity, will have vastly greater information available than the mind of such a system
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will have time to process. Thus, only a tiny fraction of the available data in the world

is being processed by the system at any point in time. The actual data selected to be

thought about must be selected based on the system’s goals – of which there will be many,

for any system of reasonable complexity. To be able to respond to unexpected events

the system must further divide its processing capability between thinking about long-term

things (those that have not happened yet and are either wanted, or to be avoided), and those

that require immediate processing. Any mechanism that manages how the system chooses

this division is generally called attention, or considered a part of an attentional mechanism.

Attention is intricately linked with the perception-action loop, which deals with how the

system monitors for changes in the world, and how quickly it is able to respond to these.

For any intelligent system in a reasonably complex environment the nature and operation

of these mechanisms are of utmost importance, as they are fundamental to the cognitive

makeup of the system and put limits on all its other cognitive abilities.

Focus on the perception-action loop in current AI curricula is minimal. A quick look

at some of the more popular textbooks on the subject reveals hardly any mention of the

subject. Given that this most important loop in intelligent systems is largely ignored in

the mainstream AI literature, it is no surprise that the little discussion there is dwells on

their trivial aspects. Yet the only means for intelligent systems to achieve stability far from

(thermodynamic) equilibrium is through feedback loops. The growth of a system, and its

adaptation to genuinely new contexts, must rely on feedback loops to stabilise the system

and protect it from collapsing. Furthermore, any expansion or modification of existing

skills or capabilities, whether it is to support more complex inferencing, making skills

more general-purpose or improving the performance on a particular task, requires an eval-

uation feedback loop. For general-purpose intelligence such loops need to permeate the

intelligence architecture.

The way any entity achieves grounding is through feedback loops: repeated interac-

tions which serve as experiments on the context in which the entity finds itself, and the

abstractions which it has built of that context, of its own actions, and of its tasks. Feedback

loops related to the complexities of tasks are key to a system’s ability to learn particular

tasks, and about the world. But the process must involve not only experience (feedback)

of its actions on the context outside itself, it must also involve the context of its internal

processes. So self-modeling is a necessary part of any intelligent being. The feedback

loop between the system’s thinking and its evaluation of its own cognitive actions is there-

fore just as important as that to the external world, because this determines the system’s
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ability to learn to learn. This, it can be argued, is a key aspect of general intelligence.

Together these extremely important feedback loops provide a foundation for any increases

in a system’s intelligence.

Self-organization requires feedback loops, and constructionist AI methodologies make

no contributions in this respect. The science of self-organization is a young discipline that

has made relatively slow progress (cf. [30, 46]). As a result, concrete results are hard to

come by (cf. [14]). Perhaps one of the important contributions that this field has to offer at

present is to show how the principles behind self-organization call for a way of thinking that

is very different from that employed in traditional software development methodologies.

9.5.3 Pan-Architectural Pattern Matching

Complex, tightly-integrated intelligence architectures will not work without large-scale

pattern matching, that is, pattern matching that involves large portions of the system it-

self, both in knowledge of domain (e.g. tasks, contexts, objects, etc.) and of architecture

(e.g. perception and action structures, hypothesis generation methods, etc.). Such pattern-

matching functionality plays many roles; I will mention a few.

Any creature living in a complex world must be able to classify and remember the

salient features of a large number of contexts.6 Without knowing which features to re-

member, as is bound to happen regularly as various new contexts are encountered, it must

store potential features – a much larger set than the (ultimately) relevant features – and

subsequently hone these as it experiences an increasingly larger numbers of contexts over

time. In a complex environment like the real-world, the number of potential states or task-

relevant contexts a being may find itself in is virtually infinite. Yet the being’s processing

power, unlike the number of contexts it may find itself in, is finite. So, as already men-

tioned, it must have some sort of attention.7 At any point in time the attentional mechanism

selects memories, mental processes, memories of having applied/used a mental process for

a particular purpose, or all of the above, to determine which mental process to apply in

the present, identify potential for improvement, or simply for the purpose of reminiscing

about the past. The pan-architectural nature of such mechanisms crystallizes in the rather

large amounts of recall required for prior patterns involving not only features of objects to
6One way to think of contextual change, and hence the differentiators between one context and another, is as the

smallest amount of change in a particular environmental configuration that renders a priorly successful behavior
for achieving a particular goal in that configuration unable to achieve that goal after the change.

7Here “attention” refers to a broader set of actions than our typical introspective notion of attention, including
the global control of parts of the mind that are active at any point in time, as well as what each one is doing.
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be recognized, or the contexts in which these objects (including the creature itself) may be

at any point, but also involving the way in which the being controls its attention in these

contexts with regards to its task (something which it must also be able to learn), the various

analogies it has made for the purpose of choosing a course of action, and the mechanisms

that made these analogies possible. To do all this in realtime in one and the same system

is obviously a challenge. This will, however, be impossible without the ability to compare

key portions of the system’s knowledge and control structures through large-scale pattern

matching.

Yet another example of a process for which such transversal pattern matching is impor-

tant is the growth of the system as it gets smarter with experience. To grow in a particular

way, according to some specification,8 the architecture must have built-in ways to compare

its own status between days, months, and years, and verify that this growth is according

to the specification. This might involve pattern matching of large parts of the realtime

mind, that is, the part of the mind that controls the creature from moment to moment at

different points in time. For a large, heterogeneous architecture such architecture-scale

pattern matching can get quite complicated. But it is unlikely that we will ever build highly

intelligent artificial systems without it.

9.5.4 Transparent Operational Semantics

As already discussed, most integration in AI systems has involved relatively small num-

bers of the functions found in natural minds. A close look at these components – whether

they are computer vision, speech recognition, navigation capabilities, planning, or other

such specialized mechanisms – reveals internals with an intricate structure based on pro-

gramming languages with syntax targeted for human programmers, involving mixtures of

commercial and home-brewed algorithms. The syntax and semantics of “black-box” inter-

nals is difficult or impossible to discover from the outside, by observing only their inputs,

outputs, and behaviors. This is a critical issue in self-organizing systems: The more opaque

complex mechanisms encompassed by any single component in an architecture are, the

harder it is to understand its operational semantics. In other words, the greater the com-

plexity of atomic components, the greater the intelligence required to understand them.

For this reason, to make architectures that construct themselves, we must move away from

large black-box components.
8Such a specification could be small or medium-sized, compared to the resulting system, and it could be evolved,

as our DNA has been, or provided via new meta-programming methods.
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But the grand goal of self-construction cuts even deeper than dictating the size of our

building blocks: It calls for them to have a somewhat different nature. Without excep-

tion, present programming languages used in AI are designed for human interpretation. By

requiring human-level intelligence to be understood, these programming languages have

little chance of being interpreted by other software programs automatically; their opera-

tional semantics are well above a semantic threshold of complexity that can be understood

by automatic methods presently available. Creating systems that can inspect their own

code, for the purpose of improving their own operation, thus requires that we first solve the

problem we started out to solve, namely, the creation of an artificial general intelligence.

We need to move away from programming languages with complex syntax and seman-

tics (all programming languages intended for humans), towards transparent programming

languages with simple syntax and simple operational semantics. Such programming lan-

guages must have fewer basic atomic operations, and their combinatorics would be based

on simpler principles than current programming languages. A foundational mechanism of

such a programming language is likely to be small and large-scale pattern matching: Sys-

tems built with it would likely be fairly uniform in their semantics, from the small scale to

the gross architecture level, as then the same small number of pattern matching operations

could be used throughout the system – regardless of the level of granularity – to detect,

compare, add, delete, and improve any function implemented at any level of detail, from

code snippets to large architectural constructs.

Small “white-box” (transparent) components, executed asynchronously, where each

component implements one of only a few primitive functions, could help streamline the

assembly of architectural components. As long as each component is based on a few fun-

damental principles, it can easily be inspected; assemblies of these will thus also be easily

inspectable, and in turn enable the detection (identification, analysis, and modification) of

functional patterns realized by even large parts of an architecture. This is a prerequisite

for implementing automatic evaluation and learning operational semantics, which lies at

the heart of constructivist AI. Incidentally, this is also what is called for to enable transver-

sal functions implementing the kinds of introspection, system-wide learning and dynamic

attention which I have already argued as being necessary for artificial general intelligence.

How small need the components be? Elsewhere we have pointed out the need to move

towards what we call “peewee-size” granularity [40] – systems composed of hundreds of
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thousands of small modules, possibly millions.9 To see why the size of the smallest modifi-

able entities must be small, we need only look at a hypothetical cognitive operation involv-

ing hierarchical summation of excitation signals at several levels of detail: at the lowest

as well as the highest levels the system – e.g. for improving its operation – may need to

change addition to subtraction in particular places. In this case the operation being modi-

fied is addition. In a large system we are likely to find a vast number of such cases where,

during its growth, a system needs to modify its operation at such low levels of functional

detail. If each peewee-size module is no larger than a lambda term or small function writ-

ten in e.g. C++ we have reached the “code level,” as normally meant by that term – this

should thus be of a sufficiently low-level of granularity for building highly flexible systems:

self-constructive on temporal and complexity scales that we consider useful, yet running

on hardware that is already available.

I am aware of only one architecture that has actually implemented such an approach,

the Loki system, which was built using the Ikon Flux framework [23], a system based on

Lambda terms. The system implemented a live virtual performer in the play Roma Amor

which ran for a number of months at Cite des Sciences et de L’Industrie in Paris in 2005,

proving beyond question that this approach is tractable. Whether the extremely small size

of peewee granularity is required for self-construction or whether larger components can

be used is an important question that we are unable to answer at the moment. But what-

ever their size, the components – architectural building blocks – must be expressible using

simple syntax, as rich syntax begets rich semantics, and rich semantics call for smarter

self-inspection mechanisms whose required smarts eventually rise above a threshold of

complexity beyond which self-construction and self-organization can be bootstrapped, cap-

sizing the whole attempt. The finer the granularity and the simpler the syntax the more

likely it is to succeed in this regard; however, there may also be a lower bound, i.e. build-

ing blocks should not be “too simple”; if the operational semantics is kept at a level that

is “small enough but not smaller” than what can support self-inspection, there is reason to

believe a window opens up within which both practical and powerful components can be

realized.
9These numbers can be thought of as a rough guide – the actual number for any such architecture will of

course depend on a host of things that are hard to currently foresee, including processor speed, cost of memory
transactions, architectural distributedness, and more.
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9.5.5 Integration and Architecture Metaconstruction

Architectural meta-programming is needed to handle larger and more complex sys-

tems [3, 31], scaling up to systems with architectural designs that are more complex than

even the most complex systems yet engineered, such as microprocessors, the Terrestrial

telephone network, or the largest known natural neural networks [24]. A cognitive architec-

ture supporting many of the features seen in natural intelligence will be highly coordinated

and highly integrated – more so than probably any man-made dynamic system today. All

of the issues already discussed in this section are relevant to achieving archiectural meta-

programming and integration: General principles for learning a variety of contexts can

equally well be applied to the architecture itself, which then becomes yet another context.

Constructivist AI will certainly be easier if we find a “cognitive principle” as hypothe-

sized by [6], where the same small set of basic principles can be used throughout to con-

struct every function of a cognitive system. Perhaps fractal architectures – exhibiting self-

similarity at multiple levels of granularity – based on simple operational semantics is just

that principle. But it is fairly unlikely that a single principle alone will open up the doors to

artificial general intelligence – I find it more likely to be based around something like the

numerous electro-spatio-temporal principles, rooted in physics and chemistry, that make

a car engine run than, say, the principle of flight. Either way, there is no getting around

focusing on methods that deal more efficiently with large, distributed, semi-autonomously

evolving architectures with heterogeneous functionality and a high degree of flexibility at

coarse-grain levels. New meta-programming languages, constructivist design methodolo-

gies, and powerful visualization systems must be developed for significant progress to be

made. Transversal functions, as described above, are what ultimately forces us to look at

the whole architecture when thinking about our new methodology: Without taking the op-

eration of the whole into account, pan-architectural features are precluded. The transition

to architectures built via a constructivist methodology will be challenging.

9.6 Conclusions

The hope for generally intelligent machines has not disappeared, yet functions critical

to generally intelligent systems continue to be largely ignored, examples being the ability

to learn to operate in new environments, introspection, and pan-architectural attention.

Systems whose gross architecture is mostly designed from the top-down and pro-

grammed by hand, constructionist AI, has been the norm since the field’s inception, more
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than 50 years ago. Few methodologies have been proposed specifically for AI and re-

searchers have relied on standard software methodologies (with small additions and modi-

fications), one of the more popular ones in recent times being object-oriented programming

and component-based architectures. As far as large AI systems go these methodologies rely

on fairly primitive tools for integration and have generally resulted in brittle systems with

little or no adaptation ability and targeted domain application.

Based on the weaknesses inherent in current practices, the conclusion argued for here

is that the limitations of present AI software systems cannot be addressed through incre-

mental improvement of current practices, even assuming continued exponential growth of

computing power, because the approach has fundamental theoretical and practical limita-

tions: AI systems built to date show that while some integration is possible using current

software development methods and extensions thereof (cf. [37]), the kind of deep integra-

tion needed for developing general artificial intelligence is unlikely to be attained this way.

Standard software development methods do not scale; they assume that their results can be

linearly combined, but this is unlikely to produce systemic features that seem key in general

intelligence; too many difficult problems, including a freely roving attentional mechanism,

equally capable of real-world inspection and introspection, system-wide learning, cogni-

tive growth and improvement, to take some key examples, would be left by the wayside.

To create generally intelligent systems we will need to build significantly larger and more

complex systems than can be built with present methods.

To address the limitations of present methodologies a paradigm shift is needed – a shift

towards constructivist AI, comprised of new methodologies that emphasize auto-generated

code and self-organization. Constructivist AI calls for a very different approach than of-

fered by traditional software methodologies, shifting the focus from manual “brick-laying”

to creating the equivalent of self-constructing “factories”. Architectures would be formed

through interactions between flexible autonomous auto-construction principles, where a

complex environment and initial “seed” code would interact to automatically create the

kinds of architectures needed for general-purpose intelligence.

In this paper I have outlined some of the key topics that need to be advanced in or-

der for this paradigm shift to happen, including a stronger emphasis on feedback loops,

temporal grounding, architecture metaprogramming and integration, pan-architectural pat-

tern matching and transparent operational semantics with small white-box components.

The list, while non-exhaustive, clearly illustrates the relatively large shift in focus that

needs to happen, as most of these topics are not well understood today. To increase our
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chances of progress towards artificial general intelligence, future work in AI should fo-

cus on constructivist-based tools including new development environments, programming

languages, and architectural metaconstruction principles.
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Recently, interest has been revived in self-reflective systems in the context of Artificial
General Intelligence (AGI). An AGI system should be intelligent enough to be able to
reason about its own program code, and make modifications where it sees fit, improving on
the initial code written by human programmers. A pertinent example is the Gödel Machine,
which employs a proof searcher—in parallel to its regular problem solves duties—to find
a self-rewrite of which it can prove that it will be beneficial. Obviously there are technical
challenges involved in attaining such a level of self-reflection in an AGI system, but many
of them are not widely known or properly appreciated. In this chapter we go back to the
theoretical foundations of self-reflection and examine the (often subtle) issues encountered
when embarking on actually implementing a self-reflective AGI system in general and a
Gödel Machine in particular.

10.1 Introduction

An Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) system is likely to require the ability of self-

reflection; that is, to inspect and reason about its own program code and to perform com-

prehensive modifications to it, while the system itself is running. This is because it seems

unlikely that a human programmer can come up with a completely predetermined program

that satisfies sufficient conditions for general intelligence, without requiring adaptation. Of

course self-modifications can take on different forms, ranging from simple adaptation of a

few parameters through a machine learning technique, to the system having complete read

and write access to its own currently running program code [1]. In this chapter we consider

the technical implications of approaching the latter extreme, by building towards a pro-
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gramming language plus interpreter that allows for complete inspection and manipulation

of its own internals in a safe and easily understandable way.

The ability to inspect and manipulate one’s own program code is not novel; in fact, it

was standard practice in the old days when computer memory was very limited and expen-

sive. In recent times, however, programmers are discouraged of using self-modifying code

because it is very hard for human programmers to grasp all consequences (especially over

longer timespans) of self-modifications and thus this practice is considered error-prone.

Consequently, many modern (high-level) programming languages severely restrict access

to internals (such as the call stack) or hide them altogether. There are two reasons, how-

ever, why we should not outlaw writing of self-modifying code forever. First, it may yet be

possible to come up with a programming language that allows for writing self-modifying

code in a safe and easy-to-understand way. Second, now that automated reasoning sys-

tems are becoming more mature, it is worthwhile investigating the possibility of letting

the machine—instead of human programmers—do all the self-modifications based on au-

tomated reasoning about its own programming.

As an example of a system embodying the second motivation above we will consider

the Gödel Machine [2–5], in order to put our technical discussion of self-reflection in con-

text. The fully self-referential Gödel Machine is a universal artificial intelligence that is

theoretically optimal in a certain sense. It may interact with some initially unknown, par-

tially observable environment to solve arbitrary user-defined computational tasks by max-

imizing expected cumulative future utility. Its initial algorithm is not hardwired; it can

completely rewrite itself without essential limits apart from the limits of computability,

provided a proof searcher embedded within the initial algorithm can first prove that the

rewrite is useful, according to its formalized utility function taking into account the limited

computational resources. Self-rewrites due to this approach can be shown to be globally

optimal with respect to the initial utility function (e.g., a Reinforcement Learner’s reward

function), relative to Gödel’s well-known fundamental restrictions of provability [6].

In the next section we provide an outline of the specification of the Gödel Machine con-

cept, which then provides the context for a subsequent discussion of self-reflective systems.

As alluded to above, a Gödel Machine implementation calls for a system with the ability to

make arbitrary changes to its currently running program. But what does that mean? What

is a change, how arbitrary can a change be, and what does a running program actually look

like? We will see that these are nontrivial questions, involving several subtle but important
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issues. In this chapter we provide an overview of the issues involved and ways to overcome

them.

10.2 The Gödel Machine Concept

One can view a Gödel Machine as a program consisting of two parts. One part, which

we will call the solver, can be any problem-solving program. For clarity of presentation,

we will pretend the solver is a Reinforcement Learning (RL) [7] program interacting with

some external environment. This will provide us with a convenient way of determining

utility (using the RL program’s reward function), which will be an important topic later

on. But in general, no constraints are placed on the solver. The second part of the Gödel

Machine, which we will call the searcher, is a program that tries to improve the entire

Gödel Machine (including the searcher) in a provably optimal way. This searcher will be

the main topic of this section.

A Gödel Machine’s searcher is said to hold a function computing the machine’s ex-

pected cumulative future utility. This utility function is then used to construct a target

theorem; that is, the Gödel Machine is only allowed to perform a self-modification if it is

provably useful to do so. As we will see below, the target theorem specifies precisely when

a rewrite is considered “useful.”

Basically, the function for determining the expected cumulative future utility, shown

as u below, sums all rewards for all future time steps. Here “time steps” actually means

not clock ticks, but execution of elementary instructions. Indeed, each instruction takes

time to execute, so if we can find a way to explicitly represent the instructions that are

going to be executed in the future, we automatically have a window into a future time. An

obvious choice of such a representation is the continuation, which is a well-studied concept

in light of λ -calculus-based programming languages (e.g., Lisp, Scheme) [8]. Intuitively, a

continuation can be seen as the opposite of a call stack; instead of showing “where we came

from,” a continuation explicitly shows “what is going to happen next.” Note that in all but

the simplest cases, a continuation will only be partially expanded. For example, suppose

the current continuation is { A(); if B() then C() else D() }; this continuation

specifies that the next thing to be done is expanding A and executing its body, and then

the conditional statement will be executed, which means that first B will be expanded and

depending on its result, either C or D will be expanded. Note that before executing B, it is
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not clear yet whether C or D will be executed in the future; so it makes no sense to expand

either of them before we know the result of B.

In what follows we consistently use subscripts to indicate where some element is en-

coded. u is a function of two parameters, us̄(s,c), which represents the expected cumulative

future utility of running continuation c on state s. Here s̄ represents the evaluating state

(where u is encoded), whereas s is the evaluated state. The reason for this separation will

become clear when considering the specification of u:

us̄(s,c) = Eμs,Ms [u
′ ] with u′(env) = rs̄(s,env)+Eκc,Kc [us̄ | env ] (10.1)

As indicated by subscripts, the representation M of the external environment is encoded

inside s, because all knowledge a Gödel Machine has must be encoded in s. For clarity, let

M be a set of bitstrings, each constituting a representation of the environment held possible

by the Gödel Machine. μ is a mapping from M to probabilities, also encoded in s. c

encodes not only a (partially expanded) representation of the instructions that are going to

be executed in the future, but also a set K of state–continuation pairs representing which

possible next states and continuations can result from executing the first instruction in c,

and a mapping κ from K to probabilities. So μ and κ are (discrete) probability distributions

on sample spaces M and K, respectively. rs̄(s,env) determines whether state s is rewarding

given environment env. For example, in the case where solver (which is part of s) is an RL

program, rs̄(s,env) will be nonzero only when s represents a state just after performing an

input receiving instruction. Finally, the term Eκc,Kc [us̄ | env ] recurses on u with the state

and continuation following from executing the next instruction in continuation c.

It is crucial to note that u and r are taken from the evaluating state s̄, not from the state

s under evaluation. Doing the latter would break the global optimality [5] of the Gödel

Machine, because then it would be capable of rewriting its utility function in arbitrary,

even detrimental ways. Therefore, the original, unchanged utility function of s̄ must be

used to first show that a rewrite is useful. In contrast, μ and M are taken from s, because

for any interesting Gödel Machine, c will both contain instructions that affect the external

environment (e.g., output to actuators) and instructions that update the internal model of

the environment (encoded in s) accordingly. To make use of these updated models, u must

extract them from s. Likewise, κ and K are taken from c, because after each instruction the

continuation necessarily changes, resulting in new κ and K.

It is also important to notice that the function u is recursive. In formula (10.1), a Gödel

Machine’s life ends when the continuation sample space Kc is empty. In that case, the

term Eκc,Kc [us̄ | env ] is zero and recursion on u stops. In the most common case, how-
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ever, an instruction will be deterministic, e.g., Kc = {(s′,c′)}. Then formula (10.1) reduces

to us̄(s,c) = Eμs,Ms [rs̄(s, ·) ] + us̄(s′,c′). So for chains of deterministic state transitions,

the expected cumulative future utility reduces to a summation of expected rewards in the

successive states. But in e.g. RL settings, even those expected rewards are usually zero, be-

cause most instructions are not involved with receiving information from the environment

(which in RL is usually the source of rewards).

We are now in a position to introduce the target theorem, which is based on the util-

ity function u. Let s be an expected future state before some time t. Furthermore, let

c∗ = {wait_until(t);switchprog()} denote the continuation that waits until time t (e.g., by

continually calling a primitive clock function until the returned time tests as greater or

equal to t) and then executes switchprog, which may inspect and modify any part of s.

Now us̄(s,c∗) tells us what is the expected cumulative future utility of running switchprog

on s at time t. If this utility compares positively against the expected cumulative future

utility of not switching, then the Gödel Machine must perform the switch at time t. Thus,

the searcher is to find a state s, a time t, and a nullary procedure switchprog such that

tts̄(s, t,switchprog) holds, where:

tts̄(s, t,switchprog) =
[

us̄(s,{wait_untils(t);switchprog()}) > us̄(s,{schedulers()})
]

(10.2)

where scheduler is the procedure that interleaves the Gödel Machine’s solver and searcher.

Thus {schedulers()} denotes the continuation that “proceeds as usual” from s (including

searching for new switchprogs). Note that, since switchprog may overwrite the scheduler,

it must as its last instruction invoke a new scheduler (if needed), or simply invoke the old

scheduler if it has been left intact.

There are two ways in which this target theorem can be used to find provably useful

self-rewrites: (1) generate a candidate switchprog (e.g., a program performing optimization

techniques also applied by state-of-the-art compilers), generate a future switch time t at

least as far ahead as the time the evaluation of the utility of running switchprog is expected

to take, and make s a copy of the current state s̄; then run both continuations specified by

tt on s (this is safe because s acts like a sandbox) until the inequality can be shown to be

true or false, or until the current time exceeds t; if the inequality is false or time has run

out, generate a new switchprog and start over; else, swap the current state for s, wait until

time t and execute switchprog. (2) Start with an axiomatic system with axiom and rules,

and generate theorems (or generate programs that calculate theorems [5]), testing them for

equivalence with tt. The first method can be seen as a top-down approach to proving tt and
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the latter as bottom-up. Hybrid approaches are also possible, so this specification of the

target theorem allows for a family of possible Gödel Machine implementations [9].

To make sure the Gödel Machine is at least asymptotically optimal even before the

first self-rewrite, it may be initialized with Hutter’s non-self-referential but asymptotically

fastest algorithm for all well-defined problems HSEARCH [10], which uses a hardwired

brute force proof searcher and ignores the costs of proof search. Given some problem,

the Gödel Machine may decide to replace HSEARCH by a faster method suffering less

from large constant overhead, but even if it does not, its performance will not be less than

asymptotically optimal.

Having explained an example of a system needing self-reflection, we will now move on

to explaining the technical aspects of attaining self-reflection.

10.3 The Theoretical Foundations of Self-Reflective Systems

In the mid-eighties, there was a fashion for reflective interpreters, a fad that gave rise to a
remarkable term: “reflective towers.” Just imagine a marsh shrouded in mist and a rising
tower with its summit lost in gray and cloudy skies—pure Rackham! (. . . ) Well, who hasn’t
dreamed about inventing (or at least having available) a language where anything could be
redefined, where our imagination could gallop unbridled, where we could play around in
complete programming liberty without trammel nor hindrance? [8]

The reflective tower that Queinnec is so poetically referring to, is a visualization of

what happens when performing self-reflection.1 A program running on the nth floor of the

tower is the effect of an evaluator running on the (n− 1)th floor. When a program running

on the nth floor performs a reflective instruction, this means it gains access to the state of

the program running at the (n− 1)th floor. But the program running on the nth floor can

also invoke the evaluator function, which causes a program to be run on the (n+1)th floor.

If an evaluator evaluates an evaluator evaluating an evaluator etc. etc., we get the image of

“a rising tower with its summit lost in gray and cloudy skies.” If a program reflects on a

reflection of a reflection etc. etc., we get the image of the base of the tower “shrouded in

mist.” What happens were we to stumble upon a ground floor? In the original vision of

the reflective tower, there is none, because it extends infinitely in both directions (up and

down). Of course in practice such infinities will have to be relaxed, but the point is that it

will be of great interest to see exactly when, where, and how problems will surface, which

is precisely the point of this section.
1Reflection can have different meanings in different contexts, but here we maintain the meaning defined in the

introduction: the ability to inspect and modify one’s own currently running program.
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According to Queinnec, there are two things that a reflective interpreter must allow for.

First:

Reflective interpreters should support introspection, so they must offer the programmer a
means of grabbing the computational context at any time. By “computational context,” we
mean the lexical environment and the continuation [8].

The lexical environment is the set of bindings of variables to values, for all variables in

the lexical scope2 of the currently running program. Note that the lexical environment

has to do only with the internal state of a program; it has nothing to do with the external

environment with which a program may be interacting through actuators. The continuation

is a representation of future computations, as we have seen in the previous section. And

second:

A reflective interpreter must also provide means to modify itself (a real thrill, no doubt), so
(. . . ) that functions implementing the interpreter are accessible to interpreted programs [8].

In this section we will explore what these two requirements for self-reflection mean tech-

nically, and to what extend they are realizable theoretically and practically.

10.3.1 Basic λ -calculus

Let us first focus on representing a computational context; that is, a lexical environment

plus a continuation. The most obvious and well-studied way of elucidating these is in λ -

calculus, which is a very simple (theoretical) programming language. The notation of

expressions in λ -calculus is a bit different from usual mathematical notation; for example,

parentheses in function application are written on the outside, so that we have ( f x) instead

of the usual f (x). Note also the rounded parentheses in ( f x); they are part of the syntax

and always indicate function application, i.e., they are not allowed freely. Functions are

made using lambda abstraction; for example, the identity function is written as λ x.x. So

we write a λ symbol, then a variable, then a period, and finally an expression that is the

body of the function. Variables can be used to name expression; for example, applying the

identity function to y can be written as “g(y) where g(x) = x,” which is written in λ -calculus

as (λ g.(g y) λ x.x).

Formally, the language (syntax) Λ1 of basic λ -calculus is specified using the following

recursive grammar.

Λ1 ::= v | λ v.Λ1 | (Λ1 Λ1) (10.3)
2For readers unfamiliar with the different possible scoping methods, it suffices to know that lexical (also called

static) scoping is the intuitive, “normal” method found in most modern programming languages.
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This expresses succinctly that (1) if x is a variable then x is an expression, (2) if x is a

variable and M is an expression then λ x.M is an expression (lambda abstraction), and

(3) if M and N are expressions then (M N) is an expression (application).

In pure λ -calculus, the only “operation” that we can perform that is somewhat akin

to evaluation, is β -reduction. β -reduction can be applied to a Λ1 (sub)expression if that

(sub)expression is an application with a lambda abstraction in the operator position. For-

mally:

(λ x.M N)
β

=⇒ M[x← N] (10.4)

So the “value” of supplying an expression N to a lambda abstraction λ x.M is M with all

occurrences of x replaced by N. Of course we can get into all sorts of subtle issues if several

nested lambda abstractions use the same variable names, but let’s not go into that here, and

assume a unique variable name is used in each lambda abstraction.

At this point one might wonder how to evaluate an arbitrary Λ1 expression. For ex-

ample, a variable should evaluate to its binding, but how do we keep track of the bindings

introduced by lambda abstractions? For this we need to introduce a lexical environment,

which contains the bindings of all the variables in scope. A lexical environment is histori-

cally denoted using the letter ρ and is represented here as a function taking a variable and

returning the value bound to it. We can then specify our first evaluator E1 as a function tak-

ing an expression and a lexical environment and returning the value of the expression. In

principle this evaluator can be specified in any formalism, but if we specify it in λ -calculus,

we can easily build towards the infinite reflective tower, because then the computational

context will have the same format for both the evaluator and evaluated expression.

There are three syntactic cases in language Λ1 and E1 splits them using double bracket

notation. Again, we have to be careful not to confuse the specification language and the

language being specified. Here they are both λ -calculus in order to show the reflective

tower at work, but we should not confuse the different floors of the tower! So in the

specification below, if the Λ1 expression between the double brackets is floor n, then the

right-hand side of the equal sign is a Λ1 expression on floor n− 1. E1 is then specified as

follows.

E1[[x]] = λ ρ .(ρ x) (10.5)

E1[[λ x.M]] = λ ρ .λ ε.(E1[[M]] ρ [x← ε]) (10.6)

E1[[(M N)]] = λ ρ .((E1[[M]] ρ) (E1[[N]] ρ)) (10.7)

It should first be noted that all expression on the right-hand side are lambda abstractions

expecting a lexical environment ρ , which is needed to look up the values of variables. To
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start evaluating an expression, an empty environment can be provided. According to the

first case, the value of a variable x is its binding in ρ . According to the second case, the

value of a lambda abstraction is itself a function, waiting for a value ε; when received, M is

evaluated in ρ extended with a binding of x to ε . According to the third case, the value of an

application is the value of the operator M applied to the value of the operand N, assuming

the value of M is indeed a function. Both operator and operand are evaluated in the same

lexical environment.

For notational convenience, we will abbreviate nested applications and lambda abstrac-

tions from now on. So (( f x) y) will be written as ( f x y) and λ x.λ y.M as λ xy.M.

We have now introduced an explicit lexical environment, but for a complete computa-

tional context, we also need a representation of the continuation. To that end, we rewrite the

evaluator E1 in continuation-passing style (CPS). This means that a continuation, which is

a function historically denoted using the letter κ , is extended whenever further evaluation is

required, or invoked when a value has been obtained. That way, κ always expresses the fu-

ture of computations—although, as described before, it is usually only partially expanded.

The new evaluator E ′1 works explicitly with the full computational context by taking both

the lexical environment ρ and the continuation κ as arguments. Formally:

E ′1[[x]] = λ ρκ .(κ (ρ x)) (10.8)

E ′1[[λ x.M]] = λ ρκ .(κ λ εκ ′.(E ′1[[M]] ρ [x← ε] κ ′)) (10.9)

E ′1[[(M N)]] = λ ρκ .(E ′1[[M]] ρ λ f .(E ′1[[N]] ρ λ x.( f x κ))) (10.10)

In the first and second case, the continuation is immediately invoked, which means that

the future of computations is reduced. In these cases this is appropriate, because there is

nothing extra to be evaluated. In the third case, however, two things need to be done: the

operator and the operand need to be evaluated. In other words, while the operator (M) is

being evaluated, the evaluation of the operand (N) is a computation that lies in the future.

Therefore the continuation, which represents this future, must be extended. This fact is now

precisely represented by supplying to the evaluator of the operator E ′1[[M]] a new continu-

ation which is an extension of the supplied continuation κ : it is a function waiting for the

value f of the operator. As soon as f has been received, this extended continuation invokes

the evaluator for the operand E ′1[[N]], but again with a new continuation: λ x.( f x κ). This

is because, while the operand N is being evaluated, there is still a computation lying in the

future; namely, the actual invocation of the value ( f ) of the operator on the value (x) of the

operand. At the moment of this invocation, the future of computations is exactly the same

as the future before evaluating both M and N; therefore, the continuation κ of that moment
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must be passed on to the function invocation. Indeed, in (10.9) we see what will be done

with this continuation: a lambda abstraction evaluates to a binary function, where ε is the

value of its operand and κ ′ is the continuation at the time when the function is actually

invoked. This is then also the continuation that has to be supplied to the evaluator of the

function’s body (E ′1[[M]]).

For the reader previously unfamiliar with CPS it will be very instructive to carefully

compare (10.5)–(10.7) with (10.8)–(10.10), especially the application (third) case.

Let’s return now to the whole point of explicitly representing the lexical environment

and the continuation. Together they constitute the computational context of a program

under evaluation; for this program to have self-reflective capabilities, it must be able to

“grab” both of them. This is easily achieved now, by adding two special constructs to

our language, grab-r and grab-k, which evaluate to the current lexical environment and

current continuation, respectively.

E ′1[[grab-r]] = λ ρκ .(κ ρ) (10.11)

E ′1[[grab-k]] = λ ρκ .(κ κ) (10.12)

These specifications look deceptively simple, and indeed they are. Because although we

now have a means to grab the computational context at any time, there is little we can do

with it. Specifically, there is no way of inspecting or modifying the lexical environment

and continuation after obtaining them. So they are as good as black boxes.

Unfortunately there are several more subtle issues with the evaluator E ′1, which are

easily overlooked. Suppose we have a program π in language Λ1 and we want to evaluate

it. For this we would have to determine the value of (E ′1[[π ]] ρ0 λ x.x), supplying the

evaluator with an initial environment and an initial continuation. The initial continuation

is easy: it is just the identity function. The initial environment ρ0 and the extension of an

environment (used in (10.9) but not specified yet) can be specified as follows.

ρ0 = λ x.⊥ (10.13)

ρ [x← ε] = λ y.if (= x y) ε (ρ y) (10.14)

So the initial environment is a function failing on every binding lookup, whereas an ex-

tended environment is a function that tests for the new binding, returning either the bound

value (ε) when the variables match ((= x y)), or the binding according to the unextended

environment ((ρ y)). But here we see more problems of our limited language Λ1 surfacing:

there are no conditional statements (if), no primitive functions like =, and no constants like

⊥, so we are not allowed to write the initial and extended lexical environment as above.
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Also the language does not contain numbers to do arithmetics (which has also caused our

examples of Λ1 expressions to be rather abstract). Admittedly, conditionals, booleans, and

numbers can be represented in pure λ -calculus, but that is more of an academic exercise

than a practical approach. Here we are interested in building towards practically feasible

self-reflection, so let’s see how far we can get by extending our specification language to

look more like a “real” programming language.

10.3.2 Constants, Conditionals, Side-effects, and Quoting

Let’s extend our very austere language Λ1 and add constructs commonly found in pro-

gramming languages, and in Scheme [11] in particular. Scheme is a dialect of Lisp, is very

close to λ -calculus, and is often used to study reflection in programming [8, 12, 13]. The

Scheme-like language Λ2 is specified using the following recursive grammar.

Λ2 ::= v | λ v.Λ2 | (Λ2 Λ2) | c | if Λ2 Λ2 Λ2 | set! v Λ2 | quote Λ2 (10.15)

where constants (c) include booleans, numbers, and, notably, primitive functions. These

primitive functions are supposed to include operators for doing arithmetics and for inspect-

ing and modifying data structures (including environments and continuations!), as well

as IO interactions. The if construct introduces the familiar if-then-else expression, set!

introduces assignment (and thereby side-effects), and quote introduces quoting (which

means treating programs as data).

In order to appropriately model side-effects, we need to introduce the storage, which

is historically denoted using the letter σ . From now on the lexical environment (ρ) does

not bind variables to values, but to addresses. The storage, then, binds addresses to values.

This setup allows set! to change a binding by changing the storage but not the lexical

environment. The new evaluator E2 is then specified as follows.

E2[[x]] = λ ρσκ .(κ σ (σ (ρ x))) (10.16)

E2[[λ x.M]] = λ ρσκ .(κ σ λ εσ ′κ ′.(E2[[M]] ρ [x← α] σ ′[α ← ε] κ ′)) (10.17)

E2[[(M N)]] = λ ρσκ .(E2[[M]] ρ σ λ σ ′ f .(E2[[N]] ρ σ ′ λ σ ′′x.( f x σ ′′ κ))) (10.18)

where α is a fresh address. Again, it will be very instructive to carefully compare the

familiar (10.8)–(10.10) with (10.16)–(10.18). The main difference is the storage which is

being passed around, invoked (10.16), and extended (10.17). The new cases are:

E2[[c]] = λ ρσκ .(κ σ c) (10.19)

E2[[ifC T F]] = λ ρσκ .(E2[[C]] ρ σ λ σ ′c.(if c E2[[T ]] E2[[F]] ρ σ ′ κ)) (10.20)
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E2[[set! x M]] = λ ρσκ .(E2[[M]] ρ σ λ σ ′ε.(κ σ ′[(ρ x)← ε] ε)) (10.21)

E2[[quote M]] = λ ρσκ .(κ σ M) (10.22)

Constants simply evaluate to themselves. Similarly, quoting an expression M returns M un-

evaluated. Conditional statements force a choice between evaluating the then-body (E2[[T ]])

and the else-body (E2[[F]]). Note that in (10.21) only the storage (σ ′) is changed, such that

variable x retains the address that is associated with it in the lexical environment, causing

future look-ups (see (10.16)) to return the new value (ε) for x.

As an example of a primitive function, the binary addition operator can be specified as

follows.

+= λ xσκ .(κ σ λ yσ ′κ ′.(κ ′ σ ′ (+ x y))) (10.23)

Note the recursion; + is specified in terms of the + operator used one floor lower in the

reflective tower. The same holds for if in (10.20). Where does it bottom out? The marsh

is still very much shrouded in mist.

The reason that we cannot specify primitive procedures and constructs nonrecursively at

this moment is because the specifications so far say nothing about the data structures used to

represent the language constructs. Theoretically this is irrelevant, because the ground floor

of the reflective tower is infinitely far away. But the inability to inspect and modify data

structures makes it hard to comply with Queinnec’s second condition for self-reflection,

namely that everything—including the evaluator—should be modifiable. There are now

(at least) two ways to proceed: (1) set up a recursive loop of evaluators with shared state

to make the reflective tower “float” without a ground floor, or (2) let go of the circular

language specification and retire to a reflective bungalow where everything happens at the

ground floor. Both options will be discussed in the next two sections, respectively.

10.4 Nested Meta-Circular Evaluators

Using the well-studied technique of the meta-circular evaluator [12], it is possible to

attain self-reflectivity in any (Turing-complete) programming language. A meta-circular

evaluator is basically an interpreter for the same programming language as the one in which

the interpreter is written. Especially suitable for this technique are homoiconic languages

such as Lisp and in particular its dialect Scheme [11], which is very close to λ -calculus

and is often used to study meta-circular evaluators and self-reflection in programming in

general [8, 12–19]. So a meta-circular Scheme evaluator is a program written in Scheme
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scheduler() runs←−
E [[scheduler()]] runs←−

E [[E [[scheduler()]]]] runs←−

Fig. 10.1 The self-inspection and self-modification required for a Gödel Machine implementation
can be attained by having a double nesting of meta-circular evaluators run the Gödel Machine’s
scheduler. Every instruction is grounded in some virtual machine running “underwater,” but the
nested meta-circular evaluators can form a loop of self-reflection without ever “getting their feet
wet.”

which can interpret programs written in Scheme. There is no problem with circularity

here, because the program running the meta-circular Scheme evaluator itself can be written

in any language. For clarity of presentation let us consider how a meta-circular Scheme

evaluator can be used to obtain the self-reflectivity needed for e.g. a Gödel Machine.

In what follows, let E [[π ]] denote a call to an evaluator with as argument program π . As

before, the double brackets mean that program π is to be taken literally (i.e., unevaluated),

for it is the task of the evaluator to determine the value of π . Now for a meta-circular

evaluator, E [[π ]] will give the same value as E [[E [[π ]]]] and E [[E [[E [[π ]]]]]] and so on. Note

that E [[E [[π ]]]] can be viewed as the evaluator reading and interpreting its own source code

and determining how the program constituting that source code evaluates π . A very clear

account of a complete implementation (in Scheme) of a simple reflective interpreter (for

Scheme) is provided by Jefferson et al. [13], of which we shall highlight one property that

is very interesting in light of our goal to obtain a self-reflective system. Namely, in the

implementation by Jefferson et al., no matter how deep one would nest the evaluator (as

in E [[E [[· · ·π · · ·]]]]), all levels will share the same global environment3 for retrieving and

assigning procedures and data. This implies that self-reflection becomes possible when

running a program (in particular, a Gödel Machine’s scheduler) in a doubly nested meta-

circular interpreter with a shared global environment (see figure 10.1). Note that this setup

can be attained regardless of the hardware architecture and without having to invent new

techniques.

Consider again the quote at the start of section 10.3. It is interesting to note that this

paragraph is immediately followed by equally poetic words of caution: “However, we pay
3A global environment can be seen as an extension of the lexical environment. When looking up the value of

a variable, first the lexical environment is searched; if no binding is found, the global environment is searched.
Similarly for assignment. The global environment is the same in every lexical context. Again, all this has nothing
to do with the external environment, which lies outside the system.
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for this dream with exasperatingly slow systems that are almost incompilable and plunge

us into a world with few laws, hardly even any gravity.” We can now see more clearly this

world without gravity in figure 10.1: the nested meta-circular evaluators are floating above

the water, seemingly without ever getting their feet wet.

But this is of course an illusion. Consider again the third quote, stating that in a self-

reflective system the functions implementing the interpreter must be modifiable. But what

are those “functions implementing the interpreter?” For example, in the shared global

environment, there might be a function called evaluate and helper functions like lookup

and allocate. These are all modifiable, as desired. But all these functions are composed

of primitive functions (such as Scheme’s cons and cdr) and of syntactical compositions

like function applications, conditionals, and lambda abstractions. Are those functions and

constructs also supposed to be modifiable? All the way down the “functions implementing

the interpreter” can be described in terms of machine code, but we cannot change the

instruction set of the processor. The regress in self-modifiability has to end somewhere.4

10.5 A Functional Self-Reflective System

Taking the last sentence above to its logical conclusion, let us now investigate the con-

sequences of ending the regress in self-modifiability already at the functions implementing

the interpreter. If the interpreter interprets a Turing-complete instruction set, then having

the ability to inspect and modify the lexical environment and the continuation at any point

is already enough to attain functionally complete reflective control.

The reason that Queinnec mentions modifiability of the functions implementing the

interpreter is probably not for functional reasons, but for timing and efficiency reasons. As

we have seen, the ability to “grab the computational context” is enough to attain functional

reflection, but it does not allow a program to speed up its own interpreter (if it would

know how). In this section we will introduce a new interpreter for a self-reflective system

that takes a middle road. The functions implementing this interpreter are primitives (i.e.,

black boxes); however, they are also (1) very few in number, (2) very small, and (3) fast
4Unless we consider systems that are capable of changing their own hardware. But then still there are (probably?)

physical limits to the modifiability of hardware.
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in execution.5 We will show that a program being run by this interpreter can inspect and

modify itself (including speed upgrades) in a sufficiently powerful way to be self-reflective.

First of all, we need a programming language. Here we use a syntax that is even simpler

than classical λ -calculus, specified by the following recursive grammar.

Λ3 ::= c | n | (Λ3 Λ3) (10.24)

where c are constants (symbols for booleans and primitive functions) and n are numbers

(sequences of digits). There are no special forms (such as quote, lambda, set!, and if

in Scheme), just function application, where all functions are unary. Primitive binary func-

tions are invoked as, e.g., ((+ 1) 2). Under the hood, the only compound data structure

is the pair6 and an application ( f x) is simply represented as a pair f :x. An instance of a

number takes as much space as one pair (say, 64 bits); constants do not take any space.

For representing what happens under the hood, we extensively use the notation a:d,

meaning a pair with head a and tail d. The colon associates from right to left, so a:ad:dd

is the same as (a:(ad:dd)). ⊥ is a constant used to represent false or an error or undefined

value; for example, the result of an integer division by zero is⊥ (programs are never halted

due to an error). The empty list (Scheme: ’()) is represented by the constant ∅.

To look up a value stored in a storage σ at location p, we use the notation σ [p→ n]

for numbers and σ [p→ a:d] for pairs. Allocation is denoted as σ [q ∗← n] for numbers and

σ [q ∗← a:d] for pairs, where q is a fresh location where the allocated number or pair can

be found. Nσ is used to denote the set of locations where numbers are stored; all other

locations store pairs. The set of constants is denoted as P. We refer the reader to the

appendix for more details on notation and storage whenever something appears unclear.

The crux of the interpreter to be specified in this section is that not only programs are

stored as pairs, but also the lexical environment and the continuation. Since programs can

build (cons), inspect (car, cdr),7 and modify (set-car!, set-cdr!) pairs, they can then

also build, inspect, and modify lexical environments and continuations using these same

functions. That is, provided that they are accessible. The interpreter presented below will

see to that.
5The last point of course depends on the exact implementation, but since they are so small, it will be clear

that they can be implemented very efficiently. In our not-so-optimized reference implementation written in C++,
one primitive step of the evaluator takes about twenty nanoseconds on a 2009-average PC. Since reflection is
possible after every such step, there are about fifty million chances per second to interrupt evaluation, grab the
computational context, and inspect and possibly modify it.

6Our reference implementation also supports vectors (fixed-size arrays) though.
7In Scheme and Λ3, car and cdr are primitive unary functions that return the head and tail of a pair, respectively.
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As is evident from (10.24), the language lacks variables, as well as a construct for

lambda abstraction. Still, we stay close to λ -calculus by using the technique of De

Bruijn indices [20]. Instead of named variables, numbers are used to refer to bound

values. For example, where in Scheme the λ -calculus expression λ x.λ y.x is written as

(lambda (x y) x), with De Bruijn indices one would write (lambda (lambda 1)).

That is, a number n evaluates to the value bound by the nth enclosing lambda operator

(counting the first as zero). A number has to be quoted to be used as a number (e.g., to do

arithmetics). But as we will see shortly, neither lambda nor quote exists in Λ3; however,

a different, more general mechanism is employed that achieves the same effect.

By using De Bruijn indices the lexical environment can be represented as a list,8 with

“variable” lookup being simply a matter of indexing the lexical environment. The continu-

ation will also be represented as a list; specifically, a list of functions, where each function

specifies what has to be done as the next step in evaluating the program. So at the heart of

the interpreter is a stepper function, which pops the next function from the continuation and

invokes it on the current program state. This is performed by the primitive unary function

step, which is specified as follows. (Note that every n-ary primitive function takes n+ 2

arguments, the extra two being the continuation and the storage.)

step(π)(κ ,σ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ϕ(π)(κ ′,σ) if σ [κ→ ϕ :κ ′] and ϕ ∈ F1

step(ϕ ′)(κ ′,σ [ϕ ′ ∗← ϕ :π ]) if σ [κ→ ϕ :κ ′] and ϕ ∈ F2

ϕ(π ′,π)(κ ′,σ) if σ [κ→ (ϕ :π ′):κ ′] and ϕ ∈ F2

step(⊥)(κ ′,σ) if σ [κ→ ϕ :κ ′]

π otherwise
(10.25)

where F1 and F2 are the sets of all primitive unary and binary functions, respectively. In

the first case, the top of the continuation is a primitive unary function, and step supplies

π to that function. In the second case, the top is a primitive binary function, but since we

need a second argument to invoke that function, step makes a pair of the function and π
as its first argument. In the third case, where such a pair with a binary function is found at

the top of the continuation, π is taken to be the second argument and the binary function

is invoked. In the fourth case, the top of the continuation is found not to be a function

(because the first three cases are tried first); this is an error, so the non-function is popped

from the continuation and step continues with ⊥ to indicate the error. Finally, in the fifth
8In Scheme and Λ3, a list is a tail-linked, ∅-terminated sequence of pairs, where the elements of the list are held

by the heads of the pairs.
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case, when the continuation is not a pair at all, step cannot continue with anything and π
is returned as the final value.

It is crucial that all primitive functions invoke step, for it is the heart of the evaluator,

processing the continuation. For example, the primitive unary function cdr, which takes

the second element of a pair, is specified as follows.

cdr(p)(κ ,σ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
step(d)(κ ,σ) if σ [p→ a:d]

step(⊥)(κ ,σ) otherwise
(10.26)

Henceforth we will not explicitly write the “step(⊥)(κ ,σ) otherwise” part anymore. As

a second example, consider addition, which is a primitive binary function using the under-

lying implementation’s addition operator.

+(n,n′)(κ ,σ) = step(n′′)(κ ,σ [n′′ ∗← (m
64

+m′)]) if n,n′ ∈Nσ , σ [n→m] and σ [n′ →m′]
(10.27)

Notice that, like every expression, n and n′ are mere indices of the storage, so first their

values (m and m′, respectively) have to be retrieved. Then a fresh index n′′ is allocated and

the sum of m and m′ is stored there. Here
64

+ may be the 64-bit integer addition operator of

the underlying implementation’s language.

Now we turn to the actual evaluation function: eval. It is a unary function taking a

closure, denoted here using the letter θ . A closure is a pair whose head is a lexical environ-

ment and whose tail is an (unevaluated) expression. Given these facts we can immediately

answer the question of how to start the evaluation of a Λ3 program π stored in storage σ :

initialize σ ′ = σ [θ ∗← ∅:π ][κ ∗← eval:∅] and determine the value of step(θ )(κ ,σ ′). So

we form a pair (closure) of the lexical environment (which is initially empty: ∅) and the

program π to be evaluated in that environment. What step(θ )(κ ,σ ′) will do is go to the

first case in (10.25), namely to call the primitive unary function eval with θ as argument.

Then eval must distinguish three cases because a program can either be a primitive con-

stant (i.e.,⊥, ∅, or a function), a number, or a pair. Constants are self-evaluating, numbers

are treated as indices of the lexical environment, and pairs are treated as applications. eval

is then specified as follows.

eval(θ )(κ ,σ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

step(π)(κ ,σ) if σ [θ → ρ :π ] and π ∈ P

step(ρ ↓σ n)(κ ,σ) if σ [θ → ρ :π ] and π ∈ Nσ and σ [π → n]

step(θ1)(κ ′,σ ′) if σ [θ → ρ :π :π ′]
(10.28)

where σ ′=σ [θ1
∗← ρ :π ][θ2

∗← ρ :π ′][κ ′ ∗← eval:(next:θ2):κ ]. In the first case the constant

is simply extracted from the closure (θ ). In the second case, the De Bruijn index inside the
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closure is used as an index of the lexical environment ρ , also contained in θ . (Definitions

of P, N, and ↓ are provided in the appendix). In the third case, eval makes two closures: θ1

is the operator, to be evaluated immediately; θ2 is the operand, to be evaluated “next.” Both

closures get the same lexical environment (ρ). The new continuation κ ′ reflects the order

of evaluation of first π then π ′: eval itself is placed at the top of the continuation, followed

by the primitive binary function next with its first argument (θ2) already filled in. The

second argument of next will become the value of π , i.e., the operator of the application.

next then simply has to save the operator on the continuation and evaluate the operand,

which is its first argument (a closure). This behavior is specified in the second case below.

next(θ ,ϕ)(κ ,σ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
step(θ )(κ ′,σ [κ ′ ∗← ϕ ′:κ ]) if σ [ϕ → quote2:ϕ ′]

step(θ )(κ ′,σ [κ ′ ∗← eval:ϕ :κ ]) otherwise
(10.29)

What does the first case do? It handles a generalized form of quoting. The reason that

quote, lambda, set!, and if are special forms in Scheme (as we have seen in Λ2) is

because their arguments are not to be evaluated immediately. This common theme can be

handled by just one mechanism. We introduce the binary primitive function quote2 and

add a hook to next (the first case above) to prevent quote2’s second argument from being

evaluated. Instead, the closure (θ , which represented the unevaluated second argument of

quote2) is supplied to the first argument of quote2 (which must therefore be a function).9

So where in Scheme one would write (quote (1 2)), here we have to write

((quote2 cdr) (1 2)). Since quote2 supplies a closure (an environment–expression

pair) to its first argument, cdr can be used to select the (unevaluated) expression

from that closure. Also, we have to quote numbers explicitly, otherwise they are

taken to be De Bruijn indices. For example, Scheme’s (+ 1 2) here becomes

((+ ((quote2 cdr) 1)) ((quote2 cdr) 2)). This may all seem cumbersome, but

it should be kept in mind that the Scheme representation can easily be converted auto-

matically, so a programmer does not have to notice any difference and can just continue

programming using Scheme syntax.

What about lambda abstractions? For that we have the primitive binary func-

tion lambda2, which also needs the help of quote2 in order to prevent its argu-

ment from being evaluated prematurely. For example, where in Scheme the λ -

calculus expression λ x.λ y.x is written as (lambda (x y) x), here we have to write

((quote2 lambda2) ((quote2 lambda2) 1)). lambda2 is specified as follows
9quote2 may also be seen as a kind of fexpr builder.
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(cf. (10.17)).

lambda2(θ ,ε)(κ ,σ) = step(θ ′)(κ ′,σ [θ ′ ∗← (ε:ρ):π ][κ ′ ∗← eval:κ ]) if σ [θ → ρ :π ]
(10.30)

So lambda2 takes a closure and a value, extends the lexical environment captured by the

closure with the provided value, and then signals that it wants the new closure to be evalu-

ated by pushing eval onto the continuation.

As we saw earlier, conditional expressions are ternary, taking a condition, a then-part,

and an else-part. In the very simple system presented here, if is just a primitive unary

function, which pops from the continuation both the then-part and the else-part, and sets up

one of them for evaluation, depending on the value of the condition.

if(ε)(κ ,σ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
step(θ )(κ ′′,σ [κ ′′ ∗← eval:κ ′]) if ε �=⊥ and σ [κ → (next:θ ):ϕ :κ ′]

step(θ )(κ ′′,σ [κ ′′ ∗← eval:κ ′]) if ε =⊥ and σ [κ → ϕ :(next:θ ):κ ′]
(10.31)

So any value other than ⊥ is interpreted as “true.” Where in Scheme one would write

(if c t f), here we simply write (((if c) t) f).

An implementation of Scheme’s set! in terms of quote2 can be found in the appendix.

Now we have seen that the lexical environment and the program currently under eval-

uation are easily obtained using quote2. What remains is reflection on the continuation.

Both inspection and modification of the continuation can be achieved with just one very

simple primitive: swap-continuation. It simply swaps the current continuation with its

argument.

swap-continuation(κ ′)(κ ,σ) = step(κ)(κ ′,σ) (10.32)

The interested reader can find an implementation of Scheme’s

call-with-current-continuation in terms of swap-continuation in the appendix.

This was the last of the core functions implementing the interpreter for Λ3. All that is

missing is some more (trivial) primitive function like cons, pair?, *, eq?, and function(s)

for communicating with the external environment.

10.6 Discussion

So is Λ3 the language a self-reflective Gödel Machine can be programmed in? It cer-

tainly is a suitable core for one. It is simple and small to the extreme (so it is easy to reason

about), yet it allows for full functional self-reflection. It is also important to note that we
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have left nothing unspecified; it is exactly known how programs, functions, and numbers

are represented structurally and in memory. Even the number of memory allocations that

each primitive function performs is known in advance and predictable. This is important

information for self-reasoning systems such as the Gödel Machine. In that sense Λ3’s eval-

uator solves all the issues involved in self-reflection that we had uncovered while studying

the pure λ -calculus-based tower of meta-circular evaluators.

We are currently using a Λ3-like language for our ongoing actual implementation of a

Gödel Machine. The most important extension that we have made is that, instead of main-

taining one continuation, we keep a stack of continuations, reminiscent of the poetically

beautiful reflective tower with its summit lost in gray and cloudy skies—except this time

with solid foundations and none of those misty marshes! Although space does not permit

us to go into the details, this construction allows for an easy and efficient way to perform

interleaved computations (including critical sections), as called for by the specification of

the Gödel Machine’s scheduler.

Appendix: Details of Notation Used

After parsing and before evaluation, a Λ3 program has the following structure:

#f,error =⇒ ⊥ (π π ′) =⇒ π :π ′

#t,’() =⇒ ∅ lambda π =⇒ (quote2 :lambda2):π

x =⇒ x for x ∈ P∪F∪N quote π =⇒ (quote2 :cdr):π

For historical reasons [8], π is a typical variable denoting a program or expression

(same thing), ρ is a typical variable denoting an environment, κ is a typical variable de-

noting a continuation (or ‘call stack’), and σ is a typical variable denoting a storage (or

working memory).

A storage σ = 〈S,N〉 consists of a fixed-size array S of 64 bit chunks and a set N of

indices indicating at which positions numbers are stored. All other positions store pairs,

i.e., two 32 bit indices to other positions in S. To look up the value in a storage σ at

location p, we use the notation σ [p→ n] or σ [p→ a:d]. The former associates n with

all 64 bits located at index p, whereas the latter associates a with the least significant 32

bits and d with the most significant 32 bits. We say that the value of p is the number n if

σ [p→ n] and p ∈ Nσ or the pair with head a and tail d if σ [p→ a:d]. Whenever we write

σ [p→ a:d], we tacitly assume that p �∈ Nσ .
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A new pair is allocated in the storage using the notation σ [p ∗← a:d], where a and d are

locations already in use and p is a fresh variable pointing to a previously unused location

in σ . Similarly, σ [p ∗← n] is used to allocate the number n in storage σ , after which it can

be referred to using the fresh variable p. Note that we do not specify where in S new pairs

and numbers are allocated, nor how and when unreachable ones are garbage collected. We

only assume the existence of a function free(σ) indicating how many free places are left

(after garbage collection). If free(σ) = 0, allocation returns the error value ⊥. Locating

a primitive in a storage also returns ⊥. These last two facts are formalized respectively as

follows:

σ [⊥ ∗← x] iff free(σ) = 0 (10.33)

σ [c→⊥] for all c ∈ P (10.34)

where the set of primitives P is defined as follows:

P= B∪F, B= {⊥,∅}, F = F1∪F2, (10.35)

F1 = {step,eval,if,car,cdr,pair?,number?,swap-continuation}, (10.36)

F2 = {next,lambda2,quote2,cons,set-car!,set-cdr!,eq?,=,+,-,*,/,>} (10.37)

These are the basic primitive functions. More can be added for speed reasons (for com-

mon operations) or introspection or other external data (such as amount of free memory in

storage, current clock time, IO interaction, etc.). Note that quote2 is just a dummy binary

function, i.e., quote2(ϕ ,ε)(κ ,σ) = step(⊥)(κ ,σ).

For convenience we often shorten the allocation and looking up of nested pairs:

σ [p ∗← a:(ad:dd)] def
= σ [p′ ∗← ad:dd][p ∗← a:p′] (10.38)

σ [p ∗← (aa:da):d] def
= σ [p′ ∗← aa:da][p ∗← p′:d] (10.39)

σ [p→ a:(ad:dd)] def
= (σ [p→ a:p′] and σ [p′ → ad:dd]) (10.40)

σ [p→ (aa:da):d] def
= (σ [p→ p′:d] and σ [p′ → aa:da]) (10.41)

Note that the result of an allocation is always the modified storage, whereas the result of a

lookup is true or false.

Taking the nth element of list ρ stored in σ is defined as follows.

ρ ↓σ n =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε if n = 0 and σ [ρ → ε:ρ ′]

ρ ′ ↓σ (n− 1) if n > 0 and σ [ρ → ε:ρ ′]

⊥ otherwise

(10.42)
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Scheme’s set! and call-with-current-continuation can be implemented in Λ3

as follows. They are written in Scheme syntax instead of Λ3 for clarity, but this is no prob-

lem because there is a simple procedure for automatically converting almost any Scheme

program to the much simpler Λ3.

1 (define set!
2 (quote2 (lambda (env-n)
3 (lambda (x)
4 (set-car! (list-tail (car env-n) (cdr env-n)) x)))))

5 (define (call-with-current-continuation f)
6 (get-continuation
7 (lambda (k)
8 (set-continuation (cons f k) (set-continuation k)))))

9 (define (get-continuation f)
10 (swap-continuation (list f)))

11 (define (set-continuation k x)
12 (swap-continuation (cons (lambda (old_k) x) k)))

where the functions cons, list, car, cdr, set-car!, and list-tail work as in

Scheme [11].
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Recognition: Evaluating the Flexibility of
Recognition
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Many types of supervised recognition algorithms have been developed over the past half-
century. However, it remains difficult to compare their flexibility and ability to reason. Part
of the difficulty is the need of a good definition of flexibility. This chapter is dedicated to
defining and evaluating flexibility in recognition.
Artificial Intelligence and even more so Artificial General Intelligence are inseparable from
the context of recognition. Recognition is an essential foundation on top of which virtually
every function of intelligence is based e.g.: memory, logic, internal understanding, and rea-
soning. Many logic and reasoning questions can be directly answered by reasoning based
on recognition information. Thus it is important to understand forms of flexible recognition
structures in order to know how to store and reason based on flexible information.
The first section describes various methods that perform recognition. The second section
proposes tests and metrics to evaluate flexibility, and the third provides an example of
applying the tests to these methods.

11.1 Introduction

Although many recognition algorithms have been developed over the past half cen-

tury, arguably the most prevalent method of classification is based on learned feedforward

weights W that solve the recognition relationship:
−→
Y = W

−→
X or

−→
Y = f (W,

−→
X ) (11.1)

Vector
−→
Y represents the activity of a set of labeled nodes, called neurons or outputs in dif-

ferent literatures and individually written as
−→
Y = (Y1,Y2,Y3, . . . ,YH)

T. They are considered

supervised because the nodes can be labeled for example: Y1 represents “dog”, Y2 represents

“cat”, and so on. Vector
−→
X represents sensory nodes that sample the environment, or input
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space to be recognized, and are composed of individual features
−→
X = (X1,X2,X3, . . . ,XN)

T.

The input features can be sensors that detect edges, lines, frequencies, kernel features, and

so on. W represents a matrix of weights or parameters that associates inputs and outputs.

Learning weights W may require error propagation and comparison of inputs and out-

puts, but once W is defined, recognition is a feedforward process. Thus the direction of

information flow during recognition is feedforward: one-way from inputs to the outputs.

Variations on this theme can be found within different algorithm optimizations, for exam-

ple: Perceptrons (Rosenblatt, 1958), Neural Networks (NN) with nonlinearities introduced

into calculation of
−→
Y (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986), and Support Vector Machines

(SVM) with nonlinearities introduced into the inputs through the kernel trick (Vapnik,

1995). Although these algorithms vary in specifics such as nonlinearities determining the

function f , they share the commonality in that recognition involves a feedforward transfor-

mation using W.

Recognition 

Output

Output

Output

Output

Feed Forward
e.g. SVMs, NNs Input

Input

Input

Lateral Connections
e.g. WTA

Generative
Auto-Associative

Input
or

Fig. 11.1 Comparison of possible architectures used during recognition. In feedforward methods
connections flow from inputs to outputs (top). After feedforward processing lateral connections
may connect between outputs or back to inputs of a different node (middle). Generative or Auto-
Associative connections are symmetrical and each node projects back to their own inputs (bottom).

Some recognition models implement lateral connections for competition between out-

put nodes
−→
Y , such as: one-vs-all, winner-take-all, all-vs-all. However such competition

methods rely on initially calculating
−→
Y node activities based on the feedforward transfor-

mation W.

A variation of feedforward algorithms are recurrent networks. Recurrent networks are

feedforward networks in a hierarchy where a limited number of outputs are also used as

inputs. This allows the processing of time. These networks can be unfolded into a recursive
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feedforward network e.g. (Schmidhuber 1992; Williams & Zipser 1994; Boden 2006).

Thus they also fall into a feedforward category.

In auto-associative networks, e.g. (Hopfield, 1982), all outputs feed back to their own

inputs. When part of an input pattern is given, the network completes the whole pattern.

Generative models are a variation of auto-associative networks. The difference between

generative and auto-associative networks is that in generative models, the auto-associative

patterns are compared to, or subtracted from, the inputs. I focus on supervised generative

models because they can have the same fixed points or solutions as feedforward models.

Thus supervised generative and feedforward models can be directly compared.

Mathematically, generative models can be described by taking the inverse of equa-

tion (11.1):

W−1−→Y =
−→
X (11.2)

Let’s define M as the inverse or pseudoinverse of W. The relation becomes:

M
−→
Y −−→X = 0 (11.3)

Using this equation can be called a generative process because it reconstructs the input

based on what the network has previously learned. The term M
−→
Y is an internal prototype

that best matches
−→
X constructed using previously learned information. The values of

−→
Y

are the solution to the system. The fixed-points or solutions of equations (11.3) and (11.1)

are identical, so the same
−→
Y values also match the feedforward equation

−→
Y = W

−→
X .

Equation (11.3) describes the solution but does not provide a way to project input infor-

mation to the outputs. Thus dynamical networks are used that converge to equation (11.3).

One method is based on Least Squares which minimizes the energy function: E =
1
2 ‖
−→
X −M

−→
Y‖2. Taking the derivative relative to

−→
Y the dynamic equation is:

d
−→
Y

dt
= MT(M

−→
Y −−→X) (11.4)

This equation can be iterated until d
−→
Y/dt = 0 resulting in the fixed point solution that is

equivalent to
−→
Y = W

−→
X . M

−→
Y represents top-down feedback connections that convert

−→
Y

to
−→
X domain. MT−→X represents feedforward connections that convert

−→
X to

−→
Y domains.

Both feedforward and feedback connections are determined by M and together emulate

feedforward weights W.

Another way to converge to equation (11.3) is using Regulatory Feedback (RF). The

equation can be written as:

d
−→
Y

dt
=
−→
Y

(
1
V

MT

( −→
X

M
−→
Y

)

− 1

)

where V =
N

∑
j=1

Mji (11.5)
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Alternatively, using expanded notation it can be written as:

dYi

dt
=

Yi
N
∑
j=1

Mji

N

∑
k=1

Mki

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

Xk
H
∑

h=1
MkhYh

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠−Yi (11.6)

assuming MN×H dimensions for M. Both generative-type models have the identical fixed

points (Achler & Bettencourt, 2011).

Generative models, have roots in Independent Component Analysis (ICA), are com-

monly unsupervised and determine M so that sparseness is maximized e.g. (Olshausen &

Field, 1996). The unsupervised paradigm does not have supervised labels, so ultimately

a supervised feedforward method is still used for classification e.g. (Zieler et al., 2010).

Since the goal is to compare alternate structures that perform supervised recognition and

W is supervised, then M must be supervised and sparseness is not implemented.

Some supervised generative models use a restricted Boltzmann machine to help training

which is limited to binary activation e.g. (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006). However in

effect, the testing configuration remains feedforward. The difference between the approach

taken here and other approaches is that it is assumed that M is already learned. M remains

fixed throughout the calculations. M is easier to learn than W because it represents fixed-

points (Achler 2012, in press).

Thus supervised generative models using equations (11.5), (11.6) are evaluated using

a fixed M during testing. Equation (11.4) can be used as well but may require an addi-

tional parameter to converge. In-depth comparisons between supervised generative mod-

els, including differences between equations (11.4) and (11.5), are beyond the scope of this

chapter and will be addressed in future work.

11.2 Evaluating Flexibility

As with intelligence, evaluating robustness in recognition algorithms is not straight

forward. It is also not clear what is the best metric. For example, an algorithm that is

designed for a specific task and performs superbly on that task is not necessarily robust.

An algorithm that shows fair performance in multiple domains may be more robust.

In order to move the field forward, particularly with the introduction of completely new

methods, it is necessary to objectively evaluate and compare algorithm performance. This

requires creating a benchmark. Cognitive psychologists have struggled with such metrics to
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evaluate human performance for almost a century and came up with IQ metrics. A similar

philosophy has is suggested for AI, e.g. (Legg & Hutter, 2007).

However testing for robustness in a field such as AI poses a catch-22. Once a test is de-

fined, it becomes a benchmark. Benchmarks commonly generate a competition for narrow

algorithms that focus on the benchmark, as is the case with tests in the AI and recognition

fields (e.g. Caltech-256 Object Category Dataset). Subsequently the algorithms that may

perform well on benchmarks are not necessary the most flexible. The proposed workaround

of the catch-22 is to focus on combinatorial problems combined with measurements of re-

sources.

The proposed tests for robustness should not reward algorithms that are over-trained

for the test. Thus the majority of the tests within the battery are designed to present a

combinatorial explosion for a brute-force method that tries to achieve good performance

only by learning specific instances of the testing suite. However multiple over-trained

algorithms may be implemented as one algorithm to overcome the multiple tests. This is

why the evaluation of resources is essential. The measurement of parameters, training, and

setup costs of algorithms serves as a measure of “narrowness”.

The proposed evaluation compares performance on the test set with the total number

of parameters and training required. This is an Occam’s razor-like metric rewarding the

simplest solution with the most functionality.

The test battery can be updated periodically (e.g. every several years). The overall goals

of evaluation are to: 1) Design tests where performance cannot be improved by learning

instances from the test suite. 2) Provide a framework where performance can be compared

across algorithms. 3) Re-evaluate algorithm performance and update the tests periodically

to ensure flexibility and promote progress.

11.2.1 The Testing Paradigm

For testing the contending recognition algorithms are treated as a black box and given

the same patterns. Let’s define supervised input-label patterns A−→ Z. Thus if
−→
X A is pre-

sented to the network, then it is expected to recognize it and YA should go to one. Each net-

work to be tested is given the same input to label associations for training (A,B,C, . . . ,Z).

The actual patterns can be random patterns.

Testing is conducted by presenting patterns and pattern manipulations to the input layer
−→
X and evaluating based on expectations the output layer

−→
Y responses. The performance is

pooled across tests and the number of parameters counted in the evaluation.
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The majority of tests of classifiers in the literature do not test beyond the single
−→
X

e.g. (
−→
X test =

−→
X A,
−→
X B, . . . ,

−→
X Z). Thus robustness in recognizing mixtures is not explicitly

evaluated in the literature. In this work both single
−→
X and the sensitivity to the manipulation

of mixtures of
−→
X are evaluated e.g. (

−→
X test =

−→
X A +

−→
X B,
−→
X A∪−→X B . . .).

Three types of problems are drawn upon to produce combinatorial explosions: superpo-

sition catastrophe (problems with mixtures of patterns), the binding problem (problems of

grouping components of patterns), and numerosity (estimating the number patterns without

individually counting each one). Unless algorithms have a powerful method of generaliz-

ing what they have learned, the training required can increase combinatorially with network

size.

11.2.2 Combinatorial Difficulties of Superposition or Mixes

A simple way to create a combinatorial difficulty is with mixtures of patterns. For

example if a network can process 5 000 patterns, there are about 12 million possible two

pattern combinations of those patterns, 20 billion possible three pattern combinations, and

so on.

In methods that over-rely on learning, the mixtures must be learned. This can quickly

overcome the number of available variables. We refer to this property as a “combinatorial”

explosion regardless if it is technically exponential or another function.

The mixture test evaluates algorithm performance when features of patterns are mixed

or added together forming a ‘superposition’ (von der Malsburg, 1999; Rosenblatt, 1962).

In the superposition test, the networks are tested on patterns formed from mixtures of

input vectors, for example
−→
X mix =

−→
X A +

−→
X B,
−→
X mix =

−→
X A +

−→
X B +

−→
XC and so on. Let k

represent the number of patterns mixtures superimposed in
−→
X mix. Let n represent the num-

ber of individual patterns the network knows, then the possible number of combinations

increases exponentially and is given by:

number_of_combinations =
(n

k

)
=

n!
k!(n− k)!

(11.7)

During testing, for each network the top k y-values are selected and their identities are

compared to the patterns in
−→
X mix. If the top k nodes match the patterns that were used

to compose
−→
X mix, then a correct classification for that combination is recorded. This is

repeated for all possible combinations.

As the number of simultaneous patterns increases the number of possible combinations

increases combinatorially. When the networks are presented with 26 patterns, and one
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is chosen, k = 1 (i.e.
−→
X test =

−→
X A,
−→
X B,
−→
X C . . .), there are 26 possible patterns. When

networks are presented with two patterns simultaneously k = 2, there are 325 possible

combinations of non-repeating patterns (e.g.
−→
X mix =

−→
X A+

−→
X B,
−→
X A+

−→
XC,
−→
X A+

−→
X D, . . .).

When networks are presented with three pattern combinations, k = 3 (e.g.
−→
X mix =

−→
X A +−→

X B +
−→
X C,
−→
X A +

−→
X B +

−→
X D,
−→
X A +

−→
X B +

−→
X E . . .) there are 2,600 possible combinations.

For eight simultaneous patterns (i.e. k = 8), there are 1,562,275 combinations. If networks

cannot generalize for superpositions, they must train for most of these combinations, i.e.

most of the 1.5 million combinations. Learning k = 8 does not guarantee good performance

with other k values. Thus potentially the networks must be trained on all k’s.

In this test the superpositions are combined “noiselessly”. If two patterns say
−→
X A

and
−→
X B have the same feature X1 and each pattern has X1 = 1, then if both patterns are

superimposed (pattern1+pattern2) the value of that feature is X1 = 2 in the superposition.

Next we evaluate combinations with information loss.

Train: Single Patterns Test: Pattern Mixtures

Patterns Combined by:
−→
X A

−→
X B

−→
X C
−→
X D . . . Union Summing
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Single Random Patterns
−→
X mix =

−→
X A∪−→X B∪−→XC ∪−→X D

−→
X A +

−→
X B +

−→
XC +

−→
X D

Tests Generated for All Possible Combinations

Fig. 11.2 Training with single patterns, testing with pattern mixtures. Test patterns are superposi-
tions of single patterns combined by summing or union. Only 5 input features shown.

11.2.3 “Occluding” Superpositions

Flexible algorithms must function in multiple scenarios, even if fundamental assump-

tions of the scenarios change. For example, instead summing, overlapping features may

“block” each other and their overlap may be better represented as a union or min of fea-

tures.
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In the union or min superposition test, the networks are tested on vectors that are

combined using unions (
−→
X A ∪−→X B,

−→
X A ∪−→X B ∪−→XC, etc.). Not only do the same com-

binatorial problems in training occur with this scenario, a method suitable for superposi-

tion using addition may not apply to union superposition. The symbol ∪ will be used to

represent a union. Note that if values within the matrixes are non-binary then the union

can be represented by the minimal value of the intersection, a min function. In this test

the superpositions are combined with information loss. Suppose two patterns say
−→
X A

and
−→
X B have the same feature X1 and each pattern has X1 = 1. If both patterns are su-

perimposed (pattern1∪pattern2) the value of that feature is X1 = 1 in the superposition.

Significant information can be lost in a union. For example, repeats cannot be decoded:
−→
X mix =

−→
X A ∪−→X A, will be identical to

−→
X A,
−→
X A ∪−→X A ∪−→X A etc. However this is a use-

ful test for the flexibility of algorithms. Since the comparison is between algorithms, any

systematic information loss will affect the tested algorithms equally. Thus un-decodable

aspects of test cases may reduce the number correct but will not affect overall ranking of

algorithms since the algorithms are compared against each other. An example of the Union

Superposition test is found in (Achler, Omar and Amir, 2008).

11.2.4 Counting Tests

The Superposition Catastrophe test has no more than one instance per pattern, without

repeats. However, repeats (e.g.
−→
X mix =

−→
X A +

−→
X A) also provide important test cases. The

ability to generalize without training specifically for the repeats is important for the ability

to process or count simultaneous patterns without counting them one by one. Babies and

animals have an inherent ability to estimate amounts or subitize, even while demonstrating

an impoverished ability to individually count (Feigenson, Dehaene & Spelke, 2004). This

ability may be important to quickly estimate the most abundant food resources and make

decisions relevant to survival.

The counting test is designed to evaluate the ability to estimate amounts without indi-

vidually counting. A network that can automatically process a superposition mixture such

as
−→
X mix =

−→
X A +

−→
X K +

−→
X J +

−→
X E +

−→
X J +

−→
X K +

−→
X K +

−→
X G can evaluate whether there

are more K’s than J’s without individually counting the patterns. In the counting test, the

amplitude value of y’s are evaluated. For the
−→
X mix above it is expected that

−→
Y will show

YA = 1, YE = 1, YG = 1, YJ = 2, YK = 3, all other Y ’s= 0. In the count test, instead of select-

ing the top k Y -values and comparing their identity to patterns in
−→
X mix, the amplitude value
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of Y ’s are compared to the number of repeats of the corresponding patterns within
−→
X mix.

number_of_combinations =
nk

k !
(11.8)

The number of possibilities in the count test increase even more than the superposition

test. An example of the superposition and counting test is found in (Achler, Vural & Amir,

2009).

11.2.5 Binding Tests

The binding problem represents another scenario with a combinatorial explosion. How-

ever this often has different meanings in neuroscience, cognitive science, and philosophy.

Thus we briefly review some definitions and usage.

According to “the neural binding” hypothesis, neurons within different neuronal assem-

blies fire in synchrony to bind different features of neuronal representations together (Gray

et al., 1989; von der Malsburg, 1999). This defines binding as a mechanism of attention

and represents the internal workings of a specific mechanism. This type of binding is not

within the scope of this paper since algorithms are treated as black boxes.

Fig. 11.3

Another definition of binding is a “unity of perception”. This idea

is somewhat metaphysical since it is hard to objectively define and

measure unity from a human’s report. However there is a rich lit-

erature on errors of perception. Binding problems occur in humans

when image features can be interpreted through more than one repre-

sentation. An intuitive way to describe this problem is through visual

illusions. For example, a local feature can support different represen-

tations based on the overall interpretation of the picture. In the old

woman/young woman illusion of Fig 11.3, the young woman’s cheek

is the old woman’s nose. Though the features are exactly the same, the interpretation is

different. In humans, this figure forms an illusion because all features in the image can fit

into two representations. Classifiers have similar difficulties but with simpler patterns. If a

pattern can be part of two representations then the networks must determine to which it be-

longs. Training is used to find optimal interconnection weights for each possible scenario.

However, this is not trivial for combinations of patterns and training can grow exponentially

(Rosenblatt, 1962). We refine this definition of binding using simple tests and suggest it

fits in a more general mathematical framework of set-cover.
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The most basic binding scenario is given in figure 11.4D. Suppose a larger pattern

completely overlaps with a smaller pattern: activation of node Y1 is determined by pattern
−→
X 1 = (1,−), where feature X1 = 1 and feature X2 is not relevant for node Y1. Activation

of node Y2 is determined by pattern
−→
X 2 = (1,1), where features X1 and X2 = 1. When

presented with the larger pattern, (features X1 & X2 = 1) the representation of the smaller

pattern should not predominate. The network should recognize Y2 (settle on Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1).

A correct classification is Y1 when only X1 = 1, but Y2 when X1 & X2 = 1. This satisfies

the set-cover problem. The classifier should prefer the representation that covers the most

inputs with the least amount of overlap in the inputs.

A more complex scenario occurs with the addition of Y3, see figure 11.4E. Node Y3 is

determined by pattern
−→
X 3 = (−,1,1), where features X2 and X3 = 1 (and X1 is not relevant

for Y3). Set-cover still holds. Since the same basic overlap exists between Y1 and Y2, the

same interaction should remain given X1 and X2. However if X1 & X2 & X3 = 1, then

activation of Y1 and Y3 simultaneously can completely cover these inputs. Any activation

of Y2 would be redundant because X2 would be covered twice. Choosing Y2 given X1 & X2

& X3 = 1 is equivalent to choosing the irrelevant features for binding.

For intuition let’s give nodes Y1, Y2, and Y3, representations of wheels, barbell, and

chassis respectively. The inputs represent spatially invariant features where feature X1 rep-

resents circles, X3 represents the body shape and feature X2 represents a horizontal bar. Y1

represents wheels and thus when it is active, feature X1 is interpreted as wheels. Y2 repre-

sents a barbell composed of a bar adjacent to two round weights (features X1 and

X2). Note: even though Y2 includes circles (feature X1), the circles do not represent wheels

(Y1), they represent barbell weights. Thus if Y2 is active feature X1 is interpreted as part of

the barbell. Y3 represents a car body without wheels (features X2 and X3), where feature

X2 is interpreted as part of the chassis. Given an image of a car with all features

simultaneously (X1, X2 and X3), choosing the barbell (Y2) is equivalent to a binding error

within the wrong context in light of all of the inputs.

Most classifiers if not trained otherwise are as likely to choose barbell or car chassis

(Achler 2009). In that case the complete picture is not analyzed in terms of the best fit given

all of the information present. This training is not trivial and may represent a combinatorial

problem.

A solution based on set-cover automatically classifies the components and subcom-

ponents of this problem. If X1, X2, X3 = 1, then Y1 and Y3 represents the most efficient

solution. If X1, X2 = 1, then Y2 represents the most efficient solution. Set-cover also re-
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Inputs

y1

x2 x3

y3

Outputs

x1

y2

x2x1

‘Wheels’ ‘Barbell’ ‘Car Chassis’

y1 y2

x2x1

A & B  Combined

x1,x2=1: 

A: B: C:

D:
y1

x3

y3y2

x2x1

A, B & C  Combined

x1,x2,x3=1: 

E:

Fig. 11.4 (A–E): Modular combination of nodes Y1, Y2, Y3 (A, B & C) display binding in combined
networks (D and E). Y1 & Y3 represent car with wheels, Y2 represents barbell. If X1, X2 = 1 then
Y2 should predominate (not Y1), because it encompasses all active inputs. If X1, X2, X3 = 1 then Y2
should not predominate because interpreting a barbell within the car is a binding error.

solves basic recognition: if X1 = 1, then Y1 is the most efficient solution, if X2, X3 = 1,

then Y3 is the most efficient solution. Analysis of larger scenarios with infinite chains can

be found in (Achler and Amir, 2008).

11.2.6 Binding and The Set-Cover Problem

The notion of set-cover can guide the design more complex binding tests. Given a

universe of possible X’s of input patterns and Y ’s that cover X’s. Set-cover asks what is the

sub-set of Y ’s that cover any arbitrary set of X but which use the fewest Y ’s.

Set-cover can explain the old-young woman illusion, where the most encompassing

representations mutually predominate. In that illusion there are two equal encompassing

representations. Recognition settles on either the old woman or young woman, and no

other combinations of features. All features are interpreted as part of either representation

even if the interpretation of the individual feature can vary drastically (e.g. cheek of young

woman vs. nose of old woman).

Set-cover is not a trivial problem to compute. The evaluation of set covering is NP-

complete, but the optimization of set-cover is NP-hard. This means that training networks
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to account for every possible cover is not practical because it may require every possibility

to be trained, exposing another combinatorial explosion.

Thus networks that can “look beyond what is learned” should be able to resolve set-

cover. Simple examples that require set-cover can be introduced to a test set. Examples of

binding tests can be found in (Achler & Amir, 2008) and (Achler, 2009).

11.2.7 Noise Tests

Random noise is often used as a metric for flexibility. Random noise can be predicted

and trained. Since training with noise does not necessarily result in a combinatorial ex-

plosion, this is less favored. However resistance to random noise is important and a com-

monly used measure. Thus it is added to the battery. Noisy stimuli can be generated using

real-valued random exponential noise with mean amplitude μ , added to the prototypical

stimulus. Noisy test vectors can be given to the classifiers and their result is compared to

its original labels. The percent of patterns correctly identified for that noise level can be

recorded. Other systematic non-random noise scenarios can be tested as well.

11.2.8 Scoring the Tests

The Intelligence Quotient (IQ) scoring system is borrowed from the field of psychology

because it provides a familiar reference. Here each algorithm tested is like an individual.

Performance on the battery of tests is pooled and the algorithms are ranked relative to the

average of all algorithms. Performance is ranked on the Gaussian bell curve with a center

value (average IQ) of 100, each standard deviation is 15 points. IQ value will be 100 for

the average performing individuals (> 100 for better than average, < 100 for less than

average), regardless of the actual score on a particular sub-test.

The absolute value of performance an algorithm achieves in a single test is not relevant

since comparisons are the ultimate evaluation. For example, suppose one algorithm’s per-

formance on a particular sub-test in the battery is low, say 10% correct. Since IQ values

only reflect differences from average performance, if the average is 7% correct, that per-

formance provides a better-than-average contribution to that algorithms IQ score for that

test.

Another advantage of this method is that tests can be simply combined to give an ag-

gregate for the battery. For example:

Battery_IQ = Average(IQnumerosity + IQsuperposition + IQbinding + IQnoisy + · · ·) (11.9)
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The IQ ranking system, evaluates algorithm flexibility while measuring and encouraging

performance improvement. Additional tests are easy to include into the battery and scoring

system.

11.2.9 Evaluating Algorithms’ Resources

One advantage of AI testing over humans testing is the ability to evaluate the number

of training trials and resources used by the algorithm. An algorithm with many parameters

and extensive training may do slightly better than another algorithm that was not given

as much training and does not have as many free parameters. However, a slightly better

performance at the cost of more training and variables may actually be less flexible. The

algorithm that performs best with the least amount of training and the least amount of free

parameters, is the most desirable.

Thus we have included a measure of resources to the test score that accounts for the

number of training epochs and free variables. These factors would modify the final test

score to give a final AI_IQ score.

AI_IQ =
abilities

resources
=

Battery_Score
training_epochs+ variables+ training

(11.10)

Flexible AI should require less degrees of freedom and apply to a greater number of sce-

narios (without extensive retraining for each scenario). The purpose of the metrics is to

encourage such capabilities, limit degrees of freedom but maximize applicability. This phi-

losophy of evaluation – rather than the exact details – is important for flexibility evaluation.

11.3 Evaluation of Flexibility

This section provides concrete examples of tests that compare the flexibility of feedfor-

ward methods to generative and other methods. This analysis is not complete but provides

in-depth examples. We begin by defining random patterns outlined in Section 11.2.1: with

26 labels (H = 26) and 512 input features (N = 512). A SVM, Winner-take-all (WTA)

algorithm, generative RF, and three different versions of NN algorithms are compared. The

three versions are: naïve NN’s trained only on single patterns, NNs trained on single and 2

pattern mixes, and NNs trained with WEKA.

The purpose of the publicly available Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis

(WEKA) package (Witten & Frank, 2005) is to facilitate algorithm comparison and main-

tains up to date algorithms.
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We begin by training a NN. The NNs are trained via backpropagation with momentum.

100,000 training examples are randomly chosen with replacement from the prototypes.

The number of hidden units used is increased until it was sufficient to learn the input-

output mapping to a component-wise tolerance of 0.05. Resulting NNs have on average

12 hidden units. The learning rate was .1, the momentum was 1 and there is a bias unit

projecting to both hidden and output layers with value of 1.

Let’s evaluate the number of parameters for NN: 26 output nodes, 512 input nodes, 12

hidden units, bias unit, momentum, component-wise tolerance, and learning rate. There

are 551 variables so far. However during training unsuccessful NNs were created with 1-11

hidden units which were rejected due to suboptimal performance. There were also 100,000

training episodes for NN. All of those resources should be included in the evaluation. That

is more than 1,200,000 episodes of training. To simplify our analysis lets suppose 100 511

represents the number of variables and resources.

After this, suppose performance on the mixtures is poor and to improve performance

the network is trained on 2-pattern mixtures. That represents 325 more training patterns

and more epochs. Those should be included as well.

There are 26 training episodes for RF. No training was done for combinations. There is

one variable for tolerance determining when to end the simulation. This represents a total

count of 565 for the number of resources: 26 outputs +512 inputs +1 tolerance variables

+26 training episodes.

The winner-take-all algorithm is trained the same way as the RF algorithm however

each output node has inhibitory connections to all other nodes. Since all of the output

nodes are uniformly inhibitory, only one variable is added. This is a total of 566 resources.

The WTA algorithm is evaluated for multiple patterns by 1) finding the most active node,

2) determining its identity, 3) inhibiting it, 4) finding the next most active node.

In the WEKA environment the number of variables and training episodes were not

easily available. Thus it is assumed WEKA implemented algorithms are the most efficient

possible, despite this being a generous oversimplification. SVMs do not have hidden units

so the number output and input nodes should be the same as RF. However SVMs have

kernels increasing the input space size and those are also governed by variables. A similar

situation holds for the number of hidden variables for the WEKA neural network algorithm.

Again, since WEKA is treated as a black box, these are not counted and the number of

training episodes is not counted as well.
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11.3.1 Superposition Tests with Information Loss

Superposition pattern mixtures were combined using a union (or min function). Some

information is lost in the mixtures. Following (Achler, Omar, Amir, 2008) let’s look at test

performance. Two more networks that were not present in the original paper are included

here: SVM and winner-take-all WTA. See table 11.1.

Table 11.1 (a) “Occluding” Superposition: evaluation of performance given mixtures with
information loss. Raw scores of single patterns (left), 2-patern mixtures, and 4-pattern mixtures
(right).

number mixed: k =1 k= 2 k =4
combinations: 26 325 14 950
RF 100% 100% 90%

NN naïve 100% 52% 4%

NN 2-pattern 100% 92% 32%

NN WEKA 100% 91% 28%

SVM WEKA 100% 91% 42%

WTA 100% 85% 24%

Table 11.1 (b) Total score for the 15301 occluding mixtures and analysis. Raw overall score
(top row), followed by IQ values based on those scores, then the number of parameters and
training episodes for each algorithm, followed by the AI_IQ scores. AI_IQ scores (bottom)
are sensitive to the number of parameters. * indicates estimated number of parameters.

RF NN
naïve

NN
2-pat

NN
WEKA

SVM
WEKA WTA

Score (%) 90.2 5.2 33.4 29.5 43.1 25.4

IQ 128 83 98 96 103 93

Parameters 565 100,551 100,551 565* 565* 566

AI_IQ 126 86 86 99 105 97

RF performed well within all mixtures showing more flexibility. The number of param-

eters in WEKA are grossly underestimated, because it is being treated as a black box here.

This demonstrates that an accurate count of parameters is critical for evaluating flexibility.

11.3.2 Superpositions without loss

Next superposition tests, where pattern mixtures are combined using an addition func-

tion without information loss, are evaluated following Achler (2009).
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Table 11.2 (a) Performance for superposition mixtures without information loss. 26 single pat-
terns (left), 2-patern mixtures and 4-pattern mixtures (right) were tested. RF correctly recognized
all patterns in all 325 k = 2 and 14950 k = 4 combinations.

number mixed: k= 1 k= 2 k=4
combinations: 26 325 14950
RF 100% 100% 100%

NN WEKA 100% 91% 4%

SVM WEKA 100% 94% 8%

WTA 100% 91% 42%

Table 11.2 (b) Total score for the 15301 superposition mixtures (top row), followed by IQ values
based on those scores, then the number of parameters and training episodes for each algorithm.
AI_IQ scores (bottom) are sensitive to the number of parameters. * indicates estimated number of
parameters.

RF NN WEKA SVM WEKA WTA
Score (%) 100 6 10 43.1

IQ 121 88 90 101

parameters 565 565* 565* 566

AI_IQ 131 89 90 105

Comparing this test to the occluding test, winner-take-all performed better while NN

and SVM performed worse. See table 11.2.

11.3.3 Counting Tests

This section is intended to evaluate counting tests where repeating patterns are com-

bined in the mixtures using an addition function e.g. (Achler, Vural & Amir, 2009). Un-

fortunately WEKA could not test more than 15 000 tests. It is not designed for such large

number of tests. This is an indication that the literature is not focusing on manipulations

during recognition: primarily testing single patterns. Hopefully future versions of WEKA

will allow more testing. Winner-take-all by its nature is not well suited for this test because

it is not clear how to select a node several times.

The tests are based on the same 26 patterns used in the superposition. 17,576 possible

combinations of 3 and 456,976 possible combinations of 4 pattern repeats were tested. RF

scored well on all tests. Although this is an important part of the test battery, this test is not

included in the overall score because of the limited comparisons available using WEKA.
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11.3.4 Binding Scenarios

The “simplest” and “next simplest” binding scenarios require new patterns. In the

“simplest” binding scenario there are two output nodes and two input nodes. Networks

trained on the simplest scenario with two nodes perform correctly. NN WEKA, SVM

WEKA, Winner-take-all, RF all score 100%. Again, the number of training epochs, hidden

nodes and kernels parameters in WEKA are not evaluated since WEKA is considered a

black box. Thus the performance of all methods are approximately equal.

In the “next simplest” binding scenario there are three inputs and three output nodes.

Not all algorithms perform this correctly. In the case of all inputs active, RF decides on the

correct two patterns that best fit the inputs. NN WEKA and SVM WEKA settle 50% on

two representations that capture most of the inputs but do not cover all of the inputs in an

efficient manner, a poor set-cover. The other input patterns were correctly matched.

Of the 4 possible of input patterns, RF achieved 4/4, SVM & NN WEKA and Winner-

take-all achieved 3/4. Thus scores for this test are 100%, 75%, 75%, 75% respectively.

IQ scores are: 123, 93, 93, 93 respectively. Resources are estimated as 3 inputs and 3

outputs for all methods but WTA which has an extra variable. AI_IQ scores based on those

resource estimates are: 121, 96, 96, 86 respectively.

This is a simple demonstration of binding. Further tests are envisioned to be developed

for more complex binding/set-cover scenarios.

11.3.5 Noise Tests

Tests were performed on the 26 patterns with random exponential noise of mean am-

plitude μ added to the prototypical stimulus. As part of tests NN were trained on patterns

with μ = 0.25 and μ = 0.15, NN μ = 0.25, and NN μ = 0.15 respectively. Let’s look at

test performance (from Achler, Omar, Amir, 2008).

The number of variables and training epochs for NN are similar to as Section 11.3.1

with 100,551 total. Again we do not apply variables and training for WEKA at this point.

All NNs that were well-trained for noise performed better than RF. However RF was more

noise resistant without training than NN naïve.

11.3.6 Scoring Tests Together

The proposed test suite includes: superposition, occluding superposition, counting,

binding, and noise. However at this point the most complete results available compare
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Table 11.3 (a) Comparison of performance in given random noise. NNs trained on noise
improved performance. Naïve RF performs better than naïve NN, but NN WEKA performed
best.

Input Noise Level μμμ
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

RF 100% 100% 95% 85% 68% 47% 29%

NN naïve 100% 78% 43% 24% 12% 9% 8%

NN μμμ= 0.15 100% 100% 100% 81% 53% 28% 17%

NN μμμ= 0.25 100% 100% 100% 97% 79% 49% 28%

NN WEKA 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 91% 76%

Table 11.3 (b) Total score for the 182 tests (top row), followed by IQ values based on
those scores, then the number of parameters and training episodes for each algorithm. AI_IQ
scores (bottom). * indicates estimated number of parameters.

RF NN naïve NN
μμμ= 0.15

NN
μμμ= 0.25

NN
WEKA

Score (%) 75 39 68 79 95

IQ 103 76 98 106 117

parameters 565 100,551 100,551 100,551 565*

AI_IQ 120 86 86 86 129

RF and NN WEKA in: superposition, occluding superposition, binding, and noise. The

total score weighing all weighted tests equally is RF 91.3; NN WEKA 51.4*. AI_IQ score:

RF 111; NN WEKA 89. Again, these numbers do not properly account for the number of

parameters and training in WEKA. Ideally the all resources should be included including

hidden layer variables and WEKA training. However the goal here is to indicate how flex-

ibility can be evaluated and quantified. From this perspective this limited demonstration is

sufficient. This score and demonstration shows how flexibility can be evaluated across a

set of tests with combinatorial difficulties.

11.3.7 Conclusion from Tests

The test battery demonstrates fundamental differences in flexibility between a method

using M: RF; and methods using W: NN, SVM. Despite the black box designation for

WEKA, RF still performed better than NN and SVM. This is demonstrated whether the

mixtures are summed together (Achler, 2009) or combined as a union (Achler, Omar,

Amir, 2008). The mixtures can contain multiple additions of the same pattern (repeats)

and the networks are able to determine the pattern mixture’s numerosity (Achler, Vural,
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Amir, 2009). They are also able to resolve certain binding scenarios: i.e. to determine

whether subcomponent parts belong together (Achler & Amir, 2008). Thus recognition

based on M is quantified as more flexible.

Comparing performance between generative models, using the least-squares method,

equation 11.4 versus 11.5, we obtain the same results except for the union cases and some

instances of the binding cases. The instances of binding and unions that did not settle on

the same solutions had input patterns outside the fixed points or linear combinations of

the fixed points. In those cases both models converged, however differing results can be

expected since no guarantees are made outside of the fixed points. The significance of the

differences between methods is beyond the scope of this paper and will be discussed in

future work.

11.4 Summary

It remains difficult to evaluate recognition flexibility using benchmark tests while dis-

couraging methods which may improve performance by being narrowly optimized for the

tests. We developed a set of metrics composed of tests and evaluation criteria that focus on

flexibility.

The benchmark tests are designed to frustrate narrowly optimized methods by using

tests that present combinatorial difficulties. The metrics are designed to frustrate narrowly

optimized methods by penalizing performance based on the amount of resources used, such

as parameters and the number of training instances.

We introduce several types of classifiers and showed how this evaluation system works.

Most notably, we compared methods that utilize feedforward connections during testing

with methods that use lateral competition and feedforward-feedback connections during

testing.

We ran into several difficulties with the general simulation package, WEKA. It was not

designed to test a large number of tests. However, despite such limitations the findings

were sufficient to demonstrate how this metric system operates.

The conclusion of this study indicates that feedforward-feedback methods may be a

more flexible configuration for classifiers. This is a topic that is still evolving and a work

in progress.
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Being creative is a central property of humans in solving problems, adapting to new states
of affairs, applying successful strategies in previously unseen situations, or coming up with
new conceptualizations. General intelligent systems should have the potential to realize
such forms of creativity to a certain extent. We think that creativity and productivity is-
sues can be best addressed by taking cognitive mechanisms into account, such as analogy-
making, concept blending, computing generalizations and the like. In this chapter, we
argue for the usage of such mechanisms for modeling creativity. We exemplify in detail the
potential of such a mechanism like theory blending using a historical example from mathe-
matics. Furthermore, we argue for the claim that modeling creativity by such mechanisms
has a huge potential in a variety of domains.

12.1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has shown remarkable success in many different application

domains. Modern information technology, as most prominently exemplified by internet

applications, control systems for machines, assistant systems for cars and planes, the gen-

eration of user profiles in business processes, automatic transactions in financial markets

etc. would not be possible without the massive usage of AI technologies. In this sense, AI is

a success story that triggered a significant impact to economic developments and changes in

social relations and social networks. Nevertheless, there is a gap between the original goals

of the founders of AI as a scientific discipline and current systems implementing state-

of-the-art AI technologies. Whereas the original dream was to develop general-purpose

219
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systems (like the famous general problem solver [19]), present AI systems are highly spe-

cialized, designed for a very particular domain, mostly without any generalization capabil-

ities. Possible solutions for developing systems that approximate intelligence on a human

scale are currently far from being achievable. This situation is unsatisfactory, at least if one

does not want to give up the original motivation for the birth of AI as a discipline.

Artificial general intelligence (AGI) addresses precisely this gap between current AI

systems and the obvious lack in providing solutions to the hard problem of modeling gen-

eral intelligence, i.e. intelligence on a human scale. Higher cognitive abilities of humans

fan out to the whole breadth of aspects that are usually examined in cognitive science. Hu-

mans are able to communicate in natural language, to understand and utter natural language

sentences that they never heard or produced themselves, to solve previously unseen prob-

lems, to follow effectively strategies in order to achieve a certain goal, to learn very abstract

theories (as in mathematics), to find solutions to open problems in such abstract disciplines

etc. Although research has been examining frameworks for modeling such abilities, there

are currently no good theories for computing creativity and productivity aspects of human

cognition.

This chapter addresses the problem of how creativity and productivity issues can be

modeled in artificial systems. Specifically, we propose to consider certain cognitive mecha-

nisms as a good starting point for the development of intelligent systems. Such mechanisms

are, for example, analogy-making, concept blending, and the computation of generaliza-

tions. In this text, we want to focus primarily on concept blending as an important cognitive

mechanism for productivity.

The text has the following structure: Section 12.2 relates creativity abilities of natural

agents to cognitive mechanisms that can be considered as a basis for explaining these abili-

ties. Section 12.3 discusses cross-domain reasoning mechanisms that are important for the

creative transfer of information from one domain to another domain. By such mechanisms

it is possible to associate two domains that are originally independent and unconnected

from each other. In section 12.4, some basic formal aspects of blending are introduced

and section 12.5 models in detail the historically important creative invention of the com-

plex plane in mathematics by blending processes. Section 12.6 gives an outlook for next

generation general intelligent systems and section 12.7 concludes the chapter.
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12.2 Productivity and Cognitive Mechanisms

Creativity occurs in many different contexts of human activity. It is not only a topic

for artists or employees in the advertising industry, but also a topic in basic recognition

processes, in the usage of natural language, in scientific disciplines, in solving problem

tasks, in teaching situations, in developing new engineering solutions etc. The following

list explains some examples in more detail.

• Besides the fact that metaphors in natural language are a strong tool to express propo-

sitions, feelings, warnings, questions etc. that are sometimes hard to express directly,

they are moreover a possibility to establish connections between different, seemingly

unconnected domains in order to facilitate learning. For example, if a high school

teacher utters a sentence like Gills are the lungs of fish she expresses that lungs have

the function in (let’s say) mammals like gills have in fish. This is a remarkable interpre-

tation for a sentence that is literally just semantic nonsense. In order to generate such

an interpretation, the interpreter needs to be creative. An analogy-based framework for

modeling metaphors can be found in [12].

• One of the classical domains for creativity of humans is the problem solving domain.

Examples for problem solving are puzzles (like the tower of Hanoi problem), intel-

ligence tests, scientific problem solving (like solving a problem in mathematics), or

inventive problem solving in the business domain. To find solutions for a problem, hu-

mans show a remarkable degree of creativity. A classical reference for analogy-based

problem solving is [13].

• Inventions in many domains are another prototypical example where creativity plays

an important role. Besides the huge potential for business applications, also scientific

disciplines are on a very basic level connected to inventions. For example, the human

mind needs to be rather creative in order to come up with new concepts in rather

abstract domains like mathematics. How is it possible that humans invent concepts like

real numbers, complex numbers, Banach spaces, or operator semi-groups in Hilbert

spaces? We will discuss the example of inventing the complex plane in mathematics

in more detail below.

• The abstract concept of nesting an object in another object (quite often a similar one),

is first of all a slightly abstract but simple idea. Usually it is referred to in design

communities as the “nested doll principle” originating from the Russian Matryoshka

doll, where dolls are contained in other dolls. The potential in building products out
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of this simple idea is remarkable: planetary gearing, nesting tables and bowls, trojans

(computer virus), self-similar fractals etc. are just some examples where this concept

is used for designing products. In order to generate a conceptualization of such a

general idea you need to transfer an abstract principle to completely unrelated domains,

especially to such domains where it is not already obvious how this principle can be

instantiated.

We claim that several forms of creativity in humans can be modeled by specific cogni-

tive mechanisms. Examples of such mechanisms are analogy-making (transferring a con-

ceptualization from one domain into another domain), concept blending (merging parts

of conceptualizations of two domains into a new domain), computation of generalizations

(abstractions), just to mention some of them. These mechanisms are obviously connected

to other more standard cognitive mechanisms, like learning from sparse data or performing

classical forms of inferences like deduction, induction, and abduction. We think that com-

putational frameworks for the mentioned cognitive mechanisms are a way to implement

creativity in machines. This may be considered as a necessary, although not a sufficient,

step in order to achieve intelligence on a human scale, i.e. the ultimate goal of artificial

general intelligence.

12.3 Cross-Domain Reasoning

In this text, we focus primarily on theory blending as a cognitive mechanism for mod-

eling creativity. Nevertheless, from a more abstract perspective it is important to mention

that blending, as well as analogy-making and the computation of generalizations are spe-

cific types of cross-domain reasoning. Establishing connections between seemingly un-

connected domains is a highly important part of creativity as is obvious from the examples

given in section 12.2 (compare for example the “nested doll principle” or metaphors in nat-

ural language). In this section, we introduce various cross-domain mechanisms, previously

already specified in [17]. In each case, we illustrate the mechanism with an example taken

from mathematics, without really going into the technical details (we provide the relevant

references instead). We hope that by the end of this section the reader will have an appre-

ciation of why we think mathematics is a good domain to exemplify and study creativity

from a cognitive point of view: mathematical thinking spans a broad spectrum of domains,

from the very concrete to the very abstract and requires the creative use of cognitive abili-

ties that are not specific to mathematics. Section 12.5 will revisit some of the mechanisms
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introduced here, in the context of a worked-out historical example of mathematical creativ-

ity.

All approaches to blending take knowledge to be organized in some form of domains,

i.e. the underlying knowledge base provides concepts and facts in groups that can serve as

input to the blending process. The different domains may in principle be incoherent and

even mutually contradictory but they are nonetheless interconnected in a network organized

by relations like generalization, analogy, similarity, projection, and instantiation. There are

many examples in the literature on blending about conceptual integration in mathemat-

ics [1, 6, 15]. For example, [15] is a careful account of how complex mathematical notions

are grounded on a rich network of more basic ones via metaphorical mappings and con-

ceptual blends. The most basic linkages in this network consist of grounding metaphors

through which mathematical notions acquire meaning in terms of everyday domains. For

instance, basic arithmetic can be understood metaphorically in terms of four everyday do-

mains: object collections, motion along a path, measuring with a unit rod, and Lego-like

object constructions. Besides basic grounding metaphors there are linking metaphors and

blends. These in turn can map domains that are not basic but either the target domains of

metaphors or conceptual blends. The idea of the complex plane discussed below involves

a blend of already non-basic algebraic, numerical, and geometric notions.

We use Heuristic-Driven Theory Projection (HDTP) as the underlying framework.

Originally developed for metaphor and analogy-making (see [12] and [21] for details),

HDTP has been applied to many different domains and has been extended in various direc-

tions, among other things, to cover also theory blending. In HDTP, domains are represented

via finite first-order axiomatizations (defining domain theories) and intra-domain reasoning

can be performed with classical logical calculi. Moreover, cross-domain reasoning can also

be allowed, in many different ways.

(1) Analogy-making: quite often identified as a central mechanism of cognition [7], the

establishment of an analogical relation between two domains is based on identifying

structural commonalities between them. Given an analogical relation, knowledge can

be transferred between domains via analogical transfer. HDTP applies the syntactic

mechanism of anti-unification [20] to find generalizations of formulas and to propose

an analogical relation (cf. Figure 12.1). Several of the mechanisms listed next are

actually supported by analogy-making and transfer.

Analogical transfer results in structure enrichment of the target side. In the HDTP

framework such enrichment usually corresponds to the addition of new axioms to the
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Fig. 12.1 Analogy via generalization in HDTP

target theory, but may also involve the addition of new first-order symbols. When using

a sortal logic, even new sorts can be added to the language of the target theory.

There are cases in which analogical transfer is desired in order to create a new enriched

domain, while keeping the original target domain unchanged. In such cases the gener-

alization, source, target, and enriched domains are interconnected by a blend (see the

next section for a depiction of how a blend interconnects four domains). An example

of this kind of blending, and of structure enrichment involving new sorts, is the blend

of (partial formalizations of) the domains MEASURING STICK (MS) (a metaphor that

grounds the idea of discreteness) and MOTION ALONG A PATH (MAP) (grounding

the idea of continuity) discussed in [10]. The blended domain is an expansion of MAP

in which a notion of unit (taken from MS) is added. It can be thought of as a partial

axiomatization of the positive real number line with markings for the positive integers.

Without going into the formal details, in this example the blended domain (theory)

comes from enriching the first-order theory by which MAP is represented with a sub-

sort of “whole units”, and then importing the axioms of MS into it, in a form that

relativizes them to the subsort.

(2) Cross-domain generalization: As an example, an abstract approximation of naive

arithmetic may be obtained by iterative pairwise generalizations of the basic grounding

domains of Lakoff and Núñez mentioned above. These basic domains are analogous

in various aspects that can then be generalized1. The fact that HDTP always computes

a generalization when it establishes an analogy between two domains was used in [11]

to implement this example. Figure 12.2 shows that calculating an analogy between the

first generalization and yet a third basic domain produces an even more generalized

proto-arithmetic domain.

(3) Cross-domain specialization: in the HDTP framework, after a generalized theory G

has been obtained, the process of translating terms or properties from G to one of the
1For example, joining object collections and putting together linear constructed Lego-objects are both commu-

tative operations.
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Fig. 12.2 Computing generalizations from Lakoff and Núñez’ grounding metaphors for arithmetics

domains that it generalizes can be thought of as a process of cross-domain special-

ization. A key concern is to find conditions under which, say, the translation of any

first-order proof done inside G (say Arithmetic-1 in Figure 12.2) is also a proof inside

each of the domains G generalizes (say Object Collection in Figure 12.2). A discussion

on such conditions, formulated in the theory of institutions, can be found in [14].

(4) Detection of congruence relations: the detection of weak notions of equality (struc-

tural congruences) is pervasive in mathematics and beyond mathematics, as we will

discuss. The issue is central even for the basic question of how humans can arrive

at the notion of fractional numbers based only on basic grounding everyday domains

like the four proposed in [15]. In [10], this challenge is approached using the fact that

HDTP can in principle detect when some relation R in one of the input domains D1

and D2 is analogous to the equality relation in the other domain. This can then be used

as a trigger for further processing, namely trying to establish if R is a congruence. If

successful, the process should result in a diagram like Figure 12.3.

D1
onto 



onto

��

D2

isom

����
��
��
��
��

Q

Fig. 12.3 Diagram of a quotient Q over a domain D1. Intuitively, at the level of models the elements
of D1 are mapped to their equivalence classes in the quotient Q.

While processes of quotient construction in the above sense may seem particular to

mathematics, the facts show otherwise. Forming a quotient involves identifying a notion of
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weak equality on a domain D1, deriving from it a useful way to categorize the entities of D1,

and obtaining a theory of the space of categories. Each one of these aspects is important

from the perspective of creativity in general cognitive systems. For example, it is a fact

that through history humans have created many novel representation systems, of diverse

kinds. One case in mathematics is the positive real numbers as a representation system

for segments. The positive number line can be thought of as a quotient domain (Q) of the

domain of physical segments (D1) obtained thanks to the identification of segments of the

same length (same image in the domain D2 of positive reals) with the unique segment in

the number line that has that length. By virtue of the isomorphism between the positive

number line and the positive reals, one can also see the quotient Q as a geometric, more

concrete model of the theory of the reals.

We conclude this section by noticing that the arrows in Figure 12.3 are labeled. The

labels indicate semantic constraints on how the (unspecified but presupposed) universe

of one domain can be mapped into another domain. The fact that we need the labels in

Figure 12.3 to better approximate our intuition of what a quotient is, and the many examples

we will see in our case study later, suggest that attaching semantic labels to the HDTP

syntactic theory morphisms may turn out to be very useful. The semantic constraints of a

theory morphism relating domain theories T1 and T2 may say things such as “the universe

T1 is about is embedded in the universe T2 is about”. The complex plane example below

will better illustrate what sorts of dynamics may be evoked by the kind of semantic labeling

of morphisms we are proposing.

12.4 Basic Foundations of Theory Blending

To provide a formal basis for relating different domains to create new possible concep-

tualizations in a blending process we start with Goguen’s version of concept blending as

given in [9], in particular in the form presented by his figure 3 (p. 6) here represented in

Fig. 12.4.

The idea is that given two domain theories I1 and I2 representing two conceptualiza-

tions we look for a generalization G and then construct the blend space B in such a way as

to preserve the correlations between I1 and I2 established by the generalization. The mor-

phisms mapping the axioms of one theory to another are induced by signature morphisms

mapping the symbols of the representation languages. Symbols in I1 and I2 coming from

the same symbol in G correspond to each other in an analogical manner. Due to possible
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Fig. 12.4 The diagram of a blend.

incompatibilities between I1 and I2 the morphisms to B may be partial, in that not all the

axioms from I1 and I2 are mapped to B. Goguen uses a generalized push-out construction2

to specify the blend space B in such a way that the blend respects the relationship between

I1 and I2 implicitly established by the generalization. That means that B is the smallest

theory comprising as much as possible from I1 and I2 while reflecting the commonalities

of I1 and I2 encoded in the generalization G.

A standard example discussed in [9] is that of the possible conceptual blends of the

concepts HOUSE and BOAT into both BOATHOUSE and HOUSEBOAT (as well as other less

obvious blends). In a very simplistic representation we can define HOUSE as

I1 = { HOUSE � ∀ LIVES-IN . RESIDENT}

and BOAT as

I2 = { BOAT � ∀ RIDES-ON . PASSENGER}.

Parts of the conceptual spaces of HOUSE and BOAT can be aligned, e.g. RESIDENT↔ PAS-

SENGER, LIVES-IN ↔ RIDES-ON, HOUSE ↔ BOAT (resulting in a conceptualization of

HOUSEBOAT, while RESIDENT ↔ BOAT results in a conceptualization of BOATHOUSE).

Conceptual blends are created by combining features from the two spaces, while respect-

ing the constructed alignments between them. The blend spaces coexist with the original

spaces: HOUSE and BOAT are kept untouched although there might be new relations be-

tween BOATHOUSE and HOUSE or BOAT. Hence, the blend space is not the result of ex-

tending one of the given spaces with new features or properties, but constructing a new

one. Conceptual blending gives us a way to understand how theories that would simply

be inconsistent if crudely combined, can nevertheless be blended by taking appropriately

chosen parts of the theories, while respecting common features.
2For a formal definition of the category theoretic construction of a push-out compare for example [16].
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12.5 The Complex Plane: A Challenging Historical Example

For a long time, the mathematical community considered the complex numbers to be

only algebraic scaffolding, tools that carefully used as if they were numbers could facil-

itate calculations and discoveries about real numbers. One problem was that, while real

numbers could be naturally conceived as distances from a reference point in a line, it was

not clear at all whether a number of the form a+ bi (where a and b are real numbers and

i2 =−1) could correspond to any intuitive notion of magnitude. The discovery of the com-

plex plane played a very important role in the acceptance of complex numbers as proper

numbers. It turned out that the complex number a+ bi corresponds to an arrow (vector)

starting from the origin of a cartesian system of coordinates and ending at the coordinate

(a,b), and the basic arithmetical operations on complex numbers such as sum and product

have geometric meaning. The complex plane representation of complex numbers is a prime

historical example of creativity in mathematics, one that involves devising a novel domain

(the complex plane) through which a known one (the domain of complex numbers as pure

algebraic entities) can be understood in geometrical terms. In this section, we reconstruct

in our terms J. R. Argand’s discovery of the complex plane in 1806, according to his own

report [2]. Our aim is to illustrate a real case of discovery that involved the construction of

a network of interrelated domains, obtained by either: (1) retrieval from memory, (2) ana-

logical construction of a new domain, or (3) blending. The network of domains is shown

in Figure 12.5. We will describe the way in which this graph is formed, presenting only

minimal partial formalizations of the domains, and instead focusing on the motivations and

constraints that guide the creative process in this case study. This section is partially based

on ideas first presented in [17].

According to [22], Argand’s discovery of the complex plane arose from thoughts not

directly related to the complex numbers. His starting point was the observation that nega-

tive numbers may not seem “real” if you restrict yourself to magnitudes such as the size of

object collections, but they do make sense when measuring weight in a two-plate scale. In

such context, there is a natural reference point (an origin or “zero”) and a displacement of

a plate with respect to that point in one of two possible directions: upwards or downwards.

In general, creative production is in numerous (maybe most) occasions a serendipitous pro-

cess, and one would like human-level artificial intelligent systems to have the ability to be

creative “on the spot”, as the opportunity arises, not only in settings where a determinate

goal has been set. However, it is fair to say that current artificial creative systems work by

trying to achieve rather unconstrained but still pre-given goals (e.g. compose a narrative
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Fig. 12.5 Domains involved in Argand’s reasoning. Arrows indicate the direction of (partial) the-
ory morphisms. Arrow labels indicate constraints at the level of models. Curved tails are like an
“injective” label on the arrow.

out a given set of old narratives, or compose a new musical piece in the style of certain

composer). It is still a challenge to make them able, as Argand was, of posing interesting

creative goals, desires, or questions out of casual observations.

From a network-of-domains viewpoint, Argand’s observation starts forming the net-

work in Figure 12.5 by recruiting the four domains in the upper left area. The number line

representation (NL) is an already familiar domain, retrieved from memory, a geometric

representation of the real numbers. Similarly, Argand remarks that the “right side” of the

number line (NL+) is a geometric representation of the positive real numbers.

To clarify the nature of the arrows (morphisms) in the diagram, take the example of the

arrow from NL+ to NL. There are two aspects to this arrow. Its direction indicates that

there is a partial morphism3 from the first-order theory NL+ to the first-order theory NL.

This accounts for the purely syntactic aspect of the arrow. There are also two semantic

markers that together indicate how the intended universes of the domains relate to each

other. Namely, the curved tail says that there is a total embedding from the universe of

NL+ to the universe of NL that preserves the truth of the formulas mapped by the syntactic

morphism, and the “add direction” marker is a construction marker (a program, maybe)

that says how the embedding is actually constructed.
3This morphism is a partial function mapping a subtheory of the domain into the codomain.
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As we will see, with the exception of the complex plane (CP) and the vector domain

(VECTORS), which were Argand’s creation, all other nodes in Figure 12.5 and the arrows

connecting them were previously known to him. Hence, the corresponding subgraph is

part of a long-term memory of interrelated domains. The diamond formed by the novel

domains CP and VECTORS plus the complex arithmetic domain (CA) and the number line

(NL) domain is a blend that crowns the whole process we will now describe.

Argand’s positive number line NL+ included notions of proportions (a:b::c:d) and ge-

ometric mean. The geometric mean of two segments a and b in NL+ is the unique x such

that a:x::x:b. It can be obtained algebraically as the solution of x ·x = a ·b, or via a geomet-

ric construction in SEGMENTS, the result of which (a segment) is mapped back to NL+.

Argand uses the initial four-domains network to pose his first interesting question.

Argand’s Challenge 1: Is there a notion of geometric mean in NL that extends that of
NL+ and has also natural algebraic and geometric corresponding notions?

To address the problem, Argand uses two consecutive analogical steps:

(1) He detects the analogy between the “add sign” and “add direction” semantic markers:

every real number is either positive or−r for some positive real r, and each segment in

the number line lies in the positive side of it or its (geometric) opposite. This highlights

the domain of real numbers as a candidate for providing an algebraic interpretation of

the extended notion of geometric mean.

(2) Ensuring an analogy with the geometric mean in NL+, he proposes as definition that

the magnitude of the geometric mean of two entities in NL is the geometric mean of

their magnitudes and its direction is the geometric mean of their directions (the two

possible directions are represented by the segments +1 and −1).

The heart of the initial challenge can now be stated in terms of the newly created notion of

geometric mean of directions.

Argand’s Challenge 1a: Find a segment x such that 1:x::x:−1. The solution must have
both algebraic and geometric readings, as does everything in NL.

Algebraically, moving to the isomorphic domain of reals, the problem is finding a real

number x such that x · x = −1 · 1 = −1. No such x exists in the reals, but the domain of

complex numbers is recruited as an extension of the reals where there is a solution4.

On the geometric side, by analogy with the “add direction” construction, Argand creates

from the domain of SEGMENTS a new domain of directed segments, or VECTORS, with
4It is here that by serendipity, Argand ends up thinking about the complex numbers in a geometric context.
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types
real, vector

constants
0, 1: vector
0, 1, 90, 180, 360: real

functions
| |, angle: vector→ real
−: vector→ vector
rotate, scale: vector × real→ vector
+v , project: vector × vector→ vector
+, ·, +360: real × real→ real

predicates
proportion: vector × vector × vector × vector
geomean: vector × vector × vector
≡: vector × vector

laws
∀α ∀β ∀v (rotate(rotate(v,90),90) =−v)
rotate(rotate(1,90),90) =−1
∀α ∀β ∀v (rotate(rotate(v,α),β ) = rotate(v,α +360 β ))
90+360 90 = 180
∀v ∃a ∃b (v = scale(rotate(1,a),b))
∀v (v = scale(v,1))
∀v1∀v2∀v3∀v4 (proportion(v1,v2,v3,v4) ↔ ∃a∃b(v2 = rotate(scale(v1,a),b)∧ v4 = rotate(scale(v3,a),b)))
∀v1∀v2∀v3 (geomean(v1,v2,v3)↔ proportion(v1,v3,v3,v2))
(abelian group axioms for (+v,−) and +360)
(add also the missing vector space axioms for scale and +v)
(congruence axioms for ≡)
(imported axioms from the reals for +, ·)

Fig. 12.6 Partial formalization of the VECTORS domain

a designated unit vector. Vectors can be stretched by a real factor, added, rotated, and

projected. Figure 12.6 has a very partial and redundant axiomatization of this domain. The

+360 stands for real addition modulo 360 degrees, for adding angles. Argand’s realization

that the geometric mean of 1, −1 should be a unitary vector perpendicular to 1 corresponds

to the fact that from our VECTORS axioms one can prove geomean(1,−1, rotate(1,90)).

With this notion of geometric mean that makes sense algebraically and geometrically,

Argand finally comes up with the key question about complex numbers.

Argand’s Challenge 2: Can a geometric representation for the complex numbers be ob-
tained from the vector plane?

In our terms, the problem is to find a quotient blend space CP with inputs CA and

VECTORS and the additional constraint that NL must be embedded in it. To see how this

could get started by using the HDTP framework, Figure 12.7 gives a partial axiomatization

of the domain CA of complex numbers as objects of the form a+ bi.

When comparing the axiomatizations of CA and VECTORS, the HDTP setup can detect

that the first formulas in the domains are structurally the same. A generalization G will be

created that, as shown in Figure 12.8, will include an axiom ∀X(F(F(X ,Y ),Y ) =−X) plus

substitutions that lead back from G to the CA and VECTORS. These substitutions will

map the term F(X ,Y ) to the terms rotate(v,90) and i ∗ z respectively. Given the intended
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types
real, complex (with real being a subsort of complex)

constants
i: complex
0, 1: real

functions
re, im: complex→ real
+c , ∗: complex × complex→ complex
+, ·: real × real→ real
−: complex→ complex

laws
∀z (i∗ (i∗ z) =−z)
i∗ i =−1
∀z ∀a ∀b (z = a+b · i↔ a = re(z)∧b = im(z))
∀z ∀z′ (re(z+c z′) = re(z)+ re(z′))
∀z ∀z′ (im(z+c z′) = im(z)+ im(z′))
∀z ∃a ∃b (z = a+b · i))
∀z ∀z′ (re(z∗ z′) = re(z) · re(z′)− im(z) · im(z′))
∀z ∀z′ (im(z∗ z′) = re(z) · im(z′)+ im(z) · re(z′))
(abelian group axioms for +c)
(add also the missing field axioms for +c and ∗)
(imported axioms from the reals for +, ·)

Fig. 12.7 Partial formalization of the CA domain

(GENERALIZATION)

∀X(F(F(X ,Y ),Y ) =−X)

F �→rotate,Y �→90, X �→v

����
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∀z (i∗ (i∗ z) =−z)
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(VECTORS)

∀v (rotate(rotate(v,90),90) =−v)

Fig. 12.8 Mapping from the generalization to CA and VECTORS.

meaning of our axiomatizations, this corresponds to detecting that rotating vectors by 90

degrees is analogous to multiplying by i in the complex arithmetic domain. This is the

key observation on which Argand initiated his construction of the complex plane. The

generalization G will include other things such as an operation G with axioms of Abelian

group that generalizes +v and +c. We skip the full details here.

The example in this section shows the potential of the logic approach in modeling the

role of very general cognitive mechanisms such as analogy-making, generalization, and

blending in creativity. It illustrates ways in which our approach can suggest principled

computational strategies for performing creative exploration and on the spot proposal of

interesting creative tasks. Also, the strategies and issues shown here are general, relevant to

many other subjects beyond mathematics. One example of this is the issue of construction

of a context of relevant domains that may later facilitate the formation of blending domains.

We saw that this can happen in at least two ways. First, such a context can provide the
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motivation for finding a particular blend between two spaces. For instance, the motivation

for the final blend in this section was a meta-analogy: can we get a geometric representation

just as there is one in the network for the positive reals? Second, a context of relevant

domains can suggest adequacy constrains to be imposed on a the blend to be created. In our

blend example, two constraints went beyond the general diagram of a blend: the relevant

part of NL must be embedded into the new blended domain CP, and CP must be the bottom

domain of a quotient (i.e. play the role of Q in Figure 12.3).

12.6 Outlook for Next Generation General Intelligent Systems

The use of cognitively inspired techniques like conceptual blending or reasoning based

on analogy and similarity in AI systems is (with few exceptions) to a large extent still in its

very early infancy. In this section, continuing the overall argument from earlier sections, we

will argue why accounting for an integration of these capacities when designing a general

intelligent system might be a good and quite rewarding idea. Therefore, we will give an

overview of different domains and scenarios, in which the availability of concept blending

abilities can possibly make a significant difference to state-of-the-art systems.

Over the last decades, AI has made significant progress in the field of problem solving.

Still, in most cases, the power of the current approaches is limited, as the danger of the

often feared “combinatorial explosion” and the abyss of underspecification of problems

are ubiquitous. For certain problems, conceptual blending might offer an alternate way

to a solution, avoiding the classical mantraps AI researchers are struggling with. One

of the most often cited examples is the “Riddle of the Buddhist Monk” [5]: A Buddhist

monk is said to begin with the climb of a mountain at dawn, reaches the top at sunset,

spends the night there, and again at dawn begins with the descent, reaching the foot of

the mountain at sunset. Now, without making any further assumptions, it shall be decided

whether there exists a place on the path which the monk occupies at the same hour of the

day on both trips. Instead of computing for a sufficiently fine-grained discretization of

the monk’s path the place–time correspondences of both days and checking whether there

is such a place (which would also only be possible under violation of the prohibition of

further assumptions, as some estimation concerning the monk’s moving speed etc. would

have to be made), conceptual blending offers an elegant solution to the problem. Instead of

treating both days as separate time spans, they are blended into one, resulting in a scenario

in which there seem to be two monks, one starting from the peak, one starting from the foot
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of the mountain, moving towards each other, and meeting exactly in the place the riddle

asks for (thus not only giving an answer in terms of existence of the place, but also in a

constructive way providing implicit information on its location). Although to the best of

our knowledge there is not yet a clear characterization of the class of problems in which

conceptual blending is first choice, we are positive that a blending mechanism can find

application in a great number of practical problems.

A second domain in which concept blending (and possibly also analogy, cf. [3]) may

be of use is the area of rationality and rational behavior. For many years, researchers

from different areas (e.g. game theory, psychology, logic, and probability theory) have

tried to find feasible theories and models for human reasoning and human-style rationality.

Sadly, the results of these efforts, though being highly elaborate and theoretically well-

founded, mostly fall short when actually predicting human behavior. One of the classical

examples in which most of the probability-based models reach their limits is Tversky and

Kahneman’s “Linda Problem” [23]: Linda is described as (among others) single, outspoken

and very bright, with a degree in philosophy, concerned with issues of social justice, and

with a past as anti-nuclear activist. Now, several additional characteristics are offered, and

subjects are asked to rank these additional properties by estimated likelihood of occurrence.

There, humans show to be prone to the conjunction fallacy, as a significant number of

subjects ranks the option “Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.”

higher than the single “Linda is a bank teller.”, contradicting basic laws of probability.

Again, conceptual blending offers a way out: Considering a blend of both concepts bank

teller and feminist, maintaining some properties of a cliché account of bank teller, and

adding key properties from a cliché feminist concept, which better fit the initially given

properties of Linda, subjects’ behavior can be explained and predicted (for a more detailed

treatment cf. [17]). Thus, conceptual blending gives an intuitive and comparatively simple

explanation to some of the classical challenges to existing theories of rationality, making

it also an interesting candidate for inclusion in future general intelligent systems, which

undoubtedly will have to deal with issues related to rationality and human behavior.

Also in language understanding and production within an AI system, concept blending

can provide additional functionality. Humans in many cases exhibit impressive capabilities

in making sense of neologisms and previously unknown word combinations, whilst actual

natural language interface systems in many cases are stretched to their limits, although

the individual meanings of the combined terms might be known to the system. Concept

blending here offers a guideline for combining these concepts into a blend, thus making
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accessible also the resulting blended concept, as e.g. in Goguen’s by now classical example

concerning the combined words HOUSEBOAT and BOATHOUSE mentioned in section 12.4

[8]. Therefore, an integration of concept blending faculties into a general intelligent system

from a natural language interface point of view can be expected to be advantageous in

both aspects, language production and language understanding: Whilst the output of the

system might seem more human-like due to the occasional use of combined words based

on blends, also the language input understanding part might profit from these capabilities,

making use of blending techniques when trying to find the meaning of unknown, possibly

combined words. (For some further considerations concerning concept blending and noun–

noun combinations cf. [17].)

A further main domain in which we expect great benefit from an integration and de-

velopment of concept blending capabilities into general intelligent systems is the branch

of (artificial) creativity. Although to the best of our knowledge until today research in ar-

tificial general creativity and innovation has mostly been treated as an orphan within the

AI community, a proper account of concept blending integrated into a general intelligent

system might boost this branch of research in the future. Concept blending has already

been identified as a key element in the concept generation stage in creative design pro-

cesses [18]. It is undeniable that some form of concept blending is always present in most

occurrences of human (productive) creativity over time, ranging from mythology and story-

telling to product design and lifestyle. On the one hand, the former two provide numerous

well-known examples, which by now sometimes even have become a fixed part of hu-

man culture: In mythology, Pegasus is a blend between a horse and a bird and centaurs as

mythological horsemen have to be considered straightforward blended concepts. More re-

cent storytelling forms of concept blending, for instance, prominently feature in the famous

1865 novel, “Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland”, in which Lewis Carroll5 narrates vari-

ous scenes that naturally call for blending by readers: In addition to the talking, dancing,

wisely-speaking animals and the humanly-reified playing cards, living flamingos appear as

mallets and hedgehogs as balls, showing features and properties of both, their original con-

cept and the (by the particular use) newly introduced concept. Ideas behind many modern

science fiction novels can also be seen as creatively generated blended concepts. For ex-

ample, “The Hunger Games” [4] is a young adult science fiction novel by Suzanne Collins,

who claims that the idea of the novel occurred to her whilst channel surfing on television.

On one channel Collins observed people competing on a reality show and on another she
5Lewis Carroll is the pseudonym of the English author Charles Lutwidge Dodgson.
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saw footage of the Iraq War. The lines between the show competition and the war coverage

began to blur, the two blended together in this very unsettling way, and the idea for the

novel was formed. On the other hand, in recent product design, modern tablet computers

can be seen as blends between journals and computers, keeping the size and format of a

magazine and expanding it with the functionality of a laptop.

So far, many of the examples mentioned in this chapter are related to higher-order cog-

nitive abilities, e.g. problem solving, the invention of new mathematical concepts, or as-

pects of human rationality. Furthermore, we assumed that the input conceptualizations for

the cognitive mechanisms are already given and need not to be generated by the approach.

A natural question concerns the generation of such inputs for the system, in particular, if

lower cognitive abilities are considered or highly structured background theories are not

available, like in the case of infant learning. A nice example of such a set-up was indirectly

already mentioned in Section 12.3, namely the grounding of the acquisition of a rudimen-

tary number concept by children in real world domains including real world actions by the

learning agent: in this context, we mentioned Lakoff and Núñez’s MOTION ALONG A PATH

(MAP) and MEASURING STICK (MS) metaphor. Lakoff and Núñez take an embodied and

action-oriented stance, in the sense that the acquisition and first approximations of a num-

ber concept by children is grounded in real world actions. The natural idea to model this

is to take internal action sequences, like walking steps in the (MAP) metaphor, as initial

representations for the system. Obviously, certain further action-oriented properties need

to be taken into account, for example, the origin of the walking sequence or the possibility

to walk back to the origin etc. Currently, we cannot give a formal approach of these issues,

but we think that this type of grounding and the generation of on-the-fly representations in

such domains are in principle possible.

Finally, we speculate about the potential breadth of applicability of concept blending

as described in the HDTP framework and its covered types of reasoning. In Section 12.3

several cognitive mechanisms in the context of cross-domain reasoning mechanisms were

already mentioned. These are summarized together with some additional mechanisms, like

re-representation, frequency effects, and abduction, in Table 12.1. Although many inter-

esting aspects of higher cognitive abilities are covered by these mechanisms sketched in

Table 12.1, we do not claim that this list is in any sense complete. Besides the neces-

sity to enable an AGI system with the mentioned mechanisms it is obvious that a system

that is intended to model general intelligence in a holistic and complete sense, needs ad-

ditionally several further low-level abilities. Obviously, the presented approach does not
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Table 12.1 Many desirable functions of intelligent systems can be explained by cross-domain rea-
soning mechanisms. The left column lists mechanisms most of them introduced in this chapter and
associates them with functions that can be based on them. Some mechanisms concern future extensions
of the presented framework. The list is not intended to be complete.

Cross-Domain Mechanism Function in Intelligent Systems

Analogical Mapping Understanding of new domains; creation and comprehension
of metaphorical expressions and analogies in general

Analogical Transfer Problem solving; introduction of new concepts into a domain;
creative invention of new concepts

Generalization Learning of abstract concepts; compression of knowledge

Specialization Applying abstract knowledge;
problem solving by realizing a general strategy

Congruence Relation Restructuring of a domain; identification of entities by a new concept

Blending Creation of new concepts and theories; problem solving;
human style rationality; understanding of compound nouns

Re-representation Adaptation of the input domains in order to compute
appropriate analogies and blend spaces

Frequency Effects Probabilistic Extension for Modeling uncertainty

Abduction Finding explanations of certain facts

cover aspects like reactive behaviors, sensorimotor loops, or certain attention mechanisms.

These challenges should be addressed by other mechanisms that are not directly related to

analogy-making and concept blending, because the conceptual level is in such low-level

cognitive abilities most often missing. The integration of higher and lower cognitive mech-

anisms could be achieved by a hybrid architecture, presently a rather standard approach for

integrating heterogeneous methodologies.

Taking all this evidence together, we consider concept blending as one of the corner-

stones (maybe even a conditio sine qua non) of an architecture for general intelligent sys-

tems that also shall exhibit creative behavior and significant capabilities in the field of

creativity, which in turn might possibly also open up new application areas and industry

options to AI, as e.g. computational support systems for innovation and creativity in (prod-

uct) design, architecture and product-creating arts.
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12.7 Conclusions

Artificial general intelligence attempts to find frameworks and to implement systems

that can operate not only in a highly specialized domain, namely the domain they were

built for, but that show also generalizability properties, i.e. they can operate even in do-

mains they never experienced before. Besides advanced learning capabilities and many

classical technologies from AI, such systems should have, as a necessary prerequisite, a

creativity potential for finding solution strategies in unknown problem solving set-ups. We

claim that the best way to tackle the creativity problem in systems for general intelligence

is to consider the underlying cognitive mechanisms that allow humans to be creative to a re-

markable degree. This chapter addresses this issue by proposing cognitive mechanisms like

analogy-making and theory /concept blending as a source for creativity. Both mechanisms

fall under a more general human ability, namely cross-domain reasoning, summarizing

several non-classical forms of reasoning that enable the human being to associate domains

that are usually considered to be disconnected. We exemplified in some detail the cognitive

mechanism theory blending in a concrete example of the invention of the complex plane in

mathematics. Although it may seem to be the case that the domain of mathematics is a rel-

atively special case for a general mechanism, we think that the applicability of blending to

other domains, problems, set-ups etc. is rather straightforward. Some ideas for this claim

are provided in Section 12.6.

We do not claim that the considerations presented in this chapter finally solve the task

to make intelligent systems creative. They are rather a first (but important) step towards a

theory of creativity. Many formal and methodological challenges still need to be resolved

for a uniform framework of creativity. Furthermore, the integration of several non-standard

reasoning techniques in one architecture remains a challenge for the future. Although the

mentioned HDTP framework integrates several of the mechanisms occurring in this chap-

ter, further work is necessary towards an integration of the methodological variety.
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Emotion and motivation play a crucial role in directing and structuring intelligent action
and perception. Here, we will look at the relationship between motives, affects and higher-
level emotions, and give directions for their realization in computational models, with a
focus on enabling autonomous goal-setting and learning.

13.1 Introduction

Any functional model that strives to explain the full breadth of mental function will

have to tackle the question of understanding emotion, affective states and motivational

dynamics (Sloman, 1981; Lisetti and Gmytrasiewicz, 2002). Consequently, the field of

affective computing has made considerable progress during the last decades. Today, several

families of models are available for incorporation in agent implementations.

This chapter is not concerned with giving a comprehensive review of these approaches

(for an overview on current emotion modeling, see Gratch, Marsella, and Petta, 2011;

and for a look at its history Hudlicka and Fellous, 1996; Gratch and Marsella, 2005), but

mainly with a particular approach: how to build a system that treats emotion and affect as

emergent phenomena. I will also refrain from giving a particular implementation (if you

are interested in that, see the author’s work: Bach, 2009), but instead, I want to supply a

general framework for emergent emotions and motivation, that could be adapted to various

different agent architectures.
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Most emotion models start out from a set of pre-defined low-level or high-level emo-

tions, which are characterized and implemented as stimulus related functional parameters

(appraisals, see Roseman, 1991; Lazarus, 1991; Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003). These pa-

rameters give rise to complex behavioral tendencies, which can then be functionally clas-

sified (Ortony, Clore, and Collins, 1988; Plutchik, 1994). The term appraisal describes the

relationship between stimulus and emotion; an appraisal is a valenced reaction to a situa-

tion, as the agent perceives it. In this view, emotions are triggered by a causal interpretation

of the environment (Gratch and Marsella, 2004) with respect to the current goals, beliefs,

intentions and relations of the agent. By evaluating these, a frame of the appraisal and a

corresponding affective state of the agent are set, which in turn enable it to cope with the

situation. Here, coping subsumes the external and the cognitive behaviors with relation to

the appraisal: actions and speech acts, as well as the modification of beliefs, intentions,

goals and plans. This way, the agent influences the external environment (the world acces-

sible by action and communication) and the internal environment (its model of the world,

along with its plans and goals) to address the issues according to their valence and context.

Appraisal frame and affective state are the link between external and internal situational

stimuli, and the internal and external response (see Figure 13.1).

Environment 
Causal interpretation 

(Goals, Beliefs, Causal Relations, Plans, Intentions) 

Control Signals 

Appraisal 

Dialogue 

Action 

Coping 
Explanation 

Belief 
Formation 

Planning 

Appraisal 
Frames 

Affective 
State 

Fig. 13.1 The role of appraisals in the cognitive system (Gratch and Marsella, 2004, p. 11)
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Appraisal models have a distinct engineering advantage: if you want to design an agent

that expresses an emotion or behavioral tendency in a given situation, associating stimulus

and behavior with a functional relationship is a straightforward approach. On the other

hand, classical appraisal models are less suited to explain the internal cognitive dynamics

and specific interactions of which emotional effects are the result, i.e. they are more con-

cerned with which emotion is expressed when, then what it is like to be in an emotional

state, and thereby lose out not only in explanatory power, but also in functionality.

In my view, neither emotion nor motivation are strict requirements for artificial intelli-

gent systems: as we will see, affective modulation and emotions may increase the efficiency

of the use of cognitive resources, or aid in communication, but that does hardly imply that

cognition and communication would be impossible without these. (Likewise, while moti-

vation may be a requirement for autonomous goal-directed behavior, non-autonomous AIs

are entirely conceivable.) So, what exactly are the advantages of emotional systems?

Emotions play a number of important roles in human cognition: They structure and fil-

ter perceptual content, according to current needs and processing requirements. They prime

the retrieval of memory content, both by providing an associative context, and by inform-

ing the resolution and urgency of cognitive operations. They provide valenced feedback

(e.g., positive and negative reinforcement signals) for learning, deliberation and decision-

making. Furthermore, emotions structure and inform social interaction between individu-

als, and self-reflection of the individual in social contexts. The effect of emotional states

on cognition amounts not just to an adaptation to external events, but in a modulation that

enhances the efficiency of the cognitive processing itself: emotional states may affect the

mode of access to mental content, and dynamically prune representational structures and

decision trees according to a motivational context and an environmental situation. Thus,

any agent implementation that wants to model and perhaps utilize these benefits will have

to look beyond externally observable behavior and externalist emotion classification, but

into the functionality of the affective and motivational system at the level of the agent ar-

chitecture.

In the following, I will explain how to anchor emotion and motivation within a cognitive

architecture, based on the Psi theory, which originates in theoretical psychology (Dörner,

1999; Dörner et al., 2002) and its formalization in MicroPsi (Bach, 2003, 2007, 2009,

2011).

MicroPsi does not treat affective states as distinct events or parameters, but as configu-

rations of the cognitive system. Emotions are modeled as emergent phenomena. They can
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be classified and attributed by observing the agent (potentially even classified and observed

internally, by the agent itself), but they are not pre-defined entities. Colloquially put, I will

describe how to build a system that does not just simulate emotions, but that actually has

emotions–within the framework of a certain definition of having emotions, of course.

Our model distinguishes between demands of the system, motives, cognitive modula-

tors, affects and directed emotions. Demands are pre-defined needs that give rise to goals,

but whereas goals depend on the given environment, needs only depend on the agent itself

and are part of its definition. When needs are signaled to the cognitive system, they may

become motives, and give rise to intentions. Motives and intentions give relevance to ob-

jects of the agent’s perception, deliberation and action, and therefore define higher-level

emotions (such as pride, jealousy or anger). Higher-level emotions are not just character-

ized by relevance and object, but also by a valence (a representation of desirability) and an

affective state. Affects are modulations of cognition, such as arousal, surprise, anxiety, and

elation. While we will not characterize each affect or emotion individually and with all the

detail that they deserve, this chapter will give an introduction on the relationship between

motivation, affect and emotion, and should give you a fair idea how to implement them in

an agent model.

On the following pages, we start out by characterizing emotions and affects, before

we look at the relevant architectural components for realizing them. These components

include a motivational system, decision making functionality, access to mental and per-

ceptual content, cognitive modulation and facilities for reinforcement learning based on

valence signals.

13.2 Emotion and affect

Emotions are states and processes that influence the allocation of physical and mental

resources, perception, recognition, deliberation, learning and action. This is not a proper

definition, of course: the same is true for a lot of other states that we would not intu-

itively call emotions. A raising or lowering of the blood pressure, for instance, does affect

organisms in a similar way, but would not be called an emotion in itself. Emotions are

phenomena that manifest on the cognitive and behavioral level, they are not identical to

physiological mechanisms. Furthermore, emotion needs to be distinguished from moti-

vational phenomena: while hunger is cognitively represented (as an urge) and implies a

valence and an effect on the allocation of mental and physical resources of an organism, it
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is not an emotion, but a motivator. Generally speaking, motivation determines what has to

be done, while emotion determines how it has to be done.

Defining emotions is a notoriously difficult and contested issue within psychology, so

instead of trying my luck with a general definition, we might start with pointing out the

following components (Diener, 1999) that a theory of emotion should account for:

• Subjective experience (how it feels to be in an emotional state)

• Physiological processes (neural, neurochemical and physiological mechanisms that

facilitate emotion)

• Expressive behavior (facial and bodily expression, movement patterns, modulation of

voice and breath etc.)

• Cognitive evaluations.

These components help us to characterize a range of affective phenomena, like emotional

reflexes (especially startling), undirected moods (euphoria, depression etc.), valenced af-

fective states (joy, distress, anxiety), affects directed upon motivationally relevant states

(jealousy, pity, pride) and affects directed upon motivationally relevant processes (disap-

pointment, relief).

Emotions are adaptive (i.e. the emotional states an organism is subjected to in a certain

situation depend partly on its history of past experiences in similar situations), and the

range of emotional states varies between individuals (Russel, 1995). On the other hand,

it seems that emotions themselves are not the product of learning and largely invariant

in dimensionality and expression (Ekman and Friesen, 1971; Izard, 1994). For instance,

individuals may learn in what situations fear is appropriate or inappropriate, as well what

kind of fear and what intensity. But the ability to perceive fear itself is not acquired, rather,

it stems from the way an organism is equipped to react to certain external or internal stimuli.

Thus, it makes sense to develop general taxonomies of emotional states.

For our purpose, we will make the following basic distinctions:

(i) On the lowest level, we identify modulators of cognition, like arousal, and valence.

The arousal is a cognitive parameter that controls the general activation and action

readiness of an agent, and it is controlled by the urgency of its perceived demands.

The valence is a reinforcement signal that emanates from changes in the perceived de-

mands: a rapid lowering of a demand corresponds to a positive valence (“pleasure”),

while a rapid increase in a demand corresponds to a negative valence (“distress”).
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(ii) Taken together, the individual modulators define a configuration, a mode of cognitive

processing. I will call this configuration an affective state. Most affective states are

valenced (i.e., perceived as desirable or undesirable), with the exception of surprise,

which can have a neutral valence.

(iii) Affects that have a mental representation (like a goal situation or another agent) as

their object are called higher-level emotions. This includes emotions like disappoint-

ment, which is a negatively valenced affect directed upon a change in expectations,

i.e. upon a process instead of a state. The relevance of the objects of affects is given

by the motivational system of a cognitive agent. Without a corresponding motivator, a

mental representation cannot elicit a valenced response, and is therefore emotionally

irrelevant.

Note that there are alternatives to this approach of capturing emotions, for instance:

• Modeling emotions as explicit states. Thus, the emotional agent has a number of states

it can adopt, possibly with varying intensity, and a set of state transition functions.

These states parameterize the modules of behavior, perception, deliberation and so on.

• Modeling emotions by connecting them directly to stimuli, assessments or urges (like

hunger or social needs) of the agent. (A similar approach has been suggested by Frijda,

1986.)

• Disassembling emotions into compounds (sub-emotions, basic emotions), and model-

ing their co-occurrence. Some suggestions for suitable sets of primary emotions and/or

emotion determinants have been made by some emotion psychologists (for instance

Plutchik, 1994).

Conversely, we are going to capture emotions implicitly by identifying the parameters that

modify the agent’s cognitive behavior and are thus the correlates of the emotions. The

manipulation of these parameters will modify the emotional setting of the agent, and lead

to the emergence of affective states.

13.3 Affective states emerging from cognitive modulation

If affects are emergent over continuous basic parameters, they amount to areas in a

continuous multidimensional space (with each dimension given by one of the modulators).

One of the first attempts to treat emotion as a continuous space was made by Wilhelm

Wundt (1910). According to Wundt, every emotional state is characterized by three com-
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ponents that can be organized into orthogonal dimensions. The first dimension ranges from

pleasure to displeasure, the second from arousal to calmness, and the last one from tension

to relaxion (Figure 13.2), that is, every emotional state can be evaluated with respect to its

positive or negative content, its stressfulness, and the strength it exhibits. Thus, an emotion

may be pleasurable, intense and calm at the same time, but not pleasurable and displea-

surable at once. Wundt’s model has been re-invented by Charles Osgood in 1957, with an

evaluation dimension (for pleasure/displeasure), arousal, and potency (for the strength of

the emotion) (Osgood et al., 1957), and re-discovered by Ertel (1965) as valence, arousal,

and potency. Wundt’s model does not capture the social aspects of emotion, so it has been

sometimes amended to include extraversion/introversion, apprehension/disgust and so on,

for instance by Traxel and Heide, who added submission/dominance as the third dimension

to a valence/arousal model (Traxel and Heide 1961).

Pleasure 

Displeasure 

Tension 

Relaxation 

Calmness 

Arousal 

Fig. 13.2 Dimensions of Wundt’s emotional space (see Wundt, 1910).

Note that arousal, valence and stress are themselves not emotions, but mental configu-

ration parameters that are much closer to the physiological level than actual emotions–they

are modulators. Affects, i.e. undirected emotions, are regions within the space spanned by

the modulator dimensions.

The model implemented in MicroPsi suggests a very specific set of modulators, which

are determined by additional architectural assumptions within MicroPsi. If your model is
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built on a different cognitive architecture, the possible set of suitable modulators will be

different.

MicroPsi’s modulators include:

• Valence: events and stimuli that influence demands of the agent are accompanied with

a valence signal (pleasure or displeasure).

• Arousal: this is related to the urgency of the currently active demands. High demands

result in a high arousal. The arousal has behavioral implications, it roughly corre-

sponds to the physiological unspecific sympathicus syndrome in humans, and increases

goal directedness. In biological systems, arousal also controls the allocation of physi-

ological resources, for instance, it diverts oxygen to increase muscular responses at the

cost of digestive processes.

• Resolution level: speed and accuracy of perception, memory access and planning are

inversely related. The resolution level controls this trade-off, in MicroPsi by adjust-

ing the width and depth of activation spreading in the agent’s representations. A high

resolution level results in slow processing, but a deep and detailed perceptual/memory

exploration. Conversely, low resolution will speed up processing at the cost of accu-

racy. The resolution level is inversely proportional to the arousal.

• Selection threshold: this parameter controls the stability of the dominant motive. It

amounts to an adaptive “stubbornness” of the agent and avoids goal oscillation when

demands change. A high urgency and importance of the leading motive will increase

the selection threshold, making it harder for competing motives to seize control.

• Goal directedness, as mentioned before, depends on the level of arousal, and influences

the selection of action vs. deliberation/exploration strategies.

• Securing rate: controls the rate of background checks of the agent, and thus the allo-

cation of attention between perception and other cognitive processing.

These dimensions account for behavioral tendencies and physiological correlates of af-

fective states. Anger, for instance, is characterized by high arousal, low resolution,

strong motive dominance, few background checks and strong goal-directedness; sadness

by low arousal, high resolution, strong dominance, few background-checks and low goal-

directedness. The modulators also account for much of the hedonic aspect of emotions, i.e.,

the specific way emotion is reflected via proprioception. For example, the high arousal of

anger will lead to heightened muscular tension and a down-regulation of digestion, which

adds to the specific way anger feels to an individual.
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For a more detailed look at the relations between the modulator dimensions, see Fig-

ure 13.3.

The states of the modulators (the proto-emotional parameters) are a function of the

urgency and importance of motives, and of the ability to cope with the environment and the

tasks that have to be fulfilled to satisfy the motives. As illustrated in Figure 13.3, a high

urgency of the leading motive will decrease resolution and increase goal orientation and

selection threshold (motive dominance), while less time is spent checking for changes in the

background; whereas a high importance of the leading motive will increase the resolution

level. Uncertainty and lack of experience (task specific competence) increase the rate of

securing behavior. A high level of confidence (general competence) increases the selection

threshold, and the arousal is proportional to the general demand situation (urgency and

importance of all motives). Uncertainty is measured by comparing expectations with events

as they happen, competence depends on the rate of success while attempting to execute

goal-directed behavior. Furthermore, the modulator dynamics are controlled by the strength

of the leading motive (importance), the time left to satisfy it (urgency), the current selection

threshold and the expected chance to satisfy it (task specific competence). As mentioned

before, motive importancies and urgencies are supplied by the motivational system.
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Fig. 13.3 Dimensions of emotion according to the Psi theory (adopted from Hille, 1998).
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The six-dimensional sketch is not exhaustive; especially when looking at social emo-

tions, at least the demands for affiliation (external legitimacy signals) and “honor” (internal

legitimacy, ethical conformance), which are motivational dimensions like competence and

uncertainty reduction, would need to be added.

The Psi theory is not a complete theory of human motivation yet. Extensions and

modifications to the modulator dimensions will have an effect on the scope of the emergent

affective states. While this approach characterizes the nature of affects well (by treating

them as the result of cognitive modulation), the resulting emotional categories are likely

to exhibit differences to the set of human emotions. This argument could be extended

to animal cognition: while most vertebrates and all mammals certainly have emotions,

in the sense that their cognition is modulated by valence, arousal, resolution level and

so on, their emotions might be phenomenologically and categorically dissimilar to human

emotions, because they have a different motivational system, different cognitive capabilities

and organization, and perhaps even different modulators.

Nonetheless, this simple model is already sufficient to address the affective level, both

conceptual and with detailed implementation, and its explanatory power if sufficient to

account for subtle differences, like the one between enthusiastic joy and bliss (both are

characterized by strong positive valence, but bliss is accompanied by a low arousal and

high resolution level).

13.4 Higher-level emotions emerging from directing valenced affects

When we talk about emotions, we do not just refer to affective configurations like joy

and bliss, but mostly to reactions to complex situations, such as social success, impending

danger, a goal reached due to the beneficial influence of another agent. These higher-level

emotions are characterized by an affective state that is directed upon (i.e., functionally

associated to) a motivationally relevant object. Perhaps the most successful and prominent

model of this category is based on work by Ortony, Clore and Collins (1988). The OCC

model is easily adapted for the simulation of believable behavior, and even though it does

not account for more specific emotions, like jealousy or envy, its application and extension

is rather straightforward.

Ortony, Clore and Collins distinguish three main classes of emotions with respect to

their object, which is either the consequence of some event, an aspect of some thing, or the

action of some agent. From this perspective, the difference between social emotions (the
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appraisal of the actions of oneself or other agents) and event-based emotions (hope, relief)

becomes visible (Figure 13.4).

Valenced reaction to 

consequences of events actions of agents aspects of objects 
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Fig. 13.4 Taxonomy of higher-level emotions (after Ortony, Clore and Collins, 1988, p. 19).

At the first stage, the OCC model distinguishes for each group of emotions whether

they are positively or negatively valenced; for events this is their degree of pleasurable-

ness, resentment etc., for agents it is approval or disapproval, and for objects it is their

desirability, and thus the degree of attraction or repulsion.

Event-related emotions are further separated depending on whether the consequences

apply to others or oneself, and whether the event is already present or not. Present events

may lead to joy or distress, anticipated events to hope and fear. If the anticipated events

materialize, the reactions are either satisfaction or the confirmation of fear, if they do not

occur, then the consequence is either disappointment or relief.

Emotions with respect to events happening to others depend on the stance taken towards

these others–if they are seen positively, reactions may be happiness for them, or pity (if the
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event has negative consequences). If the others are resented, then a positive outcome may

lead to envy and resentment, a negative to gloating.

Agent-directed emotions (attributions) depend on whether the agent in question is

someone else (who may be admired or reproached), or one self (in which case the emotion

could be pride or shame).

Of course, appraisals may also relate to the consequences of events that are caused by

the actions of agents. The OCC taxonomy calls the resulting emotions “attribution/well-

being compounds”: Here, if oneself is responsible, the reaction may be gratification or

remorse, and if the culprit is someone else, it could be gratitude or anger.

Every emotion can be specified in a formal language, by using threshold parameters to

specify intervals of real-valued variables in a weight-matrix to describe

• for events: their desirability for the agent itself, their desirability for others, their

deservingness, their liking, the likelihood of their occurrence, the related effort, and

whether they are realized,

• for agents: their praiseworthiness, their cognitive relevance, the deviation of expecta-

tions,

• for objects: their appeal and their familiarity.

By setting the thresholds accordingly, the emotion model can be tuned to different ap-

plications, or to individual variances. The OCC taxonomy is an engineering approach that

constructs the emotion categories based on systematizing our common-sense understand-

ing of emotion. It does not say much about how the cognitive appraisals are realized –

this is left to the designer of an architecture for a believable agent, nor does it explain the

reason or the behavioral result of the individual higher-level emotions. However, if used

in conjunction with a motivational system, it characterizes the emotions that emerge from

dynamically attaching relevance to situations, agents and expectations.

13.5 Generating relevance: the motivational system

In my view, emotion is best understood as part of a larger cognitive architecture, includ-

ing a motivational system that determines relevance. Desires and fears, affective reflexes

and mood changes correspond to needs, such as environmental exploration, identification

and avoidance of danger, and the attainment of food, shelter, cooperation, procreation, and

intellectual growth. Since the best way to satisfy the individual needs varies with the en-
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vironment, the motivational system is not aligned with particular goal situations, but with

the needs themselves, through a set of drives.

Let us call events that satisfy a need of the system a goal, or an appetitive event, and

one that frustrates a need an aversive event (for instance, a failure or an accident). Since

goals and aversive events are given by an open environment, they can not be part of the

definition of the architecture, and the architecture must specify a set of drives according to

the needs of the system. Drives are indicated to the system as urges, as signals that make

a need apparent. An example of a need would be nutrition, which relates to a drive for

seeking out food. On the cognitive level of the system, the activity of the drive is indicated

as hunger.

The connection between urges and events is established by reinforcement learning. In

our example, that connection will have to establish a representational link between the in-

dicator for food and a consumptive action (i.e., the act of ingesting food), which in turn

must refer to an environmental situation that made the food available. Whenever the urge

for food becomes active in the future, the system may use the link to retrieve the environ-

mental situation from memory and establish it as a goal.

Needs

All urges of the agent stem from a fixed and finite number of “hard-wired’ needs’, im-

plemented as parameters that tend to deviate from a target value. Because the agent strives

to maintain the target value by pursuing suitable behaviors, its activity can be described as

an attempt to maintain a dynamic homeostasis.

The current agent model of the Psi theory suggests several “physiological” needs (fuel,

water, intactness), two “cognitive” needs (certainty, competence) and a social need (affili-

ation). It is straightforward to extend this set, for instance by adding a need for warmth to

the set of physiological demands.

All behavior of Psi agents is directed towards a goal situation that is characterized by a

consumptive action satisfying one of the needs. In addition to what the physical (or virtual)

embodiment of the agent dictates, there are cognitive needs that direct the agents towards

exploration and the avoidance of needless repetition.

The needs of the agent are weighted against each other, so differences in importance

can be represented.
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Physiological needs Fuel and water: In the MicroPsi simulations, water and fuel are

used whenever an agent executes an action, especially locomotion. Certain areas of the

environment caused the agent to loose water quickly, which associated them with additional

negative reinforcement signals.

Intactness: Environmental hazards may damage the body of the agent, creating an in-

creased intactness need and thus leading to negative reinforcement signals (akin to pain). If

damaged, the agent may look for opportunities for repair, which in turn increase intactness.

These simple needs can be extended at will, for instance by needs for shelter, for rest,

for exercise, for certain types of nutrients etc.

Cognitive needs Certainty: To direct agents towards the exploration of unknown objects

and affairs, they possess an urge specifically for the reduction of uncertainty in their as-

sessment of situations, knowledge about objects and processes and in their expectations.

Because the need for certainty is implemented similar to the physiological urges, the agent

reacts to uncertainty just as it would to pain signals and will display a tendency to remove

this condition. This is done by triggering explorative behavior.

Events leading to an urge for uncertainty reduction include:

• the agent meets unknown objects or events,

• for the recognized elements, there is no known connection to behavior—the agent has

no knowledge what to do with them,

• there are problems to perceive the current situation at all,

• there has been a breach of expectations; some event has turned out differently as an-

ticipated,

• over-complexity: the situation changes faster than the perceptual process can handle,

• the anticipated chain of events is either too short or branches too much. Both condi-

tions make predictions difficult.

In each case, the uncertainty signal is weighted according to the relation to the appetitive

or aversive relevance of the object of uncertainty.

The urge for certainty may be satisfied by “certainty events”—the opposite of uncer-

tainty events:

• the complete identification of objects and scenes,

• complete embedding of recognized elements into agent behaviors,

• fulfilled expectations (even negative ones),

• a long and non-branching chain of expected events.
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Like all urge-satisfying events, certainty events create a positive reinforcement signal and

reduce the respective need. Because the agent may anticipate the reward signals from

successful uncertainty reduction, it can actively look for new uncertainties to explore (“di-

versive exploration”).

Competence: When choosing an action, Psi agents weight the strength of the corre-

sponding urge against the chance of success. The measure for the chance of success to

satisfy a given urge using a known behavior program is called “specific competence”. If

the agent has no knowledge on how to satisfy an urge, it has to resort to “general compe-

tence” as an estimate. Thus, general competence amounts to something like self-confidence

of the agent, and it is an urge on its own. (Specific competencies are not urges.)

The general competence of the agent reflects its ability to overcome obstacles, which

can be recognized as being sources of negative reinforcement signals, and to do that effi-

ciently, which is represented by positive reinforcement signals. Thus, the general compe-

tence of an agent is estimated as a floating average over the reinforcement signals and the

inverted displeasure signals. The general competence is a heuristics on how well the agent

expects to perform in unknown situations.

As in the case of uncertainty, the agent learns to anticipate the positive reinforcement

signals resulting from satisfying the competence urge. A main source of competence is

the reduction of uncertainty. As a result, the agent actively aims for problems that allow

to gain competence, but avoids overly demanding situations to escape the frustration of its

competence urge. Ideally, this leads the agent into an environment of medium difficulty

(measured by its current abilities to overcome obstacles).

Aesthetics: Environmental situations and relationships can be represented in infinitely

many ways. Here “aesthetics” corresponds to a need for improving representations, mainly

by increasing their sparseness, while maintaining or increasing their descriptive qualities.

Social needs Affiliation: Because the explorative and physiological desires of our agents

are not sufficient to make them interested in each other, they have a need for positive social

signals, so-called ‘‘legitimacy signals”. With a legitimacy signal (or l-signal for short),

agents may signal each other “okayness” with regard to the social group. Legitimacy sig-

nals are an expression of the sender’s belief in the social acceptability of the receiver. The

need for l-signals needs frequent replenishment and thus amounts to an urge to affiliate with

other agents. Agents can send l-signals to reward each other for successful cooperation.

Anti-l-signals are the counterpart of l-signals. An anti-l-signal (which basically

amounts to a frown) “punishes” an agent by depleting its legitimacy reservoir.
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Agents may also be extended by internal l-signals, which measure the conformance to

internalized social norms.

Supplicative signals are “pleas for help”, i.e. promises to reward a cooperative action

with l-signals or likewise cooperation in the future. Supplicative signals work like a specific

kind of anti-l-signals, because they increase the legitimacy urge of the addressee when not

answered. At the same time, they lead to (external and internal) l-signals when help is

given. They can thus be used to trigger altruistic behavior.

The need for l-signals should adapt to the particular environment of the agent, and may

also vary strongly between agents, thus creating a wide range of types of social behavior.

By making the receivable amount of l-signals dependent of the priming towards particular

other agents, Psi agents might be induced to display “jealous” behavior.

Social needs can be extended by romantic and sexual needs. However, there is no

explicit need for social power, because the model already captures social power as a specific

need for competence—the competence to satisfy social needs.

Even though the affiliation model is still fragmentary, we found that it provides a good

handle on the agents during experiments. The experimenter can attempt to induce the

agents to actions simply by the prospect of a smile or frown, which is sometimes a good

alternative to a more solid reward or punishment.

Appetence and aversion

In order for an urge to have an effect on the behavior on the agent, it does not matter

whether it really has an effect on its (physical or simulated) body, but that it is represented

in the proper way within the cognitive system. Whenever the agent performs an action

or is subjected to an event that reduces one of its urges, a reinforcement signal with a

strength that is proportional to this reduction is created by the agent’s “pleasure center”.

The naming of the “pleasure” and “displeasure centers‘” does not necessarily imply that

the agent experiences something like pleasure or displeasure. The name refers to the fact

that—like in humans—their purpose lies in signaling the reflexive evaluation of positive or

harmful effects according to physiological, cognitive or social needs. (Experiencing these

signals would require an observation of these signals at certain levels of the perceptual

system of the agent.)
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Motives

A motive consists of an urge (that is, the value of an indicator for a need) and a goal

that has been associated to this indicator. The goal is a situation schema characterized by

an action or event that has successfully reduced the urge in the past, and the goal situation

tends to be the end element of a behavior program. The situations leading to the goal

situation—that is, earlier stages in the connected occurrence schema or behavior program—

might become intermediate goals. To turn this sequence into an instance that may initiate

a behavior, orient it towards a goal and keep it active, we need to add a connection to the

pleasure/displeasure system. The result is a motivator and consists of:

• a need sensor, connected to the pleasure/displeasure system in such a way, that an

increase in the deviation of the need from the target value creates a displeasure sig-

nal, and a decrease results in a pleasure signal. This reinforcement signal should be

proportional to the strength of the increment or decrement.

• optionally, a feedback loop that attempts to normalize the need automatically

• an urge indicator that becomes active if there is no way of automatically adjusting the

need to its target value. The urge should be proportional to the need.

• an associator (part of the pleasure/displeasure system) that creates a connection be-

tween the urge indicator and an episodic schema/behavior program, specifically to the

aversive or appetitive goal situation. The strength of the connection should be propor-

tional to the pleasure/displeasure signal. Note that usually, an urge gets connected with

more than one goal over time, since there are often many ways to satisfy or increase a

particular urge.

13.6 Motive selection

The motivational system defines the action control structures of a cognitive agent.

Above the level of motives and demands, motives must be chosen, i.e. established as lead-

ing motives, or intentions. Intentions amount to selected motives, combined with a way to

achieve the desired outcome. Within MicroPsi, an intention refers to the set of represen-

tations that initiates, controls and structures the execution of an action. (It is not required

that an intention be conscious, that it is directed onto an object etc.—here, intentions are

simply those things that make actions happen.)

Intentions may form intention hierarchies, i.e. to reach a goal it might be necessary

to establish sub-goals and pursue these. An intention can be seen as a set of a goal state,
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an execution state, an intention history (the protocol of operations that took place in its

context), a plan, the urge associated with the goal state (which delivers the relevance), the

estimated specific competency to fulfill the intention (which is related to the probability

of reaching the goal) and the time horizon during which the intention must be realized

(Figure 13.5).

situation  
image past history episodic schema (for instance restaurant script) 

time estimate tterminus 

currently active plans/automatisms 
time estimate tω  

epistemic competence 

general competence competence indicator motive strength 

demand  
indicator 

urgency 

goal 

goal 

Fig. 13.5 The structure of a motive.

If a motive becomes active, it is not always selected immediately; sometimes it will

not be selected at all, because it conflicts with a stronger motive or the chances of success

when pursuing the motive are too low. In the terminology of Belief-Desire-Intention agents

(Bratman, 1987), motives amount to desires, selected motives give rise to goals and thus are

intentions. Active motives can be selected at any time, for instance, an agent seeking fuel

could satisfy a weaker urge for water on the way, just because the water is readily available,

and thus, the active motives, together with their related goals, behavior programs and so

on, are called intention memory. The selection of a motive takes place according to a value

by success probability principle, where the value of a motive is given by its importance

(indicated by the respective urge), and the success probability depends on the competence

of the agent to reach the particular goal.

In some cases, the agent may not know a way to reach a goal (i.e., it has no epistemic

competence related to that goal). If the agent performs well in general, that is, it has a

high general competence, it should still consider selecting the related motive. The chance
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to reach a particular goal might be estimated using the sum of the general competence

and the epistemic competence for that goal. Thus, the motive strength to satisfy a need

d is calculated as urgedd · (generalCompetence+competencedd), i.e. the product of the

strength of the urge and the combined competence.

If the window of opportunity is limited, the motive strength should be enhanced

with a third factor: urgency. The rationale behind urgency lies in the aversive goal

created by the anticipated failure of meeting the deadline. The urgency of a motive

related to a time limit could be estimated by dividing the time needed through the

time left, and the motive strength for a motive with a deadline can be calculated us-

ing (urgedd +urgencydd) · (generalCompetence+competencedd), i.e. as the combined ur-

gency multiplied with the combined competence. The time the agent has left to reach the

goal can be inferred from episodic schemas stored in the agent’s current expectation hori-

zon, while the necessary time to finish the goal oriented behavior can be determined from

the behavior program. (Obviously, these estimates require a detailed anticipation of things

to come, which may be difficult to obtain.)

At each time, only one motive is selected for the execution of its related behavior pro-

gram. There is a continuous competition between motives, to reflect changes in the envi-

ronment and the internal states of the agent. To avoid oscillations between motives, the

switching between motives may be taxed with an additional cost: the selection threshold.

As explained in Section 13.3, this amounts to a bonus that is added to the strength of the

currently selected motive. The value of the selection threshold can be varied according to

circumstances, rendering the agent “opportunistic” or “stubborn”.

13.7 Putting it all together

The functionality described in the previous sections amounts to structural components

of a more general affective agent architecture. While this functionality constrains the design

space considerably, I would like to add some more necessary detail to the sketch of the

framework for cognitive agents, according to the Psi theory.

If motive selection and affective modulation are indispensable, then we will need oper-

ations that can be objects of motives, representations that can capture them, and processes

that can be modulated. Let me briefly address these requirements (Figure 13.6).

Our agent will need to have the following facilities:

• A set of urges that signal demands of the agent.
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• A selection mechanism that rises the satisfaction of one of the urges to an intention (an

active motive).

• An action selection/planning mechanism that chooses actions to reach the goal asso-

ciated with satisfying the urge.

• An associative memory, containing a world model (situation image), a protocol mem-

ory (i.e., representations of the past), and a mental stage (a representation of counter-

factual events, such as plans and expectations). The representations in this memory

can be primed (pre-activated or biased for) by active motives.

• Perceptual mechanisms that give rise to the world model.

• Action execution mechanisms that actually perform the chosen actions.

• A set of modulators that modify the access to memory content, and the way perception,

action selection and action execution work.

• A reinforcement learning mechanism that creates associations between urges, goal sit-

uations and aversive events, based on the effect that encountered situations have on the

demands.

These simple requirements leave room for a large variety of possible architectures, and

yet they demonstrate how motivation, affect and higher-level emotions can emerge from

low more basic functionality. Obviously, emotions are not part of this architecture, they

are not built into it explicitly, but they can be consistently attributed to it. I believe that

this reflects an important aspect of the nature of emotions that incidentally causes so much

difficulty in their definition and treatment. While emotions are an important part of the

descriptions that we use to interpret others, and not least reflect ourselves, they are proba-

bly not best understood as natural kinds. Rather, the experience of an emotion amounts to

a perceptual gestalt (Castelfranchi and Miceli, 2009), an associated, internally perceived

co-occurrence of aspects of modulation, proprioceptive correlates of this modulation, of

valence, action tendencies and motivationally relevant mental content. Similarities in these

perceptual gestalts allow us to group emotions into (by and large) distinct, (mostly) recog-

nizable categories. Attributing the same set of categories to other agents helps us to inter-

pret and predict their behavior, expression, past, and future reactions. And yet, emotions are

probably best characterized by decomposing them into their modulatory and motivational

components.
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Fig. 13.6 Minimal architectural requirements for emergent emotions.
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Could consciousness be a theoretical
time bomb, ticking away in the belly of
AI? Who can say?

John Haugeland [24] (p. 247)

This review discusses some of main issues to be addressed to design a conscious AGI
agent: the agent’s sense of the body, the interaction with the environment, the agent’s
sense of time, the free will of the agent, the capability for the agent to have some form of
experience, and finally the relationship between consciousness and creativity.

14.1 Introduction

Artificial General Intelligence aims at finding computational models for the deep basic

mechanisms of intelligence [50].

The classical view of intelligence from the standpoint of psychology is usually related

with the g factor and the psychometric approach (see Neisser et al. [45] for a review).

Alternative views have been proposed by Gardner [22] and by Sternberg [61]. Legg and

Hutter [36] provided several different definitions related to the different aspects of intelli-

gence, from psychology to philosophy to cognitive sciences.

263
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However, whatever intelligence is, one may wonders if an agent can actually be in-

telligent without facing the problem of consciousness (for an introductory textbook on

consciousness see Blackmore [6]).

The relationship between consciousness and intelligence appears to be subtle. On the

one side the need of awareness for an intelligent agent is obviously given for granted. On

the other side, it is suspected that many cognitive processes that are necessary for acting

intelligently may be unconscious and happen in the absence of consciousness. However, it

is undeniable that consciousness is closely related with the broader unpredictable and less

automatic forms of intelligence.

Briefly, we may distinguish between two main aspects of intelligence: an aspect that we

may call syntactic and another one that we may call semantic. The first one is related with

the capability to suitably manipulate by combining and recombining a fixed set of symbols

by brute force and according to some heuristics. Many successful AI systems belong to

this category.

The second aspect is related to the smarter capabilities required to generate meaning

and to ground symbols. While the syntactic manipulation of symbols could occur without

consciousness, it is claimed that the meaningful intelligent act does not seem to be possible

without consciousness. If we want to build a real smart AGI based agent, we have to face

the problem of consciousness.

In the following, we review some of the main issues in the current research field of

machine consciousness that are most strictly related with the problem of building an AGI

system. In particular, Section 14.2 briefly outlines the main philosophical positions about

consciousness, Section 14.3 introduces the framework of machine consciousness, while

Section 14.4 and Section 14.5 discuss the sense of the body and the interactions with the

environment for a conscious AGI agent. Section 14.6 analyzes the problem of agent’s time

and Section 14.7 the free will for an AGI system. Section 14.8 discusses the capability for

an AGI agent to have some form of experience, and finally, Section 14.9 analyzes some of

the relationships between consciousness and creativity in the framework of an AGI system.

14.2 Consciousness

The prestigious journal Science, in a special collection of articles published beginning

July 2005, celebrated the journal’s 125th anniversary with a look forward at the most com-

pelling puzzles and questions facing scientists today. The first one was the question about
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what the universe is made of, and the second one concerned the biological basis of con-

sciousness [43]. Therefore, the scientific interest towards the understanding of conscious-

ness is far higher than other scientific questions.

But what is consciousness? Consciousness is an elusive concept which “resists to defi-

nitions”, as the Oxford Companion to Philosophy admits [27]. However, consciousness is

not the only one concept in science which is difficult to define: the same is true for other

concepts as e.g., life or intelligence, not to mention the fundamental quantities of physics

as space, time, matter, and nevertheless science has been able to make important steps in

dealing with these elusive concepts.

John Searle [57] proposed the following vivid definition of consciousness (p. 559):

Consciousness consists of inner, qualitative, subjective states and processes of sentience
or awareness. Consciousness, so defined, begins when we wake in the morning from a
dreamless sleep and continues until we fall asleep again, die, go into a coma, or otherwise
become “unconscious.”

Searle evidences that conscious states are inner, qualitative and subjective, and many

definitions proposed in the cognitive science literature concur in considering consciousness

as tightly related with our subjective experience of the world.

The philosopher Thomas Nagel, in a famous essay on “what it is like to be a bat” [44],

discussed the difficulty of studying conscious experience from a scientific point of view.

In fact, he argues that we know everything about sonars and how they work, but we can

never experience the sense of distance as a bat does by using sonar principles. The sonar

experience is purely subjective and the physical analysis of the bat’s brain is compatible

with absence of experience. Therefore, Nagel concludes that experience cannot be reduced

to the physical domain.

Ned Block [7] contrasts P-consciousness and A-consciousness. P-consciousness is

the phenomenal aspect of consciousness and refers to subjective experience, while A-

consciousness is related with the function of consciousness. Therefore, A-consciousness

deals with different cognitive capabilities such as reasoning, action, control of speech and

so on, and may be the subject of scientific studies. P-consciousness, according to Block, is

subject to an “explanatory gap”, i.e., how to step from physical and biological descriptions

of processes in the brain to qualitative experience.

David Chalmers [10] claimed a similar view. He distinguished between the easy and

the hard problem of consciousness. The easy problems are related with how the brain

is able to categorize and react to stimuli, how it is able to integrates information, how it

may report internal states, how it may pay attention, and so on. Instead, the hard problem
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of consciousness is about the explanation of the subjective aspect of experience. This is,

according to Chalmers, related to the information-processing capabilities of the brain. In

fact, he suggests a double-aspect of information that may have a physical and a phenomenal

aspect. Information processing is physical, while experience is suggested to arise from the

phenomenal aspect of information.

The aforementioned philosophical views are essentially forms of dualism, i.e., they

consider two different levels: the physical domain where the brain resides, and the mental

domain where experience resides. These two levels are irreducible, i.e., it is not possible

to explain experience, which belongs to mental domain, in terms of entities in the physical

domain.

A related position is epiphenomenalism, that states that although experience is gener-

ated by processes in the brain, it is essentially useless, i.e. it does not add anything to

one’s behavior. Frank Jackson [29] describes this position by means of a famous mental

experiment that allows us to better clarify the distinction between knowledge of a thing and

subjective experience of the same thing, e.g., a color. He describes the fictional case of

Mary: she is a brilliant scientist and she knows everything about colors; but, for some rea-

son, Mary has never seen a color. In fact, she sees the world by means of a black and white

monitor and she lives in a black and white room. What happens when eventually Mary

leaves the room? She experiences true colors, but, by definition, nothing new is added to

her knowledge of colors and of the world.

A further view is put forward by Francis Crick who, in his book The Astonishing Hy-

pothesis [18], outlines a reductionist view about consciousness (p. 3):

The Astonishing Hypothesis is that “You,” your joys and your sorrows, your memories
and your ambitions, your sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact no more that
the behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules. As Lewis
Carroll’s Alice might have phrased it: “You’re nothing but a pack of neurons.”

According to this view there are no levels other than the physical level. The mental

level is only a way to explain the physical processes happening in the brain. As Christof

Koch [31] discusses in details, a serious scientific study of consciousness should focus on

the neural correlates of consciousness, i.e., the processes in the brain that are correlated

with subjective experience. Following this line of thought, Koch proposes a general frame-

work for studying consciousness from the point of view of neuroscience.

Another interesting approach to consciousness from the point of view of neuroscience

is due to Giulio Tononi [64]. According to Tononi, consciousness is strictly related with

information integration. Experience, e.g., information integration, is suggested to be a fun-
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damental quantity as mass, charge, energy. Interestingly, according to Tononi, any physical

system may have subjective experience to the extent that it is capable to integrate informa-

tion. Thus it may be possible, at least in principle, to build a really conscious artifact.

Finally, Daniel Dennett [20] carried out a view that is often considered to be on the

verge of eliminativism. Dennett claims that consciousness does not exists as a real process

but it is a sort of umbrella concept that incorporates several different and sometimes unre-

lated physical processes. Therefore, a study of consciousness should focus on the different

processes under this overarching concept. He introduced the term heterophenomenology as

to indicate the study of consciousness from a rigorous third person point of view. Accord-

ing to this view, the alleged subjective experience may be studied in terms of explaining

objective reports as verbal reports, PET, MRI, and so on.

14.3 Machine Consciousness

The discipline of machine consciousness aims at studying the problems of conscious-

ness, briefly introduced in the previous section, by means of the design and implementation

of conscious machines.

In recent years there has been a growing interest in machine consciousness [12–14].

The popular journal Scientific American in the June 2010 issue reviewed the twelve events

that “will change everything”, and one of these events, considered likely before 2050, is

machine self-awareness [23]. This interest in machine consciousness is mainly motivated

by the belief that the approach based on the construction of conscious artifacts can shed

new light on the many critical aspects that affect mainstream studies of cognitive sciences,

philosophy of mind and also AI and neuroscience.

As a working definition of conscious AGI agent we may consider the following one:

a conscious AGI agent is an artifact that has some form of subjective experience, and

it employs it in many cognitive tasks. Therefore, a conscious AGI agent has both P-

consciousness and A-consciousness.

The study of conscious AGI agents is an intriguing field of enquiry for at least two

reasons. First, it takes consciousness as a real physical phenomenon to be explained at

the physical level and with practical effects on behavior, a debated standpoint as stated in

the previous section. Secondly, it hypothesizes the possibility to reproduce, by means of

artifacts, the most intimate of mental aspects, namely, the subjective experience.
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Although many argued against the possibility of a conscious agent, so far no one has

conclusively argued against such a possibility. In fact, arguments which deny the possibility

of machine consciousness often would deny the possibility of human consciousness as well.

Contrary to AI and functionalism, some scholars regard the functional view of the mind

as insufficient to endorse the design of a conscious agent. Here, the commonly raised argu-

ments against strong AI, such as the Searle’s Chinese Room argument [56], may lose some

of their strength: although most available computational systems are Turing machines that

instantiate the von Neumann’s blue print, other non-conventional architectures are becom-

ing available and more are going to be designed and implemented in the near future. The

recent progresses in the fields of neuromorphic computing [28] and DNA computing [1],

just to mention two main cases, may open new ways towards the implementation of a

conscious system. Therefore a true conscious AGI agent could be implemented in some

non-conventional hardware.

Furthermore, it is an open issue whether AGI agents are reducible to a pure Turing

machine view, when considered as a complex system made up by the interaction between

the agent itself and its environment.

Roughly speaking, machine consciousness lies in the middle ground between the ex-

tremes of the strong biological position (i.e., only biological brains are conscious) and

liberal functionalism position (i.e., any behaviorally equivalent functional systems is con-

scious). Machine consciousness proponents maintain that biological position is too narrow

and yet they concede that some kind of physical constraints will be unavoidable (hence no

multiple feasibility) in order to build a conscious agent.

A common objection to machine consciousness emphasizes the fact that biological enti-

ties may have unique characteristics that cannot be reproduced in artifacts. If this objection

is true, machine consciousness may not be feasible. However, this contrast between bio-

logical and artificial entities has often been over exaggerated, especially in relation to the

problems of consciousness. So far, nobody was able to satisfactorily prove that the bi-

ological entities may have characteristics that can not be reproduced in artificial entities

with respect to consciousness. Instead, at a meeting on machine consciousness in 2001

organized by the Swartz Foundation at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories, the conclusion of

Christof Koch1 was that:

we know of no fundamental law or principle operating in this universe that forbids the
existence of subjective feelings in artifacts designed or evolved by humans.

1http://www.theswartzfoundation.org/abstracts/2001_summary.asp
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Consider the well-known distinction introduced by Searle [56] related to weak AI and

strong AI. According to weak AI position, a computer may be an useful tool for the study

of the mind but it is not itself a mind, while for the strong AI position, also known as com-

putationalism, an appropriately programmed computer is a real mind itself and it has real

effective cognitive capabilities. Recently, some scholars working in the field of machine

consciousness emphasized the behavioral role of consciousness to avoid the problem of

phenomenal experience (see e.g. Seth [58]). They, paraphrasing Searle, suggested that it

is possible to distinguish between weak machine consciousness and strong machine con-

sciousness. The former approach deals with AGI agents which behaved as if they were

conscious, at least in some respects. Such a view avoids any commitment to the hard prob-

lem of consciousness. The latter approach explicitly deals with the possibility of design-

ing and implementing AGI agents capable of real conscious experience. This distinction

is also mirrored in the previously discussed distinction between P-consciousness and A-

consciousness, where, roughly speaking, a weak AGI conscious agent corresponds to an

agent that has A-consciousness only, while a strong AGI conscious agent corresponds to

an agent that has P-consciousness and A-consciousness.

Although the distinction between weak and strong AGI agents may set a useful work-

ing hypothesis, it may suggest a misleading view. Setting aside experience, i.e., P-

consciousness, something relevant could be missed for the understanding of cognition.

Skipping the hard problem of consciousness could be not a viable option in the business of

making real conscious AGI agents.

Further, the distinction between weak and strong AGI systems may be misleading be-

cause it mirrors a dichotomy between true conscious agents and as if conscious agents.

Yet, human beings are conscious and there is evidence that most animals exhibiting behav-

ioral signs of consciousness are phenomenally conscious. It is a fact that intelligent human

beings have phenomenal consciousness. They experience pains, pleasures, colors, shapes,

sounds, and many more other phenomena. They feel emotions, feelings of various sort,

bodily and visceral sensations. Arguably, they also have experiences of thoughts and of

some cognitive processes.

In summary, it would be very strange whether natural selection had gone at such great

length to provide us with consciousness if there was a way to get all the advantages of a

conscious being like intelligence without actually producing it. Thus we cannot help but

wonder whether it is possible to design an AGI agent without dealing with the hard problem

of consciousness.
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14.4 Agent’s Body

A crucial aspect for a conscious AGI agent is the relationships with its own body, as

pointed out by Metzinger [42]. Although it cannot be underestimated the importance of

the interface between a robot and its environment, as well as the importance of an efficient

body, it is far from clear whether this aspect is intrinsically necessary to the occurrence of

consciousness. Having a body does not seem to be a sufficient condition for consciousness.

Arguably, it could be a necessary condition.

Apart from intuitive cases, when is an agent truly embodied? On one hand, there is

no such a thing as a non-embodied agent, since even the most classic AI system has to be

implemented as a set of instructions running inside a physical device as a computer. On

the other hand, a complex and sophisticated robot such as ASIMO by Honda2 is far from

being conscious, as it is actually controlled by carefully hard-wired behavioral rules.

There are many biological agents that would apparently score very well on embodiment

but yet do not seem good candidate for consciousness. Take insects for instance. They show

impressive morphological structures that allow them to perform outstandingly well without

very sophisticated cognitive capabilities.

It should be noticed that having a body could also influence higher cognitive processes

more strictly related with intelligence. In their seminal and highly debated book, Lakoff

and Núñez [35] discuss in detail and with many examples how mathematical concepts and

reasonings could be deeply rooted in the human body and in its interactions with environ-

ment.

In this field, an effective robot able to build an internal model of its own body and

environment has been proposed by Holland and Goodman [25]. The system is based on

a neural network that controls a Khepera minirobot and it is able to simulate perceptual

activities in a simplified environment. Following the same principles, Holland et al. [26]

discuss the robot CRONOS, a very complex anthropomimetic robot whose operations are

controlled by SIMNOS, a 3D simulator of the robot and of its environment. ECCEROBOT3

is the new complex incarnation of this anthropomimetic robot.

Chella and Macaluso [11] present a model of robot perception based on a comparison

loop between the actual and the expected robot sensory data generated by a 3D model of

the robot body. The perception loop process is operating in CiceRobot, a robot that offered

guided tours at the Archaeological Museum of Agrigento, Italy.
2http://asimo.honda.com
3http://eccerobot.org
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Shanahan [59, 60] discusses a cognitive robot architecture based on the Global

Workspace Theory [2] in which the planning operations are performed by simulating the

interactions of the robot with the external environment. He also discusses about implemen-

tations of the architecture based on different kinds of neural networks.

While the previously discussed robots start with their own basic model of the body and

they had to learn how to control it, Bongard et al. [9] discuss a starfish robot which is

able to build a model of its own body from scratch. The body model is then employed to

make the robot walk. The body model changes consequently if some damages occur to the

robot’s real body.

In summary, the notion of embodiment is far more complex than the simple idea of con-

trolling a robot’s body. It refers to the kind of development and causal processes engaged

between a robot, its body, and its environment. This step appears to be unavoidable for a

truly conscious AGI agent.

14.5 Interactions with the Environment

Besides having a body, a conscious AGI agent needs to be situated in an environment,

Yet the necessity of situatedness is not totally uncontroversial. For instance, authors like

Metzinger [41] argued that consciousness needs a purely virtual inner world created inside

a system which, to all respects, lacks any direct contact with the environment.

If consciousness requires a body in the environment, real or simulated one, we should

be able to point out what is to be situated. What kind of architecture and individual history

is sufficient for being situated? A classic example of interaction with the environment is

the case of passive dynamic walker, extensively discussed by Pfeifer and Bongard [51].

A fruitful approach towards situatedness is represented by those implementations that

outsource part of the cognitive processes to the environment and explicitly consider the

agent as a part of the environment. An interesting idea in this field is the morphological

computation introduced by Paul [49]. She built different robots shaped in such a way so that

the robot is able to perform simple logic operations as a XOR by means of their interactions

with environment.

About the interaction between body and environment, there are two powerful concep-

tual attractors in the discussion on consciousness. They are going to exert their strength in

the machine consciousness arena, too. Where is the mind and its content located? Inside or
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outside the body of the agent? So far, neither options proved entirely satisfactory and the

debates keeps running.

It would be very simple if we could locate consciousness inside of the body of the agent

and thus inside our conscious AGI robots. So, the mind should somehow depend on what

takes place exclusively inside of the body of the robot. Therefore, the mental world must

be inside of the agent from the beginning or it must be concocted inside. This position can

broadly be labeled as internalism.

However, such a view is not fully convincing since the robot’s mental states (broadly

speaking) are about something that often appears as being external to the body. In

fact, mental states typically address external states of affairs (whether they are concepts,

thoughts, percepts, objects, events).

In fact, consciousness refers to the external world. Then, we could reframe our model

of the agent’s mind such as to include also the external world in the agent’s mind. Such an

externalist change in our perspective would endorse those views that consider the sense of

the body and the interaction with external environment as main conditions for a conscious

AGI agent [15, 53–55].

Initial suggestions have been presented on how to implement an externalist agent. The

most relevant ones are due to O’Regan and Noë [46–48]. They discuss the enactive process

of visual awareness as based on sensorimotor contingencies. Following this approach, an

AGI agent should be equipped by a pool of sensorimotor contingencies so that entities

in the environment activate the related contingencies that define the interaction schemas

between the robot and the entity itself.

Some contingencies may be pre-programmed in the agent by design (phylogenetic con-

tingencies), but during the working life, the agent may acquire novel contingencies and

therefore novel way of interacting with the environment. Moreover, the agent should ac-

quire new ways of mastery, i.e., new ways to use and combine contingencies, in order to

generate its own goal tasks and motivations (ontogenetic contingencies). A mathematical

analysis of the enactive theory applied to a simple robot in a simulated environment is

presented in Philipona et al. [52].

Manzotti and Tagliasco [40] discuss the theory of enlarged mind as an externalist theory

covering the phenomenal and the functional aspects of consciousness with respect to a

robot vision system. Following this line, Manzotti [39] analyzed the human and robotic

conscious perception as a process that unifies the activity in the brain and the perceived

events in the external world.
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In summary, consciousness involves some kind of developmental integration with the

environment such that what the robot is and does is a result of the deep interactions with the

environment. A conscious AGI agent should be an agent that changes in some non-trivial

way as a result of its tight coupling with the environment.

14.6 Time

Conscious experience is located in time. We experience the flow of time in a charac-

teristic way which is both continuous and discrete. On one hand, there is the flow of time

in which we float seamlessly. On the other hand, our cognitive processes require time to

produce conscious experience and they are located in time. Surprisingly, there is evidence

from the famous Libet’s studies [37] showing that we are visually aware of something only

half a second after our eyes have received the relevant information.

The classic notion of time from physics fits very loosely with our experience of time.

Only the instantaneous present is real. Everything has to fit in such Euclidean temporal

point. For instance, speed is nothing more than the value of a derivative and can be defined

at every instant. We are expected to occupy only an ever-shifting temporal point with no

width. Such an instantaneous present cannot accommodate the long lasting and content-

rich conscious experience of present.

Neuroscience faces similar problems. According to the neural view of the mind, every

cognitive and conscious process is instantiated by patterns of neural activity. This appar-

ently innocuous hypothesis hides a problem. If a neural activity is distributed in time (as

it has to be since neural activity consists in temporally distributed series of spikes), there

must be some strong sense in which something taking place in different instants of time

belong to the same cognitive or conscious process.

But what glues together the first and the last spike of a neural activity leading a subject

to perceive a face? Simply suggesting that they occur inside the same window of neural

activity is like explaining a mystery with another mystery. What is a temporal window?

And how does it fit with our physical picture of time? Indeed, it seems to be at odds with

the instantaneous present of physics.

In the case of AGI agents, this issue is extremely counterintuitive. For instance, let us

suppose that a certain computation is identical with a given conscious experience. What

would happen if we purposefully slow down the taking place of the same computation,

as imagined in the famous science fiction book Permutation City [21]? Certainly, we can
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envisage an artificial environment where the same computation is performed at an altered

time (for instance we could simply slow down the internal clock of such a machine). Would

the AGI agent have identical conscious experience but spread in a longer span of time?

Some initial interesting experiments have been described by Madl et al. [38] in the

framework of the LIDA system [3]. They report experiments that simulate the timing of

the cognitive cycle of LIDA; interestingly, the performances of the system are similar to

humans just when the simulated timing of the cognitive cycle is comparable with the human

timing.

A related issue is the problem of the present. As in the case of brains, what defines a

temporal window? Why are certain states part of the present? Does it depend on certain

causal connections with behavior or is it the effect of some intrinsic property of computa-

tions? It is even possible that we would need to change our basic notion of time.

14.7 Free Will

Another issue that does not fit with the picture of a classic AI system is the fact that

a conscious AGI agent should be capable of a unified will assumed as free (see, among

others, Wegner [67] and Walter [66]).

A classic argument against free will in human and hence in an artifact is the follow-

ing [30]. If a subject is nothing but the micro-particles constituting it (and their state), all

causal powers are drained by the smallest constituents. If the argument holds, there will be

no space left for any high level causal will. All reality ought to reduce causally to what is

done by the micro-particles who would be in total charge of what happens. No causation

would be possible and no space would remain for the will of a subject to interfere on the

course of events.

Yet, we have a strong intuition that we are capable of willing something and that our

conscious will is going to make a difference in the course of events. Many philosophers

strongly argued in favor of the efficacy of conscious will.

Another threat to free will comes from previously cited Libet’s studies [37], according

to which we are conscious of our free choices only after 300 ms our brain has made them.

Although Libet left open the possibility that we can veto the deliberations of our brains,

there is an open debate about the interpretation of these experimental results.

In short, an open problem is whether a complex agent as a whole can have any kind

of causal power over its constituents. Since consciousness seems to be strongly related
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with the agent as a whole, we need some theory capable of addressing the relation between

wholes and parts.

For an AGI agent, this issue is difficult as ever. The classic approach and several design

strategies (from the traditional divide et impera to sophisticated object-oriented program-

ming languages) suggest to conceive AGI agents as made of separate and autonomous

modules. Then, AGI agents would be classic examples of physical systems where the parts

completely drain the causal power of the system as a whole. From this point of view, these

systems would be completely unsuited to endorse a conscious will. However, there are

some possible approaches that can provide a new route.

A possible approach [64] is based on recent proposals that stressed the connectivity

between elementary computational units of an agent. According to such proposals it is

possible to implement networks of computational units whose behavior is not reducible to

any part of the network, but rather it stems out of the integrated information of the system

as a whole.

Another approach [40] stresses the roles of suitable feedback loops that could do more

than classic control feedbacks. Here, the idea is to implement machines capable of taking

into account their whole history, also in a summarized way, in order to decide what to do.

Thus, the behavior of an AGI agent would be the result of its past history as a whole. There

would not be separate modules dictating what the system has to do, but rather the past

history as a whole would have effect in every choice.

14.8 Experience

The more complex problem for consciousness is: how can a physical system like an

AGI agent produce something similar to our subjective experience? During a jam session,

the sound waves generated by the musical instruments strike our ears and we experience a

sax solo accompanied by bass, drums and piano. At sunset, our retinas are struck by rays of

light and we have the experience of a symphony of colors. Swallow molecules of various

kinds and, therefore, feel the taste of a delicious wine.

It is well known that Galileo Galilei suggested that smells, tastes, colors and sounds

do not exist outside the body of a conscious subject (the living animal). Thus experience

would be created by the subject in some unknown way.

A possible hypothesis concerns the separation between the domain of experience,

namely, the subjective content, and the domain of objective physical events. This hypoth-
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esis is at the basis of science itself. The claim is that physical reality can be adequately

described only by the quantitative point of view in a third person perspective while ignor-

ing any qualitative aspects. After all, in a physics textbook there are many mathematical

equations that describe a purely quantitative reality. There is no room for quality content,

feelings or emotions.

Yet many scholars (see Strawson [63]) have questioned the validity of such a distinction

as well as the degree of real understanding of the nature of the physical world.

Whether the mental world is a special construct generated by some feature of the ner-

vous systems of mammals is still an open question, as briefly summarized in Section 14.2.

It is fair to stress that there is neither empirical evidence nor theoretical arguments support-

ing such a view. In the lack of a better theory, we could also take into consideration the

idea inspired by the previously mentioned externalism view that the physical world com-

prehends also those features that we usually attribute to the mental domain. A physicalist

must be held that if something is real, and we assume consciousness is real, it has to be

physical. Hence, in principle, a device can envisage it.

In the case of AGI agents, how is it possible to overcome the distinction between func-

tion and experience? As previously outlined, a typical AGI agent is made up by a set of

interconnected modules, each operating in a certain way. How the operation of some or all

of the interconnected modules should generate conscious experience? However, the same

question could be transferred to the activity of neurons. Each neuron, taken alone, does not

work differently from a software module or a chip. But it could remains a possibility: it

is not the problem of the physical world, but of our theories of the physical world. AGI

systems are part of the same physical world that produce consciousness in human subjects,

so they may exploit the same properties and characteristics that are relevant for conscious

experience.

In this regard, Giulio Tononi [65] proposed the information integration theory, briefly

introduced in Section 14.2. According to Tononi, the degree of conscious experience is

related with the amount of integrated information. The primary task of the brain is to

integrate information and, noteworthy, this process is the same whether it takes place in

humans or in artifacts like AGI agents. According to this theory, conscious experience has

two main characteristics. On the one side, conscious experience is differentiated because

the potential set of different conscious states is huge. On the other side, conscious experi-

ence is integrated; in fact a conscious state is experienced as a single entity. Therefore, the

substrate of conscious experience must be an integrated entity able to differentiate among a
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big set of different states and whose informational state is greater than the sum of the infor-

mational states of the component sub-entities. Tononi provides a formal methodology for

the static case [64] and for the dynamic case [4, 5] of the theory. According to this theory,

Koch and Tononi [32] discuss a potential new Turing test based on the integration of infor-

mation: artificial systems should be able to mimic the human being not in language skills

(as in the classic version of Turing test), but rather in the ability to integrate information

from different sources, for example in the generation of the explanation of a picture.

We must emphasize the fact that the implementation of a true AGI agent able to per-

form information integration is a real technological challenge. In fact, as previously stated,

the typical software engineering techniques for the construction of AGI agents are essen-

tially based on the design of a system through the decomposition of the system into easier

subsystems. Each subsystem then will communicate with the others subsystems through

well-defined interfaces so that the interaction between the subsystems happen in a con-

trolled way. Tononi’s theory rather requires maximum interaction between the subsystems

to allow an effective integration. Therefore new engineering techniques are required to

design conscious AGI agents.

Information integration theory could represent a first step towards a theoretically well-

founded approach to machine consciousness. The idea of being able to find the conscious-

ness equations that, like Maxwell’s equations in physics, explains consciousness in living

beings and in artifacts is a kind of ultimate goal for scholars of consciousness.

14.9 Creativity

Can an AGI system be so creative to the point that its creations could be indistinguish-

able from those of a human being? According to Sternberg [62], creativity is the ability

to produce something that is new and appropriate. The result of a creative process is not

reducible to some sort of deterministic reasoning. No creative activity seems to identify a

specific chain of activity, but an emerging holistic result [33].

Therefore, a creative AGI should be able to generate novel artifacts not by following

preprogrammed instructions, as in typical industrial robots, but on the contrary by means

of a real creative act.

The problem of creativity in artifacts has been widely debated for example in the field

of automatic music composition. The software system EMI by David Cope [16] produces

impressive results: even for an experienced listener it is difficult to distinguish musical
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compositions created by these programs from those ones created by a human composer.

There is no doubt that these systems may capture some main aspects of the creative process,

at least in music.

However, one may wonders if an AGI system can actually be creative without being

conscious. In this regard, Damasio [19] suggests a close connection between conscious-

ness and creativity. Also Cope [17] discusses the relationship between consciousness and

creativity. Although he does not take a clear position on this matter, he seem to favor the

view according to which consciousness is not necessary for creative process. In fact, Cope

asks if a creative agent should need to be aware of being creating something and if it needs

to experience its own creations.

According to Boden [8], the argument of consciousness is typically adopted to support

the thesis according to which an artificial agent can never be conscious and therefore it can

never be really creative. In this respect, a conscious AGI system may be a breakthrough

towards a real creative agent.

The relationship between consciousness and creativity is difficult and complex. On

the one side some scholars claim the need of awareness of the creative act. On the other

side, it is suspected that, similarly to intelligence, many processes that are necessary for the

creative act may happen in the absence of consciousness.

However it is undeniable that consciousness is closely linked with the broader unpre-

dictable and less “automatic” forms of creativity. In addition, we could distinguish be-

tween the mere production of new combinations and the aware creation of new content. If

the wind would create (like the monkeys on a keyboard) a form which is indistinguishable

from the Pieta by Michelangelo, it would be a creative act? Many authors would debate

this argument.

Let us consider as an example the design of an AGI system able to improvise jazz. The

aspect of corporeality seems to be fundamental to the jazz performance. Auditory feedback

is not sufficient to explain the characteristics of a performance: making music is essentially

a full body activity [34]. The movement of the hands on the instrument, the touch and

the strength needed for the instrument to play, the vibrations of the instrument propagated

through the fingers of the player, the vibration of the air perceived by the player’s body,

are all examples of feedbacks guiding the musician during the performance. The player

receives different types of bodily feedbacks, e.g., through the receptors of the skin and

through the receptors of the tendons and muscles.
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In addition to having a body, an artist, during a jam session, is typically situated in a

group where she has a continuous exchange of information. The artist receives and provides

continuous feedbacks with the other players of the group, and sometimes even with the

audience, in the case of live performances.

The classical view, often theorized in textbooks of jazz improvisation, suggests that

during a solo, the player follows his own musical path largely made up by a suitable mu-

sical sequence of previously learned patterns. This is a partial view of an effective jazz

improvisation. Undoubtedly, the musician has a repertoire of musical patterns, but she is

also able to freely deviate from its path depending on her past experience and sensitivity,

and according to the feedback she receives from other musicians or the audience, for ex-

ample from suggestions from the rhythm section or due to signals of appreciation from the

listeners.

Finally, an AGI system aware of its jazz improvisation should be able to integrate during

time the information generated by the instrument, the instruments of its group as well as

information from its own body.

Therefore, many of the challenges previously reviewed for a conscious AGI agent, as

the agent’s body, the interaction with environment, the sense of time, the capability to take

free decisions and to have experiences, are all challenges for a truly creative AGI system.

14.10 Conclusions

The list of problems related with machine consciousness that have not been properly

treated here is long: the problem of meaning, the generation of mental images, the problem

of representation, the problem of higher order consciousness, and so on. These are issues

of great importance for the creation of a conscious AGI agent, although some of them may

overlap in part with the arguments discussed above.

The sense of the body of an agent, its interactions with the environment, the problem of

agent’s time, the free will of the agent and the capability for the agent to have some form

of experience and creativity are all issues relevant to the problem of building a conscious

AGI agent.

Machine consciousness is, at the same time, a theoretical and technological challenge

that forces us to deal with old problems by means of new and innovative approaches. It

is possible that research in machine consciousness will push to re-examine in a novel way
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many hanging threads from classic AI, as Haugeland summarizes in a provocative way in

the quotation at the beginning of this review.
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To solve the hard problem of consciousness we observe that any cognitive system of suffi-
cient power must get into difficulty when it tries to analyze consciousness concepts, because
the mechanism that does the analysis will “bottom out” in such a way as to make the sys-
tem declare these concepts to be both real and ineffable. Rather than use this observation
to dismiss consciousness as an artifact, we propose a unifying interpretation that allows
consciousness to be explicable at a meta level, while at the same time being mysterious and
inexplicable on its own terms. This implies that science must concede that there are some
aspects of the world that deserve to be called “real”, but which are beyond explanation.
We conclude that some future thinking machines will, inevitably, have the same subjective
consciousness that we do. Some testable predictions are derived from this theory.

15.1 Introduction

The scope of this chapter is defined by the following questions:

• When we use the term “consciousness” what exactly are we trying to talk about?

• How does consciousness relate to the functioning of the human brain?

• If an artificial general intelligence (AGI) behaved as if it had consciousness, would we

be justified in saying that it was conscious?

• Are any of the above questions answerable in a scientifically objective manner?

The ultimate goal is to answer the third question, about machine consciousness, but in

order to make meaningful statements about the consciousness of artificial thinking systems,

we need first to settle the question of what consciousness is in a human being. And before
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we can answer that question, we need to be clear about whatever it is we are trying to refer

to when we use the term “consciousness”. Finally, behind all of these questions there is the

problem of whether we can explain any of the features of consciousness in an objective way,

without stepping outside the domain of consensus-based scientific enquiry and becoming

lost in a wilderness of subjective opinion.

To anyone familiar with the enormous literature on the subject of consciousness, this

might seem a tall order. But, with due deference to the many intellectual giants who have

applied themselves to this issue without delivering a widely accepted solution, I would like

to suggest that the problem of consciousness is actually much simpler than it appears on

the surface. What makes it seem difficult is the fact that the true answer can only be found

by asking a slightly different question than the one usually asked. Instead of asking directly

for an explanation of the thing, we need to ask why we have such peculiar difficulty stating

what exactly the thing is. Understanding the nature of the difficulty reveals so much about

the problem that the path to a solution then becomes clear.

15.1.1 The Hard Problem of Consciousness

One of the most troublesome aspects of the literature on the problem of consciousness

is the widespread confusion about what exactly the word “consciousness” denotes. In his

influential book on the subject, Chalmers [2] resolved some of this confusion when he drew

attention to the fact that the word is often used for concepts that do not contain any deep

philosophical mystery. These straightforward senses include:

• The ability to introspect or report mental states. A fly and a human can both jump out

of the way of a looming object, but a human can consciously think and talk about many

aspects of the episode, whereas the fly simply does not have enough neural machinery

to build internal models of its action. By itself, though, this ability to build internal

models is not philosophically interesting.

• Someone who is asleep can be described as not being conscious, but in this case the

word is only used for a temporary condition, not a structural incapacity.

• We occasionally say that a person consciously did something, when what we really

mean is that the person did it deliberately.

• If a person knows a fact we sometimes say that they are conscious of the fact.

In contrast to these senses (and others in a similar vein), there is one meaning for the

word “consciousness” that is so enigmatic that it is almost impossible to express. This
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is the subjective quality of our experience of the world. For example, the core thing that

makes our sensation of redness different from our sensation of greenness, but which we

cannot talk about with other people in any kind of objective way. These so-called qualia—

the quality of our tastes, pains, aches, visual and auditory imagery, feelings of pleasure

and sense of self—are all experiences that we can talk about with other people who say

they experience them, but which we cannot describe to a creature that does not claim to

experience them. When a person who is red-green color blind asks what difference they

would see between red and green if they had a full complement of color receptors, the only

answer we can give is “It is like the difference between your color red/green and the color

blue, only different.” To the extent that this answer leaves out something important, that

omitted thing is part of the problem of consciousness.

The terms “phenomenology” or “phenomenal consciousness” are also used to describe

these core facts about being a conscious creature. This is in contrast to the psychology of

being a thinking creature: we can analyze the mechanisms of thought, memory, attention,

problem solving, object recognition, and so on, but in doing so we still (apparently) say

nothing about what it is like to be a thing that engages in cognitive activity.

One way to drive this point home is to notice that it is logically possible to conceive

of a creature that is identical to one of us, right down to the last atom, but which does not

actually experience this inner life of the mind. Such a creature—a philosophical zombie—

would behave as if it did have its own phenomenology (indeed its behavior, ex hypothesi,

would be absolutely identical to its normal twin) but it would not experience any of the

subjective sensations that we experience when we use our minds. It can be argued that if

such a thing is logically possible, then we have a duty to explain what it means to say that

there is a thing that we possess, or a thing that is an attribute of what we are, that marks the

difference between one of us and our zombie twin [1, 5]. If it is conceivable that a thing

could be absent, then there must be a “thing” there that can be the subject of questions.

That thing—absent in the zombie but present in ourselves—is consciousness.

In order to make a clear distinction between the puzzle of this kind of consciousness,

versus the relatively mundane senses of the word listed earlier, Chalmers [2] labeled this

the “hard problem” of consciousness. The other questions—for example, about the neural

facts that distinguish waking from sleeping—may be interesting in their own right, but

they do not involve deep philosophical issues, and should not be confused with the hard

problem.
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Many philosophers would say that these subjective aspects of consciousness are so far

removed from normal science that if anyone proposed an objective, scientific explanation

for the hard problem of consciousness they would be missing the point in a quite funda-

mental way. Such an explanation would have to start with a bridge between the ideas of

objective and subjective, and since the entire scientific enterprise is, almost by definition,

about explaining objectively verifiable phenomena, it seems almost incoherent to propose

a scientific (i.e. non-subjective) explanation for consciousness (which exists only in virtue

of its pure subjectivity).

The story so far is that there is confusion in the literature about the exact definition of

consciousness because it is ambiguous between several senses, with only one of the senses

presenting a deep philosophical challenge. This ambiguity is only part of the confusion,

however, because there are many cases where a piece of research begins by declaring that

it will address the hard problem (for example, there is explicit language that refers to the

mystery of subjective experience), but then shifts into one of the other senses, without

touching the central question at all. This is especially true of neuroscience studies that

purport to be about the “neural correlate of consciousness”: more often than not the actual

content of the study turns out to devolve on the question of which neural signals are present

when the subject is awake, or engaging in intentional acts, and so on.

The eventual goal of the present chapter is to answer questions about whether machines

can be said to be conscious, so it should be clear that the hard problem, and only the

hard problem, is at issue here. Knowing that an artificial intelligence has certain circuits

active when it is attending to the world, but inactive when it is not, is of no relevance.

Similarly, if we know that wires from a red color-detection module are active, this tells us

the cognitive level fact that the machine is detecting red, but it does not tell us if the machine

is experiencing a sensation of redness, in anything like the way that we experience redness.

It is this subjective experience of redness—as well as all the other aspects of phe-

nomenology—that we need to resolve. What does it mean to say that a human experi-

ences a subjective phenomenal consciousness, and is it possible to be sure that an artificial

intelligence of sufficient completeness would (or would not) have the same phenomenal

experience?

15.1.2 A Problem within the Hard Problem

We now focus on the fact that even after we separate the hard problem of consciousness

from all the non-hard, or easy problems, there is still some embarrassing vagueness in
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the definition of the hard problem itself. The trouble is that when we try to say what we

mean by the hard problem, we inevitably end up by saying that something is missing from

other explanations. We do not say “Here is a thing to be explained,” we say “We have the

feeling that there is something that is not being addressed, in any psychological or physical

account of what happens when humans (or machines) are sentient.” It seems impossible

to articulate what we actually want to see explained—we can only say that we consider

all current accounts (as well as every conceivable future account) of the mechanisms of

cognition to be not relevant to phenomenology.

The situation can perhaps be summarized in the form of a dialectic:

Skeptic: If you give us an objective definition for terms such as “consciousness” and

“phenomenology,” then and only then can we start to build an explanation of those things;

but unless someone can say exactly what they mean by these terms, they are not really

saying anything positive at all, only complaining about some indefinable thing that ought

to be there.

Phenomenologist: We understand your need for an objective definition for the thing

that we want explained, but unfortunately that thing seems to be intrinsically beyond the

reach of objective definition, while at the same time being just as deserving of explanation

as anything else in the universe. The difficulty we have in supplying an objective definition

should not be taken as grounds for dismissing the problem—rather, this lack of objective

definition IS the problem!

If we step back for a moment and observe this conflict from a distance, we might

be tempted to ask a kind of meta-question. Why should the problem of consciousness

have this peculiar indefiniteness to it? This new question is not the same as the problem

of consciousness itself, because someone could conceivably write down a solution to the

problem of consciousness tomorrow, and have it accepted by popular acclamation as the

solution, and yet we could still turn around and ask: “Yes, but now please explain why

the problem was so hard to even articulate!” That question—regarding the fact that this

problem is different from all other problems because we cannot seem to define it in positive

terms—might still be askable, even after the problem itself had been solved.

15.1.3 An Outline of the Solution

In fact, this meta-question needs to be addressed first, because it is the key to the mys-

tery. I would like to propose that we can trace this slipperiness back to a specific cause: all

intelligent systems must contain certain mechanisms in order to be fully intelligent, and a
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side effect of these mechanisms is that some questions (to wit, the exact class of questions

that correspond to consciousness) can neither be defined nor properly answered.

When we pose questions to ourselves we engage certain cognitive mechanisms whose

job is to analyze the cognitive structures corresponding to concepts. If we take a careful

look at what those mechanisms do, we notice that there are some situations in which they

drive the philosopher’s brain into a paradoxical mixed state in which she declares a certain

aspect of the world to be both real and intrinsically inexplicable. In effect, there are certain

concepts that, when analyzed, throw a monkey wrench into the analysis mechanism.

That is a precis of the first phase of the argument. But then there is a second—and

in many ways more important—phase of the argument, in which we look at the “reality”

of the particular concepts that break the cognitive mechanism responsible for explaining

the world. Although phase one of the argument seemed to explain consciousness as a

malfunction or short-circuit in the cognitive mechanism that builds explanations, in this

second part we make an unusual turn into a new compromise, neither dualist nor physicalist,

that resolves the problem of consciousness in a somewhat unorthodox way.

15.2 The Nature of Explanation

All facets of consciousness have one thing in common: they involve some particular

types of introspection, because we “look inside” at our subjective experience of the world

(qualia, sense of self, and so on) and ask what these experiences amount to. In order

to analyze the nature of these introspections we need to take one step back and ask what

happens when we think about any concept, not just those that involve subjective experience.

15.2.1 The Analysis Mechanism

In any intelligent system—either a biological mind or a sufficiently complete artificial

general intelligence (AGI) system—there has to be a powerful mechanism that enables the

system to analyze its own concepts. The system has to be able to explicitly think about what

it knows, and to deconstruct that knowledge in many ways. If the degree of intelligence is

high enough, the scope of this analysis mechanism (as it will henceforth be called) must

be extremely broad. It must be able to ask questions about basic-level concepts, and then

ask further questions about the constituent concepts that define basic-level concepts, and

then continue asking questions all the way down to the deepest levels of its knowledge.
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AGI systems will surely have this analysis mechanism at some point in the future,

because it is a crucial part of the “general” in “artificial general intelligence,” but since

there is currently no consensus about how to do this, we need to come up with a language

that allows us to talk about the kind of things that such a mechanism might get up to. For

the purposes of this chapter I am going to use a language derived from my own approach

to AGI—what I have called elsewhere a “molecular framework” for cognition [6, 7].

It is important to emphasize that there are no critical features of the argument that hinge

on the exact details of this molecular framework. In fact, the framework is so general that

any other AGI formalism could, in principle, be translated into the MF style. However, the

molecular framework is arguably more explicit about what the analysis mechanism does,

so by using the language of the framework we get the benefit of a more concrete picture of

its workings.

Some AGI formalisms will undoubtedly take a different approach, so to avoid confusion

about the role played by the MF in this chapter, I will make the following claim, which has

the status of a postulate about the future development of theories of intelligence:

• Postulate (Analysis Mechanism Equivalence): Any intelligent system with the ability

to ask questions about the meaning of concepts, with the same scope and degree of

detail as the average human mind, will necessarily have an equivalent to the analysis

mechanism described here.

Different forms of the analysis mechanism will be proposed by different people, but the

intended force of the above postulate is that in spite of all those differences, all (or most)

of those analysis mechanisms will have the crucial features on which this explanation of

consciousness depends. So the use of the molecular framework in this chapter does nothing

to compromise the core of the argument.

15.2.2 The Molecular Framework

The Molecular Framework (MF) is a generic model of the core processes inside any

system that engages in intelligent thought. It is designed to be both a description of human

cognition and a way to characterize a broad range of AGI architectures.

The basic units of knowledge, in this framework, are what cognitive psychologists and

AGI programmers loosely refer to as “concepts,” and these can stand for things [chair],

processes [sitting], relationships [on], actions [describe], and so on.
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The computational entities that encode concepts are found in two places in the system:

the background (long-term memory, where there is effectively one entity per concept)

and the foreground, which is roughly equivalent to working memory, or the contents of

consciousness, since it contains the particular subset of concepts that the system is using in

its current thoughts and all aspects of its current model of the world.

The concept-entities in the foreground are referred to here as atoms, while those in the

background are called elements. This choice of terminology is designed to make it clear

that, in the simplest form of the molecular framework, each concept is represented by just

one element in the background, whereas there can be many instances of that concept in

the foreground. If the system happens to be thinking about several instances of the [chair]

concept there would be several [chair] atoms in the foreground, but there would only be

one [chair] element in the background.

For the purposes of this chapter we will almost exclusively be concerned with atoms,

and (therefore) with events happening in the foreground.

The contents of the foreground could be visualized as a space in which atoms link

together to form clusters that represent models of the state of the world. One cluster might

represent what the system is seeing right now, while another might represent sounds that

are currently being heard, and yet another might represent some abstract thoughts that the

system is entertaining (which may not have any connection to what is happening in its

environment at that moment). The function of the foreground, then, is to hold models of

the world.

Theorists differ in their preference for atoms that are either active or passive. A passive

approach would have all the important mechanisms on the outside, so that the atoms were

mere tokens manipulated by those mechanisms. An active approach, on the other hand,

would have few, if any, external mechanisms that manipulate atoms, but instead would

have all the interesting machinery in and between the atoms. In the present case we will

adopt the active, self-organized point of view: the atoms themselves do (virtually) all the

work of interacting with, and operating on, one another. This choice makes no difference

to the argument, but it gives a clearer picture of some claims about semantics that come

later.

Two other ingredients that need to be mentioned in this cognitive framework are ex-

ternal sensory input and the system’s model of itself. Sensory information originates at

the sensory receptors (retina, proprioceptive detectors, ears, etc.), is then pre-processed

in some way, and finally arrives at the “edge” of the foreground, where it causes atoms
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representing primitive sensory features to become active. Because of this inward flow of

information (from the sensory organs to the edge of the foreground and then on into the

“interior” region of the foreground), those atoms that are near the edge of the foreground

will tend to represent more concrete, low-level concepts, while atoms nearer the center will

be concerned with more high-level, abstract ideas.

The self-model is a structure (a large cluster of atoms), somewhere near the center of

the foreground, that represents the system itself. It could be argued that this self-model

is present in the foreground almost all of the time because when the mind is representing

some aspect of the world, it usually keeps a representation of its own ongoing existence

as part of that world. There are fluctuations in the size of the self model, and there may

be occasions when it is almost absent, but most of the time we seem to maintain a model

of at least the minimal aspects of our self, such as our being located in a particular place.

Although the self-model proper is a representation of the system, somewhere near to it

there would also be a part of the system that has the authority to initiate and control actions

taken by the system: this could be described as the Make It So place.

Finally, note that there are a variety of operators at work in the foreground, whose role

is to make changes to clusters of atoms. The atoms themselves do some of this work,

by trying to activate other atoms with which they are consistent. So, for example, a [cat]

atom that is linked to a [crouching-posture] atom will tend to activate an atom representing

[pounce]. But there will also be operators that do such things as concept creation (making a

new atom to encode a new conjunction of known atoms), elaboration (where some existing

atoms are encouraged to bring in others that can represent more detailed aspects of what

they are already representing), various forms of analogy building, and so on.

This cognitive framework depicts the process of thought as a collective effect of the

interaction of all these atoms and operators. The foreground is a molecular soup in which

atoms assemble themselves (with the help of operators) into semi-stable, dynamically

changing structures. Hence the use of the term “molecular framework” to describe this

approach to the modeling of cognition.

15.2.3 Explanation in General

Atoms can play two distinct roles in the foreground, mirroring the distinction between

use and mention of words. When the word “cat” appears in a sentence like “The cat is on

the chair,” it is being used to refer to a cat, but when the same word appears in a sentence

like “The word cat has three letters,” the word itself, not the concept, is being mentioned.
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In much the same way, if the foreground has atoms representing a chair in the outside world

a [chair] atom will be part of the representation of that outside situation, and in this case

the [chair] atom is simply being used to stand for something. But if the system asks itself

“What is a chair?”, there will be one [chair] atom that stands as the target of the cluster

of atoms representing the question. There is a strong difference, for the system, between

representing a particular chair, and trying to ask questions about the concept of a chair. In

this case the [chair] atom is being “mentioned” or referenced in the cluster of atoms that

encode the question. It helps to picture the target atom as being placed in a special zone, or

bubble, attached to the cluster of atoms that represent the question—whatever is inside the

bubble is playing the special role of being examined, or mentioned. This is in contrast to

the ordinary role that most atoms play when they are in the foreground, which is merely to

be used as part of a representation.

So, when an atom, [x], becomes the target of a “What is x?” question, the [x] atom

will be placed inside the bubble, then it will be elaborated and unpacked in various ways.

What exactly does it mean to elaborate or unpack the atom? In effect, the atom is provoked

into activating the other atoms that it would normally expect to see around it, if it were part

of an ordinary representation in the foreground. Thus, the [chair] atom will cause atoms

like [legs], [back], [seat], [sitting], [furniture] to be activated. And note that all of these

activated atoms will be within the bubble that holds the target of the question.

What the question-cluster is doing is building a model of the meaning of [chair], inside

the bubble. The various features and connotations of the [chair] concept try to link with one

another to form a coherent cluster, and this coherent cluster inside the bubble is a model of

the meaning, or definition, of the target concept.

One important aspect of this [meaning-of-“chair”] cluster is that the unpacking process

tends to encourage more basic atoms to be activated. So the concepts that make up the

final answer to the question will tend to be those that are subordinate features of the target

atom. This is clearly just a matter of looking in the opposite direction from the one that is

normally followed when an atom is being recognized: usually the activation of a cluster of

atoms like [legs], [back] and [seat] will tend to cause the activation of the [chair] atom (this

being the essence of the recognition process), so in order to get the meaning of [chair], what

needs to happen is for the [chair] atom to follow the links backwards and divulge which

other atoms would normally cause it to be activated.

We can call this set of elaboration and unpacking operations the analysis mechanism.

Although it is convenient to refer to it as a single thing, the analysis mechanism is not really
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a single entity, it is an open-ended toolkit of flexible, context-dependent operators. More

like a loosely-defined segment of an ecology than a single creature. However, at the core

of all these operators there will still be one basic component that grabs the target atom and

starts following links to extract the other atoms that constitute the evidence (the features)

that normally allow this atom to be activated. All other aspects of the analysis mechanism

come into play after this automatic unpacking event.

If this were about narrow AI, rather than AGI, we might stop here and say that the

essence of “explanation” was contained in the above account of how a [chair] concept is

broken down into more detailed components. In an AGI system, however, the analysis

mechanisms will have extensive connections to a large constellation of other structures and

operators, including representations of, among other things:

• The person who asked the question that is being considered;

• That person’s intentions, when they asked the question;

• Knowledge about what kinds of explanation are appropriate in what contexts;

• The protocols for constructing sentences that deliver an answer;

• The status and reliability of the knowledge in question.

In other words, there is a world of difference between a dictionary lookup mechanism

that regurgitates the definition of “chair” (something that might be adequate in a narrow AI

system), and the massive burst of representational activity that is triggered when a human

or an AGI is asked “What is a chair?”. The mental representation of that one question

can be vastly different between cases where (say) the questioner is a young infant, a non-

native-speaker learning the English language, and a professor who sets an exam question

for a class of carpentry or philosophy students.

15.2.4 Explaining Subjective Concepts

In the case of human cognition, what happens when we try to answer a question about

our subjective experience of the color red? In this case the analysis mechanism gets into

trouble, because any questions about the essence of the color red will eventually reach

down to a [redness] concept that is directly attached to an incoming signal line, and which

therefore has no precursors. When the analysis mechanism tries to follow downward links

to more basic atoms, it finds that this particular atom does not have any! The [redness]

concept cannot be unpacked like most other concepts, because it lies at the very edge of

the foreground: this is the place at which atoms are no longer used to represent parts of the
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world. Outside the foreground there are various peripheral processing mechanisms, such as

the primitive visual analysis machinery, but these are not within the scope of the operators

that can play with atoms in the foreground itself. As far as the foreground is concerned the

[redness] atom is activated by outside signals, not by other atoms internal to the foreground.

Notice that because of the rich set of processes mentioned above, the situation here is

much worse than simply not knowing the meaning of a particular word. If we are asked to

define a word we have never heard of, we can still talk about the letters or phonemes in the

word, or specify where in the dictionary we would be able to find it, and so on. In the case

of color qualia, though, the amount of analysis that can be done is precisely zero, so the

analysis mechanism returns nothing.

Or does it return nothing? What exactly would we expect the analysis mechanism to

do in this situation? Bear in mind that the mechanism itself is not intelligent (the global

result of all these operations might be intelligent, but the individual mechanisms are just

automatic), so it cannot know that the [red] concept is a special case that needs to be

handled differently. So we would expect the mechanism to go right ahead and go through

the motions of producing an answer. Something will come out of the end of the process,

even if that something is an empty container where a cluster of atoms (representing the

answer to the question) should have been.

So if the analysis mechanism does as much as it can, we would expect it to return

an atom representing the concept [subjective-essence-of-the-color-red], but this atom is

extremely unusual because it contains nothing that would allow it to be analyzed. And any

further attempt to apply the analysis mechanism to this atom will yield just another atom

of the same element. The system can only solve its problem by creating a unique type of

atom whose only feature is itself.

This bottoming-out of the analysis mechanism causes the cognitive system to eventually

report that “There is definitely something that it is like to be experiencing the subjective

essence of red, but that ‘something’ is ineffable and inexplicable.” What it is saying is that

there is a perfectly valid concept inside the foreground—the one that encodes the raw fact

of redness—but that the analysis of this concept leads beyond the edge of the foreground

(out into the sensory apparatus that supplies the foreground with visual signals), where the

analysis mechanism is not able to go. This is the only way it can summarize the peculiar

circumstance of analyzing [red] and getting [red] back as an answer.

This same short-circuit in the analysis mechanism is common to all of the conscious-

ness questions. For qualia, the mechanism hits a dead end when it tries to probe the sensory
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atoms at the edge of the foreground. In the case of emotions there are patterns of activation

coming from deeper centers in the brain, which are also (arguably) beyond the reach of the

foreground. For the concept of self, there is a core representation of the self that cannot

be analyzed further because its purpose is to represent, literally, itself. The analysis mech-

anism can only operate within the foreground, and it seems that all aspects of subjective

phenomenology are associated with atoms that lie right on the boundary.

In every case where this happens it is not really a “failure” of the mechanism, in the

sense that something is broken, it is just an unavoidable consequence of the fact that the

cognitive system is powerful enough to recursively answer questions about its own knowl-

edge. If this were really a failure due to a badly designed mechanism, then it might be

possible to build a different type of intelligent system that did not have this problem. Per-

haps it would be possible to design around this problem, but it seems just as likely that

any attempt to build a system capable of analyzing its own knowledge without limitations

will have a boundary that causes the same short-circuit. Attempts to get the system to cope

gracefully with this problem may only move the boundary to some other place, because

any fix that is powerful enough to make the system not sense a problem, for these special

concepts, is likely to have the unwanted side effect of causing the system to be limited in

the depth of its analytic thought.

If a system has the ability to powerfully analyze its own concepts, then, it will have

to notice the fact that some concepts are different because the cannot be analyzed further.

If we try to imagine a cognitive system that is, somehow, not capable of representing the

difference between these two classes of concepts, we surely get into all kinds of trouble.

The system can be asked the direct question “When you look at the color red, what is the

difference between that and the color blue? Because my friend here, who has never been

able to see the color blue, would like to know.” In the face of that direct question, the

system is not only supposed to find no difference between its internal ability to handle the

analysis of the [redness] concept and its handling of others, like the [chair] concept, it is

also supposed to somehow not notice that its verbal reply contains the peculiarly empty

phrase “Uh, I cannot think of any way to describe the difference.” At some level, it must

surely be possible for us to draw the attention of this hypothetical cognitive system to the

fact that it is drawing a blank for some kinds of concept and not for others—and as soon as

we can draw its attention to that fact, it is on a slippery slope toward the admission that there

is a drastic difference between subjective phenomenology and objective concepts. There is

something approaching a logical incoherence in the idea that a cognitive system can have
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a powerful (i.e. human-level) analysis mechanism but also be immune to the failure mode

described above.

15.2.5 The “That Misses The Point” Objection

The principal philosophical objection to the above argument is that it misses the point.

It explains only the locutions that philosophers produce when talking about consciousness,

not the actual experiences they have. The proposed explanation looks like it has slipped

from being about the phenomenology, at the beginning, to being about the psychology (the

cognitive mechanisms that cause people to say the things they do about consciousness) at

the end. That would make this entire proposal into a discussion of a non-hard problem,

because the philosopher can listen to the above account and yet still say “Yes, but why

would that short circuit in my psychological mechanism cause this particular feeling in my

phenomenology?”

Here we come to the crux of the proposed explanation of consciousness. Everything

said so far could, indeed, be taken as just another example of a non-hard sidetracking of the

core question. What makes this a real attempt o address the hard problem of consciousness

is the fact that there is a flaw in the above objection, because it involves an implicit usage

of the very mechanism that is supposed to be causing the trouble.

So if someone says “There is something missing from this argument, because when I

look at my subjective experience I see things (my qualia!) that are not referenced in any

way by the argument”, what they are doing is asking for an explanation of (say) color

qualia that is just as satisfactory as explanations of ordinary concepts, and they are noticing

that the proposed explanation is inferior because it leaves something out. But this within-

the-system comparison of consciousness with ordinary concepts is precisely the kind of

thought process that will invoke the analysis mechanism! The analysis mechanism inside

the mind of the philosopher who raises this objection will then come back with the verdict

that the proposed explanation fails to describe the nature of conscious experience, just as

other attempts to explain consciousness have failed.

The proposed explanation, then, can only be internally consistent with itself if the

philosopher finds the explanation wanting.

There is something wickedly recursive about this situation. The proposed explanation

does not address the question of why the phenomenology of the color red should be the way

that it is—so in a certain respect the explanation could be said to have failed. But at the core

of the explanation itself is the prediction that when the explanation is processed through
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the head of a philosopher who tries to find objections to it, the explanation must necessarily

cause the philosopher’s own analysis mechanism to become short-circuited, resulting in a

verdict that the explanation delivers no account of the phenomenology.

Do all of the philosophical objections to this argument fall into the same category (i.e.

they depend for their force on a deployment of the analysis mechanism that is mentioned

in the argument)? I claim that they do, for the following reason. The way that Chalmers

[2] formulated it, there is a certain simplicity to the hard problem, because whenever an

objection is lodged against any proposed resolution of the problem, the objection always

works its way back to the same final point: the proposed explanation fails to make contact

with the phenomenological mystery. In other words, the buck always stops with “Yes, but

there is still something missing from this explanation.” Now, the way that I interpret all

of these different proposed explanations for consciousness—and the matching objections

raised by philosophers who say that the explanation fails to account for the hard problem—

is that these various proposals may differ in the way that they approach that final step, but

that in the end it is only the final step that matters. In other words, I am not aware of any

objection to the explanation proposed in this chapter that does not rely for its force on that

final step, when the philosophical objection deploys the analysis mechanism, and thereby

concludes that the proposal does not work because the analysis mechanism in the head of

the philosopher returned a null result. And if (as I claim) all such objections eventually

come back to that same place, they can all be dealt with in the same way.

But this still leaves something of an impasse. The argument does indeed say nothing

about the nature of conscious experience, qua subjective experience, but it does say why it

cannot supply an explanation. Is explaining why we cannot explain something the same as

explaining it? This is the question to be considered next.

15.3 The Real Meaning of Meaning

This may seem a rather unsatisfactory solution to the problem of consciousness, be-

cause it appears to say that our most immediate, subjective experience of the world is an

artifact of the operation of the brain. The proposed explanation of consciousness is that

subjective phenomenology is a thing that intelligent systems must say they experience (be-

cause their analysis mechanism would not function correctly otherwise)—but this seems

to put consciousness in the same category as visual artifacts, illusions, hallucinations and
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the like. But something is surely wrong with this conclusion: it would be bizarre to treat

something that dominates every aspect of our waking lives as if it were an artifact.

I believe that condemning consciousness as an artifact is the wrong conclusion to draw

from the above explanation. I am now going to make a case that all of the various sub-

jective phenomena associated with consciousness should be considered just as “real” as

any other phenomena in the universe, but that science and philosophy must concede that

consciousness has the special status of being unanalyzable. The appropriate conclusion is

that consciousness can be predicted to occur under certain circumstances (namely, when an

intelligent system has the kind of powerful analysis mechanism described earlier), but that

there are strict limits to what we can say about its nature. We are obliged to say that these

things are real, but even though they are real they are beyond the reach of science.

15.3.1 Getting to the Bottom of Semantics

The crucial question that we need to decide is what status we should give to the atoms

in a cognitive system that have the peculiar property of making the analysis mechanism

return a verdict of “this is real, but nothing can be said about it”.

To answer this question in a convincing way, we need to understand the criteria we use

when we decide:

• The “realness” or validity of different concepts (their epistemology);

• The meaning of concepts, or the relationships between concepts and things in the world

(their semantics and ontology);

• The validity of concepts that are used in scientific explanations.

We cannot simply wave our hands and pick a set of criteria to apply to these things, we

need to have some convincing reasons to make one choice or another.

Who adjudicates the question of which concepts are “real” and which are “artifacts”?

On what basis can we conclude that some concepts (e.g. the phenomenological essence of

redness) can be dismissed as “not real” or “artifactual”?

There seem to be two options here. One would involve taking an already well-

developed theory of semantics or ontology—an off-the-shelf theory, so to speak—and then

applying it to the present case. The second would be to take a detailed look at the vari-

ous semantic/ontological frameworks that are available and find out which one is grounded

most firmly; which one is secure enough in its foundations to be the true theory of meaning.
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Unfortunately, both of these options lead us into a trap. The trap works roughly as

follows. Suppose that we put forward a Theory of Meaning (let’s call it Theory X), in the

hope that Theory X will be so ontologically complete that it gives us the “correct” or “valid”

method for deciding which concepts are real and which are artifacts; which concepts are

scientifically valid and which are illusory/insufficient/incoherent.

Having made that choice, we can be sure of one thing: given how difficult it is to

construct a Theory of Meaning, there will be some fairly abstract concepts involved in

this theory. And as a result the theory itself will come under scrutiny for its conceptual

coherence. Lying at the root of this theory there will be some assumptions that support the

rest of the theory. Are those assumptions justified? Are they valid, sufficient or coherent?

Are they necessary truths? You can see where this is leading: any Theory of Meaning

that purports to be the way to decide whether or not concepts have true meaning (refer to

actual things in the world) is bound to be a potential subject of its own mechanism. But in

that case the theory would end up justifying its own validity by referring to criteria that it

already assumes to be correct.

The conclusion to draw from these considerations is that any Theory X that claims

to supply absolute standards for evaluating the realness or validity of concepts cannot be

consistent. There is no such thing as an objective theory of meaning.

This circularity or question-begging problem applies equally to issues like the meaning

of “meaning” and explanations of the concept of “explanation,” and it afflicts anyone who

proposes that the universe can be discovered to contain some absolute, objective standards

for the “meanings” of things, or for the fundamental nature of explanatory force.

15.3.2 Extreme Cognitive Semantics

There is only one attitude to ontology and semantics that seems capable of escaping

from this trap, and that is an approach that could be labeled “Extreme Cognitive Seman-

tics”—the idea that there is no absolute, objective standard for the mapping between sym-

bols inside a cognitive system and things in the world, because this mapping is entirely

determined by the purely contingent fact of the design of real cognitive systems [3, 8].

There is no such thing as the pure, objective meaning of the symbols that cognitive systems

use, there is only the way that cognitive systems actually do, as a matter of fact, use them.

Meanings are determined by the ugly, inelegant design of cognitive systems, and that is the

end of it.
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How does this impact our attempt to decide the status of those atoms that cause our

analysis mechanisms to bottom out? The first conclusion should be that, since the meanings

and status of all atoms are governed by the way that cognitive systems actually use them, we

should give far less weight to an externally-imposed formalism—like the possible-worlds

semantics popular in artificial intelligence [4]—which says that subjective concepts point

to nothing in the real world (or in functions defined over possible worlds) and are therefore

fictitious.

Second—and in much the same vein—we can note that the atoms in question are such

an unusual and extreme case, that formalisms like traditional semantics should not even be

expected to handle them. This puts the shoe on the other foot: it is not that these semantic

formalisms are capable of dismissing the consciousness-concepts and therefore the latter

are invalid, it is rather that the formalisms are too weak to be used for such extreme cases,

and therefore they have no jurisdiction in the matter.

Finally, we can use the Extreme Cognitive Semantics viewpoint to ask if there is a way

to make sense of the idea that various concepts possess different degrees of “realness.”

In order to do this, we need to look at how concepts are judged to be or not be “real”

in ordinary usage. Ordinary usage of this concept seems to have two main aspects. The

first involves the precise content of a concept and how it connects to other concepts. So,

unicorns are not real because they connect to our other concepts in ways that clearly involve

them residing only in stories. The second criterion that we use to judge the realness of

a concept is the directness and immediacy of its phenomenology. Tangible, smellable,

seeable things that lie close at hand are always more real. Abstract concepts are less real.

Interestingly, the consciousness atoms that we have been considering in this argument

([redness], [self] and so on) score very differently on these two measures of realness. They

connect poorly to other concepts on their downward side because we cannot unpack them.

But on the other hand they are the most immediate, closest, most tangible concepts of all,

because they define what it means to be “immediate” and “tangible.” When we say that

a concept is more real the more concrete and tangible it is, what we actually mean is that

it gets more real the closer it gets to the most basic of all concepts. In a sense there is a

hierarchy of realness among our concepts, with those concepts that are phenomenologically

rich being the most immediate and real, and with a decrease in that richness and immediacy

as we go toward more abstract concepts.
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15.3.3 Implications

What can we conclude from this analysis? I believe that the second of these two criteria

of “realness” is the one that should dominate. We normally consider the concepts that

are closest to our phenomenology to be the ones that are the best-connected and most

thoroughly consistent with the rest of our conceptual systems. But the concepts associated

with consciousness are an exception to that rule: they have the most immediacy, but a

complete lack of connections going to other concepts that “explain” what they are. If we

are forced to choose which of the two criteria is more important, it seems most coherent

to treat immediacy as the real arbiter of what counts as real. Perhaps the best way to

summarize the reason why this should be so is to consider the fact that in ordinary usage

“realness” of a concept is to some extent inherited: if a concept is defined in terms of others

that are considered very real, then it will be all the more real. But then it would make little

sense to say that all concepts obey the rule that they are more real, valid and tangible, the

closer they are to the phenomenological concepts at the root of the tree ... but that the last

layer of concepts down at the root are themselves not real.

Given these considerations, I maintain that the correct explanation for consciousness is

that all of its various phenomenological facets deserve to be called as “real” as any other

concept we have, because there are no meaningful objective standards that we can apply to

judge them otherwise. But while they deserve to be called “real” they also have the unique

status of being beyond the reach of scientific inquiry. We can talk about the circumstances

under which they arise, but we can never analyze their intrinsic nature. Science should

admit that these phenomena are, in a profound and specialized sense, mysteries that lie

beyond our reach.

This seems to me a unique and unusual compromise between materialist and dualist

conceptions of mind. Minds are a consequence of a certain kind of computation; but they

also contain some mysteries that can never be explained in a conventional way. We can-

not give scientific explanations for subjective phenomena, but we can say exactly why we

cannot do so. In the end, we can both explain consciousness and not explain it.

15.4 Some Falsifiable Predictions

This theory of consciousness can be used to make some falsifiable predictions. We are

not yet in a position to make empirical tests of these predictions, because the tests would

seem to require the kind of nanotechnology that would let us rewire our brains on the fly,
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but the tests can be lodged in the record, against the day that some experimentalist can take

up the challenge of implementing them.

The uniqueness of these predictions lies in the fact that there is a boundary (the edge

of the foreground) at which the analysis mechanism gets into trouble. In each case, the

prediction is that these phenomena will occur at exactly that boundary, and nowhere else.

Bear in mind, however, that we do not yet know where this boundary actually lies, in the

implementation that is the human brain.

If we are able to construct AGI systems that function at the human level of intelligence,

with a full complement of cognitive mechanisms that includes the analysis mechanism de-

scribed earlier, then these predictions will be testable by asking the AGI what it experiences

in each of the following cases.

15.4.1 Prediction 1: Blindsight

Some kinds of brain damage cause people to experience ‘blindsight’, a condition in

which the person reports little or no conscious awareness of a certain visual stimulus, while

at the same time they can sometimes act on the stimulus as if it were visible [9].

The prediction in this case is that some of the visual pathways in the human brain will

be found to lie within the scope of the analysis mechanism, while others will be found to

lie outside. The ones outside the scope of the analysis mechanism will be precisely those

that, when spared after damage, allow visual awareness without consciousness.

15.4.2 Prediction 2: New Qualia

If we built three sets of new color receptors in the eyes, with sensitivity to three bands

in the ultraviolet range, and if we built enough brain wiring to supply the foreground with

new concept-atoms triggered by these receptors, this should give rise to three new color

qualia. After acclimatizing to the new qualia, we could then swap connections on the old

color receptors and the new UV pathways, at a point that lies just outside the scope of the

analysis mechanism. The prediction here is that the two sets of color qualia will be swapped

in such a way that the new qualia will be associated with the old visible-light colors, and

that this will only occur if the swap happens beyond the analysis mechanism.

If we then removed all trace of the new UV pathways and retinal receptors, outside the

foreground (beyond the reach of the analysis mechanism), then the old color qualia would

disappear, leaving only the new qualia. The subject will have a ghost of a memory of the

old color qualia, because the old concept atoms will still be there, but those atoms will only
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be seen in imagination. And if we later reintroduce a set of three color receptors and do the

whole procedure again, we can bring back the old color qualia if we are careful to ensure

that the new visual receptors trigger the foreground concept-atoms previously used for the

visible-light colors. The subject would suddenly see the old qualia again

15.4.3 Prediction 3: Synaesthetic Qualia

Take the system described above (after the first installation of new qualia) and arrange

for a cello timbre to excite the old concept-atoms that would have caused red qualia. Cello

sounds will now cause the system to have a disembodied feeling of redness.

15.4.4 Prediction 4: Mind Melds

Join two minds so that B has access to the visual sensorium of A, using new concept-

atoms in B’s head to encode the incoming information from A. B would say that she knew

what A’s qualia were like, because she would be experiencing new qualia. If B were getting

sounds from A’s brain, but these were triggering entirely new atoms designed especially to

encode the signals, B would say that A did not experience sound the way she did, but in

an entirely new way. If, on the other hand, the incoming signals from A triggered the same

sound atoms that B uses (with no new atom types being created), then B will report that she

is hearing all of A’s sonic input mixed in with her own. In much the same way, B could be

given an extra region of her foreground periphery exclusively devoted to the visual stream

coming from A. She would then say that she had two heads, but that she could only attend

to one of them at a time. With new atoms for the colors, again, she would report that B’s

qualia differed from her own.

Note that any absolute comparison between the way that different people experience

the world is not possible. The reported qualia in these mind-meld cases would be entirely

dependent on choices of how to cross-wire the systems.

15.5 Conclusion

The simplest explanation for consciousness is that the various phenomena involved

have an irreducible dual aspect to them. On the one hand, they are explicable because we

can understand that they are the result of a powerful cognitive system using its analysis

mechanism to probe concepts that happen to be beyond its reach. But on the other hand,

these concepts deserve to be treated as the most immediate and real objects in the universe,
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because they define the very foundation of what it means for something to be real. These

consciousness concepts—such as the subjective phenomenological experience of the color

red—cannot be explained by any further scientific analysis. Rather than try to resolve this

situation by allowing one interpretation to trump the other, it seems more parsimonious

to conclude that both are true at the same time, and that the subjective aspects of experi-

ence belong to a new category of their own: they are real but inexplicable, and no further

scientific analysis of them will be able to penetrate their essential nature.

According to this analysis, an Artificial General Intelligence designed in such a way

that it had the same problems with its analysis mechanism that we humans do (and I have

argued that this would mean any fully sentient computer capable of a near-human degree

of intelligence, because the analysis mechanism plays such a critical role in all types of

general intelligence) would experience consciousness for the same reasons that we do. We

could never prove this statement the way that we prove statements about objective concepts,

but that is part of what it means to say that consciousness concepts have a special status

(they are real, but beyond analysis). The only way to be consistent about our interpretation

of these phenomena is to say that, insofar as we can say anything at all about consciousness,

we can be sure that the right kind of artificial general intelligence would experience a

subjective phenomenology comparable in scope to human subjective consciousness.
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This chapter addresses several central meta-theoretical issues of AI and AGI. After ana-
lyzing the nature of the field, three criteria for desired theories are proposed: correctness,
concreteness, and compactness. The criteria are clarified in the AI context, and using them,
the current situation in the field is evaluated.

16.1 The problem of AI theory

Though it is a common practice for a field of science or engineering to be guided and

identified by the corresponding theories, the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) seems to be

an exception. After more than half of a century since its formation, AI still has no widely

accepted theory, and in the related discussions the following opinions are often heard:

• “The best model of intelligence is the human brain itself (and all theories are merely

poor approximations ...)”

• “There is no need for any new theory, since AI can be built according to X (depending

on who said it, the X can be mathematical logic, probability theory, theory of compu-

tation, ...)”

• “A theory of AI has to be established piece by piece, and we are starting from Y

(depending on who said it, the Y can be search, reasoning, learning, perception, ac-

tions, ...)”

• “There cannot be any good theory of intelligence (since intelligence is so complicated,

though our work is obviously central to it ...) ”
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• “Theoretical debating is a waste of time (and we should focus on practical applica-

tions. For example, an intelligent system should be able to ...)”

• “A good theory only comes at the end of the research (so don’t worry about it now, and

it will come as long as we continue the current research on ...)”

There is a historical reason for this situation. Though the idea of “thinking machine”

can be traced further back in history, the field of AI was started from the realization that

computers, though initially designed to do numerical calculations, can be made to carry

out other mental activities, such as theorem proving and game playing, which are hard in-

tellectual problems that are usually considered as demanding “intelligence” [12, 28]. This

“problem-oriented” attitude toward AI focuses on the problem-solving capability of a com-

puter system, while does not care much for the underlying theory. Consequently, the early

works in AI often showed the “Look, ma, no hands” syndrome — “A paper reports that a

computer has been programmed to do what no computer program has previously done, and

that constitutes the report. How science has been advanced by this work or other people

are aided in their work may be unapparent.” [25]. For such a work, “the question, Where’s

the AI? is a tough one to answer” [40].

To many AI researchers, the lack of a common theory is not an issue at all. As said by

Minsky [30], “Our minds contains processes that enable us to solve problems we consider

difficult. ‘Intelligence’ is our name for whichever of those processes we don’t yet under-

stand.” According to this opinion, a “theory of AI” is impossible by definition, since we

cannot have a theory for “those processes we don’t yet understand” — as soon as we have

a good theory for such a process, it is no longer considered as AI anymore [30, 40].

To get out of this annoying situation, in mainstream AI “intelligence” is treated as

the collaboration of a group of loosely coupled functions, each of them can be separately

specified in computational and algorithmic terms, implemented in computers, and used

to solve certain practical problems [24, 39]. In an influential AI textbook by Russell and

Norvig [39], it is written that in the late 1980s “AI adopts the scientific method”, since “It

is now more common to build on existing theories than to propose brand new ones ...”.

However, it is not mentioned that none of those “existing theories” were proposed with

intelligence as the subject matter, nor has shown the potential of solving the problem of

intelligence as a whole.

Though in this way the field has produced valuable results in the past decades, it still

suffers from internal fragmentation [5] and “paradigmatic mess” [11], largely due to the
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lack of a common theoretical foundation. There have been many debates on the nature or

objective of the field, or on what type of theory it should or can have [8, 21, 42, 50].

Though the pursuit of unified theories of AI is widely considered as futile in the field,

there is still a small number of AI researchers who believe that such a theory is possible,

and worthwhile to be investigated. The best known work in this direction is the “Unified

Theories of Cognition” by Newell [31], in which he argued for the necessity for AI and

cognitive science to have unified theories, and proposed his theory, which attempts to cover

both AI and human intelligence. Similar attempts include the works of Albus [1] and

Pollock [36].

In recent years, the term “Artificial General Intelligence” (AGI) is adopted by a group

of AI researchers to emphasize the general-purpose and holistic nature of the “intelligence”

they are after [17, 49]. Since AGI treats intelligence as a whole, there are more efforts to

establish unified theories [3, 4, 6, 9, 13, 15, 20, 41, 46], though none of them is mature or

convincing enough to obtain wide acceptance in the field at the current moment [7].

Even though the AGI community is more “AI-theory-oriented” than mainstream AI,

not every AGI project is based on some theory about intelligence. As in mainstream AI, a

project is often guided by one, or more than one, of the following considerations:

Practical problem-solving demands: Since intelligence is displayed in the problem-

solving capability of a system, many projects target problems that currently can be

solved by humans only. Such a system is usually designed and analyzed according to

the theory of computation [19, 24].

Knowledge about human intelligence: Since the human mind has the best-known form

of intelligence, many projects aim at duplicating certain aspects of the human mind

or brain. Such a system is usually designed and analyzed according to the theories in

psychology or neuroscience [31, 38].

Available normative models: Since intelligence intuitively means “to do the right thing”,

many projects are designed and analyzed as models of rationality or optimization,

according to mathematical theories like classical logic and probability theory, though

usually with extensions and/or revisions [26, 35].

Even the AGI projects that are based on certain theories on AI are moving in very different

directions, mainly because of the difference in their theoretical foundations, as well as the

influence of the above considerations. This collection provides a representative example of

the diversity in the theoretical study of AGI.
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Consequently, currently in the field of AI/AGI there are very different opinions on

research goal [23, 47], roadmap [16, 27], evaluation criteria [2, 22], etc. Though each re-

searcher can and should make decisions on the above issues for his/her own project, for the

field as a whole this paradigmatic mess makes comparison and cooperation difficult, if not

impossible.

In this chapter, I will not promote my own theory of AI (which is described in my

previous publications [45, 46, 48]), nor to evaluate the other theories one by one, but to

address the major meta-level issues about AI theories, such as

• What is the nature of an AI theory?

• How to evaluate an AI theory?

• Why do we lack a good theory?

This chapter attempts to clarify the related issues, so as to pave the way to a solid

theoretical foundation for AGI, which is also the original and ultimate form of AI. For

this reason, in the following “AI” is mainly used to mean “AGI”, rather than the current

mainstream practice.

16.2 Nature and content of AI theories

In a field of science or engineering, a “theory” usually refers to a system of concepts

and statements on the subject matter of the field. Generally speaking, there are two types

of theory:

Descriptive theory: Such a theory starts with certain observations in the field. The theory

provides a generalization and explanation of the observations, as well as predictions

for future events, so as to guide people’s behaviors. The theories in natural science are

the best examples of this type.

Normative theory: Such a theory starts with certain assumptions, then derives conclu-

sions from them. When the assumptions are accepted as applicable in a field, all the

conclusions should also be accepted as true. Mathematics and engineering theories are

the best examples of this type.1

1In fields like economics and law, a “normative” theory or model specifies what people should do, often for
ethical reasons. It is not what the word means here. Instead, in this chapter a “normative” theory specifies what
people should do for rational reasons. This usage is common in the study of human reasoning and decision
making, for example see [14].
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Though it is possible for these two types of theory to interweave (in the sense that parts

of a theory may belong to the other type), for a theory as a whole its type is still usually

clear. For example, modern physics uses a lot of mathematics in it, but it does not change

the overall descriptive nature of the theories in physics. On the contrary, computer science

is mainly based on normative theories on how to build and use computer systems, even

though empirical methods are widely used to test the systems.2

What makes a “Theory of AI” special on this aspect is that it needs to be both descriptive

and normative, in a certain sense.

AI studies the similarity and the difference between “The Computer and the Brain”, as

suggested by the title of [44]. This research is directly driven by the observation that though

the computer systems can take over human’s mental labor in many situations (and often do

a better job), there are nevertheless still many features of the human mental activities that

have not been reproduced by computers. An AI theory should provide a bridge over this

gap between “the Brain” and “the Computer”, so as to guide the designing and building of

computer systems that are similar to the human mind in its “mental power”. “Intelligence”

is simply the word whose intuitive meaning is the closest to the capability or property to

be duplicated from the brain to the computer, though some people may prefer to use other

words like “cognition”, “mind”, or “thinking”. The choice of word here does not change

the nature of this problem too much.

Given this objective, an AI theory must identify the (known or potential) similarities

between two entities, “the Brain” and “the Computer”, which are very different on many

aspects. Furthermore, human intelligence is an existing phenomenon, while computer in-

telligence is something to be built, for which an accurate description does not exist at this

moment. Consequently, an AI theory should be descriptive with respect to human intel-

ligence (not in all details, but in basic principles, functions and mechanisms), and at the

same time, be normative to computer intelligence. That is, on one hand, the theory should

summarize and explain how the human mind works, at a proper level and scope of descrip-

tion; on the other hand, it should guide the design and development of computer systems,

so as to make them “just like the human mind”, at the same level and scope of description.

A theory for this field is surely centered at the concept of “intelligence”. Accurately

speaking, there are three concepts involved here:

Human Intelligence (HI), the intelligence as displayed by human beings;

Computer Intelligence (CI), the intelligence as to be displayed by computer systems;
2On this topic, I disagree with Newell and Simon’s opinion on “Computer science as empirical inquiry” [32].
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General Intelligence (GI), the general and common description of both HI and CI.

For the current discussion, HI can also be referred to as “natural intelligence”, CI as “ar-

tificial intelligence”, and GI simply as “intelligence”, which also covers other concepts

like “animal intelligence”, “collective intelligence”, “alien intelligence”, etc., as special

cases [48].

Roughly speaking, the content of the theory must cover certain mechanisms in the hu-

man mind (as the HI), then generalize and abstract them (to be the GI), and finally specify

them in a computational form (to become the CI). No matter what names are used, the dis-

tinction and relationship among the three concepts are necessary for an AI theory, because

the theory needs to identify the common properties between human beings and computer

systems, while still to acknowledge their differences in other aspects.3

Now it is easy to see that in an AI theory, the part about HI is mostly descriptive, that

about CI is mostly normative, and that about GI is both.

The human mind is a phenomenon that has been studied by many branches of science

from different perspectives and with different focuses. There have been many theories

about it in psychology, neuroscience, biology, philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, soci-

ology, etc. When talking about HI, what AI researchers usually do is to selectively acquire

concepts and conclusions from the other fields, and to reorganize them in a systematic way.

As a result, we get a theory that summarizes certain observed phenomenon of the human

mind. Such a theory is fundamentally synthetic and empirical, in that its conclusions are

summaries of common knowledge on how the human mind works, so it is verified by com-

paring its conclusions to actual human (mental) activities. Here the procedure is basically

the same as in natural science. The only special thing is the selectivity coming from the

(different) understandings of the concept “intelligence”: different researchers may include

different phenomena within the scope of HI, which has no “natural” boundary.

On the contrary, a theory about CI has to be normative, since this phenomenon does

not exist naturally, and the main function of the theory is to tell the practitioners how to

produce it. As a normative theory, its basic assumptions come from two major sources:

knowledge of intelligence that describes what should be done, and knowledge of computer

that describes what can be done. Combined together, this knowledge can guide the whole
3Some people may argue that AI researchers are only responsible for the CI part of the picture, because the HI

part should be provided by psychologists, and the GI part should be covered by a “theory of general intelligence”,
contributed by philosophers, logicians, mathematicians, and other researchers working on general and abstract
systems. Though there is some truth in this argument, at the current time there is no established theory of GI
that we AI researchers can accept as guidance, so we have to work on the whole picture, even though part of it is
beyond our career training.
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design and development process, by specifying the design objective, selecting some the-

oretical and technical tools, drawing a blueprint of the system’s architecture, planning a

development roadmap, evaluating the progress, and verifying the results. Here the proce-

dure is basically the same as in engineering. The only special thing is the selectivity coming

from the (different) understandings of the concept “intelligence”: different researchers may

define the concept differently, which will change everything in the following development.

As the common generalization of HI and CI, a theory of GI is both descriptive and

normative. On one hand, the theory should explain how human intelligence works as a

special case, and on the other hand, it should describe how intelligence works in general,

so as to guide how an intelligent computer system should be designed. Therefore, this

theory should be presented in a “medium-neutral” language that does not assume the special

details of either the human brain or the computer hardware. At the same time, since it is

less restricted by the “low-level” constraints, this part of the theory gives the researchers the

largest freedom, compared to the HI and the CI part. Consequently, this is also where the

existing theories differ most from each other — the differences among the theories are not

much on how the brain, mind, or computer works, but on where the brain and the machine

should be similar to each other [47].

In the textbook by Russell and Norvig [39], different approaches toward AI are cat-

egorized according to whether they are designed to be thinking or acting “humanly” or

“rationally”. It seems that the former is mainly guided by descriptive theories, while the

latter by normative theories. Though such a difference indeed exists, it is more subtle than

what these two words suggest. Since the basic assumptions and principles of all models of

rationality come from abstraction and idealization of the human thinking process, “ratio-

nally” thinking/acting is actually a special type of “humanly” thinking/acting. For example,

though the “Universal AI” model AIXI by Hutter [20] is presented in a highly abstract and

mathematical form, its understanding of “intelligence” is still inspired and justified accord-

ing to certain opinions about the notion in psychology [23]. On the other extreme, though

Hawkins’ HTM model of intelligence is based on certain neuroscientific findings, it is not

an attempt to model the human brain in all aspects and in all details, but to selectively em-

ulate certain mechanisms that are believed to be “the crux of intelligence” [18]. Therefore,

the difference between AIXI and HTM, as well as among the other AGI models, is not

on whether to learn from the human brain/mind (the answer is always “yes”, since it is

the best-known form of intelligence), or whether to idealize and simplify the knowledge

obtained from the human brain/mind (the answer is also always “yes”, since a computer
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cannot become identical to the brain in all aspects), but on where to focus and how much to

abstract and generalize.

From the same knowledge about the human mind, there are many meaningful ways to

establish a notion of HI, by focusing on different aspects of the phenomena; from the same

notion of HI, there are many meaningful ways to establish a notion of GI, by describing in-

telligence on different levels, with different granularities and scopes; from the same notion

of GI, there are many meaningful ways to establish a notion of CI, by assuming different

hardware/software platforms and working environments. The systems developed accord-

ing to different notions will surely have different properties and practical applications, and

are “similar to the human mind” in different senses. Unless one commits to a particular

definition of intelligence, there is no absolute standard to decide which of these ways is

“the correct way” to establish a theory of AI.

The current collection to which this chapter belongs provides a concrete example for

this situation: though the chapter authors all use the notion of “intelligence”, and are ex-

plaining related phenomena, the theories they proposed are very different. It is not neces-

sarily the case that at most one of the theory is “correct” or really captures intelligence “as

it is”, while all the others are “wrong”, since each of them represents a certain perspective;

nor can the issue be resolved by pooling the perspectives altogether, because they are often

incommensurable, due to the usage of different concepts. This diversity is a major source

of difficulty in theoretical discussions of AI.

16.3 Desired properties of a theory

Though there are reasons for different AI theories to be proposed, it does not mean that

all of them are equally good. The following three desired properties of a scientific theory

are proposed and discussed in my own theory of intelligence [48] (Section 6.2):

• Correctness: A theory should be supported by available evidence.

• Concreteness: A theory should be instructive in problem solving.

• Compactness: A theory should be simple.

Though these properties are proposed for scientific theories in general, in this chapter they

will be discussed in the context of AI. Especially, let us see what they mean for an AI theory

that is both descriptive (for human minds) and normative (for computer systems).
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Correctness

Since the best-known form of intelligence is human intelligence, an AI theory is correct

if it is supported by the available knowledge about the human mind. In this aspect, AI is

not that different from any natural science, in that the correctness of a theory is verified

empirically, rather than proved according to some priori postulates. Since the study of the

human mind has been going on in many disciplines for a long time, AI researchers often

do not need to carry out their own research on human subjects, but to inherit the conclu-

sions from the related disciplines, including (though not limited to) psychology, linguistics,

philosophy, neuroscience, and anthropology.

This task is not as simple as it sounds, since an AI theory cannot simply copy the

concepts and statements from the related disciplines — to form the HI part of the theory,

selection is needed; to form the GI part of the theory, generalization is needed.

“Intelligence” is not related to every aspect of a human being, and AI is not an attempt to

clone a human. Even though the concept of intelligence has many different understandings,

it is mainly about the mental properties of human beings, rather than their physical or bio-

logical properties (though those properties have impacts in the content of human thought).

Furthermore, even only for lexical considerations, the notion of “Intelligence” should be

more general than the notion of “Human Intelligence”, so as to cover the non-human forms

of intelligence. Therefore, an AI theory needs to decide the boundary of its empirical ev-

idence, by indicating which processes and mechanisms in the human mind/brain/body is

directly relevant to AI, and which of them are not. In other words, an AI theory must

specify the scope and extent to which a computer is (or will be) similar to a human.

The following two extreme positions on this issue are obviously improper — if HI is

specified in such a “tight” way that is bounded to all aspects of a human being, non-human

intelligence would be impossible by definition; if HI is specified in such a “loose” way that

the current computer systems are already intelligent by definition, AI will be trivialized and

deserves no attention.

This task uniquely belongs to AI theories, because even though there are many studies

on the human mind in the past in the related disciplines, little effort is made to separate

the conclusions about “intelligence” (or “cognition”, “mind”) in general from those about

“human intelligence” (or “human cognition”, “human mind”) in specific.

For example, though there is a huge literature on the psychological study of human

intelligence, which is obviously related to AI, an AI theory cannot use the conclusions in-

discriminately. This is because the notion of “intelligence” is used in psychology as an
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attribute where the difference among human beings is studied, while in AI it is an attribute

where the difference between humans and computers is much more important. Many com-

mon properties among human beings are taken for granted in psychology, so they are rarely

addressed in psychological theories. On the contrary, these properties are exactly what AI

tries to reproduce, so they cannot be omitted in AI theories. For this reason, it is not helpful

to directly use human IQ tests to evaluate the intelligence of a computer system. Similarly,

the correctness of an AI theory cannot be judged in the same way as a theory in a related

empirical discipline, such as psychology.

On the other hand, the human–computer difference cannot be used as an excuse for an

AI theory to contain conclusions that are clearly inconsistent with the existing knowledge

of the human mind. In the current context, even a theorem proved in a formal theory

is not necessarily “correct” as a conclusion about intelligence, unless the axioms of the

theory can be justified as acceptable in AI. If a normal human being is not “intelligent”

according to an AI theory, then the theory is not really about intelligence as we know it,

but about something else. This is especially the case for the GI part of the theory — even

though generalization and simplification are necessary and inevitable, overgeneralization

and oversimplification can cause serious distortion in a theory, to the extent that it is no

longer relevant to the original problem.

For an AI theory to be correct, it does not need to explain every phenomenon of the

human mind, but only those that are considered as essential for HI by the theory. Though

each theory may select different phenomena, there are some obvious features that should

be satisfied by every theory of intelligence. Suggested features are exemplified by the re-

quirement of being general [7], or being adaptive and can work with insufficient knowledge

and resources [48].

At the current time, the correctness of an AI theory is usually a matter of degree. The

existence of certain counterevidence rarely falsifies a theory completely (as suggested by

Popper [37]), though it does decrease its correctness, and therefore its competitiveness

when compared with other theories. We will return to this topic later.

Concreteness

The practical value of a scientific theory shows in the guidance it provides to human

activities. In the current context, this requirement focuses on the relation between an AI

theory (especially the CI part) and the computer systems developed according to it.
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Since the objective of AI is to build “thinking machines”, the content of an AI theory

needs to be concrete enough to be applicable into system design and development, even

though it does not have to specify all the technical details.

This requirement means that a pure descriptive theory about how human intelligence

works will not qualify as a good AI theory. In the theoretical discussions of AI and Cog-

nitive Science, there are some theories that sound quite correct. However, they are very

general, and use fuzzy and ambiguous concepts, so seem to be able to explain everything.

What is missing in these theories, however, is the ability of making concrete, accurate, and

constructive suggestions on how to build AI systems.

Similarly, it is a serious problem if a theory of AI proposes a design of AI systems, but

some key steps in it cannot be implemented — for example, the AIXI model is uncom-

putable [20]. Such a result cannot be treated as an unfortunate reality about intelligence,

because the involved notion of “intelligence” is a construct in the theory, rather than a

naturally existing phenomenon objectively described by the theory. The human mind has

provided an existing proof for the possibility of intelligence, so there is no reason to gener-

alize it into a notion that cannot be realized in a physical system.

In summary, a good AI theory should include a description of intelligence using the

terminology provided by the existing computer science and technology. That is, the theory

not only needs to tell people what should be done, but also how to do it.

“To guide the building of AI systems” does not necessarily mean these systems come

with practical problem-solving capability. It again depends on the working definition of

intelligence. According some opinion, “intelligence” means to be able to solve human-

solvable problems [33], so an AI theory should cover the solutions to various practical

problems. However, there are also theories that do not take “intelligence” as problem-

solving capability, but learning capability [46]. According to such a theory, when an AI

system is just built, it may have little problem-solving ability, like a human baby. What

it has is the potential to acquire problem-solving ability via its interaction with the envi-

ronment. The requirement of concreteness allows both of the previous understandings of

intelligence — no matter how this concept is interpreted, it needs to be realized in computer

systems.

To insist that the CI part of an AI theory must be presented using concrete (even com-

putational) concepts does not mean that the theory of AI can be replaced by the existing

theories of computer science. Not all computer systems are intelligent, and AI is a special

type of computer systems that is designed according to a special theory. It is just like that a
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theory of architecture cannot be replaced by a theory of physics, even though every build-

ing is constructed from physical components with physical relations among them. The

claim that AI needs no theory beyond computer science [19] cannot explain the obvious

difference between the human mind and the conventional computers.

Compactness

While the previous two properties (correctness and concreteness) are about the external

relation between an AI theory and outside systems (human and computer, respectively),

compactness is a property of the internal structure of the theory. Here the word “compact-

ness” is used to mean the conceptual simplicity of a theory’s content, not merely on its

“size” measured literally.

Since scientific theories are used to guide human behaviors, simple theories are pre-

ferred, because they are easier to use and to maintain (to verify, to revise, to extend, etc.).

This opinion is well known in various forms, such as “Occam’s Razor” or “Mach’s Econ-

omy of Thought”, and is accepted as a cornerstone in several AGI theories [4, 20, 41].

To establish a compact theory in a complicated domain, two common techniques are

axiomatization and formalization.

Axiomatization works by compressing the core of the theory into a small number of

fundamental concepts and statements, to be taken as the basic notions and axioms of the

theory. The other notions are defined recursively from the basic ones, and the other state-

ments are proved from the axioms as theorems. Consequently, in principle the theory can

be reduced to its axioms. Besides efficiency in usage, axiomatization also simplifies the

verification of the theory’s consistency and applicability.

Formalization works by representing the notions in a theory by symbols in an artificially

formed language, rather than by words in a naturally formed language. Consequently,

the notions have relatively clear and unambiguous meaning. The same theory can also

be applied to different situations, by giving its symbols different interpretations. Even

though it looks unintuitive to outsiders, a formal theory is actually easier to use for various

purposes.

Axiomatization and formalization are typically used in mathematics, as well as in logic,

computer science, and other normative theories. The same idea can also be applied to

empirical science to various degrees, though because the very nature of those theories, they

cannot be fully axiomatized (because they must open to new evidence) or fully formalized
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(because their key concepts already have concrete meaning associated, and cannot be taken

as symbols waiting to be interpreted).

Since a theory of AI has empirical content, it cannot be fully axiomatized or formalized,

neither. Even so, it is still highly desired for it to move in that direction as far as possible,

by condensing its empirical content into a small set of assumptions and postulations, then

deriving the other part of the theory from it using justifiable inference rules. To a large

extent, it is what a “Serious Computational Science” demands, with the requirements of

being “cohesive” and “theorem-guided” [7].

16.4 Relations among the properties

To summarize the previous discussions, a good AI theory should provide a correct

description about how intelligence works (using evidence from human intelligence), give

concrete instructions on how to produce intelligence in computer systems (using feasible

techniques), and have a compact internal structure (using partial axiomatization and for-

malization).

These three requirements are independent, in the sense that in general there is no (pos-

itive or negative) correlation among them. All the three C’s are desired in a theory, for

different reasons, and one cannot be reduced into, or replaced by, the others.

For example, a simpler theory is not necessarily more correct or less correct, when com-

pared with other theories. On this topic, one usual misconception is about Occam’s Razor,

which is often phrased as “Simpler theories are preferred, because they are more likely

to be correct”. This is not proper, since the original form of this idea was just something

like “Simpler theories are preferred”, and it is not hard to find examples where simpler

theories are actually less correct. A common source of this misconception is the assump-

tion that the only desired feature of a scientific theory is its correctness (or “truth”) — in

that case, if simpler theories are preferred, the preference must come from its correctness.

However, generally speaking, compactness (or simplicity) is a feature that is preferred for

its own sake, rather than as an indicator of correctness. It is like when we compare sev-

eral products, we prefer cheaper ones when everything else is about the same, though it

does not mean that we prefer cheaper products because they usually have higher quality.

Here “price” and “quality” are two separate factors influencing our overall preference, and

additional information is needed to specify their relationship.4

4Some people may argue that a simpler theory is more correct because it is less likely to be wrong, but if a theory
becomes simpler by saying less, such a simplification will make the theory covers less territory, so it will also
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In certain special situations, it is possible for the requirements to be taken as correlated.

One such treatment is Solomonoff’s “universal prior”, which assumes that without domain

knowledge, the simpler hypotheses have higher probability to be correct [43]. Though

Solomonoff’s model of induction has its theoretical and practical values, the soundness

of its application to a specific domain depends on whether the assumptions of the model,

including the above one, can be satisfied (exactly or approximately) in the domain. For the

related AGI models (such as AIXI [20]), such justifications should be provided, rather than

taken for granted. After all, we often meet simple explanations of complex phenomena that

turn out to be wrong, and Occam’s Razor cannot be used as an argument for the correctness

of a theory (though it can be an argument for why a theory is preferred). For the same

reason, a formal theory is not necessarily more correct than an informal one, though the

former is indeed preferred when the other features of the two theories are similar.

These three C’s are arguably complete, because altogether they fully cover the subject

matter: the descriptive ingredients of the theory need to be correct, the normative ingredi-

ents need to be concrete, and the whole theory needs to be compact. Of course, each of the

three can be further specified with more details, while all of them must be possessed by a

theory that is about intelligence, rather than only about one part or one aspect of it.

All three C’s can only be relatively satisfied. As a result, though probably there will

not be a perfect theory of AI, there are surely better theories and not-so-good ones. When

a theory is superior to another one in all three dimensions, it is “generally better”. If it

is superior in one aspect, but inferior in another, then whether it is better for the current

purpose depends on how big the differences are, as well as on the focus of the comparison.

Intuitively speaking, we can think the overall “score” on the competitiveness of an AI

theory as a multiplication of the three “scores” it obtains on the three C’s, though we do not

have numerical measurements for the scores yet. In this way, an acceptable theory must be

acceptable in all the three dimensions. Even if a theory is excellent in two aspects, it still

can be useless for AI if it is terrible in the third.

16.5 Issues on the properties

In the current theoretical explorations in AGI, a common problem is to focus on some

desired property of a theory, while ignoring the others.
have less supporting evidence. To simply remove some conclusions from a theory does not make it more correct,
unless “correctness” is defined according to Popper’s falsification theory about science [37], so the existence of
supporting evidence does not contribute to the correctness of a theory. Such a definition is not accepted here.
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Issues on correctness typically happen in formal or computational models of intelli-

gence. Sometimes people think as long as they make it clear that a model is based on

“idealized assumptions”, they can assume whatever they want (usually the assumptions re-

quired by their available theoretical or technical tools). For example, Schmidhuber thought

that for AI systems, the assumption of Markovian environments is too strong, so “We will

concentrate on a much weaker and therefore much more general assumption, namely, that

the environment’s responses are sampled from a computable probability distribution. If

even this weak assumption were not true then we could not even formally specify the en-

vironment, leave alone writing reasonable scientific papers about it.” [41] It is true that

every formal and computational model is based on some idealized assumptions, which are

usually never fully satisfied in realistic situations. However, this should not be taken as an

excuse to base the model on highly unrealistic assumptions or assumptions that can only

be satisfied in special situations. Since the conclusions of the model are largely determined

by its assumptions, an improper assumption may completely change the nature of the prob-

lem, and consequently the model will not be about “intelligence” (as we know it) at all, but

about something else. One cannot force people to accept a new definition of “intelligence”

simply because there is a formal or computational model for it — it reminds us the famous

remark of Abraham Maslow: “If you only have a hammer, you tend to see every problem

as a nail”. We do want AI to become a serious science, but to change the problem into a

more “manageable” one is not the way to get there.

On the other hand, to overemphasize correctness at the cost of the other requirements

also leads to problems. The “Model Fit Imperative” analyzed by Cassimatis (Chapter 2 of

this book) is a typical example. A theory of AI is not responsible for explaining or repro-

ducing all the details of human intelligence. The most biologically (or psychologically)

accurate model of the human brain (or mind) is not necessarily the best model for AI.

Issues on concreteness typically happen in theories that have rich philosophical content.

Though philosophical discussions are inevitable in AI theories, to only present a theory at

that level of description is often useless, and such a discussion quickly degenerates into

word games, which is why among AI researchers “this is a philosophical problem” is often

a way to say “It doesn’t matter” or “You can say whatever you want about it”. Similarly,

if some theory contains descriptions that nobody knows how to implement or even to ap-

proximate, such a theory will not be very useful for AI. Just to solve the AI problem “in

principle” is not enough, unless those principles clearly lead to technical decisions in design

and development, even if not in all details.
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Issues on compactness widely exist in AGI projects that are mainly guided by psycho-

logical/biological inspirations or problem-solving capabilities. Such a project is usually

based on a theory that basically treats intelligence as a collection of “cognitive functions”

that are organized into a “cognitive architecture” (see Chapters 7 and 8 of this book).

One problem about this approach is that the functions recognized in the human mind

are not necessarily carried out by separate processes or mechanisms. In a psychological

theory, sometimes it is reasonable to concentrate on one aspect of intelligence, but such

a practice is not always acceptable in an engineering plan to realize intelligence, since to

reproduce a single mechanism of intelligence may be impossible, given its dependency on

the other mechanisms. For example, “reasoning” and “learning” may be two aspects of the

same process [29, 46]; “perceiving” may be better considered as a way of “acting” [34];

“analogy” may be inseparable from “high-level perception” [10].

Though from an engineering point of view, a modular architecture may be used in an AI

system, the identification and specification of the modules must follow an AI theory — the

functions and modules should be the “theorems” of a theory that are derived from a small

number of “axioms” or “principles”, so as to guarantee the coherence and integrity of the

system as a whole. Without such an internal structure, a theory of AI looks like a grab bag

of ideas — even when each idea in it looks correct and concrete, there is still no guarantee

that the ideas are indeed consistent, nor guidance on how to decide if on a design issue dif-

ferent ideas point to different directions. Such an architecture often looks arbitrary, without

convincing reason for the partition of the overall function into the modules. Consequently,

the engineering practice will probably be full of trial-and-error, which should not happen

if the theory is well-organized.

16.6 Conclusion

A major obstacle of progress in AI research is “theoretical nihilism” — facing the well-

known difficulty in establishing a theory of AI, the research community as a whole has not

made enough effort in this task, but instead either follows some other theories developed

for certain related, though very different, problems, or carries out the research based on

intuitions or practical considerations, with the hope that the theoretical problems can be

eventually solved or avoided using technical tricks.

Though AI is indeed a very hard problem, and it is unlikely to get a perfect (or even sat-

isfactory) theory very soon, to give up on the effort or to depend on an improper substitute
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is not a good alternative. Even though the research can go ahead without the guidance of a

theory, it may run in a wrong direction, or into dead alleys. Even an imperfect theory is still

better than no theory at all, and a theory developed in another domain does not necessarily

keep its authority in AI, no matter how successful it is in its original domain.

Given the special situation in the field, an AI theory must be descriptive with respect

to the human mind, and be normative with respect to computer systems. To achieve this

objective, it should construct a notion of general intelligence, which does not depend in

the details of either the biological brain or the electrical computer. The desired properties

of such a theory can be summarized by the Three C’s: Correctness, Concreteness, and

Compactness, and the overall quality of the theory depends on all the three aspects. Among

the existing theoretical works, many issues are caused by focusing only on one (or two) of

the properties, while largely ignoring the other(s).

To a large extent, the above issues come from the science–engineering duality of AI.

A theory of AI is similar to a theory of natural science in certain aspects, while that of

engineering in other aspects. We cannot work in this field like typical natural scientists,

because “intelligent computers” are not existing phenomena for us to study, but something

to be created; on the other hand, we cannot work like typical engineers, because we are

not sure what we want to build, but have to find that out by studying the human mind. The

theoretical challenge is to find a minimum description of the human mind at a certain level,

then, with it as specification, to build computer systems in which people will find most of

the features of “intelligence”, in the everyday sense of the word.

Though the task is hard, there is no convincing argument for its impossibility. What the

field needs is to spend more energy in theoretical exploration, while keeping a clear idea

about what kind of theory we are looking for, which is what this chapter attempts to clarify.
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